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Preface

In continuation of the practice of publishing the proceedings for previous editions,
we decided to publish the proceedings for the 16th Conference on Flavor Physics
and CP Violation (FPCP 2018). Publication of the proceedings constitutes an
important aspect of any conference and the conference under consideration (FPCP
2018) is no way different. It is very important that we spread the scientific ideas,
new results, and discussions during the meeting through the proceedings of the
conference.

Flavor Physics and CP Violation (FPCP) conference is held every year, each
time at a different location of the world, and is considered to be one of the premiere
conferences organized in the area of high energy physics. Around 150 physicists
and researchers participated in FPCP 2018 to discuss the latest advancements in the
fields of interests. In the previous editions, we used to have only plenary invited
lectures and poster contributions. Therefore, to give opportunities to younger sci-
entists to present their work in FPCP, we decided to introduce few parallel sessions
of short talks (based on the submitted abstracts). These include B physics & CP
violation, Charm Physics, Exoctic composites, Kaon physics, Neutrino Physics and
leptonic CP violation, Leptogenesis and Baryogenesis, Flavour and Dark sector
connection, important results from various experiments like BABAR, BELLE,
CLEO, LHCb, CMS, ATLAS, ALICE, BES-III, NOVA, T2K, DAYA BAY,
KOTO, and future experiments.

The 16th edition of the conference, FPCP 2018, was held at the University of
Hyderabad, Hyderabad, India during 14–18 July, 2018. The conference was jointly
organized by the University of Hyderabad and IIT Hyderabad. This volume
includes manuscripts from both invited, contributed talks, and poster contributions
from Flavor Physics and CP violation, BSM physics, lattice gauge theory, high p-T
physics, heavy ion physics, lepton flavor violation, etc. Some new results in the
flavor sector were also presented, including review talks on the new developments
during the past 1 year covering almost all areas connected to FPCP conference.

We are going through a very important and exciting phase of scientific devel-
opment, where we have completely verified the standard model of particle physics.
There are still some discrepancies and other observations, which we cannot explain
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within the framework of the standard model and we believe that there is physics
beyond it but the nature of the same is not known so far. The same is truly reflected
in this volume. The book is intended for both young as well as advanced
researchers of the field who are actively following the exciting time that we are
going through when we are expecting something new to show up either at the
energy frontier or may be at the intensity and cosmic frontiers.

Hyderabad, India Anjan Giri
Rukmani Mohanta
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Chapter 1
Leptonic B Decays at the e+e− B
Factories

Bob Kowalewski

Abstract Leptonic B decays provide theoretically clean probes that are sensitive to
physics beyond the standard model. These decays can be accessed at high luminosity
e+e− colliders operating near theΥ (4S) resonance, where kinematic constraints and
the nearly 4π solid angle coverage of the Belle and BaBar detectors allow for clean
measurements of final states that involve non-interacting particles. Charged B decays
to lepton pairs will be reviewed, with emphasis on two recent Belle measurements.
In addition, a search for the flavour-changing neutral-current decay B− → Λpνν
from BaBar will be presented.

1.1 Introduction

The e+e− B meson factories at SLACandKEKproduced collisions at center-of-mass
(CM) energies near

√
s = 10.58GeV, where the Υ (4S) resonance is produced. The

Belle [1] and BaBar [2] detectors collected large samples of B mesons from Υ (4S)

decays to B+ B− or B0B0 pairs, where each B meson has a known energy in the CM
frame. The detectors reconstruct charged particles and photons in >90% of the solid
angle and have dedicated particle identification systems to distinguish amongst e±,
μ±, π±, K ± and p±. The performance of the detectors is well understood, and the
detailed detector simulations are accurate in most respects. These properties enable
the study of final states involving neutrinos, for which selection criteria include the
use of vetoes on additional charged tracks or neutral calorimeter energy.

The pure leptonic decay of a B+ meson (charge conjugation is implied through-
out this paper) is dominated by an annihilation diagram through which a W boson
produces a charged-lepton–neutrino pair. The standard model (SM) decay rate to
lowest order is

Bob Kowalewski—On behalf of the Belle and BaBar collaborations.
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Γ
(
B+ → �+ν�

) = G2
F m3

B f 2B
8π

|Vub|2 x2(1 − x)2, (1.1)

where x = m�/m B and fB is the B meson decay constant. The appearance of x2

in the decay rate reflects the helicity suppression due to the V − A nature of the
charged weak interaction. The decay rate can be calculated using a non-perturbative
method; a recent lattice QCD calculation [3] gives 186 ± 4MeV, while a calculation
based on QCD sum rules [4] gives 207+17

− 9 MeV. Using the lattice QCD value along
with a recent determination [5] |Vub| = (3.74 ± 0.14) × 10−3, one obtains branching
fraction predictions

BF(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (8.45 ± 0.70) × 10−5 (SM), (1.2)

BF(B+ → μ+νμ) = (3.80 ± 0.31) × 10−7 (SM), (1.3)

BF(B+ → e+ νe) = (8.89 ± 0.73) × 10−12 (SM). (1.4)

The suppression of these decays in the SMmakes them interesting probes for beyond-
the-standard-model (BSM) physics. Examples of BSM physics that would affect
these decay rates are charged Higgs bosons, leptoquarks, and R-parity-violating
supersymmetry (SUSY). With much larger datasets, as are expected at Belle II, the
muonic and tauonic decays can, in the absence of BSM physics, be used to determine
|Vub| with small theoretical uncertainties.

Decays with a radiated photon in the final state, B+ → �+ν�γ, have predicted
branching fractions of ∼10−6 for both electronic and muonic decays. The SM decay
rate is given by

Γ (B → �ν�γ) = α
G2

F m5
B

48π3
|Vub|2 y3(1 − y)

(
f 2A(y) + f 2V (y)

)
(1.5)

where α is the fine structure constant, y = 2Eγ/m B in the B rest frame and f A,V

are the axial-vector and vector form-factors for the B → γ transition. These form
factors have large theoretical uncertainties, and measurements of these decays will
help test form-factor calculations.

The experimental status of leptonic decays is tabulated in the Review of Particle
Properties [6]. Of particular interest for this talk are the tauonic and muonic decay
channels, for which the world-average results are

BF(B+ → τ+ντ ) = (10.9 ± 2.4) × 10−5, (1.6)

BF(B+ → μ+νμ) < 1.0 × 10−6 at 90% CL, (1.7)

BF(B+ → e+ νe) < 9.8 × 10−7 at 90% CL. (1.8)

For the radiative leptonic decays, the most sensitive current determination [7] gives
BF

(
B+ → �+νγ

)
< 3.5 × 10−6 at 90% CL.
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1.2 Analyses at Υ (4S)

The e+e− B factories run at center-of-mass (CM) energy
√

s = 10.58GeV, where
they produce the Υ (4S) resonance which decays almost exclusively B B pairs. Each

B in these events has momentum |pB | =
√

s/4 − m2
B � 325MeV in the CM frame.

As a result, the decay products of the B mesons are not spatially segregated in the
detector. For 2-body B decay modes involving a neutrino (e.g. B+ → μ+ν), one can
select single charged tracks with CM momentum near m B/2, smeared out by the
B motion, to achieve a high selection efficiency ε ∼ O(50%). However, analyses
of decays involving more than one neutrino require the assignment of particles to
a B meson parent through its full reconstruction in a recognized decay mode. This
process is known as “B tagging” and results in a much smaller efficiency. Having
reconstructed one B meson, the remaining charged tracks and neutral calorimeter
energy deposits are presumed to come from the second B meson, and are compared
with the particles expected from the signal decay under study (e.g. B+ → τ+ν →
π+νν). The two main modalities for tag reconstruction are hadronic tags, where the
B meson decays into visible particles and where the tag reconstruction efficiency,
summed over all decay modes, is ∼0.5%, and semileptonic tags, where the B meson
decays into a D or D∗ meson, an electron or muon, and a corresponding unseen
neutrino, with a tag reconstruction efficiency of ∼1%. The use of hadronic tags
provides a determination of the B meson momentum vector, but this does not lead
to a useful kinematic constraint if the signal has more than one neutrino. In fact,
the lower multiplicity of interacting particles when using semileptonic tags can be
an advantage when looking for decays like B+ → τ+ν due to the vetoes placed on
additional activity in the event selection criteria.

1.2.1 Preliminary Measurement of B+ → μ+ν from Belle

The Belle collaboration recently presented an analysis [5] of this decay mode using
an untagged method on their full dataset (7.7 × 108B B events). Candidate events
are selected by requiring an identified muon with CM momentum in the range
2.60–2.84 GeV. The invariant mass of the sum of the remaining particles, calcu-
lated using the mass hypothesis per track determined from particle identification

information, must satisfy Mbc > 5.1GeV, where Mbc =
√

E2
beam − |∑i pi |2. Fur-

ther requirements are placed on the direction of the muon candidate relative to the
thrust axis, and no more than one additional lepton and one K 0 cluster in the outer
detector are allowed. Additional discrimination between signal and background is
achieved using a neural network based on 14 input parameters that are uncorrelated
with the muon momentum. The network output variable, onn , and the muon momen-
tum, p∗

μ, are used in a binned 2-dimensional fit for the normalizations of each of the
following contributions: B+ → μ+ν, B → π�+ν, B → ρ�+ν, other B → Xu�

+ν,
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Fig. 1.1 Projections of the data and fitted distributions on the p∗
μ axis for onn > 0.84 and on the

onn axis for 2.6 < p∗
μ < 2.85GeV for the Belle analysis of the decay B+ → μ+ν. (taken from [5])

other B B and e+e− → cc, qq (q = u, d, s), τ+τ− and e+e−μ+μ− (two-photon
production of muon pairs). Additional small backgrounds are estimated using sim-
ulation. Projections of the fit output onto the p∗

μ and onn axes are show in Fig. 1.1.
The fit results in 195 ± 67 signal events and determines the ratio R = N (B+ →

μ+ν)/N (B → π�+ν) = (1.66 ± 0.57) × 10−2. The double ratio Rdata/RMC is used
to extract the ratio of branching fractions

BF(B+ → μ+ν)

BF(B → π�+ν)
= (4.45 ± 1.53stat ) × 10−3. (1.9)

Themost significant sources of systematic uncertainty are from the shapes of the B →
ρ�+ν and B+ → μ+ν distributions and of the continuum cc and qq (q = u, d, s)
distributions. After accounting for all uncertainties, the fitted yield corresponds to a
2.4σ indication of a signal with branching fraction

BF(B+ → μ+ν) = (6.5 ± 2.2stat ± 1.6sys) × 10−7 . (1.10)

The corresponding 90%CL limits are determined using a frequentist prescription [8]:
BF(B+ → μ+ν) ∈ [2.9, 10.7] × 10−7, consistent with the SM prediction in (1.3).

1.2.2 Belle Measurement of B+ → τ+ν Using Semileptonic
Tags

The leptonic decay B+ → τ+ν results in two or three neutrinos in the final state,
depending on the tau decay mode. This makes the use of semileptonic B tags well
suited to the analysis of this decay at e+e− B factories. The Belle collaboration uses
their full data set (7.7 × 108B B events) and selects events where one B meson is
reconstructed in a decay B− → D(∗)0�−ν and the remaining particles in the event
are consistent with coming from a τ+ decay to e+νν, μ+νν, π+ν or ρ+ν. The tag
B is selected using a NeuroBayes multivariate selection (MVS) that considers 10
D0 decay modes and both D∗0 → D0π0 and D∗0 → D0γ transitions. Requirements
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on the MVS output and on cos θB,D(∗)�
1 are optimized separately for each τ+ decay

channel. An important discriminant between signal and background events is EEC L ,
the sum of all calorimeter energy deposits (above a noise threshold) that are not
associated with either B candidate. This quantity is sensitive to both beam-related
backgrounds and the detailed modeling of the detector. The simulation of EEC L is
validated using a sample of eventswhere the tag B is reconstructed as described above
and the other B is reconstructed in the decay B+ → D0π+, and this comparison is
used to estimate systematic uncertainties due to the modeling of this quantity.

Events satisfying the B− → D(∗)0�−ν, B+ → τ+ν decay followed by a τ+ → 1-
prong decay enter an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit that takes as input the p∗

sig
and EEC L values from each event. The fit determines the branching fraction for
B+ → τ+ν along with the background normalization in each tau decay channel. The
shapes of the fitted components are fixed. Positive signals are seen in each channel;
the combined yield is 222 ± 50 B+ → τ+ν decays. After accounting for systematic
uncertainties, which are dominated by the description of the background composi-
tion and component shapes and by the determination of the selection efficiency, the
resulting measurement is

BF(B → τ+ν) = (1.25 ± 0.28 ± 0.27) × 10−4, (1.11)

consistent with the SM expectation, (1.2). The significance of the observed signal
yield is 3.8σ. A clear, 5σ observation of this decay mode will have to await data from
Belle II.

1.2.3 Preliminary Search for B− → Λ pνν from BaBar

This decay is the analogue to B → Kνν with baryons in the final state. The leading
SM diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.2. There are no previously reported experimental
studies of this decay. Its predicted [9] branching fraction is

BF(B− → Λpνν) = (7.9 ± 1.9) × 10−7 (SM). (1.12)

Given the small SM rate, this decay mode is a sensitive probe for BSM physics
processes that produce flavor-changing neutral-currents (FCNC).

Due to the presence of two neutrinos in the signal decay, one B in the event must
be tagged. The analysis reconstructs the tag B by considering thousands of hadronic
decay chains following the procedure described in [10]. The remaining particles are
required to be consistent with the signal topology, namely a pπ− combination that
forms a goodΛ candidate and an additional identified anti-proton. This combination

1cos θB,D(∗)� = (2Ebeam ED(∗)� − m2
B − m2

D(∗)�
)/(2p∗

B p∗
D(∗)�

) where all quantities are in the CM
frame and p∗

B is the nominal B meson momentum calculated from the beam energy Ebeam and the
nominal mass m B .
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Fig. 1.2 The leading diagrams in the standard model for the decay B− → Λpνν (taken from [9])

of a tag B and identified baryons strongly suppresses backgrounds. Further reductions
in background come from a multivariate discriminant that reduces the contribution
from e+e− → qq continuum interactions and a requirement that the total calorimeter
energy unassociated with any tag- or signal-B decay particles satisfies Eextra <

0.4GeV. The final selection, frozen prior to unblinding the data, has an estimated
signal efficiency of (3.42 ± 0.08 ± 0.80) × 10−4 with an expected background of
2.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.6 events. The observed number of events in the signal regionwas three,
consistent with the background expectation. The resulting branching fraction is

BF(B− → Λpνν) = (0.4 ± 1.1 ± 0.6) × 10−5 (1.13)

which corresponds to a 90% CL frequentist upper limit [11] of 3.0 × 10−5. The
larger datasets expected from Belle II will allow significant gains in sensitivity for
this channel.

1.3 Summary

Leptonic B decays are sensitive to BSM physics, and e+e− B factories have unique
sensitivities for decays that involve one or more neutrinos or other invisible particles.
The current analyses based on the full Belle and BaBar datasets allow the B+ → τ+ν
decay to be measured with a significance of approximately 4σ. A new Belle analysis
has seen the first indications of the decay B+ → μ+ν and set an upper limit on
the branching fraction of less than three times the SM prediction. These results are
consistent with other measurements [6] of these decay modes.

A rare FCNC decay involving two neutrinos, B− → Λpνν, has been searched
for by BaBar. An upper limit was determined on the branching fraction for the first
time, albeit at a level well above that expected in the SM.
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These analyses have not revealed any evidence for departures from the SM. With
the large dataset expected from Belle II, leptonic B decays will be sensitive to a
variety of BSM physics, including charged Higgs bosons, leptoquarks and R-parity-
violating SUSY, and may provide a complementary way to measure |Vub|.
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Chapter 2
Status of Bd,s → µ+µ− at the LHC

Kajari Mazumdar

Abstract Salient features of the measurements of Bd,s → μ+μ− by LHC experi-
ments are reported including results for the branching fractions and effective lifetime
for Bs → μ+μ− decay.

2.1 Introduction

The field of high energy physics is knocking at the heaven’s door. The direct searches
at theCERN-LHChavenot yet yielded anypositive indication for existence of beyond
StandardModel (SM) physics at TeV energy scale. The search for New Physics (NP)
has become a long drawn-out effort, which is sustained by the exciting deviations in
several B physics measurements compared to the SM expectations. Surely with only
about few % of data delivered at the LHC till now, the hunt for NP will continue
and, probably, more innovative strategy is required. In recent times, search for NP in
heavy flavour sector, has become very interesting, due to several deviations observed
in data compared to expectations from the SM. However the interpretations remains
inconclusive awaiting more measurements. In general NP can become manifest in
several ways in heavy flavor sector: (i) via enhancement or suppression of decay
rates, (ii) via introduction of a new source of CP violation, or, (iii) via modification
of the angular distribution of final state particles. Bd,s → μ+μ− processes can be
subtle players in this endeavour. These studies complement the searches for NP via
the processes b → sγ, μ → eγ etc.

The decays of Bd,s → μ+μ− have very clean experimental signatures and have
been searched extensively during last several decades. Theoretically, the rates are
very low in the SM, since flavour changing neutral current is forbidden at the tree
level. Furthermore there is a helicity suppression factor of m2

μ/M2
B . The transitions
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Fig. 2.1 Representative Feynmandiagrams for Bs → μ+μ− transition. Possible contributions from
beyond SM physics is indicated in terms of the particles in red

proceed via loops as shown by the representative Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2.1.
These processes are excellent probes for NP, since new, heavy particles envisaged in
scenarios of NP, can appear in the loops. The additional contributions may lead to
distinct modifications in the individual rates.

In SM the branching fractions for both Bd and Bs have been calculated accu-
rately, taking into account the best value of top quark mass as well as higher order
contributions from electroweak (next-to-leading order) and strong interactions (next-
to-next-to-leading order). The predictions are [1]:

B(Bd → μ+μ−) = (1.06 ± 0.09) × 10−10 & B(Bs → μ+μ−) = (3.57 ± 0.17) × 10−9

The lower value of the branching fraction for Bd compared to that of Bs is due to
the fact that Vtd < Vts . The theoretical uncertainties are dominated by those in CKM
matrix elements as well as in the relevant decay constants fBd or fBs . In the ratio of
the branching fractions, some of the systematic uncertainties get cancelled and hence
it is also an interesting quantity to be measured in the experiment with the estimated
value of R = 0.0295+0.0028

−0.0025 in the SM.

2.1.1 New Physics Effects

As evident from Fig. 2.1 the decays typically involve at least two different energy
scales: the electroweak scale, characterized by the weak vector boson mass, which
determines the transition at the quark level, and the scale of strong interactions
ΛQC D , related to the hadron formation. Hence the decay amplitudes contain large
logarithms of the type log(mW /ΛQC D) and perturbation theory cannot be applied.
Here mW is the mass of W boson. However by integrating out the heavy SM fields
(W and Z bosons, as well as the top quark) at the electroweak scale, a low-energy
effective theory can be constructed in terms of only the light SM fields. Thus the
weak effective Lagrangian has local operators of dimension six or higher, involving
light SM fermions, photon and gluon fields, and is suppressed by inverse powers
of mW .
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In effective theory formalism via operator product expansion method, the nature
of possible new interaction can be deciphered in a model-independent way in terms
of effective Hamiltonian Heff given by

Heff = −4G F√
2

VtbV ∗
ts�i

[Ci (μ)Oi (μ) + C ′
i (μ)O′

i (μ)
]
.

where Vtb, V ∗
ts are the CKMmatrix elements, and the non-perturbative, long distance

aspects of QCD, are indicated by the operatorsOi (μ) andO′
i (μ), though the latter is

suppressed in theSM.TheWilson coefficientsCi (μ) correspond to perturbative, short
distance physics, sensitive at an energy higher than the electroweak scale and carry
the important information about the interaction. Here i = 1, 2 indicate tree level
processes while i = 3−6 and 8 refer to gluon penguin, i = 7 to photon penguin,
i = 9, 10 to electroweak penguin, i = S to Higgs (scalar) penguin, and, i = P for
pseudoscalar penguin. Interestingly, the purely leptonic exclusive decays can be only
due to the axial-current operator in the SM, C10, and the short-distance contribution
is not affected by the mixing with four-quark operators. In principle, NP can modify
Wilson coefficients, as well as induce new operators.

For Bs → μ+μ− in the SM, there is only the axial-vector contribution, C10. Thus
the partial width is expressed as

Γ (Bs → μ+μ−) ∼ G2
Fα2

64π3
m2

Bs
f 2Bs

|VtbVts |2|2mμC10|2

Here the accurate value of fBs comes as input from lattice calculations and Vtb is
to be determined experimentally. In the presence of an extended Higgs sector, the
terms Cs and C p contribute additionally and the partial width is given by

Γ (Bs → μ+μ−) ∼ |VtbVtq |
[(

1 − 4m2
�

m2
B

)

|Cs − C ′
s |2 + |(CP − C ′

P ) + 2m�

m B
(C10 − C ′

10)|2
]

Thus in themodels for minimal flavour violation (MFV) the rates can be significantly
higher. Hence accurate measurement of Bs → μ+μ− provides strong constraints on
NP via the Wilson coefficients.

2.2 B Physics at the LHC

The decay Bs → μ+μ− has been searched for almost 30 years before observation at
the LHC. Until recently, the B-factory machines fell short of the required energy to
produce Bs mesons. Having a very large production cross section of about 300 and
700µb at centre-of-mass energy

√
s = 7 and 13TeV respectively, the LHC provides

an unique opportunity to study the rare processes. There can be three modes of
production of an inclusive bb̄ pair, corresponding to the processes of flavor creation,
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Table 2.1 Comparison of salient features of LHC experiments

Parameter ATLAS/CMS LHCb

Instantaneous luminosity (cm−2 s−1) 1 × 1034 2 × 1032

Avg. interactions/crossing 50 0.5

bb̄ events/107 s 5 × 1013× accept 1 × 1012× accept

Track measurement (mrad) θ > 220 10 < θ < 300

pT threshold for trigger (GeV) 4 (3) 1.5

mμ+μ− mass resolution (MeV) 32–75 (η dependent) 25

Proper time resolution (fs) 77 36

flavor excitation and gluon splitting. Only about 10% of the produced b-quarks
hadronize to Bs meson. The b-hadrons have typically large boost in the forward-
backward direction, leading to an average total momentum of a B meson to be about
100 GeV at

√
s = 13TeV. Further, in a large fraction of events, b and b̄ are produced

back-to-back. In terms of capabilities, there is significant complementarity between
LHCb, the dedicated b physics related experiment using forward production in one
arm and CMS as well as ATLAS, which are multi-purpose experiments designed
originally for high-pT physics. The b-quark lifetimebeing about 1.6 ps, it is extremely
important tomeasure the secondary vertexwith precision in the experiment. TheLHC
experiments are equipped with excellent tracking detectors which play a key role in
providing a high resolution measurement of the secondary vertices of b decay and
the derived observables. A comparison between the two types of detectors has been
made in Table 2.1 considering the scenario of Run-2 operation of the LHC during
2015–2018. It is to be noted that for LHCb the b event selection efficiency using a
low pT trigger threshold is much higher than for CMS/ATLAS.

2.3 Measurement of Branching Fractions

Several interesting measurements have been performed [2] by the experiments using
Run-1 proton-proton collision data at

√
s = 7 and 8TeV. For LHCb the data volume

correspond to an integrated luminosityL of 1 and 2 fb−1 respectively while for CMS
it is L = 25 fb−1 at

√
s = 8TeV. The results have yielded 6.2 (3.0)σ significance

observation for Bs → μ+μ− (Bd → μ+μ−) decay.Themeasuredbranching fractions
are within 1.2 (2.2)σ of the SM predictions and are given by

B(Bs → μ+μ−) = (
2.8+0.7

−0.6

) × 10−9 & B(Bd → μ+μ−) = (
3.9+1.6

−1.4

) × 10−9

The signal strength, defined as the ratio of observation wrt the SM expectation, is
0.76+0.20

−0.18 (3.9+1.6
−1.4) for Bs → μ+μ− (Bd → μ+μ−). Further the ratio of branching
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Fig. 2.2 Invariant mass distribution for Bs → μ+μ− and Bd → μ+μ− candidates (yellow and
blue shaded components respectively); data points are shown in black [2]

fractions Bd/Bs is measured to be R = 0.14+0.06
−0.08 which is within 2.3σ of SM. The

dimuon invariant mass distribution for combined LHCb and CMS data is displayed
in Fig. 2.2.

A preliminary measurement by ATLAS Collaboration using part of Run-2 data
corresponding to

√
s = 13 TeV and L = 23.6 fb−1 yields a branching ratio value

of B(Bs → μ+μ−) = (3.2+1.1
−1.0) × 10−9 and an upper limit for B(Bd → μ+μ−) <

4.3 × 10−10 at 95% confidence level. After combination with Run-1, the results from
ATLAS Collaboration [3] are B(Bs → μ+μ−) = (2.8+0.8

−0.7) × 10−9 and B(Bd →
μ+μ−) < 2.1 × 10−10, which is within 2.4σ of the SM expectation.

The LHCb analysis of Run-2 data corresponding to
√

s = 13TeV and L = 1.4
fb−1 has been combined with that of Run-1 data amounting to 3 fb−1 leading to the
first observation of Bs → μ+μ− process by a single experiment with a significance of
7.8σ. However there is no evidence of Bd → μ+μ− and the corresponding upper limit
on the branching fraction is B(Bd → μ+μ−) < 3.4 × 10−10 based on CLs method;
this is smaller than the Run-1 measurement.

The analysis of Run-2 data has been performed with an improved strategy result-
ing in better rejection of background compared to Run-1 analysis. The resolution
of dimuon invariant mass mμ+μ− is improved due to the use of new signal isola-
tion criteria and enhanced rejection of di-hadron background due to better parti-
cle identification criteria. Hence a narrower window of mμ+μ− has been considered
along with a new multivariate BDT analysis based on kinematics, geometrical and
isolation variables for the dimuon system. Figure 2.3 presents the mass distribu-
tion of selected Bs → μ+μ− candidates in LHCb. The signal peak position is cali-
brated with the decay modes BS → K +K − and K ±π∓. The normalization channel
is B+ → J/ψK +. The background has been estimated using a data driven method
combined with Monte Carlo samples as well as theoretical inputs. The fraction of
hadronization fd/ fs is estimated using the ratio of B+ → J/ψK + to Bs → J/ψφ;
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it depends on
√

s and has increased by 6.8% from Run-1 to Run-2. In the finally
selected dimuon sample 62 (7) events of type Bs(Bd) → μμ are expected over the
whole BDT range. Branching fractions have been determined from an unbinned
maximum likelihood fit in high BDT region, while signal and exclusive background
fractions are constrained to their expected values.

2.4 Measurement of the Effective Lifetime

Bs − B̄s oscillation leads toCP-even andCP-oddmass eigenstateswith the difference
in decay widths between the heavy and the light states given by ΔΓ = Γ (Bs,H →
μ+μ−) − Γ (Bs,L → μ+μ−) = 0.082 ± 0.007ps. In the SM only the heavy state
decays to dimuon final state. This is in contrast to the situation in presence of large
CP violation in Bs system in certain scenarios of NP. The effective lifetime for the
dimuon decay, defined as

τμ+μ− =
∫ ∞
0 t · Γ (Bs(t) → μ+μ−)dt
∫ ∞
0 Γ (Bs(t) → μ+μ−)dt

is a complementary probe for NP. Here,

Γ (Bs(t) → μ+μ−) ≡ 1

2
[Γ (Bs(t) → μ+μ−) + Γ (B̄s(t) → μ+μ−)]

Presence of NP affects the decay widths Γ (Bs,H ) and Γ (Bs,L) differently and hence
the asymmetry between them is defined as [4]
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Aμ+μ−
ΔΓ = Γ (Bs,H → μ+μ−) − Γ (Bs,L → μ+μ−)

Γ (Bs,H → μ+μ−) + Γ (Bs,L → μ+μ−)

Interestingly, Aμ+μ−
ΔΓ can assume any value in the range [−1,+1] for NP and is equal

to +1 in the SM, since only Bs,H decays to μ+μ−. It has been shown that the effect
of NP on this asymmetry is orthogonal to the effect on the branching fraction. The
effective lifetime of Bs decay involves this asymmetry:

τμ+μ− = τBs

1 − y2s

[
1 + 2Aμ+μ−

Δ ys + y2s
1 + 2Aμ+μ−

Δ ys

]

Here ys ≡ τBsΔΓ/2 = 0.062 ± 0.006 and τBs = 1/Γs , the average decay width.
Thus an accurate measurement of τμ+μ− will potentially indicate the presence of NP.

The effective lifetime is estimated by LHCb Collaboration from signal weighted
decay lifetime fit as [5]

τμ+μ− = 2.04 ± 0.44 ± 0.05 ps

The fit, as shown in Fig. 2.4, is performed in 2 steps, first to dimuon invariant mass
distribution in a tightermasswindow avoiding the peak region of Bd → μ+μ−. Using
S-plot technique of calculating event weight, the background is subtracted from data
before fitting the distribution to extract τμ+μ− . The acceptance function for the decay
time has been modeled on simulated events of Bs → μ+μ− and is validated using
Bd → Kπ events.
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Fig. 2.4 Background subtracted Bs → μ+μ− decay time distributionwith the fit result imposed [5]
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This value can be compared with the SM prediction of 1.510 ± 0.005ps. This is
also consistent with AΔΓ = 1(−1) at 1.0(1.4)σ level. It is expected that with a data
sample corresponding to L of about 50 fb−1 to be collected by LHCb experiment
during Run-3 (2021–2023) the effective lifetime can be measured with an accuracy
of about 5%.

2.5 Conclusion

Results of the measurement of Bd,s → μ+μ− from LHC experiments have been
presented. It is noted, that at present the theoretical error due to uncertainties in VCKM

and fBs arewell below the statistical error for themeasurement of branching fraction.
Analyses based on larger samples of Run-2 data and the eventual combinations
from all experiments is expected to yield results of much higher precision leading to
interesting interpretations. Analysis of data to measure the equally important process
Bs → μ+μ−γ is going on at present and the result of the branching fraction will
be very interesting to compare with the expectation from the SM which predicts a
value comparable to the rate for Bs → μ+μ−. However direct measurement is highly
challenging.
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Chapter 3
Radiative and Electroweak Penguin
Decays at e+e− B-Factories

S. Sandilya

Abstract B-meson decays involving radiative and electroweak penguin processes
are sensitive probes to new physics beyond the standard model. The Belle experi-
ment recently reportedmeasurements of the inclusive radiative decay B → Xsγ, and
exclusive radiative decays B → K ∗γ and B → K 0

Sηγ. A lepton-flavor dependent
measurements of angular observables for the decays B → K ∗�� by Belle hinted at
possible deviation from lepton-flavor-universality. Any departure from lepton flavor
universality is essentially accompanied by lepton flavor violation. Recently, lepton-
flavor-violating decays B0 → K ∗0μ±e∓ are searched for atBelle, and stringent limits
on their branching fractions are set. The BaBar experiment has searched for the decay
B+ → K +τ+τ−, which comprises third generation of the lepton family. The decays
B → hνν̄ are searched for at Belle and obtained upper limits for these decays are
close to the standard model predictions.

3.1 Introduction

The B-factories, Belle and BaBar experiments, were located at the interaction region
of e+e− asymmetric colliders of KEKB and PEP-II, respectively. These B-factories
had about a decade long very successful operational period, and recorded a combined
data sample over 1.5 ab−1, which corresponds tomore than 1.2 × 109 B-meson pairs.
In these experiments electron and positron beams collide at the ϒ(4S) resonance,
which leads to a clean sample of quantum correlated pairs of B-mesons and makes
analyses with missing final states straightforward. Also, a low background environ-
ment at the B-factories enables an efficient reconstruction of the neutral particles.

In the standard model (SM), flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes
are forbidden at tree level and proceed via penguin loop or box-diagrams at lowest
order. In these loops, non-SM heavy particles can also enter. Thus, FCNC processes
involving b → s quark-level transition are among the most sensitive probes for the
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new physics (NP) beyond the SM. Recently, B-factories provided important mea-
surements involving radiative and electroweak penguin B decays. Themeasurements
from Belle and BaBar experiments reviewed here, are based on the total recorded
data sample of 711 and 424 fb−1, respectively.

3.2 Measurements of B → Xsγ and B → K∗γ

The FCNC transition b → sγ proceeds dominantly through electromagnetic penguin
diagrams and, is sensitive to NP. The branching fraction (BF) of the decay B →
Xsγ [1], B(B → Xsγ) [2, 3] is consistent with the SM prediction and constrains
NP. The uncertainty in the SM prediction of B(B → Xsγ) is about 7% [4], which is
close to the current experimental uncertainties. The upcoming Belle II experiment is
expected to further improve the uncertainties inmeasurement to about 3% [5]. On the
other hand, the dominant uncertainty in the SM prediction is due to non-pertubative
effects, and it is related to the isospin asymmetry (Δ0−) in the decay B → Xsγ [6].
If Δ0− is found to be zero, then it will lead to the reduction in uncertainty in the
SM prediction of B(B → Xsγ). Another interesting observable sensitive to NP is
the difference of direct CP asymmetries between the B+ and B0 mesons: ΔACP =
ACP(B+ → X+

s γ) − ACP(B0 → X0
s γ) [7]. Any significant deviation of ΔACP from

zero will indicate the presence of NP [7–9].
Recently,Belle reportedmeasurements ofΔ0− andΔACP for the decay B → Xsγ,

where Xs is reconstructed from 38 exclusive final states [10]. Among these recon-
structed modes, 11 are flavor non-specific modes, which are only used for Δ0−
measurements. The result for Δ0− = (−0.48 ± 1.49 ± 0.97 ± 1.15)% is found to
be consistent with zero, where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is sys-
tematic and the third is due to uncertainty in the BF ratio of the ϒ(4S) → B+ B−
and ϒ(4S) → B0 B̄0 decays. This measured value of Δ0− will be important in
improving the theoretical uncertainty in B(B → Xsγ). The obtained ΔACP value
is (+3.69 ± 2.65 ± 0.76)%, which is also consistent with zero as well as with the
SM prediction, and hence can be used to constrain NP.

In another analysis of the exclusive decay B → K ∗γ, Belle reported measure-
ments of Δ0+ and ACP [11]. These BF ratios Δ0+ and ACP provide a strong con-
straint on NP, as form-factor related uncertainties in the theoretical prediction can-
cel out [12]. In this analysis, the first evidence of isospin violation is reported
with a significance of 3.1 standard deviations (σ), with a value of Δ0+ = (+6.2 ±
1.5 ± 0.6 ± 1.2)%, where the third uncertainty is again due to the BF ratio of the
ϒ(4S) → B+ B− and ϒ(4S) → B0 B̄0 decays. The results for ACP(B → K ∗γ) =
(−0.4 ± 1.4 ± 0.3)% and, ΔACP = (+2.4 ± 2.8 ± 0.5)% are also reported. All
these measurements are consistent with the SM.
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3.3 Measurement of Time-Dependent CP Asymmetries
in B0 → K 0

Sηγ

According to the SM, the photon polarization in the b → sγ transition is predom-
inantly left-handed. Right-handed currents can, however, enter in the loop through
various NPmodels and enhancing the right-handed photon polarization. A promising
avenue to observe such NP scenarios is the measurement of time-dependent CP vio-
lation in a decay of the form B → P1P2γ, where P1 and P2 are scalar or pseudoscalar
mesons and the P1P2 system is a CP eigenstate [13]. A small mixing-induced CP
violation parameter (S) is generated via interference between the B̄0 → P1P2γL(R)

and B0 → P1P2γL(R) decays. Thus, the value of S could be enhanced by the NP
related right-handed currents.

Belle and BaBar, have measured CP violation parameters in the decays B0 →
K 0

s π0γ (including K 0
Sπ

0) [14, 15], B0 → K 0
s ηγ [16], B0 → K 0

s ρ0γ [17, 18], and
B0 → K 0

s φγ [19]. These results are consistent with SM predictions [20–22]. First
measurement of time-dependent CP asymmetries in the decay B0 → K 0

s ηγ is
reported by Belle [23]. The obtained parameters are

S = −1.32 ± 0.77(stat.) ± 0.36(syst.),

A = −0.48 ± 0.41(stat.) ± 0.07(syst.),

that lie outside the physical boundary, defined by S2 + A2 = 1, shown in Fig. 3.1.
These measurements are consistent with the null-symmetry hypothesis within 2σ as
well as with SM predictions.

Fig. 3.1 The solid red,
dashed blue and dotted green
curves show the 1σ, 2σ and
3σ confidence contours,
respectively. The red dot
shows the Belle result, which
is is consistent with a null
asymmetry within 2σ [23].
The physical boundary
S2 + A2 = 1 is drawn with
a thin solid black curve
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3.4 Angular Analysis of B → K∗�+�−

The decay B → K ∗�+�− involves a quark-level b → s�+�− FCNC transition and
proceeds via electroweak penguin or a box diagrams. NP particles may enter in
these loops, and thus can alter the BF and angular distributions of the final-state
particles [24]. Interestingly, in the recent years, several measurements have shown
possible deviations from the SM for a number of decays involving b → s�+�− transi-
tion [25–27]. Global fits are performed including experimental and theoretical corre-
lations, and these fits hint at possible lepton flavor universality (LFU) violation [28].
The angular observables P ′

i for the B → K ∗�+�− is introduced in [29], which are
considered mostly to be free from form-factor related uncertainities [30]. And, also
if the differences of P ′

i between the muon and the electron modes, Qi = P ′μ
i − P ′e

i
(i = 4, 5), deviates from zero, it would be a signature of NP [31].

Belle has reported a measurement of angular observables, P ′
i for both lepton

flavors separately and Qi , in the decay B → K ∗�+�− [32]. In this measurement,
the B+ → K ∗+�� decays are reconstructed along with B0 → K ∗0�� decays, where
K ∗+ is reconstructed from K +π0 or K 0

Sπ
+ and K ∗0 from K +π−. The analysis is

performed in the four independent bins of q2 (invariant mass square of the two
leptons). Comprehensively, the results are compatible with SM predictions [31]. The
largest deviation of 2.6σ from the SM is observed for P ′

5 of the muon modes in the
q2 ∈ (4.0, 8.0)GeV2/c2 bin, in the same bin electron modes deviate by 1.3σ, and
both combined the deviation is about 2.5σ.

The Q4,5 observable is shown in Fig. 3.2, where no significant deviation from
zero is observed. Global fits including this Belle result hint at LFU violation
[33, 34].

Fig. 3.2 Q4 (left) and Q5 (right) observables compared with SM and NP scenario [31], shown by
the cyan filled and brown open boxes [32], respectively
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Fig. 3.3 The Mbc distributions for events that pass selection criteria for the decays B0 → K ∗0μ+e−
(left), B0 → K ∗0μ−e+ (middle), and also decays combined (right). The points with error bars are
data, blue curve is the fit result, and the signal shape is depicted by the red shaded region with
arbitrary normalization [37]

3.5 Search for Lepton-Flavor-Violating Decays
B0 → K∗0μ±e∓

Over the recent years, measurements of the decays mediated by b → s�+�− quark-
level transition hint for possible LFU violation, as discussed in Sect. 3.4. LFU is
an important symmetry of the SM and its violation is usually accompanied by lep-
ton flavor violation (LFV) [35, 36]. Very recently, Belle has reported a search for
the LFV decays B0 → K ∗0μ±e∓, where K ∗0 is reconstructed from K +π− [37].
Backgrounds originating from e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, c, s) continuum processes
and other B decays are suppressed with two dedicated neural networks (NN). The
B0 → K ∗0 J/ψ decay is used as a control sample. Further, a set of vetoes are applied
to suppress contributions from the decays B0 → K ∗0 J/ψ(→�+�−), in which one
of the leptons is misidentified and swapped with the K + or π−. Signal yields are
obtained with an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the distributions of the kine-
matic variable, Mbc = √

(Ebeam/c2)2 − (pB/c)2, where Ebeam is the beam energy
and pB is the momentum of the B candidate in the center-of-mass frame.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, there is no evidence for signal due to the LFV decay. There-
fore, upper limits at 90% confidence level (CL) are set on
B(B0→ K ∗0μ+e−) < 1.2 × 10−7, B(B0→ K ∗0μ−e+) < 1.6 × 10−7, and on both
the decays combinedB(B0→ K ∗0μ±e∓) < 1.8 × 10−7. These are themost stringent
limits on these decays to date.

3.6 Search for B+ → K+τ+τ−

The decay B+ → K +τ+τ− is mediated via b → s�+�− FCNC process involv-
ing the third-generation lepton family, which can provide additional sensitivity to
NP [38]. The first search for B+ → K +τ+τ− is recently reported by the BaBar
experiment [39]. In this study, the hadronic B-meson tagging method is used, where
one of the two B mesons produced in ϒ(4S) → B+ B− is reconstructed exclusively
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inmany hadronic decaymodes. The remaining tracks, clusters, andmissing energy in
the event is attributed to the signal B meson. Only leptonic decays of the τ are consid-
ered, which results in three signal decay topologies with a K +, multiple missing neu-
trinos, and either e+e−,μ+μ−, or e+μ−. The neutrinos account for themissing energy
while any other neutral activity is discarded. Further, event shape variables are uti-
lized to suppress continuum events. At this stage, the remaining backgrounds mostly
arise from B B̄ events, which are suppressed applying a criterion on the output of an
NN formedwith several input variables related to signal decay kinematics. No signif-
icant signal is observed and an upper limit on B(B+ → K +τ+τ−) < 2.25 × 10−3

is obtained at the 90% CL, whereas the SM prediction is in the range 1–2 × 10−7

[40, 41] .

3.7 Search for B → hνν̄

The B → hνν̄ decays, (where h refers to K +, K 0
s , K ∗+, K ∗0, π+, π0, ρ+, or ρ0) are

FCNC processes with a neutrino pair in the final state. These FCNC decays involve
the Z boson alone, and hence are theoretically cleaner than b → s�+�− processes
having a charged lepton pairs in the final state, where the photon also contributes [42].

Previously, these decays were searched for in Belle utilizing the hadronic tag-
ging method [43] as well as in BaBar using both hadronic [44] and semi-leptonic
tags [45]. The Belle analysis [46] is based on a more efficient semi-leptonic tagging
method. In this analysis, the signal B daughter candidates are reconstructed through
their subsequent decays: K ∗0 → K +π−, K ∗+ → K +π0 and K 0

s π+, ρ+ → π+π0,
ρ0 → π+π−, K 0

s → π+π−, and π0 → γγ. Then, event shape variables are utilized
to suppress the continuum background. Signal events are identified with the extra
energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter, which is calculated by removing all the
associated energy deposits due to tag and signal B mesons. The largest signal contri-
bution is observed in the B → K ∗+νν decay with a significance of 2.3σ. In absence
of a statistically significant signal in any of the decay modes, upper limits on their
BFs are set at the 90% CL. The result is summarized in Fig. 3.4 along with the
expected values and previous measurements. These decays can be observed by Belle
II with the uncertainties of similar size as that of current theoretical predictions [5].

3.8 Summary

Decays involving b → s quark-level transitions are forbidden at tree level in the SM,
but can proceed via penguin loop or box diagrams in which various NP particles
may also contribute. Belle reported the first evidence for isospin violation in the
B → K ∗γ decay [11]; also first measurement of the difference of CP asymmetries,
between charged and neutral B meson is performed in the same analysis. In a sum-of-
exclusive measurement of the decay B → Xsγ at Belle, a null isospin asymmetry is
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Fig. 3.4 Observed upper
limits along with the
expected values and previous
measurement. SM
predictions are also shown
for the K (∗) modes [46]

found, which can reduce theoretical uncertainty in the BF; similarly, theΔACP value
is found to be consistent with zero, helping constrain NP [10]. Belle’s measurement
of time-dependent CP violation parameters in B0 → K 0

Sηγ [23] is consistent with
the null-asymmetry hypothesis within 2σ as well as SM predictions.

An angular analysis for the decay B → K ∗�� is performed [32] for the first
time in separate lepton-flavors; The results are consistent with both SM values and
NP scenarios. As the measurement also hints at NP scenarios with possible LFU
violation, this can eventually lead to LFV. The LFV decays B0 → K ∗0μ±e∓ are
searched at Belle. The most stringent upper limit on the BF of these LFV decays
are obtained with no evidence for any signal event [37]. The decay B+ → K +τ+τ−
is searched by BaBar for the first time and an upper limit on its BF is set at 90%
CL [39]. Belle also reported a new search for the decay B → hνν [46] based on a
more efficient semi-leptonic tagging method. The obtained upper limits are close to
SM predictions for the K (∗) modes and Belle II has brighter prospects to observe
these decays.
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Chapter 4
Charmless Hadronic B Decays
and Direct CP Violation from e+e−
B Factories

V. Gaur

Abstract We report a study of the decay B± → K+K−π± (B0 → π0π0) based on
a data sample that contains 772 × 106 (752 × 106) BB events, and was collected at
the Υ (4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric energy e+e−
collider. We then discuss about a Dalitz plot analysis of the decay B+ → K0

S π+π0

performed using the full BABAR data set of (470.9 ± 2.8) × 106 BB events recorded
at the Υ (4S) resonance. Finally, we present Belle preliminary results of the studies
of B0 → ηη, B0 → K−π+K0

S , and B± → K0
S K0

S h± (h = K, π ) based on data sets of
753 × 106, 772 × 106, and 772 × 106 BB events, respectively.

4.1 Introduction

Charmless hadronic B decays mainly proceed via the CKM-suppressed b → u tree
and b → (s, d)g penguin diagrams, and have a branching fraction two to four orders
of magnitude lower than the CKM-favored b → c transitions, allowing us to use
them as a probe for physics beyond the standard model (SM). At Belle, B decay
candidates are identified using two kinematic variables: the energy difference ΔE =
∑

i Ei − Ebeam and beam-energy constrained massMbc =
√

E2
beam − ∣

∣
∑

i pi
∣
∣2, where

Ebeam is the beam energy, and pi and Ei are the center-of-mass (CM) momentum and
energy of the ith daughter of the reconstructed B, respectively. At BABAR, B decay
candidates are identified using similar kinematic variables: ΔE = E∗

B − √
s/2 and

mES =
√

E2
X − p2B where EX = (s/2 + pe+e− · pB)/Ee+e− ; E∗

B is the B energy in the

CM frame,
√

s is the CM energy, and (Ee+e− , pe+e− ) and (EB, pB) are the four-
momenta of the initial e+e− system and the B candidate, respectively, measured in
the laboratory frame. Continuum e+e− → qq (q = u, d , s, c) events are the primary

Throughout this paper, we use units in which c = 1.
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source of background. To suppress this background, variables describing the event
shape topology are combined into a multivariate classifier, such as a neural network,
boosteddecision tree, or Fisher discriminant.Weuse anunbinned extendedmaximum
likelihood fit based on several discriminating variables; the fit usually includes signal,
continuum, charm and charmless B background components.

4.2 B± → K+K−π±

The B± → K+K−π± decays [1] proceed via the Cabibbo-suppressed b → u tree
and b → d penguin transitions. Large CP asymmetries can occur due to interfer-
ence between tree and loop diagrams with similar amplitudes. Final state inter-
actions may be responsible for such CP violation [2]. We can also have contri-
butions from beyond-the-SM particles in the loops. The previous best measure-
ment of the branching fraction of B± → K+K−π± comes from BABAR [3] with
B(B± → K+K−π±) = [5.0 ± 0.5(stat) ± 0.5(syst)] × 10−6 while that of ACP is
fromLHCb [4] withACP = [−12.3 ± 1.7(stat) ± 1.2(syst)]%.A structure is seen by
both BABAR [3] and LHCb [4] at the low K+K− invariant mass in B± → K+K−π±;
a large localized CP asymmetry is also observed in the same mass region.

In Belle’s analysis, B± candidates are reconstructed by combining two oppositely
charged kaons with a pion. Continuum background is suppressed with a neural net-
work implemented using five event-shape variables.A tight requirement on the neural
network output removes 99% of the continuum events while retaining 48% of the
signal. A simultaneousΔE − Mbc fit is performed in each bin of the K+K− invariant
mass with the signal, continuum background, generic B background (arising due to
B decays mediated by the dominant b → c transition), and rare B background (from
B decays via b → u, d , s transitions) as the fit components.

An excess of events is found in the K+K− invariant mass below 1.5GeV/c2,
confirming the earlier observations by BABAR [3] and LHCb [4]. Belle finds a
strong evidence for large CP asymmetry of [−90 ± 17(stat) ± 3(syst)]%with 4.8σ
significance for the KK mass below 1.1GeV/c2. The overall branching fraction
and CP asymmetry from Belle are B(B± → K+K−π±) = [5.38 ± 0.40(stat) ±
0.35(syst)] × 10−6 and ACP = [−17.0 ± 7.3(stat) ± 1.7(syst)]%.

4.3 B0 → π0π0

The B0 → π0π0 decay [5] proceeds via b → u tree and b → d penguin diagrams.
We use branching fractions and time-integrated as well as time-dependent CP asym-
metries to extract φ2 [or α]. Branching fraction and CP asymmetry measurements
of B → ππ are sensitive to the angle φ2 of the unitarity triangle (UT). Among
three B → ππ decays, the branching fraction and ACP of B0 → π0π0 are the least
well determined. QCD predicts a branching fraction below 1 × 10−6 [6, 7]. The
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previously measured branching fractions are [2.3+0.4
−0.5(stat)

+0.2
−0.3(syst)] × 10−6 and

[1.83 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.13(syst)] × 10−6 by Belle [8] and BABAR [9] using a data
sample of 275 × 106BB and 467 × 106BB events, respectively.

In Belle’s new analysis, B0 → π0π0 candidates are reconstructed from the subse-
quent decay of each π0 daughter to a pair of photons. For the continuum background
suppression, a Fisher discriminant is constructed by combining the output of another
such discriminant, formed out of modified Fox-Wolfram moments [10], with two
event-shape variables. The resulting Fisher discriminant, Tc, lies in the range (−1,
+1). By discarding candidates with Tc < −0.3, 72% of the continuum background
is rejected while retaining 98% of the signal. Among rare B decays, the major source
of background comes from B+ → ρ+π0 where the charged pion from the subse-
quent ρ+ → π+π0 decay is lost. A simultaneous ΔE − Mbc − Tc fit is performed
in each bin of a variable that distinguishes B0 and B0 meson, with signal, continuum
background, and backgrounds arising from ρπ and other rare B decays as the fit
components.

The overall branching fraction and CP asymmetry from Belle are B(B0 →
π0π0) = [1.31 ± 0.19(stat) ± 0.19(syst)] × 10−6 with a significance of 6.4σ and
ACP = [+14 ± 36(stat) ± 10(syst)]%. These results are combined with the previ-
ous Belle results for B0 → π+π− [11] and B+ → π+π0 [12] to constrain φ2 via
isospin relations [13]. Belle excludes this UT angle from the range 15.5◦–75.0◦ at
95% confidence level.

4.4 B± → K0
S π

±π0

The B± → K0
S π±π0 decays [14] proceed via b → u tree and b → s penguin dia-

grams. The interference between the two amplitudes can give rise to direct CP
violation. We can constrain the UT angle φ3 [or γ ] using information from other
B → Kππ decays via an isospin analysis. QCD penguin contributions can be
eliminated by constructing a linear combination of the weak decay amplitude for
B+ → (K∗π)+ to form a pure isospin I = 3

2 state [15]:

A 3
2

= A (K∗0π+) + √
2A (K∗+π0), (4.1)

The phase − 1
2Arg

( ¯A 3
2
/A 3

2

)
is the angle φ3 in the absence of the EWP contribu-

tions [16]. We can also probe effects similar to the Kπ puzzle where QCD may be
the cause of apparently anomalous CP violation.

�ACP(Kπ) = ACP(K+π0) − ACP(K+π−) �= 0, (4.2)

Previously, an upper limit on the branching fraction of B± → K0π±π0 was set
by CLEO [17], B(B+ → K0π+π0) < 66 × 10−6, at 90% confidence level using a
data sample of 13.5 fb−1.
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In BABAR, B± → K0
S π±π0 candidates are reconstructed by combining one K0

S

candidate, formed from a pair of oppositely charged tracks, with a charged pion and
a π0 candidate. A boosted decision tree (BDT ) based on four event-shape variables
is implemented for continuum suppression. With a loose requirement on the BDT
output (BDTout), 92% of the continuum background is rejected while retaining 70%
of the signal. A simultaneous fit toΔE − mES − BDTout is performed over the Dalitz
plot. The fit includes signal, continuum and B background as the components.

BABAR finds the first evidence for direct CP violation in B+ → K∗(892)+π0

with a significance of 3.4σ . Further, it reports the first measurement of the branch-
ing fraction and CP asymmetry for B+ → K∗

0 (1430)+π0 with a significance of
5.4σ for the branching fraction. The results for various decay channels are listed
in Table 4.1. The branching fractions and CP asymmetries of B+ → K∗(892)0π+,
B+ → K∗

0 (1430)0π+ and B+ → K∗(892)+π0 are then combined with previous
BABAR measurements [18, 19], results of which are summarized in Table 4.2. Using
the world-average value for direct CP violation in B0 → K∗(892)+π− [20] and the
final BABAR result for CP violation in B+ → K∗(892)+π0, �ACP for K∗π is found
to be consistent with zero:

�ACP(K∗π) = ACP(K∗+π0) − ACP(K∗+π−) = −0.16 ± 0.13 . (4.3)

Table 4.1 Branching fractions (B) and CP asymmetries (ACP) from a fit to the combined B± data
sample. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the third is due to the signal
model

Decay channel B (10−6) ACP (%)

K0π+π0 31.8 ± 1.8 ± 2.1+6.0
−0.0 +7 ± 5 ± 3+2

−3

K∗(892)0π+ 10.1 ± 1.7 ± 1.0+0.2
−0.3 −12 ± 21 ± 8+0

−11

K∗(892)+π0 6.4 ± 0.9 ± 0.4+0.2
−0.3 −52 ± 14 ± 4+4

−2

K∗
0 (1430)0π+ 34.6 ± 3.3 ± 4.2+1.9

−1.8 +14 ± 10 ± 4+13
−5

K∗
0 (1430)+π0 11.9 ± 1.7 ± 1.0+0.0

−1.3 +26 ± 12 ± 8+12
−0

ρ(770)+K0 6.5 ± 1.1 ± 0.8+0.0
−1.7 +21 ± 19 ± 7+23

−19

Table 4.2 Combination of branching fractions (B) and CP asymmetries (ACP) of B+ →
K∗(892)0π+, B+ → K∗

0 (1430)0π+ and B+ → K∗(892)+π0 reported here with previous BABAR
measurements [18, 19]. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic

Decay channel B (10−6) ACP (%)

K∗(892)0π+ 10.5 ± 0.6 ± 0.9 +2.5 ± 5 ± 1.6

K∗(892)+π0 6.8 ± 0.8 ± 0.5 −39 ± 12 ± 3

K∗
0 (1430)0π+ 34.1 ± 1.1 ± 4.3 +4 ± 3.3 ± 3.3
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4.5 B0 → ηη

The B0 → ηη decay [21] proceeds via b → u Cabibbo- and color-suppressed tree
and b → d penguin diagrams. A precise measurement of the branching fraction
of this channel would play an important role in improving the

∣
∣Scc̄s − Sη′KS

∣
∣ bound

based on the predictions of SU(3), where theCP violating parameters Sη′KS ∼ sin 2φ1

and Scc̄s are measured in a time-dependent analysis [22] of Cabibbo-favoured b →
cc̄s decays [23], respectively. B(B0 → ηη) is expected to be in the range (0.1–
1.0)×10−6 based on the predictions of soft collinear effective theory [24], QCD
factorization [25] and re-scattering effects [26]. The previous best upper limit on
the branching fraction of B0 → ηη comes from BABAR [27],B(B0 → ηη) < 1.0 ×
10−6 at 90% confidence level, using a data sample of 426 fb−1.

In Belle, the B0 → ηη candidates are reconstructed from the sub-decay channels
η → γ γ (ηγγ ) and η → π+π−π0 (η3π ). Photons that are not included in the final
set of π0 candidates are combined to form ηγγ candidates. For the continuum back-
ground suppression, a neural network is implemented based on four event-shape
variables. With a loose requirement on the neural network output (CNB), about 68, 65
and 59% of the continuum background is rejected while retaining 98, 98, and 97%
of the ηγγ ηγγ , ηγγ η3π , and η3πη3π signal, respectively. The remainder of the CNB

distribution strongly peaks near 1.0 for signal, making it difficult to model with an
analytic function. However, its transformed variable has a Gaussian-like distribution.

C ′
NB = log

[
CNB − CNB,min

CNB,max − CNB

]

, (4.4)

A simultaneous ΔE − Mbc − C ′
NB fit is performed with the signal, continuum

background, and B background as the fit components.
Belle finds B(B0 → ηη) = [5.9+2.1

−1.8(stat) ± 1.4(syst)] × 10−7 with a signifi-
cance of 3.3σ and places an upper limit on the bound

∣
∣Scc̄s − Sη′KS

∣
∣ < 0.11 at 90%

confidence level.

4.6 B0 → K−π+K0
S

The B0 → K±π∓K0
S [28] decays proceeds via b → d penguin transition. B[B0 →

(K̄∗0K0 + K∗0K̄0)] and B[B0 → K∗±K∓] are predicted to be in the range (0.2–
2.0)×10−6 and (0.2–1.0)×10−7, respectively, based on the predictions of perturba-
tive QCD [29], next-to-leading order QCD [30], QCD factorization [31, 32] and fla-
vor SU(3) [33]. The previous best measurement of the branching fraction comes from
BABAR [34], with B(B0 → K±π∓K0

S ) = [3.2 ± 0.5(stat) ± 0.3(syst)] × 10−6,
using a data sample of 424 fb−1. An excess of events is observed at low the K0

S K±
invariant mass with no apparent contribution from an isospin partner of the fX (1500)
decaying to K0

S K±; this is in contrast to a clear signal seen in B± → K+K−π±
decays [1, 3, 4].
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In Belle, B0 → K±π∓K0
S candidates are reconstructed from a charged kaon, a

charged pion, and one K0
S candidate reconstructed from a pair of oppositely charged

tracks with pion mass assumed. For the continuum background suppression, a neural
network is implemented based on five event-shape variables. With a loose require-
ment on the neural network output (CNN ), 93% of the continuum background is
rejected while retaining 82% of of the signal. A simultaneous ΔE − Mbc − C ′

NN fit
is performed with the signal, continuum background, generic B background, rare B
background withΔE < 0, the same withΔE > 0, and remaining rare B background
as the fit components. Here, C ′

NN is the translated neural network output obtained
using a similar translation function as shown in (4.4).

Belle finds B(B0 → K±π∓K0
S ) = [3.60 ± 0.33(stat) ± 0.15(syst)] × 10−6 and

a final-state asymmetry of [−8.5 ± 8.9(stat) ± 0.2(syst)]%.

4.7 B± → K0
S K

0
S h

± (h = K, π)

The B+ → K0
S K0

S K+(B+ → K0
S K0

S π+) decay [35] proceeds via the b → s (b → d )
penguin transition. These are flavour changing neutral current processes, which
are suppressed in the SM and hence provide a useful probe to search for physics
beyond the SM. It is also possible to study the quasi-two-body resonances through
a full amplitude analysis of the Dalitz plot and search for direct CP asymme-
try. The decay B+ → K0

S K0
S K+ has already been observed by Belle [36] with

B(B+ → K0
S K0

S K+) = [13.4 ± 1.9(stat) ± 1.5(syst)] × 10−6 using 78 fb−1 of data
and studied later by BABAR [37] withB(B+ → K0

S K0
S K+ ) = [10.6 ± 0.5(stat) ±

0.3(syst)] × 10−6 using 426 fb−1 of data. BABAR also reported an inclusive CP
asymmetry of [4+4

−5(stat) ± 2(syst)]% [37]. The decay B+ → K0
S K0

S π+ has not yet
been observed, with an upper limit available at 90% confidence level, B(B+ →
K0

S K0
S π+) < 5.1 × 10−7, from BABAR [38].

In the new Belle analysis, B+ → K0
S K0

S K+ (B+ → K0
S K0

S π+) candidates are
formed by combining two K0

S candidates with a charged kaon (pion). In both decay
channels, the K0

S candidate is reconstructed from a pair of oppositely charged tracks
assumed to be pions. For the continuum background suppression, a neural network
is implemented based on six event-shape variables. With a loose requirement on the
neural network output (CNB), 84% of the continuum background is rejected while
retaining 91% of the signal. We translate CNB to C ′

NB using a transformation as
shown in (4.4). A simultaneous ΔE − C ′

NB fit is performed with the signal, contin-
uum background, rare B peaking/feed-across background, and rare B combinatorial
background (events that remain after removing signal and rare peaking channels) as
the fit components. The feed-across background is mostly due to K − π misidentifi-
cation and contribute in the Mbc signal region having ΔE peak shifted from zero on
the positive (negative) side for B+ → K0

S K0
S K+ (B+ → K0

S K0
S π+). Figure 4.1 shows

the ΔE and C ′
NB projections of the fit to B+ and B− samples for B+ → K0

S K0
S K+,

and overall fit for B± → K0
S K0

S π±.
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Fig. 4.1 The projections of ΔE (with C ′
NB > 0.0) and C ′

NB (with |ΔE| < 50MeV) of the fit to B+
(a, b) and B− (c, d) samples for B± → K0

S K0
S K± and overall fit for B± → K0

S K0
S π± (e, f). Points

with error bars are the data, solid (blue) curves are the total PDF, long dashed (red) curves are the
signal component, dashed (green) curves are the continuum background, dotted (magenta) curves
are the combinatorial BB background and dash-dotted (cyan) curves are the feed-across background
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For B+ → K0
S K0

S π+, Belle places an upper limit on its branching fraction
of B(B+ → K0

S K0
S π+) < 8.7 × 10−7 at 90% confidence level. In case of B+ →

K0
S K0

S K+, the measured B(B+ → K0
S K0

S K+) = [10.42 ± 0.43(stat) ± 0.22(syst)]
× 10−6 and ACP = [+1.6 ± 3.9(stat) ± 0.9(syst)]%.

4.8 Conclusion

Study of the aforementioned charmless hadronic B decays at Belle and BABAR have
enabled the measurement of: new branching fraction upper limits, CP asymmetries
and a new constrain on the CKM angle φ2, providing a comprehensive comparison
with theoretical models.
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Chapter 5
Recent Results with Charm Baryons

Shohei Nishida

Abstract Large data samples accumulated by BaBar, Belle, BESIII and LHCb
experiments provide opportunities to perform studies of charmed baryons. The obser-
vation of excited�c charm baryons by LHCb, and confirmation by Belle is reported.
Another charmed-strange baryon �c(2930)0 is observed by Belle. The decays of �c

and �c into various final states are studied by the experiments, and the branching
fractions are measured. In this proceedings, recent measurements related to charmed
baryons are summarized.

5.1 Introduction

Charmed baryons (�c, �c, �c, �c) consist of one heavy charm quark and two light
u, d, s quarks, where large mass difference provides a natural way to classify these
states using HQET. Doubly charmed baryons with two charm quark also exist, but
are not well studied.

These charmed baryons can be studied with e+e− colliders and hadron colliders.
They are produced by charm production process e+e− → cc̄ or prompt charm pro-
duction at hadron colliders, and also by the decay of bottommesons and baryons like
B, Bs , �b. BaBar and Belle, the B factory experiments at e+e− collider, has been
performing many analyses on charmed baryons recently, though the operation of
these experiments terminated several years ago. BESIII, e+e− experiment operated
above cc̄ threshold energy, provides unique data to study charmed baryons. LHCb,
pp collider experiment targeting flavor physics, produces huge number of charm
quarks, and obtains many new results on charm baryons.

Recent measurements on charmed baryons are summarized below.
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5.2 Decay of �+
c

BESIII accumulated data of 567 pb−1 at CM energy 4.599 GeV, which is 26 MeV
above the threshold e+e− → �+

c �−
c . No other particle can be produced in addition

to a pair of �+
c at this energy. If a �−

c is reconstructed, it is guraranteed that the
rest of particles come from a �+

c . Hence, one can measure the absolute branching
fraction of �+

c by tagging one �−
c .

Around 1.0 × 105 �+
c �−

c pairs are produced in this data set. Typically, BESIII
reconstructs 12 �+

c modes and they obtain around 104 tagged events. With this tech-
nique, they measured the branching fractions B(�+

c → �0e+ν̄e) = (3.63 ± 0.38 ±
0.20)% [1] and B(�+

c → pK −π+) = (5.84 ± 0.27 ± 0.23)% [2]. This technique
is also useful to study modes with neutrons, and they observed �+

c → �−π+π+π0

with �− → nπ− for the first time [3].
Recently BESIII has performed a measurement of �+

c → �0K + and �+
c →

�(1530)0K + [4]. In this analysis, one charged kaon is picked up after tagging �−
c ,

and the missing mass is measured. This kind of measurements is possible only at
the clean e+e− environment. Figure 5.1 shows the missing mass distribution, where
clear peaks of �0 and �(1530)0 are seen. They obtain B(�+

c → �0K +) = (5.90 ±
0.86 ± 0.39) × 10−3 andB(�+

c → �(1530)0K +) = (5.02 ± 0.99 ± 0.31) × 10−3.
The results are more precise than the past measurements of the relative branching
fractions.

BESIII has also measured the absolute branching fraction of the inclusive decay
�+

c → �X [5]. In this analysis,�−
c from p̄K 0

S and p̄K +π− is tagged and events with
a � are selected. The measured branching fraction and CP asymmetry are B(�+

c →
�X) = (38.2+2.8

−2.2 ± 0.8)% and AC P(�+
c → �X) = (2.1+7.0

−6.6 ± 1.4)%. Considering
the sum of exclusive modes of �+

c decay with a � is (24.5 ± 2.1)% [6], there are
still more unmeasured �+

c decay modes with a � in the final state.

Fig. 5.1 Missing mass
distribution in
�+

c → �0K +,
�(1530)0K + at BESIII
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Belle has performed ameasurement of�+
c → �ππ using the full data (711 fb−1)

at ϒ(4S) [7]. In this analysis, three decay modes �+
c → �+π+π−, �0π+π0 and

�+π0π0 are studied, where �+ and �0 are reconstructed with �+ → pπ0 and
�0 → �0γ (�0 → pπ0). �+

c → pK −π+ is used as a normalization mode, and the
branching ratios relative to this mode are measured.

Since the efficiencies of the signal and normalization modes are not uniform over
the Dalitz plane, the analysis uses a model independent approach to divide the data
into around 20 bins (7 bins for �+π0π0) in the Dalitz distribution and to estimate
the signal yield and the efficiency in each bin. Signal yields are extracted from the
fit to �+

c mass distribution. Using B(�+
c → pK −π+) = (6.35 ± 0.33)% [6], the

branching fractions of�+
c → �+π+π−,�0π+π0 and�+π0π0 are calculated to be

(4.48 ± 0.02 ± 0.19 ± 0.23)%, (3.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.15 ± 0.16)% and (1.26 ± 0.04 ±
0.11 ± 0.07)%, respectively, where the third errors are from the uncertainty of the
branching fraction of�+

c → pK −π+. This is the first measurement of the branching
ratio of �+

c → �+π0π0, and the results for other two modes are more precise than
the past measurements.

LHCb has searched for the decay �+
c → pμ+μ− using 3.0 fb−1 data [8]. This

decay is a flavor changing neutral current process, and the branching fraction is
predicted to be at the order of 10−9 with the short distance effect. Considering the
long distance effect it can be as large as 10−6, but New Physics may further enhance
the signal.

The analysis is performed in three different M(μ+μ−) region. In the region at
M(μ+μ−) ∼ Mφ , significant amount of the �+

c → pφ decay is found, and this
decay is treated as the normalization mode. In the region at M(μ+μ−) ∼ Mω, they
have observed the �+

c → pω signal and have measured the branching fraction to be
B(�+

c → pω) = (9.4 ± 3.2 ± 1.0 ± 2.0) × 10−4, where the third error is an error
coming from relevant branching fractions. In the remaining region, which is for
the non-resonant �+

c → pμ+μ− decay, no signal is observed. The upper limit is
calculated to be B(�+

c → pμ+μ−) < 7.7 × 10−8 which is significantly improved
from the previous limit 4.4 × 10−5 by BaBar [9].

5.3 Observation of �c(2930)0

BaBar found some indicationof excited�0
c resonance around2.93GeV in the studyof

B− → �0
c�

−
c → K −�+

c �−
c with 210 fb−1 data [10]. Recently Belle has studied the

same decay mode B− → K −�+
c �−

c with 711 fb−1 data [11]. This decay can also be
used to study charmonium-like states, e.g. Y (4660) through B− → K −Y (4660) →
K −�+

c �−
c .

In the analysis byBelle,�+
c is reconstructed from pKπ+, pK 0

S ,�π+, pK 0
Sπ

+π−
and �π+π−π+. Figure 5.2 shows the K −�+

c mass distribution from the data. The
yields for each bin are obtained from the 2-dimensional fit to Mbc and�MB ≡ MB −
m B , where m B is the nominal mass of B meson. An excess is found around 2.93 GeV
in the M(K −�+

c ) distribution. From the fit, the mass and width of this �c(2930)0
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Fig. 5.2 K −�+
c mass

distribution in
B− → �c(2930)0�−

c at
Belle
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resonance are calculated to be 2928.9 ± 3.0+0.9
−12.0 and 19.5 ± 8.4+5.9

−7.9 MeV. The sig-
nificance of the �c(2930)0 is 5.1σ . This is the first observation of this resonance.
The product of the branching fraction B(B− → �c(2930)0�−

c )B(�c(2930)0 →
K −�+

c ) is obtained to be (1.73 ± 0.45 ± 0.21) × 10−4. On the other hand, no
charmonium-like state is found in M(�+

c �−
c ) distribution.

Belle has also searched for the charged �c(2930) resonance in neutral B decays
B0 → K 0

S�
+
c �−

c [12], and has found the evidence of �c(2930)+ with a significance
of 3.9σ .

5.4 Hadronic Decay of �0
c

The decay of�0
c is not well understood, and none of the absolute branching fractions

aremeasured. CLEO [13] andBaBar [14]measured the branching ratios of�−π+π0,
�−π+π+π−,�−K −π+π+ and�0K −π+ relative to�−π+. FermiLab E687 exper-
iment observed �0

c → �+K −K −π+ with more signal events than �−π+ [15], but
this mode is not confirmed by other experiments.

Belle has also studied hadronic �0
c decays using 980 fb−1 data [16]. In this

analysis, �0
c is reconstructed with the decays mentioned above and, in addition,

�0
c → �−K 0π+, �0K 0

S , and �0K 0
S K 0

S using the sub-decay modes �− → �0K −,
�− → �0π−, �0 → �π0, �+ → pπ0 and � → pπ−.

Figure 5.3 shows the invariant mass distribution of each sub-decay mode. Signal
peaks of�0

c are seen in all themodes except�+K −K −π+. The intermediate resonant
substructure is also examined. A contribution from the ρ is seen in the π+π− mass
distribution of �0

c → �−π+π0. Similarly, K ∗0 is found in K −π+ mass distribution
in�0

c → �−K −π+π+ and�0
c → �0K −π+, and�0(1530) is found in�−π+ mass

distribution in �0
c → �−K −π+π+. The obtained branching ratios with respect to
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Fig. 5.3 Measurement of the hadronic �0
c decays at Belle. Invariant �0

c distributions are shown

�−π+ are summarized inTable 5.1. This is the firstmeasurement of the decays�0
c →

�− K̄ 0π+, �0 K̄ 0 and �K̄ 0 K̄ 0, and also the decays with intermediate resonances.
Belle does not find �0

c → �+K −K −π+, although Fermilab E687 observed more
events for this decay than for �0

c → �−π+. They also find that the branching ratio
B(�0

c → �0π+π+π−)/B(�0
c → �0π+) is much smaller than 1, while in other

chamred baryon Yc the ratio B(Yc → Yπ+π+π−)/B(Yc → Yπ+) is larger than 1.

5.5 Excited �c

The spectrum of excited �c baryons is poorly known, and the only observed excited
�c was �c(2770)0 decaying into �0

cγ [17].
LHCb has searched for excited �c through strong decay with �+

c K − final state
using 3.3 fb−1 data [18], where �+

c is reconstructed via pK −π+. Figure 5.4a
shows the �+

c K − invariant mass distribution. Five narrow resonances �c(3000)0,
�c(3050)0, �c(3066)0, �c(3090)0 and �c(3199)0 with widths of 0–9 MeV are
observed. A wide (∼60 MeV) resonance is also found at 3188 MeV.

Belle has alsomeasured the excited�c baryons decaying into�+
c K − using the full

dataset of 980 fb−1 [19]. �+
c is reconstructed from �−π+π+, �0K −π+π+, �0π+,

�0π+π−π+, �+K −π+, �K 0
Sπ

+ and �0K 0
Sπ

+ in order to increase the statistics.
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Table 5.1 Measured branching fraction of �0
c with respect to �−K + at Belle

Mode Branching ratio with
respect to �−π+

Substructure Previous measurement

�−π+ 1

�−π+π0 2.00 ± 0.17 ± 0.11 1.27 ± 0.3 ± 0.11 [14]

�−ρ+ >71%

�−π+π−π+ 0.32 ± 0.05 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.09 ± 0.01 [14]

�−K −π+π+ 0.68 ± 0.07 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.13 ± 0.03 [14]

�0(1530)K −π+ (33 ± 9)%

�− K̄ ∗0π+ (55 ± 16)%

�0K −π+ 1.20 ± 0.16 ± 0.08 4.0 ± 2.5 ± 0.4 [13]

�0 K̄ ∗0 (57 ± 10)%

�− K̄ 0π+ 2.12 ± 0.24 ± 0.14

�0 K̄ 0 1.64 ± 0.26 ± 0.12

�K̄ 0 K̄ 0 1.72 ± 0.32 ± 0.14

�+K −K −π+ <0.32 (90% CL)
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Fig. 5.4 a �+
c K − mass distribution at LHCb. The solid (red) curve shows the fit result, and the

dashed (blue) curve shows background component. The shaded (red) histogram shows the mass
distribution in the �c sideband, and the the shaded (light gray) distributions indicate the feed-down
frompartially reconstructed excited�c resonances.bThe top plot shows�+

c K − mass distribution at
Belle. The solid (blue) curve shows the fit result. Themiddle and bottom plot showmass distribution
for wrong sign �+

c K + and �+
c sideband, respectively
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Figure 5.4b shows the �+
c K − distribution and the fit result. Here the widths of the

excited �c baryons are fixed to the values obtained by LHCb. Belle has confirmed
all the excited �c baryons except �c(3119)0.

5.6 Doubly Charmed Baryon �++
cc

The view on doubly charmed baryons is still unclear. The first observation of the
doubly charmed baryon was done by SELEX experiment, where �+

cc is observed in
the �+

c K −π+ and pD+K − final states at the mass of 3518.7 ± 1.7 MeV with life
time less than 33 fs [20]. However, this state was not confirmed by BaBar, Belle and
LHCb [21]. Recently, LHCb observed another doubly charmed baryon �++

cc in the
�+

c K −π+π+ final state at the mass of 3621.40 ± 0.78 MeV [22]. The two states,
�+

cc by SELEX and�++
cc by LHCb, have mass difference of around 100 MeV, which

is too large to consider that they are in isodoublet.
LHCb has performed a new measurement of the lifetime of �++

cc using 1.7 fb−1

data [23]. They use �0
b → �+

c π−π+π− as a control mode, and the lifetime is
obtained from the fit to the decay time distribution. They obtain the lifetime
τ(�++

cc ) = 0.256+0.024
−0.022 ± 0.014 ps for the first time. The lifetime of �+

cc is predicted
to be 3–4 times shorter than �++

cc , which leads to τ(�+
cc) ∼ 60−90 fs if we follow

the prediction. Therefore, this result seems to point out an additional inconsistency
between �+

cc by SELEX and �++
cc by LHCb.

5.7 Production Rate of Baryons

The inclusive production cross sections of charmed baryons from e+e− are measured
at Belle using 800 fb−1 data as shown in Fig. 5.5 [24]. The production rate has
a relation of (2J + 1) exp(−αm), where J is the spin of the baryons, which is
reproduced by relativistic string fragmentation model. Factor 3 difference is seen
between �c and�c in charmed baryons, while this tendency is not seen in hyperons.
This indicates the di-quark structure of these charmed baryons.

5.8 Conclusion

In this proceedings, new experimental results on charmed baryons are reported. The
spectrums and properties of charmed baryons are not well known yet. However, more
analyses are going on using the data from e+e− experiments and LHCb, and Belle
II starts taking data in near future. We expect more experimental results on charmed
baryons.
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Fig. 5.5 Production cross
section as a function of mass
of charmed baryons. The
solid and dashed lines show
the fit results for �c and �c
baryons
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Chapter 6
Study of Onia and Heavy Quark QCD
at the e+e− B Factories

J. Albert

Abstract We review five recent analyses (two from Belle and three fromBaBar) in
the areas of quarkonia, glueballs, and heavy quark quantum chromodynamics, three
of which are new analyses (published just this year). They are as follows: (1) An
observation and branching fraction measurement of the decay Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S)

by Belle [1]; (2) Measurement of the cross sections of e+e− → η + bottomonium
measured near the Υ (5S), also by Belle [2]; (3) Measurement of several hadronic
J/ψ decays and branching fractions by BaBar [3]; (4) A search for glueball-like
mesons in Υ (1S) → γπ+π− and Υ (1S) → γ K +K − decays, also by BaBar [4];
and (5) A precision measurement of the mass difference between D∗+(2010) and
D+ mesons, by BaBar [5].

6.1 Intro: Onia, Heavy Quark QCD, and the BBB Factories

Even though the initial primary goal of the e+e− B factories has been the study
of CP violation in the weak interaction, a large fraction (including well over 100
papers in total) of the most cited publications from Belle and BaBar has been in
the complementary area of the physics of the strong interaction, and particularly
in heavy quark QCD and in quarkonia [6]. Multiple new mesons, and specifically
several quarkonium states—including some unexpected ones with clearly exotic
(non-pure-qq̄) character [7]—have been discovered so far at both B factories, which
has revolutionized the study of QCD and heavy mesons. Both BaBar and Belle
continue to produce new results in the area of heavy quark QCD and quarkonia, and
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so here we review a selection of five specific very recent (published in the past two
years) results in onia and heavy quark QCD from Belle and BaBar, three of which
have been published just this year.

6.2 Observation and Branching Fraction Measurement of
Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S)Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S)Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S) (Belle)

Heavy quark spin symmetry (HQSS), and in particular the QCDmultipole expansion
(QCDME) model that is based upon HQSS, predict the suppression of Υ decays to
states containing an η, when compared with corresponding decays to states contain-
ing a π+π− pair [8]. However, multiple results from both BaBar [9] and Belle [10]
challenge that expectation. In particular, [9] measures the ratio of branching fractions

B (Υ (4S)→ηΥ (1S))

B (Υ (4S)→π+π−Υ (1S))
to be equal to 2.41 ± 0.42, which clearly does not constitute sup-

pression. One suggestion [11] to address those results postulates a 4-quark compo-
nent within the Υ (4S), and correspondingly provides a prediction of the previously-
unmeasured ratio of branching fractions Rη′/η ≡ B (Υ (4S)→η′Υ (1S))

B (Υ (4S)→ηΥ (1S))
to be within the

range 0.2–0.6.
Belle measures this ratio Rη′/η by measuring B(Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S)) and com-

paring with the world-averaged value for B(Υ (4S) → ηΥ (1S)). The Υ (1S) is
reconstructed to μ+μ−, and the η′ is reconstructed in its decays to ρ0γ and
π+π−η, where η → γ γ . Plots are shown in Fig. 6.1, and the branching fraction
B(Υ (4S) → η′Υ (1S)) = (3.43 ± 0.88 ± 0.21) × 10−5 is measured, resulting in a
measurement of Rη′/η = 0.20 ± 0.06, at the low end of the “4-quark component”
prediction [1, 11].

Fig. 6.1 Histograms of reconstructed ΔMη′ ≡ M(Υ (4S)) − M(Υ (1S)) − M(η′) for (left plot)
selected η′ → π+π−ηwith η → γ γ events, and (right plot) selected η′ → ρ0γ with ρ0 → π+π−
events, from [1]. In both plots the fitted background is the red dotted curve, and total signal +
background fit is the blue solid curve
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Fig. 6.2 From [2]: (Upper left) A virtual B meson loop contribution Feynman diagram to the
Υ (5S) → η+ bottomonium process. Themagnitude of such B meson loop contributions is difficult
to predict theoretically, and thus measurements can be compared with various models of virtual
B meson loop contributions to the process versus various models of contributions to the process
from possible exotic (4-quark etc.) components of the Υ (5S) [12, 13]. (Upper right) Missing mass
distribution Mmiss(γ γ ) ≡ √

(〈pppe+e−〉 − pppη)2 for Υ (5S) data (red curve) and for MC simulation
(black curve, scaled to match the total number of data events). (Lower) Background-subtracted
missing mass distribution for selected events, together with the fitted and subtracted background
(red dotted curve) and fitted total signal + background distribution (blue curve), showing the
contributions from various bottomonium resonances

6.3 Measurement of the Cross Sections of e+e− → ηe+e− → ηe+e− → η+
bottomonium (measured near theΥ (5S)Υ (5S)Υ (5S))(Belle)

In addition to the Υ (4S), exotic (4-quark etc.) components of other bottomonium
resonances such as the Υ (5S) are also postulated [12]; and additionally the contri-
bution of virtual B meson loops (as shown, e.g., in Fig. 6.2 upper left) to radiative
Υ (5S) (and other radiative Υ ) decays is theoretically uncertain [12, 13]. The two
effects can be separated by precise measurement of cross sections of e+e− → η +
bottomonium when measured at c.m. energies near higher Υ resonances.
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Table 6.1 Table of significances (Σ), yields (Nmeas), and measured visible cross sections (σv) for
fitted bottomonium resonances, from [2] (Belle). The uncertainty on Nmeas is statistical only, while
fit-related systematic uncertainties are taken into account in the significance estimation.Upper limits
on σv are at 90% confidence level

Process Σ Nmeas [×103] σv [pb]

e+e− → ηΥ (1S) 1.5σ 1.7 ± 1.0 <0.34

e+e− → ηhb(1P) 2.7σ 3.9 ± 1.5 <0.52

e+e− → ηΥ (2S) 3.3σ 5.6 ± 1.6 0.70 ± 0.21 ± 0.12

e+e− → ηΥ (1D) 5.3σ 9.3 ± 1.8 1.14 ± 0.22 ± 0.15

e+e− → ηhb(2P) − −5.2 ± 3.6 <0.44

Bellemeasures these cross sections of e+e− → η + bottomonium near theΥ (5S)

as shown in Fig. 6.2 and Table6.1. The results appear consistent with models incor-
porating the effects of virtual B meson loops [12, 13].

6.4 Measurement of Several Hadronic J/ψJ/ψJ/ψ Decays and
Branching Fractions (BaBar)

Nearly since the discovery of the J/ψ , its hadronic decays have provided a relatively
clean laboratory for the study of QCD, for example in searches for glueballs and for
light quark molecular states. Such studies naturally require very careful understand-
ing, both experimentally and theoretically, of the various J/ψ decays. Although such
studies have been ongoing at many detectors over the past 40years, a number of J/ψ
decays remained either unmeasured (e.g. J/ψ → K 0

S K +π−π0) or poorly measured
(e.g. J/ψ → π+π−π0).

Initial-state radiation (ISR) events provide a clean source of many hadronic
final states at B factories, including of course J/ψ -produced ones, as shown in
Fig. 6.3. BaBar uses ISR-produced J/ψ decays to make the first measurement
of B(J/ψ → K 0

S K +π−π0), finding it to be (5.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.4) × 10−3. That total
branching fraction is, of course, composed of both resonant and non-resonant con-
tributions. Figure6.4 shows plots of both the total J/ψ peak from K 0

S K +π−π0, and
contributions from resonances that decay to that final state.BaBarmeasures the reso-
nant branching fraction contributions to that final state to beB(J/ψ → K 0

S K +ρ−) =
(1.87 ± 0.18 ± 0.34) × 10−3, B(J/ψ → K ∗0K 0

S π0) = (0.43 ± 0.10 ± 0.27) ×
10−3,B(J/ψ → K ∗0K −π+) = (1.3 ± 0.1 ± 0.2) × 10−3,B(J/ψ → K ∗±K ∓π0)

= (1.0 ± 0.1 ± 0.3) × 10−3, and B(J/ψ → K ∗±K 0
S π∓) = (0.8 ± 0.1 ± 0.3) ×

10−3 [3]. Additionally, in separate publications, BaBar also uses ISR-produced
J/ψ to measure the branching fractions B(J/ψ → K 0

S K ±π∓η) = (1.30 ± 0.25 ±
0.07) × 10−3 [14] (which can be compared with the prior world average for that
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Fig. 6.3 From [3]: (Upper left) Distribution of the angle of the emitted initial-state radiation (ISR)
photon in the laboratory frame (in degrees) away from the beamline for ISR events at BaBar.
The distribution peaks near 0 degrees, which means that the ISR photon is not reconstructed in
the calorimeter for the majority of ISR events. Nevertheless, such events can still be selected via
the kinematics of the other final state particles from the interaction. (Upper right) Distribution
of M2

rec ≡ (〈pppe+e−〉 − ppphadrons)2 for selected ISR-produced J/ψ → K 0
S K ±π∓ events. (Lower)

Distribution of the invariant mass of the final-state hadronic system for selected ISR-produced
events for many different hadronic final states at BaBar. Note that the J/ψ peak at 3.1GeV can
clearly be seen. ISR provides a very clean and high-statistics means of extracting quite pure samples
of J/ψ and other charmonium and light quarkonium resonances at B factories
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�Fig. 6.4 From [3]: Each of the first 6 plots shows the invariant mass of the K 0
S K ±π∓π0 system in

various ISR-produced J/ψ → K 0
S K ±π∓π0 events at BaBar. The plot at (top left) shows all such

events, without selection on resonant or non-resonant contributions to the K 0
S K ±π∓π0 final state.

The plot at (top right) shows a selection on the contribution to that final state from ρ∓ → π∓π0,
i.e. J/ψ → K 0

S K ±ρ∓. The plot at (upper middle left) shows a selection on the contribution from
J/ψ → K ∗0K 0

S π0. The plot at (upper middle right) shows a selection on the contribution from
J/ψ → K ∗0K ±π∓. The plot at (lower middle left) shows a selection on the contribution from
J/ψ → K ∗±K ∓π0. Finally, the plot at (lower middle right) shows a selection on the contribution
from J/ψ → K ∗±K 0

S π∓. The plot at (bottom left) shows the invariant mass of the K 0
S K ±π∓η

system in all selected ISR-produced J/ψ → K 0
S K ±π∓η events. The plot at (bottom right) shows

the invariant mass of the π+π−η system in all selected ISR-produced J/ψ → π+π−η events

mode of (2.2 ± 0.4) × 10−3 [15]), and also the G-parity violating decayB(J/ψ →
π+π−η) = (4.2 ± 0.8) × 10−4 [16] (compared with the prior world average of
(4.0 ± 1.7) × 10−4 [15]).

6.5 Search for Glueball-Like Mesons in Υ (1S) → γπ+π−Υ (1S) → γπ+π−Υ (1S) → γπ+π−
andΥ (1S) → γ K+K−Υ (1S) → γ K+K−Υ (1S) → γ K+K− Decays (BaBar)

The existence of gluonium (glueballs) remains a persistent prediction of lattice QCD,
which predicts the lightest gluonium states to have quantum numbers J PC = 0++
and 2++ and to have mass below 2.5GeV/c2 [17]. One possible candidate for the
J PC = 0++ glueball is the f0(1710), although early analyses assigned J PC = 2++
to the f0(1710) resonance. An unusually clean source of f mesons can be found
in the π+π− and K +K − spectra in Υ (1S) decays to γπ+π− and to γ K +K −.
BaBar studies and fits these two spectra as shown in Fig. 6.5, and extracts yields
and significances for the different resonances as shown in Table6.2. The results are
consistent with the f0(1710) glueball hypothesis found in [18].

Fig. 6.5 Distributions of reconstructed invariant mass of the (left plot) π+π− and (right plot)
K +K − system in selected Υ (1S) → γπ+π− and Υ (1S) → γ K +K − events respectively, from
[4]. Labels marking fitted resonance contributions are provided on both plots
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Table 6.2 Table of yields and significances for fittedπ+π− and K +K − resonant (as well asπ+π−
S-wave nonresonant) contributions to reconstructed Υ (1S) → γπ+π− and Υ (1S) → γ K +K −
eventswithinBaBar samples ofΥ (2S) → Υ (1S)π+π− andΥ (3S) → Υ (1S)π+π− events, from
[4]. Contributions from f2(1270) and from f0(1710) are highlighted in blue and red respectively.
Systematic uncertainties are evaluated only for resonances for which branching fractions are com-
puted

Resonances (π+π−) Yield Υ (2S) Yield Υ (3S) Significance

S-wave 133 ± 16 ± 13 87 ± 13 12.8σ

f2(1270) 255 ± 19 ± 8 77 ± 7 ± 4 15.9σ

f0(1710) 24 ± 8 ± 6 6 ± 8 ± 3 2.5σ

f0(2100) 33 ± 9 8 ± 15

ρ(770)0 54 ± 23

Resonances (K +K −) Yield Υ (2S) & Υ (3S) Significance

f0(980) 47 ± 9 5.6σ

f J (1500) 77 ± 10 ± 10 8.9σ

f0(1710) 36 ± 9 ± 6 4.7σ

f2(1270) 15 ± 8

f0(2200) 38 ± 8

6.6 Precision Measurement of the Mass Difference Between
D∗+D∗+D∗+(2010) and D+D+D+ Mesons (BaBar)

Both lattice QCD and chiral perturbation theory typically begin in the limit of SU(3)
flavor symmetry and mb = mc = ∞, and then consider symmetry breaking (SB)
due to mu 
= md 
= ms 
= 0, to finite mb & mc, and to EM interactions. This SB
can be related to mass differences such as between the D∗+(2010), D+, and D0

mesons [19]. Precise measurements of such differences constrain SB, leading to
more precise predictions from the lattice and from chiral perturbation.

Using a fit to the reconstructed D∗+(2010) − D+ mass difference spectrum as
shown inFig. 6.6,BaBarmeasuresΔM+ ≡ m(D∗+(2010)) − m(D+) = (140601.0
± 6.8 ± 12.9)keV, over 5 times more precise than the previous world average for
this quantity [5]. When combined with the previous BaBar result
ΔM0 ≡ m(D∗+(2010)) − m(D0) = (145425.9 ± 0.4 ± 1.7)keV [20], one obtains
ΔMD ≡ m(D+) − m(D0) = (4824.9 ± 6.8 ± 12.9)keV, also over 5x more precise
than previous world averages.

6.7 Conclusion

We have briefly summarized here five recent analyses from Belle and BaBar in
the area of heavy quark QCD and quarkonia, a small fraction of the recent analyses
in this area from the B factories (and an even smaller fraction of analyses in this
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Fig. 6.6 Fits to theΔM+ ≡ reconstructedm(D+π0) − reconstructedm(D+) spectrum in (left plot)
Monte Carlo simulated, and (right plot) data, events within selected e+e− → cc events containing
a D∗+(2010), from [5]. The signal shapes in data and MC are fitted to a model composed of a sum
of three Gaussian-like PDFs with a common mean: specifically a standard Gaussian + a Crystal
Ball function [21] + a bifurcated Gaussian. Central values and statistical uncertainties of fitted
parameters are shown on both plots

area from the B factories over the past 15years). Heavy quark QCD and quarkonia
analyses such as these have recently revealed QCD to be far more than the study
of simple mesons and baryons, and the future promises much more excitement in
what has now become a quest toward the understanding and predictability of exotic
hadrons (in addition, of course, to their less-exotic relatives).
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Chapter 7
Measurement of Heavy Flavor Properties
at CMS

Muhammad Alibordi

Abstract Measurements of lifetimes in the decay channels B0 → J/ψ K ∗(892)0,
B0 → J/ψ K 0

s , B0
s → J/ψπ+π−, B0

s → J/ψφ, Λ0
b → J/ψΛ0 and B+

c →
J/ψπ+, and polarization of Λb in Λb → J/ψΛ decays are presented. The data
used are collected by the CMS experiment in proton–proton collisions at centre-
of-mass energy

√
s = 7 and 8 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5

fb−1 and 19.7 fb−1, respectively. The measured lifetimes in µm are cτB0→J/ψ K ∗(892)0

= 453.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 1.8(syst), cτB0→J/ψ K 0
s

= 457.8 ± 2.7(stat) ± 2.8(syst),
cτB0

s →J/ψφ = 443.9 ± 2.0(stat) ± 1.5(syst), cτB0
s →J/ψπ+π− = 502.7 ± 10.2(stat) ±

3.4(syst), cτΛ0
b→J/ψΛ0 = 442.9 ± 8.2(stat) ± 2.8(syst) and cτB+

c →J/ψπ+ = 162.3 ±
7.8(stat) ± 4.2(syst). The measured Λ0

b polarization is P = 0.00 ± 0.06(stat) ±
0.06(syst) alongwith the asymmetryparameterα1 = 0.14 ± 0.14(stat) ± 0.10(syst).

7.1 Introduction

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) basedHeavyQuark Expansion (HQE) frame-
work describes the decay rates for the decays of B0 → J/ψ K ∗, B0 → J/ψ K 0

s ,
B0

s → J/ψπ+π−, B0
s → J/ψφ, Λ0

b → J/ψΛ0 and B+
c → J/ψπ+, which can be

a critical probe of the non-perturbative aspects of QCD.A detailed account of the the-
ory of lifetimes can be found in [1]. While measuring the lifetimes of other b hadrons
mentioned above we used similar methods, a different approach has been followed
for themeasurement of B+

c lifetime. First the decaywidth difference between B+
c and

B+ ismeasured and then from this difference the B+
c lifetime is extracted by using the

precisely known B+ (→ J/ψ K +) lifetime. The study of polarization measurement
in the decays of Λb → J/ψΛ provides an important avenue to strong interaction
effects in hadronic decays. The main observables here are the polarization, P of Λb
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and the parity-violating asymmetry parameter in the decay Λ → pπ− [2–4].
The measurements of lifetime and polarization measurements are performed using
data collected by the CMS experiment at the LHC. CMS comprises a series of coaxial
cylindrical subdetectors. The innermost subdetector is silicon pixel and strip tracker.
It is followed by an electromagnetic calorimeter, composed of lead tungstate scintil-
lating crystals, surrounded by brass and scintillator sampling hadron calorimeter. All
these subdetectors are placed inside a superconducting solenoid of inner diameter 6
m, which provides a 3.8 Tmagnetic field. Finally, the muon system, comprising drift
tubes, resistive plate chambers and cathode strip chambers, is located outside of the
solenoid [5, 6].

7.2 Event Reconstruction

For the lifetimemeasurements of B0 → J/ψ K ∗, B0 → J/ψ K 0
s , B0

s → J/ψπ+π−,
B0

s → J/ψφ,Λ0
b → J/ψΛ0 and B+

c → J/ψπ+ decay channels, the J/ψ is recon-
structed from two oppositely charged muons that are required to have transverse
momentum pT > 7.9 GeV, pseudorapidity |η| < 2.2, a distance of closest approach
to the event vertex < 0.5 cm, and a vertex fit χ2 probability >0.5%. The invariant
mass is chosen to be within ±5 times the experimental mass resolution around the
nominal J /ψ mass [1]. Other final state candidates in different decay channels are
reconstructed from charged tracks, originating from a common vertex as the J/ψ .
Then the b hadrons are formed by combining the J/ψ with these tracks. For the polar-
ization measurement of Λb → J/ψΛ, the J/ψ is reconstructed as earlier whereas
Λ → pπ− from a pair of oppositely charged tracks. TheΛb candidates are formed by
combining muon objects and tracks within the mass window 5.40 < m J/ψΛ < 5.84
GeV.

7.3 Fit Model, Result and Systematics

7.3.1 Fit and Results

For the measurement of lifetimes in different decay channels, a simultaneous
unbinned extendedmaximum-likelihood fit has been performed using b hadronmass,
the proper decay length of b hadrons ct and decay length uncertainty σct , as input
parameters. The signal for the mass fit is modeled as one or two Gaussians. The
background is described with a polynomial or an exponential depending upon decay
channels. In the ct distribution the signal is modeled with an exponential convolved
with the detector resolution whereas the background is described by a sum of expo-
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nentials convolved with the resolution. The σct distributions are modeled with two
gamma functions for signal and two exponentials convolvedwith aGaussian function
for background. The number of exponentials describing the background is different
for different decay modes as determined from the data events in the mass sideband
regions in each decay mode.
The fitted distributions of B0, B0

s and Λb at
√

s = 8 TeV are shown in Figs. 7.1, 7.2
and the lifetime results in µm corresponding to these channels are,

cτB0→J/ψ K ∗(892)0 = 453.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 1.8(syst)

cτB0→J/ψ K 0
s

= 457.8 ± 2.7(stat) ± 2.8(syst)

cτB0
s →J/ψφ(1020) = 443.9 ± 2.0(stat) ± 1.5(syst)

cτB0
s →J/ψπ+π− = 502.7 ± 10.2(stat) ± 3.4(syst)

cτΛ0
b→J/ψΛ0 = 442.9 ± 8.2(stat) ± 2.8(syst)

(7.1)

The efficiency-corrected fitted ct distribution of the ratio of B+
c to B+ gives decay

width differenceΔ� = 1.24 ± 0.09 ps−1 in Fig. 7.3. From the known lifetime of B+
the extracted lifetime of B+

c is cτB+
c →J/ψπ+ = 162.3 ± 7.8 ± 4.2 µm.

For the measurement of polarization, the Λb polarization P, and the angular decay
parameters α1, α2, and γ0 are determined. The results are obtained from an unbinned
maximum-likelihoodfit to the J/ψΛ invariantmass distribution and the three angular
variables Θ3 = (cos θΛ, cos θp, cos θμ) are shown in Fig. 7.4. The extracted signal
yields from both J/ψΛ and J/ψΛ̄ is 6000 and the measured values for different
parameters are P = 0.00 ± 0.06 ± 0.06, α1 = 0.14 ± 0.14 ± 0.10, α2 = −1.11 ±
0.04 ± 0.05 and γ0 = −0.27 ± 0.08 ± 0.11. The values of helicity amplitudes are,

|T++|2 = 0.05 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

|T+0|2 = −0.10 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

|T−0|2 = 0.51 ± 0.03(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

|T−−|2 = 0.52 ± 0.04(stat) ± 0.04(syst)

(7.2)

7.3.2 Systematic Uncertainties

For lifetime measurements, common systematic uncertainties are statistical uncer-
tainty in the Monte Carlo samples, modeling of the mass distribution shape, and also
channel specific uncertainties depending upon selection, reconstruction and fitting.
Monte Carlo statistical uncertainty contributes the most among all uncertainties; in
B0 → J/ψ K 0

s decays it is 2.4 µm and in Λ0
b → J/ψΛ0 decays it has the value of
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Fig. 7.1 Mass and ct distributions for B0 and B0
s , points with error bars and data, and the curves

are projections of the fit to various event components as shown in the plots [1]
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Fig. 7.2 Mass and ct distribution of Λb in the decay channel of Λ0
B → J/ψΛ0, points with error

bars and data, and the curves are projections of the fit to various event components as shown in the
plots [1]

2.3 µm. Uncertainties arising for ct range regulation and S-wave contamination is
absent in all decay channels except B0

s → J/ψφ. Modulation in ct accuracy con-
tributes almost at same scale ∼1.3–1.4 µm in all cases. The measured values for
polarization (P), asymmetry parameter (α1), longitudinal polarization (α2) and its
related parameter (γ0) in Λ0

b → J/ψΛ0 decays are reconstruction wise biased by
5.7, 9.8, 2.0 and 9.1, respectively, up to the order 10−2. The γ0 is systematically
uncertain by 5.0 × 10−2 due to the angular distribution used for the background fit.
The angular efficiency contributes to the systematic uncertainty in α2 measurement at
3.0× 10−2. There are other sources of uncertainties in the polarization measurement
such as the weighting procedure for asymmetry parameter αΛ.

7.4 Summary

The measurement of lifetimes for b hadrons in the channels B0 → J/ψ K ∗, B0 →
J/ψ K 0

s , B0
s → J/ψπ+π−, B0

s → J/ψφ, Λ0
b → J/ψΛ0 and B+

c → J/ψπ+, and
the polarization in the decays of Λ0

b → J/ψΛ0 are briefly described. The measure-
ment ofΛ0

b lifetime is compatible with its measured value from other experiments in
the same channel. The B+

c lifetime is in agreement with LHCb [7] and more precise
than CDF [8] and D0 [9]. In the polarization measurement α2 is compatible with
−1, which implies that a Λ of a positive-helicity state from Λb is suppressed. The
measured value of α1 is also consistent with LHCb [10] and ATLAS [11].
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Fig. 7.3 Mass and efficiency distributions for B+
c and B+ (a) and ratio of the B+

c to B+ efficiency
corrected ct distribution (b) [1]
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Fig. 7.4 Fitted distribution of mass and cosines of the three angles (cos θΛ, cos θp, cos θμ) for both
Λb (a) and Λ̄b (b) are shown [2]
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Chapter 8
Prospects of CMS in B Physics in Phase 2

Rajarshi Bhattacharya

Abstract The StandardModel (SM) of Particle Physics precisely predicts the cross-
sections for the extremely rare Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes
Bd/s → μμ. Although, these processes are suppressed in the SM, beyond Standard
Model (BSM) contributions can significantly enhance their decay rates. Therefore,
a precise measurement of branching fractions and the Bs → μμ lifetime is of prime
concern for experiments likeCMS in the quest for newphysics. TheSMalso precisely
predicts the CP violating phase φs in the Bs → φφ →4 kaons decay process. Any
significant deviation from the SM prediction for this rare FCNC process would
provide a clear signature for BSM. During the High Luminosity (HL) period of
the LHC, also known as LHC Phase-2, CMS will continue to look for Bd/s → μμ
and will also study Bs → φφ → 4 kaons. The latter will be possible for the first
time in CMS due to inclusion of the tracking information in the Level-1 trigger. In
this article, we shall discuss the CMS Phase-2 Tracker, Level 1 Tracking and present
results obtained from Phase-2 simulations for Bd/s → μμ and Bs → φφ → 4 kaons.

8.1 High Luminosity LHC

The LHCwill undergo amajor upgrade during the third Long Shutdown (LS3) period
resulting in a ten-fold increase in instantaneous luminosity (5–7 × 10−34 fb−1s−1)
compared to the current value [1]. Over a ten year period beginning in 2026, the
LHC is expected to deliver a total integrated luminosity of ≥3 ab−1 at

√
s = 14 TeV

to CMS [2]. This increase is equivalent to ten times the data collected during LHC
Runs 1–3 [1].

During the HL-LHC period, the increase in luminosity, will cause the number of
interactions per bunch crossing (known as pileup or PU) to increase significantlywith
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the average pileup or <PU> foreseen to have a value between 140 and 200, which
is five times the current value. Without an detector upgrade the increased pileup will
severely impact physics prospects especially for B physics during Phase-2.

To retain the full physics potential duringHL-LHC, theCMSdetectorwill undergo
a major upgrade, known as Phase-2 upgrade [3]. The present tracking detector will
be replaced with a new improved detector. Tracking information will also be made
available at Level-1 (L1) trigger for the first time in CMS [4], which would play a
crucial role in the physics studies we are going to discuss.

8.2 CMS Phase-2 Tracker and L1 Tracking

A layout of the CMS Phase-2 tracker [4] is shown in Fig. 8.1a. The Phase-2 tracker
will be extended from |η| ≈ 2.4 to 4.0. It will consist of 4 pixel layers in the innermost
barrel and 12 endcap discs on each side of the barrel region. Surrounding the pixel,
the outer tracker will have 6 barrel layers and 5 endcap discs on either sides. The unit
of the outer tracker is known as “pT module”, where each module will consist of two
closely placed silicon sensors, separated by a small distance (between 1 and 4mm). A
pT module can correlate hits in its two layers to create a “stub”. By construction, this

Fig. 8.1 a Layout of the CMS Phase-2 tracker layout and b concept of the “pT module” [4]
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module can accept “stubs” with pT ≥ 2 GeV. L1 tracks are formed by connecting
stubs in different layers. The new tracker will have less material, better radiation
hardness, and improved pT and vertex resolution.

8.3 Bd/s → μμ

Bd/s → μμ is an FCNC process that proceeds through electroweak penguin or box
diagrams andhence is suppressed in theStandardModel (SM). It is further suppressed
due to helicity suppression. The SM predicts the branching fraction for these two
processes to be [5]

• B(Bs → μμ) ≈ (3.57 ± 0.16) × 10−9

• B(Bd → μμ) ≈ (1.02 ± 0.06) × 10−10

Several extensions of the SM, such as supersymmetry [6–8] and models with a non-
standard Higgs sector [9], may enhance or suppress the branching fractions. Any
deviation of the measured branching fractions from the SM values would imply
presence of new physics. Therefore, precise measurements of the two branching
fractions are an important goal of various experiments in their pursuit for newphysics.
So far, the measured branching fraction values from various experiments are found
to be in agreement with the SM prediction albeit with large uncertainties.

The expected improvements in the mass measurement of Bd and Bs from the
CMS Phase-2 upgrade is discussed in this section. B candidates are formed from two
oppositely charged muon candidates having pT > 4 GeV if |η| < 1.4 or pT > 2 GeV
if |η| > 1.4. A Gaussian fit is performed on the reconstructed di-muon invariant mass
to find the peak position and resolution of the distribution. In Fig. 8.2a an overlay of
themass distributions for Bs and Bd in Phase-2 is shown, where the pseudorapidity of
the most forward muon candidate is restricted to |ηf | < 1.4. An improvement in the
mass resolution due to improvement in the pT resolution of tracks for Phase-2 leads
to a better separation between the Bd and Bs mass peaks compared to the current
CMS data. In Fig. 8.2b, the Bs mass resolution is shown as a function of |ηf | both for
Run 2 (current LHC running) and Phase-2. The mass resolution has a ≈40% gain
for |ηf | < 1 in Phase-2 compared to Run-2.

The mass peak separation with respect to |ηf | is shown in Fig. 8.3a. For Phase-2, a
25% improvement in mass peak separation can be achieved in the region |ηf | < 1.4,
which reduces the overlap between Bs and Bd signals as well as helps rejecting some
rare semi-leptonic decays.

The leakage variable, defined as the ratio of the number of Bd over Bs events in the
Bd invariant mass range, is a measure of overlap between the Bs and Bd events and
is plotted with respect to |ηf | for both Run-2 and Phase-2 in Fig. 8.3b. From the plot,
it can be seen that Phase-2 performs better in the region |ηf | < 0.8. High leakage
in the high |ηf | region does not allow a clear separation between the Bd → μμ and
Bs → μμ events.
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At the end of Phase-2 running, we expect to observe Bd → μμ events with
5.6–8.0σ confidence level and measure the branching fractions of Bd → μμ and
Bs → μμ and their ratios more precisely [10].

8.4 Bs → φφ →4 kaons

Bs → φφ →4 kaons is an FCNC process, which is forbidden at tree level in the
SM and proceeds through b → ss̄s penguin loop. This process could provide a new
insight to the CP violating phase in the Bs system and may receive contributions
from heavy particles that are beyond direct reach of the LHC.

This is also a rare process with a fully hadronic final state. The world average of
its branching fraction B(Bs → φφ) is ≈ (1.84 ± 0.18) × 10−5 [11]. Triggering on
such low-pT , fully hadronic final states is impossible at CMSwithout tracking at L1.
The final state kaons have very low pT , close to the threshold of the L1 tracking. So,
it is usually difficult to reconstruct all the tracks corresponding to the four final-state
kaons, and this is the main source of inefficiency in this analysis.

This analysis tries to estimate CMS sensitivity about triggering the Bs → φφ →4
kaons events with L1 tracking. First, φ candidates are reconstructed from two oppo-
sitely charged tracks coming from the same primary vertex, with the kaon mass
assigned to each track. Then the Bs candidates are reconstructed from pairs of φ
candidates in an event coming from the same primary vertex. Events having at least
one Bs candidate, compatible with the nominal Bs mass [11], are selected.

To study signal efficiency, Bs → φφ →4 kaons events were generated and sim-
ulated through the Phase-2 CMS detector with an average pileup of 140 or 200.
An offline study is performed to check whether there is any further loss of effi-
ciency at that level. To study the event rate at L1 trigger, minimum bias events with
<PU>=70, 140 and 200 are used.

Three different selection baselines are studied to optimize the signal efficiency
and event rate. For the extreme pileup scenario, <PU>=200, a signal efficiency of
30% can be achieved at a rate ∼15kHz at L1. Figure 8.4a shows the invariant mass
distribution of Bs candidates while Fig. 8.4b shows the rate and efficiencies for three
pileup scenarios.

8.5 Conclusion

With a total 3ab−1 data of Phase-2, CMS expects significant improvement in themass
resolution for Bd/s → μμ which in turn would yield a better separation of Bs → μμ
and Bd → μμmass peaks. We expect to observe Bd → μμ events with 5σ and make
more precise measurement of B(Bd/s → μμ) and their ratio. Measurement in the
very forward region will be challenging due to high leakage between Bs and Bd

events.
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Fig. 8.4 a Invariant mass ofφ pair candidates [4]. The dashed red line represents L1 signal, whereas
the blue solid line denotes the offline signal. The green filled area represents L1 background. All
the plots are normalized to unit area. b Rate versus efficiency for different selection baselines and
different pileup scenarios [12]. Uncertainties are statistical only

Study of the Bs → φφ →4 kaons process with L1 tracking showcases the power
of L1 tracking in CMS. The signal is distinctly visible even in the extreme pileup
scenario, i.e. ,<PU>=200. Further work continues to optimize the signal event rate
and efficiency.
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Chapter 9
Model Independent New Physics
Analysis in Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− Decay

Diganta Das

Abstract We study the rare four body Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− decay in beyond
the Standard Model. We take a model-independent approach and consider a set
of dimension-six four-fermion operators which includes, in addition to the Stan-
dard Model operators, new (axial-)vector operators, and (pseudo-)scalar operators.
Working in transversity basis we present a full angular distribution of Λb → Λ(→
Nπ)�+�− decay where the leptons are massive and the Λb is unpolarized.

9.1 Introduction

The b → s�+�− flavor changing neutral current transitions are known for their sensi-
tivity to physics in and beyond the StandardModel (SM), also known as new physics
(NP). In the past decades, b → s�+�− mediated B → K ∗�+�− decay have been the
topic of intense theoretical and experimental investigations as its full angular dis-
tribution gives access to a multitude of related observables that can uniquely test
the SM [1]. Recently, the LHCb collaboration has presented measurements of a set
of Λb → Λμ+μ− observables [2, 3]. This is the first semi-leptonic baryonic decay
studied at the LHCb whose branching ratio was first measured by the CDF [4]. The
full angular distribution of Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− also give access to a plethora of
observables [5] making it at par with the B → K ∗�+�− decay. If the polarization
of Λb is also considered, the number of observables become more than three fold
compared to the unpolarized case [6]. Therefore, Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− decay can
be a unique test ground for physics in and beyond the SM.
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In this paper we present a model independent NP analysis of Λb → Λ(→
Nπ)�+�− decay where we keep the lepton masses finite but consider the Λb to
be unpolarized. We extend the SM operator basis by including new (axial-)vector
(VA) and (pseudo-)scalar (SP) operators. Tensor operators has been neglected for
simplicity as they give rise to a large number of terms in the angular coefficients due
to the presence of lepton masses. We work in transversity basis and present a full
angular distribution of the Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− decay. From the angular distribu-
tion a number of observables are studied in the presence of the NP couplings. For our
numerical analysis, Λb → Λ form factors at low dilepton invariant mass squared, or
large recoil, are taken from the calculations in the light cone sum-rules (LCSR) [7].
At large dilepton invariant mass squared, or low recoil, the form factors are taken
from lattice QCD calculations [8].

The paper is organized as follows. The effective Hamiltonian is described in Sect.
9.2 and the decay amplitudes are derived in Sect. 9.3. In Sect. 9.4 we describe the
angular distribution followed by numerical analysis in Sect. 9.5. We conclude in
Sect. 9.6.

9.2 Effective Hamiltonian

In the SM the b → s�+�− transition is described in terms of hadronic operators
O1−6,8, radiative operatorO7, and semi-leptonic operatorsO9,10. We extend the SM
operator basis by including newVA and SP operators so that the effective Lagrangian
reads [9]

Heff = −4GF√
2

VtbV ∗
ts

αe

4π

( ∑
i

CiOi +
∑

j

C ′
jO′

j

)
, (9.1)

where i = 7, 9, 10, V, A, S, P and j = V, A, S, P . The operators O(′) read

O7 = mb

e

[
s̄σμν PRb

]
Fμν , O9 = [

s̄γμ PLb
][

�γμ�
]
, O10 = [

s̄γμ PLb
][

�γμγ5�
]
,

O(′)
V = [

s̄γμ PL(R)b
][

�γμ�
]
, O(′)

A = [
s̄γμ PL(R)b

][
�γμγ5�

]
,

O(′)
S = [

s̄ PR(L)b
][

��
]
, O(′)

P = [
s̄ PR(L)b

][
�γ5�

]
.

(9.2)

The details of the SM Wilson coefficients can be found in [9]. In the SM C(′)
V,A, C(′)

S,P
vanish. In this Hamiltonian we assume only the factorizable corrections to the
hadronic operatorsO1−6,8. These corrections can be absorbed in to the Wilson coef-
ficients Ceff

7,9 corresponding to the operators O7,9. The no-factorizable corrections
which are ignored for simplicity are expected to play a significant role at large recoil
[10, 11]. In (9.2) GF is the Fermi constant, αe = e2/4π is the fine structure constant,
PL ,R = (1 ∓ γ)/2 are the chiral projectors, VtbV ∗

ts are the CKM elements, and we
have defined σμν = i[γμ, γν]/2. The b-quark mass appearing in O7 is the running
mass in the modified minimal subtraction (MS) scheme.
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9.3 Decay Amplitudes

The Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− decay proceeds in two steps,

Λb(p, sp) → Λ(k, sk)�
+(q1)�

−(q2), Λ(k, sk) → N (k1, sN )π(k2). (9.3)

Here p, k, k1, k2, q1 and q2 are the momenta of Λb, Λ, N , π and the positively
and negatively charged leptons in their respective rest frame. The projections of the
baryonic spins on to the z-axis in their respective rest frames are denoted by sp,k,N .
Momentumconservation implies k = k1 + k2 and the fourmomentumof the dilepton
pair is defined as qμ = qμ

1 + qμ
2 .

The four-body decay can be completely described in terms of four kinematic
variables, dilepton invariant mass squared q2 and three angles θ�, θΛ and φ. The
angle θ� is defined as the angle made by �− with the +z-direction in the dilepton
rest frame. The angle θΛ is made by N with respect to the +z-direction in the Nπ
rest frame, and the angle φ is defined as the angle between the �+�− and Nπ decay
planes.

The Λb → Λ hadronic form factors corresponding to different operators are con-
veniently defined in terms of ten q2 dependent helicity form factors f V

t,0,⊥, f A
t,0,⊥,

f T
0,⊥, f T5

0,⊥ [12]. Following the parametrization of the Λb → Λ hadronic matrix ele-
ments, the transversity amplitudes corresponding to the operator basis (9.2) were
derived in [9]. For VA type operators there are ten amplitudes which read

AL ,(R)
⊥1

= −√
2N

(
f V
⊥

√
2s−CL ,(R)

VA+ + 2mb

q2
f T
⊥ (mΛb + mΛ)

√
2s−Ceff

7

)
, (9.4)

AL ,(R)
‖1 = √

2N

(
f A
⊥

√
2s+CL ,(R)

VA− + 2mb

q2
f T5
⊥ (mΛb − mΛ)

√
2s+Ceff

7

)
, (9.5)

AL ,(R)
⊥0

= √
2N

(
f V
0 (mΛb + mΛ)

√
s−
q2

CL ,(R)
VA+ + 2mb

q2
f T
0

√
q2s−Ceff

7

)
, (9.6)

AL ,(R)
‖0 = −√

2N

(
f A
0 (mΛb − mΛ)

√
s+
q2

CL ,(R)
VA− + 2mb

q2
f T 5
0

√
q2s+Ceff

7

)
, (9.7)

A⊥t = −2
√
2N f V

t (mΛb − mΛ)

√
s+
q2

(C10 + CA + C ′
A), (9.8)

A‖t = 2
√
2N f A

t (mΛb + mΛ)

√
s−
q2

(C10 + CA − C ′
A). (9.9)

Here

CL(R)
VA,+ = (Ceff

9 ∓ C10) + (CV ∓ CA) + (C ′
V ∓ C ′

A), (9.10)

CL(R)
VA,− = (Ceff

9 ∓ C10) + (CV ∓ CA) − (C ′
V ∓ C ′

A), (9.11)
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and
s± = (mΛb ± mΛ)2 − q2. (9.12)

The normalization constant is given as

N (q2) = GFVtbV ∗
tsαe

√√√√
τΛb

q2
√

λ(m2
Λb

, m2
Λ, q2)

3.211m3
Λb

π5
β�, β� =

√
1 − 4m2

�

q2
. (9.13)

Corresponding to the SP operators there are four transversity amplitudes

AS⊥ = 2
√
2N f V

t

mΛb − mΛ

mb

√
s+(CS + C ′

S), (9.14)

AS‖ = −2
√
2N f A

t

mΛb + mΛ

mb

√
s−(CS − C ′

S), (9.15)

AP⊥ = −2
√
2N f V

t

mΛb − mΛ

mb

√
s+(CP + C ′

P), (9.16)

AP‖ = 2
√
2N f A

t

mΛb + mΛ

mb

√
s−(CP − C ′

P). (9.17)

The subsequent decay ofΛ → Nπ is governed byΔS = 1 effective Hamiltonian
and the decay amplitudes can be written in terms of two form factors ξ and ω [5].
In the decay distribution, the only relevant quantity that enters is the parity violating
parameter that is defined in terms ξ and ω as

αΛ = −2Re(ξω)√
r−
r+ |ξ|2 +

√
r+
r− |ω|2

, where r± = (mΛ ± m N )2 − m2
π. (9.18)

9.4 Angular Distribution

The four-fold distribution of Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�− can be written as

d4B
dq2d cos θ�d cos θΛdφ

= 3

8π
K (q2, cos θ�, cos θΛ,φ), (9.19)

where K (q2, cos θ�, cos θΛ) reads in terms of angular coefficients and trigonometric
functions as

K (q2, cos θ�, cos θΛ) = (K1ss sin
2 θ� + K1cc cos

2 θ� + K1c cos θ�)

+ (K2ss sin
2 θ� + K2cc cos

2 θ� + K2c cos θ�) cos θΛ

+ (K3sc sin θ� cos θ� + K3s sin θ�) sin θΛ sin φ

+ (K4sc sin θ� cos θ� + K3s sin θ�) sin θΛ cosφ. (9.20)
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Each of the angular coefficients can be decomposed as [9]

K{··· } = K{··· } + m�√
q2

K′
{··· } + m2

�

q2
K′′

{··· }, (9.21)

where {· · · } stands for the suffixes 1ss, 1cc, 1c, 2ss, 2cc, 2c, 3sc, 3s, 4sc, 4s. The
detailed expressions of K, K′ and K′′ can be found in [9]. The angular distribution
(9.19) allows us to construct a set observables through weighted integrals over the
angles that can be measured in the experiments. A set of such observables were
discussed in [9, 13].

9.5 Numerical Analysis

In this section we carry out the numerical analysis of few Λb → Λμ+μ− and Λb →
Λ(→ pπ)τ+τ− observables. Detailed discussions can be found in [9] and [13]. For
this analysis, the form factors at large recoil, or low q2, is taken from calculations in
light-cone sum rules [7]. At low recoil, or large q2, the form factors are taken from
lattice QCD calculations [8]. The value of the parity violating parameter for the pair
Nπ ≡ pπ is given by αΛ = 0.642 ± 0.013. The values of other inputs are collected
in the appendix of [9].

We begin by showing in Fig. 9.1 the SM predictions of differential branching ratio
ofΛb → Λμ+μ−. Here the bands correspond to the uncertainties coming from form
factors and other inputs. The crosses indicate data from LHCb [2]. In Fig. 9.1 we
also show our predictions for two benchmark NP scenarios with only VA coupling
and with only SP couplings. For the VA coupling we chose values that are consistent
with the current global fits to b → sμ+μ− data [14]. The benchmark values of the SP
couplings are consistent with the exclusive Bs → μ+μ− data. Detailed discussions
for other Λb → Λμ+μ− observables can be found in [13]. In Fig. 9.2 we show the
SM predictions for Λb → Λ(→ pπ)τ+τ− differential branching ratio and leptonic
forward-backward asymmetry Aτ

FB. Here also, the bands correspond to the uncer-
tainties coming from the form factors and different inputs. Detailed discussions of
Λb → Λ(→ pπ)τ+τ− observables in the SM and NP can be found in [9].

Fig. 9.1 The differential branching ratio of Λb → Λμ+μ− in the SM and NP
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Fig. 9.2 The SM predictions of Λb → Λ(→ pπ)τ+τ− observables

9.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a full angular distribution of four-body rare decay
Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�−. The operator basis include, in addition to the SM operator
basis, new (axial-)vector and (pseudo-)scalar operators. In this analysis, the masses
of the leptons are taken to be finite and the Λb is taken to be unpolarized. Working in
transversity basis we have expressed the angular coefficients in terms of transversity
amplitudes. In the numerical section we have studied the Λb → Λ(→ Nπ)�+�−
decay for � = μ and � = τ .
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Chapter 10
Open Heavy-Flavour Measurements
in Small Systems with ALICE
at the LHC

P. Dhankher

Abstract Heavy quarks (charm and beauty) are produced at the initial stages of
hadronic collisions in hard scattering processes. In pp collisions, their production
provides a test bed for perturbative QCD calculations and a crucial baseline for p–
Pb and Pb–Pb collisions. Furthermore, differential measurements, for example their
production as a function of charged-particle multiplicity, may provide insight into the
role of Multiple Parton Interactions (MPI) and the interplay between hard and soft
mechanism for particle production. In the p–Pb collision system, the formation and
kinematic properties of heavy-flavour hadrons can be influenced at all stages by Cold
Nuclear Matter effects and concurrent MPI. In addition, collective effects may be
present. In this contribution, recent open heavy-flavour results from pp collisions at√

sNN = 5.02, 7, 8 and 13 TeV and p–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 and 8.16 TeV, with
ALICE at the LHC are presented. The results include the production cross-section,
nuclear modification factor and multiplicity dependence studies of the production
of D mesons, charmed baryons and heavy-flavour hadron decay’s electrons at mid-
rapidity and muons at forward rapidity. The results will also be compared with
theoretical model predictions.

10.1 Introduction

A large ion collider experiment (ALICE) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is
a dedicated heavy-ion experiment designed to study physics of strongly interact-
ing matter at high temperature and extreme densities, where quarks and gluons are
deconfined to a new state of matter known as Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Heavy
quarks (charm and beauty), due to their large masses (mq � λQCD), are produced at
the initial stages of hadronic collisions in hard scattering processes. Therefore, they
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are an effective tool to probe the hot dense QCD matter (QGP). Their production as
a function of multiplicity reveals the importance of MPI, interplay between the hard
and soft mechanism for particle production, as well as the connection between open
and hidden production of heavy-flavour [1].

10.2 Heavy-Flavour Reconstruction with ALICE

With the excellent particle identification capabilities of the ALICE apparatus, the
presence of heavy-flavour hadrons is either detected directly via the reconstruction
of hadronic decays of D-mesons (D0, D+, D∗+ and D+) and �+

c baryon at mid-
rapidity, or indirectly by finding a single electron at mid-rapidity, or muon produced
at forward and backward rapidity via a semi-leptonic decay channel.

The charged tracks are reconstructed using the Time Projection chamber (TPC)
following the Inner Tracking System (ITS) in radial direction. The particle identifi-
cation is done using the ionisation energy loss dE /dx in the TPC, aided by either the
Time-of-Flight detector (TOF) at low pT region or by the Electromagnetic Calorime-
ter (EMCal) at high pT region. The charged-particle multiplicities in ALICE in the
forward and backward rapidity is determined using V0C and V0A detectors which
are arrays of 32 scintillating counters, installed on either side of the ALICE interac-
tion point. Atmid-rapidity, SPD tracklet is usedwhich is reconstructed by connecting
the hits in both Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD) layers with origin at the vertex. A more
detailed description of the ALICE detector can be found in [2].

10.3 Results

In this section, the recent results of heavy-flavour production cross-section, nuclear
modification factor RpPb and their multiplicity dependence studies in pp and p–Pb
collisions at various center-of-mass energies are shown.

10.3.1 Heavy-Flavour Production in pp and p–Pb Collisions

The differential cross sections of prompt D-mesons (D0, D+, D∗+ and D+
s ), heavy-

flavour decay electrons (HFE), electrons from beauty-hadron decays and heavy-
flavour decay muons (HFM) measured in pp collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [3],

7 TeV [4, 5], 8 TeV and 13 TeV. The pT differential cross section of D0-meson
measured upto pT = 35 GeV/c at mid-rapidity is consistent with the FONLL pQCD
calculations [6] within uncertainties as shown in Fig. 10.1. The pT differential cross
section of electrons from heavy-flavour decays measured by ALICE and ATLAS [7]
in pp collisions at

√
sNN = 7 TeV in different rapidity intervals is shown in Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.1 D0 differential
cross section in pp collisions
at

√
sNN = 7 TeV compared

with FONLL pQCD
calculations
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Fig. 10.2 Heavy-flavour
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cross section measured by
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Fig. 10.3 �+
c /D

0 production ratio in p–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV and pp collisions at√
sNN = 7 TeV, compared with �c/K 0

s and p/π ratios in the same systems

To investigate charm baryon hadronisation mechanisms, the measurement of the
charmed baryon-to-meson ratio (�+

c /D
0) is carried out by theALICE [8]. Figure 10.3

shows the �+
c /D

0 ratio in pp collisions at
√

sNN = 7 TeV and in p–Pb collision at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV and the comparisonwith light-flavour (�c/K 0

s and p/π ) in the same
systems. The trend observed is similar to the baryon-to-meson ratio in light-flavours.

10.3.2 Nuclear Matter Effects and v2 in p–Pb Collisions

The measurement of heavy-flavour production in p–Pb collisions provides access
to the cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects. Figure 10.4 shows the nuclear modifica-
tion factor of prompt D-meson compared with models while in Fig. 10.5, RpPb of
strange D-meson compared with non-strange D-meson in p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN

= 5.02 TeV. The measurement of RpPb of prompt D-meson are consistent with no
nuclear modification in the whole momentum range. The RpPb of strange is similar
to that of non-strange D-mesons.

Figure 10.6 shows the ratio of most central collisions to the most peripheral col-
lisions known as Qcp measurement for average D-meson compared with charged
particles in p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. The two measurement are in agree-

ment with each other. As shown in Fig. 10.7, a positive elliptic flow coefficient v2,
obtained from the decomposition of correlation distribution of HFE, is observed
in 1.5 < pT < 4 GeV/c with a significance of ∼5σ and comparable with charged
particles in mid-rapidity for p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV.
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Fig. 10.4 Nuclear
modification factor RpPb of
prompt D mesons in p–Pb
collisions at

√
sNN =

5.02 TeV at central rapidity
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Fig. 10.5 Nuclear
modification factor RpPb of
strange D mesons in p–Pb
collisions at

√
sNN =

5.02 TeV at central rapidity
compared with non-strange
D meson
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Figure 10.8 shows the nuclear modification factor of muons in the forward (2.03
< y < 3.53) as well as in backward (−4.46 < y < 2.96) rapidity ranges [9]. The
modification in the shadowing region(forward) is consistent with unity, while some
enhancement is indicated at lower pT values in the anti-shadowing region (backward).
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Fig. 10.6 Qcp of average
D-meson compared with
charged particles in p–Pb
collisions at

√
sNN =

5.02 TeV
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Fig. 10.7 HFE v2 as a
function of pT compared to
the v2 of unidentified
charged particles and
inclusive muons
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10.3.3 Multiplicity Dependence in Heavy-Flavour Production

The self-normalised yield (ratio of the yield in a particular multiplicity interval nor-
malised to the multiplicity integrated yield) of average D-meson in pp collisions at√

sNN = 7 TeV shows stronger than linear dependence on self-normalised charged-
particle multiplicity [10]. Figure 10.9 shows the comparison of D-meson and J/ψ
measurement, which are consistent with each other. This suggests that the observed
trend is dependent on the hard QCD process, not on hadronization mechanism. A
similar trend is seen for HFM and HFE. Figure 10.10 shows the comparison of HFM
measurements with the D-meson in pp collisions.

The left panel in Fig. 10.11 shows the dependence of the relative yield of HFE
on relative charged-particle multiplicity in pp collision at

√
sNN = 13 TeV in pT
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Fig. 10.8 Nuclearmodification factor RpPb ofHFM in the forward (2.03< y < 3.53) and backward
(−4.46 < y < 2.96) rapidity ranges in p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV

Fig. 10.9 Self-normalised
yield of average D-meson
compared with J/ψ as a
function of multiplicity in pp
collisions at

√
sNN = 7 TeV
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intervals. The high pT measurement shows a steeper increase. The results are in good
agreement with the PYTHIA8.2 predictions which incorporatesMPI. The right panel
in Fig. 10.11 shows the comparison of HFEmeasurement in p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN

= 8.16 TeVwith the D-meson in p–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The data points
for the D-meson measurement are shifted to have a better visibility. The results show
good agreement with each other.
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Fig. 10.11 Self-normalised yield of HFE as a function of multiplicity for different pT ranges in pp
collisions at

√
sNN = 13 TeV compared with PYTHIA8.2 predictions on left, in p–Pb collisions at√

sNN = 8.16 TeV compared with D-meson in p–Pb collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02 TeV on right

10.4 Summary and Outlook

Overview of selected heavy-flavour results from pp collisions at
√

sNN = 5.02, 7, 8
and 13 TeV and p–Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 and 8.16 TeVwithALICE at the LHC

has been presented. FONLL pQCD calculations, describe the pp data within uncer-
tainties. The nuclear modification measurements are consistent with no modification
in the whole momentum range. The effect of anti-shadowing can be seen from the
production of heavy-flavour decay muons in the backward direction at low pT. The
self-normalised yield of open, hidden charm [10], HFM and HFE show stronger than
linear dependence on self-normalised charged-particle multiplicity and this trend can
be qualitatively explained by models with MPI.
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The detector upgrades [11] during the long shutdown 2 (including the ITS, TPC
andmuon forward tracker) will considerably increase the precision ofmeasurements.
The improved impact parameter resolution together with the increased luminosity
of the LHC will improve the significance of upcoming measurements by a factor of
about ten.
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Abstract The Belle II at SuperKEKB will accumulate e+e− collision data at an
unprecedented instantaneous luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1, about 40 times larger
than its predecessor (Belle). Such a dramatic increase in luminosity will result in
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a harsh background environment in Belle II. In this paper, we present the detailed
performance studies of the Belle II silicon vertex detector with test beam data and
Phase II data.

11.1 Introduction

The silicon vertex detector (SVD) is one of the important sub-detectors of the Belle
II experiment [1] at SuperKEKB [2]. It consists of four layers of double-sided silicon
strip detectors (DSSDs) arranged in concentric cylinders around the Belle II inter-
action point. In conjunction with the DEPFET-based pixel detector (PXD), the SVD
plays a key role in the precise measurement of the decay vertex position as well as
the reconstruction of low-momentum tracks. The excellent performance of the Belle
II SVD will enable the measurements of CP asymmetry in the B-meson system with
higher precision. To achieve the physics goals, reconstruction of tracks with a high
efficiency and good resolution is needed. Belle II will collect e+e− collision data
at an instantaneous luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2 s−1, which is about 40 times larger
than its previous experiment (Belle). At such a high luminosity, Belle II will face
harsh background environment. To validate the SVD performance in such high rate
and challenging background conditions, systematic studies are required with offline
reconstruction software.
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11.2 Overview of the SVD

The innermost sub-detector of Belle II is the Vertex Detector (VXD), which com-
prises of two layers of PXD and four layers of SVD. The VXD is responsible for the
reconstruction of the vertices of the decaying particles, which helps in the study of
time-dependent CP violation. As the Belle II SVD [3] is shifted outward to a maxi-
mum radius of 140 mm, it enhances the fiducial coverage provided by VXD. Special
characteristics of the SVD are to reconstruct the decays of neutral particle like K 0

S
as well as to track low momentum particles like the pions produced in the decay of
D∗ mesons that do not reach to the drift chamber. Furthermore, the SVD can provide
very precise timing hit information and use of the ionization energy loss for better hit
selection and discrimination. The SVD along with the PXD provides an improved
impact parameter resolution as compared to Belle. The SVD consists of DSSDs and
their arrangement is shown in Fig. 11.1. Strips on the two sides of SVD provide the x
and y coordinates of the hits (z coordinate is defined by the sensor position). The two
orthogonal sides of the strips are known as U (parallel to the beam direction, P side
with a small pitch of 50–75 µm) and V (perpendicular to the beam direction, N side
with a large pitch 160–240 µm). The SVD sensors come in the different dimensions:
the innermost layer 3 has small rectangular sensor of thickness 320 µm, while the
outer three layers are composed of two types of sensors: large rectangular sensors
(thickness 320 µm) for the barrel part and slanted sensors (thickness 300 µm) with a
trapezoidal shape, which improves precision for the forward boosted particles while
extending of polar angle coverage.
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Fig. 11.1 A cross sectional view of VXD in the r -z (left) and x-y plane (right, top view) [3]

11.3 Performance Studies of the SVD

The performance of SVD is studied using the test beam data, taken at DESY,
Hamburg on February 2017. The corresponding set-up relies on 4 GeV electron
beam being incident on a detector system comprising of 2 PXD layers and 4 SVD
layers in the presence of 1T magnetic field. In the SVD sensors, with an intermediate
floating strips between two readout strips, the charge seen on the floating electrode is
coupled to the readout strip through capacitive charge division, via a network shown
schematically in Fig. 11.3 (left). The charge loss due to the presence of additional
capacitive coupling between the floating strip and the backside of the sensor is sig-
nificant in the sensors with large pitch, as the backside capacitance increases linearly
with the implant pitch and becomes comparable to the interstrip capacitance (Cint).
This effect ismodeled in simulations and the resulting sensitivity of the cluster charge
to Cint can be exploited in following two ways: (a) measure the actual Cint of SVD

Fig. 11.2 Cluster charge for layer 3 (sensor 2): U side (left) and V side (right) with test beam data
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Fig. 11.3 Schematic layout of a detector making use of capacitive charge division (left) [4]; Mea-
surement of Cint for layer 3 (sensor 2): U side (center) and V side (right)

sensors; (b) tune this important parameter for the full SVD simulation. Therefore,
this measurement is carried out by comparing the test beam data and full SVD sim-
ulation. Figure11.2 shows the cluster charge for layer 3 (sensor 2) for both U (left)
and V side (right). It can be seen that the V side, with large pitch, has lower cluster
charge for cluster size 2, due to the above mentioned charge loss effect. For the U
side, with small pitch, this effect is not present and charge for cluster size 2 is com-
parable or even a bit higher. Since complete charge reconstruction is instead possible
for cluster size 1, if the second strip of cluster is below threshold. Further, the effect
of Cint on the cluster charge is studied with the simulated data as a function of Cint,
used to model charge division among the floating and readout strip, and compared
with the results of test beam analysis to measureCint for each sensor/side of the SVD.
Figure11.3 shows results from the measurement of Cint, where cluster charge ratio
R =

Qclw2
Qclw1

is plotted as a function of Cint for layer 3, U (center) and V side (right).
Here Qclw1 and Qclw2 are the cluster charge measured for strip with cluster size 1
and 2, respectively. In addition, the performance of the SVD is also studied using the
first collision data with Phase-II operation of Belle II. The set-up for data collection
under Phase-II operation consists of a subset of the VXD comprising six layers with
a single ladder per layer, installed in spring 2018. The cluster signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) with tracks of different momentum and inclination is calculated for both U and
V side as shown in Fig. 11.4 (left). The S/N ratio is measured to be greater than 20
for N -side, which performs better than the P-side especially for 1-strip cluster. This
is expected due to the longer P side strips resulting in a larger capacitive load to the
charge preamplifier used for the readout and hence higher noise on P-side. Further,
signal hit time is also measured with first data as shown in Fig. 11.4 (right), where
the RMS of signal hit time corresponding to a bunch crossing is found to be in the
order of 3 ns, which is nicely matching with the design expectation. This study will
be useful to remove the off-time hits as well as to improve the tracking performance
of the SVD.
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Fig. 11.4 S/N ratio (left), Signal Hit time (right) with first data (Phase-II)

11.4 Summary

The performance of the Belle II SVD is validated using test beam data as well as first
collision data (Phase II). The effect of Cint on the cluster charge is studied in the test
beam data and compared with simulations to measure Cint for each SVD sensor/side.
The S/N ratio with the Phase-II data are in agreement with design expectations. It is
further demonstrated that the SVD is clearly able to distinguish bunch crossings of
16 ns apart.
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Chapter 12
Predictions of Angular Observables
for B̄s → K∗�� and B̄ → ρ��
in Standard Model

Bharti Kindra and Namit Mahajan

Abstract Exclusive semileptonic decays based on b → s transitions have been
attracting a lot of attention as some angular observables deviate significantly from
the Standard Model (SM) predictions in specific q2 bins. B meson decays induced
by other Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC), b → d, can also offer a probe to
new physics with an additional sensitivity to the weak phase in Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Masakawa (CKM) matrix. We provide predictions for angular observables for
b → d semileptonic transitions, namely B̄s → K ∗�+�−, B̄0 → ρ0�+�−, and their
CP-conjugated modes including various non-factorizable corrections.

12.1 Introduction

Experimental evidence of new physics has been found in the channels involving
FCNC b → s�+�− and charged current b → c�ν. However, the b → d counterpart
of the weak decay, i.e. b → d�+�−, has not caught much attention perhaps because
of low branching ratio. The weak phases incorporate CKM matrix elements ξi

q =
V ∗

qi Vqb, where q ∈ {u, c, t} and i ∈ {s, d}. For b → s�� transition, ξs
c,t ∼ λ2 and

ξs
u ∼ λ4 where λ = 0.22. Since uū contribution introduces CKM phase which is
negligible for b → s��, CP violating quantities are very small in SM. On the other
hand, since ξd

u ∼ ξd
c ∼ ξd

t ∼ λ4 for b → d��, the B decays mediated through this
transition allow for large CP violating quantities. Also, leading order contribution in
this case is smaller than the leading contribution in b → s�� which makes it more
sensitive to new particles and interactions. In this work, we focus on two such decay
channels, BS → K̄ ∗�+�− and B → ρ�+�− [1].
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12.2 Decay Amplitude

We follow the effective Hamiltonian approach as used in [2] to write the Hamiltonian
and decay amplitude. Th amplitude is written as a product of short-distance contri-
butions through Wilson coefficients and long-distance contribution which is further
expressed in terms of form factors,

M = G Fα√
2π

VtbV ∗
td

{[
〈V |d̄γμ(Ceff

9 PL )b|P〉 − 2mb

q2
〈V |d̄ i σμνqν(Ceff

7 PR)b|P〉
]
(�̄γμ�)

+ 〈V |d̄γμ(Ceff
10 PL )b|P〉(�̄γμγ5�) − 16π2

�̄γμ�

q2
Hnon-fac

μ

}
. (12.1)

Wilson coefficients (C ′
i s) are computed upto next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO)

[3] and form factors are computed using the method of Light Cone Sum Rules
(LCSR) and QCD lattice calculation [4]. Hnon-fac

μ represents the non-factorizable
contribution of non-local hadronic matrix element. This results from four quark
and chromomagnetic operators combined with virtual photon emission which then
decays to lepton pair through electromagnetic interaction. These corrections are
given in terms of hard-scattering kernels (T q

a s), where a ∈ {⊥, ‖} and q ∈ {u, c},
which are convoluted with B(BS)-meson and ρ(K̄ ∗) distribution amplitudes. The
non-factorizable corrections included here are spectator scattering T q,spec

a , weak
annihilation T q,WA

a , and soft gluon emission ΔCq,soft
9 . These corrections have been

computed in [5–7] except charm loop corrections corresponding to up quark in th
eloop. For present work, we are assuming that its contribution is less than 10% of
C9: ΔC soft

9,u = aeiθ; |a| ∈ {0, 0.5}, θ ∈ {0,π}.
These corrections are then added to transversity amplitudes in the following way:

A⊥L ,R(q2) = √
2λ N

[
2

mb

q2 (Ceff
7 T1(q

2) + ΔT⊥) + (Ceff
9 ∓ C10 + ΔC1

9 (q
2))

V (q2)

MB + MV

]

(12.2)

A‖L ,R(q2) = −√
2N (M2

B − M2
V )

[
2

mb

q2 (Ceff
7 T2(q

2) + 2
E(q2)

MB
ΔT⊥)

+ (Ceff
9 ∓ C10 + ΔC2

9 (q
2))

A1(q2)

MB − MV

]
(12.3)

A0L ,R(q2) = − N

2MV

√
q2

[
2mb

(
(M2

B + 3M2
V − q2)(Ceff

7 T2(q
2)

)

− λ

M2
B − M2

v

(Ceff
7 T3(q

2) + ΔT‖)) + (Ceff
9 ∓ C10 + ΔC3

9 )

(
(M2

B + M2
V − q2)(MB + MV )A1(q

2) − λ

MB + MV
A2(q

2)
)]

(12.4)

At (q
2) = N√

s

√
λ2 C10 A0(q

2) (12.5)
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where,

ΔT⊥ = π2

Nc

fP fV,⊥
MB

αsCF

4π

∫
dω

ω
ΦP,−(ω)

∫ 1

0
du ΦV,⊥(u)

(
T c,spec

⊥ + ξu

ξt
(T u,spec

⊥ )

)

(12.6)

ΔT‖ = π2

Nc

fP fV,‖
MB

MV

E

∑
±

∫
dω

ω
ΦP(ω)

∫ 1

0
du ΦV,‖(u)

[
T c,W A

‖ + ξu

ξt
T u,W A

‖

αsCF

4π
(T c,spec

‖ + ξu

ξt
T ,spec

‖ )

]
(12.7)

ΔCi
9 = ΔCi,so f t

9,c + ΔCi,so f t
9,u (12.8)

12.3 Observables

The angular decay distribution of B → V (→ M1M2)�
+�− is given in terms of angu-

lar functions (Ii (q2, θV , θl ,φ), the value of which can be obtained by integrating data
over specific values of the parameters. We consider an optimized set of observables
constricted choosing specific combinations of these angular functions. The observ-
ables considered here are:

– Form Factor Dependent observables.

d�

dq2
= 1

4
(3I c

1 + 6I s
1 − I c

2 − 2I s
2 ) AF B(q2) = −3I s

6

3I c
1 + 6I s

1 − I c
2 − 2I s

2

FL(q2) = 3I c
1 − I c

2

3I c
1 + 6I s

1 − I c
2 − 2I s

2

(12.9)

– Form Factor independent observables.

P1 = I3
2I s

2

, P2 = βl
I s
6

8I s
2

, P3 = − I9
4I s

2

, P ′
4 = I4√−I c

2 I s
2

P ′
5 = I5

2
√−I c

2 I s
2

, P ′
6 = − I7

2
√−I c

2 I s
2

, P ′
8 = − I8

2
√−I c

2 I s
2

(12.10)

– Lepton Flavor Universality violating observables.

RBS
K ∗ =

[BR(Bs → K̄ ∗μ+μ−)
]

q2∈{q2
1 ,q

2
2 }[BR(Bs → K̄ ∗e+e−]

q2∈{q2
1 ,q

2
2 }

(12.11)
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These observables are valid for BS → K̄ ∗��. For B → ρ��, angular functions are
replaced with time-dependent angular functions, since the final state in this case is
self conjugate [1].

12.4 Results

The binned values for the decay modes in study are listed in Tables 12.1 and 12.2,
where the first uncertainty is due to form factors and scond uncertainty is due to soft-
gluon emission from up quark. Moreover, the full branching ratio for BS → K̄ ∗��
is (3.356 ± 0.814) × 10−8 which is consistent with the recent measurement [8].

Table 12.1 Observables for B̄s → K ∗μ+μ− and Bs → K̄ ∗μ+μ− using form factors based on
LCSR and QCD lattice calculation

Observable B̄s → K ∗μ+μ− Bs → K̄ ∗μ+μ−

[0.1−1] GeV2 [1−6] GeV2 [0.1−1] GeV2 [1−6] GeV2

P1 0.017 ± 0.132 ±
0.001

−0.096 ±
0.128 ± 0.005

0.015 ± 0.135 ±
0.001

−0.087 ±
0.118 ± 0.005

P2 0.122 ± 0.013 ±
0.001

0.026 ± 0.081 ±
0.036

0.114 ± 0.012 ±
0.001

0.054 ± 0.081 ±
0.034

P3 0.001 ± 0.003 ±
0.0

0.004 ± 0.009 ±
0.002

0.001 ± 0.006 ±
0.0

0.004 ± 0.009 ±
0.002

P ′
4 −0.704 ±

0.063 ± 0.009
0.543 ± 0.167 ±
0.014

−0.736 ±
0.064 ± 0.008

0.453 ± 0.176 ±
0.016

P ′
5 0.437 ± 0.044 ±

0.016
−0.422 ±
0.124 ± 0.046

0.445 ± 0.045 ±
0.016

−0.377 ±
0.130 ± 0.047

P ′
6 −0.091 ±

0.005 ± 0.016
−0.087 ±
0.010 ± 0.002

−0.048 ±
0.004 ± 0.001

−0.064 ±
0.004 ± 0.002

P ′
8 0.027 ± 0.007 ±

0.016
0.042 ± 0.010 ±
0.017

0.048 ± 0.009 ±
0.016

0.036 ± 0.008 ±
0.019

RBs
K ∗ 0.945 ± 0.008 ±

0.001
0.998 ± 0.004 ±
0.0

0.944 ± 0.007 ±
0.001

0.998 ± 0.004 ±
0.0

B R × 109 4.439 ± 0.648 ±
0.086

8.251 ± 1.872 ±
0.357

5.082 ± 0.699 ±
0.101

8.763 ± 1.959 ±
0.375

AF B −0.048 ±
0.008 ± 0.001

0.001 ± 0.021 ±
0.009

−0.047 ±
0.007 ± 0.001

−0.012 ±
0.020 ± 0.009

FL 0.576 ± 0.066 ±
0.014

0.872 ± 0.035 ±
0.007

0.553 ± 0.065 ±
0.014

0.862 ± 0.035 ±
0.007
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Table 12.2 Binned values of observables for the process B → ρμ+μ− and B̄ → ρμ+μ− for tagged
events to be measured at Belle. Form factors are based on LCSR form factors

B → ρμ+μ− B̄ → ρμ+μ−

[0.1–1] GeV2 [1–6] GeV2 [0.1–1] GeV2 [1–6] GeV2

〈P1〉 0.009 ± 0.177 ±
0.001

−0.065 ±
0.116 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.175 ±
0.001

−0.069 ±
0.120 ± 0.003

〈P2〉 0.082 ± 0.0 ±
0.001

0.021 ± 0.056 ±
0.023

0.076 ± 0.008 ±
0.0

−0.042 ±
0.050 ± 0.024

〈P3〉 0 ± 0.005 ± 0.0 0.001 ± 0.005 ±
0.002

0.001 ± 0.001 ±
0.0

0.002 ± 0.005 ±
0.002

〈P ′
4〉 −0.724 ±

0.081 ± 0.047
0.508 ± 0.161 ±
0.029

−0.703 ±
0.080 ± 0.046

0.569 ± 0.154 ±
0.017

〈P ′
5〉 0.276 ± 0.004 ±

0.027
−0.270 ±
0.083 ± 0.085

0.246 ± 0.003 ±
0.030

−0.321 ±
0.074 ± 0.098

〈P ′
6〉 −0.043 ±

0.003 ± 0.001
−0.061 ±
0.004 ± 0.002

−0.075 ±
0.005 ± 0.001

−0.073 ±
0.010 ± 0.002

〈P ′
8〉 0.025 ± 0.005 ±

0.016
0.025 ± 0.005 ±
0.018

0.031 ± 0.005 ±
0.007

0.030 ± 0.006 ±
0.017

〈Rρ〉 0.936 ± 0.008 ±
0.001

0.997 ± 0.003 ±
0.0

0.950 ± 0.167 ±
0.002

1.064 ± 0.392 ±
0.0

〈B R〉 × 109 5.233 ± 0.711 ±
0.080

8.714 ± 1.668 ±
0.366

4.736 ± 0.656 ±
0.077

8.414 ± 1.649 ±
0.365

〈AF B〉 −0.038 ±
0.005 ± 0.001

−0.007 ±
0.019 ± 0.007

−0.034 ±
0.005 ± 0.001

0.014 ± 0.022 ±
0.006

〈FL 〉 0.495 ± 0.067 ±
0.014

0.813 ± 0.037 ±
0.007

0.514 ± 0.072 ±
0.014

0.838 ± 0.046 ±
0.006
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Chapter 13
Radiative B Decays at LHCb

Brij Kishor Jashal and Arantza Oyanguren Campos

Abstract Rare radiative B decays are sensitive probes of New Physics through the
study of branching fractions, CP asymmetries and other observables related to the
photon polarization. The LHCb experiment has performed several measurements
with radiative B decays. These results provide constraints on predictions of models
beyond the Standard Model, and are at present key to understanding the nature of
flavor physics.

13.1 Introduction

Rare radiative decays are sensitive probes to new physics (NP) particles since they
proceed via Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC), which are forbidden at tree
level in the Standard Model (SM). New particles can enter in the loops and modify
the helicity structure of the photon.

Photons in b → sγ transitions are predicted to be left-handed in the SM since
the recoiling s quark that couples to a W boson is left-handed. However, some new
physics models, particularly Left-Right Symmetric models predict an anomalous
component of polarized photons, primarily due to the exchange of a heavy fermion
in the penguin loop [1].

The b → sγ transition can be expressed in terms of Wilson coefficients: C
′
7 in

′He f f = Gf√
2

V ∗
ts Vtb

(
C7O7 + C ′

7O ′
7

) + h.c. where it is related to left-(right)-handed
polarized photons [2].

There are twoways to access the photon polarization in radiative b-hadron decays.
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1. Time dependent analyses using the phenomenon of interference in mixing and
decays of neutral B mesons, such as Bs → φγ, Bd → ργ and Bd → ωγ where
the observables are time dependent decay widths and CP asymmetries.

2. Angular analyses of

– Radiative Bs decays with three final-state hadrons such as B+ → K−π+π+γ

– decays of b-baryons (�b → �γ …)
– decays with an electron pair in the final state γ → e−e+

Here we discuss some measurements performed by LHCb: the time dependent
analysis of Bs → φγ [3] events and the angular analysis of B+→ K−π+π+γ decays
[4]. We also present ongoing studies related to decays of radiative b-baryons [5].

13.2 The LHCb Experiment

The LHCb experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [6, 7] is one of
the main experiments designed to study decays of b and c hadrons. The single-arm
forward spectrometer design of LHCb detector is optimal for heavy qq̄ pair produc-
tion since at higher energies this process predominantly occurs in the forward or
backward direction. The sub-systems of the detector include Vertex Locator, Track-
ing System, RICH detectors, Calorimeter System (ECAL,HCAL) andMuon system.
Rare radiative decays are difficult to reconstruct in the pp collisions. LHCb provides
decay time resolution for radiative decays of 50 fs, B meson mass resolution of about
90 MeV/c2 and photon resolution (ECAL) σ/E ~ 10%/

√
E ⊕ 1%.

13.3 Photon Polarization Measurements

In LHCb, there are three analyses of FCNC radiative decays where the photon polar-
ization is accessible.1

13.3.1 Analysis of B+ → K+π−π+γ Decays [4]

In this analysis, information about the photon polarization is obtained by studying
the angular distribution of the photon with respect to the normal to the plane defined
by the momenta of the three final-state hadrons in their centre-of-mass frame. The
photonpolarization parameter,λγ, is extracted by studyingB→KJ γdecayswhereKJ

(JP) is a resonant state decaying to Kππ. Measuring the up-down asymmetry, AUD,

1An additional measurement sensitive to C7
′ is the study of B0 → K*0e+e− decays at low four-

momentum transfer [8].
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defined as Aud = N (Kππγ )cos θ>0−N (Kππγ )cos θ<0
N (Kππγ )cos θ>0+N (Kππγ )cos θ<0

gives access to λγ. The data sample

corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 collected in pp collisions at 7 and
8 TeV centre-of-mass energies. By reconstructing the invariant mass of the system
composed of one kaon and two-opposite charged pions, plus an energetic photon, a
total of 13876± 153 signal events were observed after background subtraction. This
analysis presents the first observation of a photon polarization different from zero at
a significance of 5.2σ. This result cannot be translated directly into a measurement of
the photon polarization without precise knowledge of the resonances that populate
the Kππ system.

13.3.2 Time Dependent Analysis of Bo
s→ φγ Decays [3]

LHCb has performed the first measurement of one of the mixing-induced and CP

violating parameters of the Bo
s → φγ decay

(
A�

φγ, Sφγ, Cφγ

)
appearing in the time-

dependent decay rate ΓBo
s →φγ(t) ∝ e−Γ dt

[
cosh

(
�Γs t
2

) − A�
(

�Γs t
2

)]
[9, 10]. The

polarization parameter A� gives access to the ratio of right over left handed photon
polarization amplitudes in b → sγ transitions. The φ meson is reconstructed in two
kaons of opposite sign. In this analysis B0 →K*γ (with K*0 →K+π−) is used as the
control channel. A 3 fb−1 dataset collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV
is used. A total of about 4000 B0

s → φγ decays are reconstructed, and a measured
value of A� = −0.98+0.46+0.23

−0.52−0.20 is obtained. The result is compatible with the SM
expectation of A� = −0.047+0.029

−0.025, within two standard deviations as explained in
Fig. 13.1.

Fig. 13.1 Decay-time
dependence of the ratio of
the yields of Bo

s → φγ and
B0 → K*γ, with the fit
overlaid along with the
expected distribution for the
central value of the SM
prediction. Figure extracted
from [3]
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Fig. 13.2 Schematic view of
the decay

13.3.3 Decays of b-Baryons (Λb, Ξb, Ωb)

In the b-baryon sector, there are at least three decays where the photon polarization
is accessible through the study of the angular distribution of the decay products: �b

→ �γ, �−
b → �− γ and 	−

b → 	−γ.
The �b → �γ decay mode is predicted to have the largest relative branching

fraction. It has never been observed and an upper limit on the branching fraction is
obtained by CDF [11].

In the �b → �γ decay mode, where � is reconstructed from a final-state proton
(p) and a pion (π) (as shown in Fig. 13.2), the photon polarization can be accessed
via a measurement of angle θp. However, due to the long lifetime of �, the majority
of its decays occur outside the VELOwhich makes it very challenging to reconstruct
the �b → �γ decay.

There are several approaches to reconstruct the signal candidates and access the
photon polarization information, but all approaches requires major improvements
in the existing trigger strategies. Among others, one such strategy, which could
significantly improve the efficacy of this analysis, would be the inclusion of tracks,
which are in the downstream of the magnet. The improved trigger available after
LHCb upgrade and the larger statistics dataset collected in Runs 3 and 4 will enable
us to exploit this channel up to its full potential.

13.4 New Physics Constraints

Considering together all b → sγ analyses sensitive to C7 and C7′, the results are
compatible at present with the SM predictions, Constraints on C7 and C7′ obtained
from the Flavio framework [12] can be seen in Fig. 13.3.
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Fig. 13.3 Constraints on C7 and C7’ obtained from the Flavio framework [12–14]

13.5 Conclusion

The measurement of photon polarization in rare radiative B decays is an observable
that is very sensitive to possible NP contributions and LHCb is performing the mea-
surements using several channels and different observables. These measurements
are important to constrain theWilson coefficient C7

′ and key to disentangle different
new physics scenarios. Despite the γ reconstruction in pp collisions being very chal-
lenging, LHCb has been able to provide precise results in several decay channels.
The new physics constraints have helped to provide more stringent constraints on
NP models. It is expected that the results obtained from the LHCb Run 2 dataset will
further test the limits of the Standard Model and provide even better new physics
constraints.
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Chapter 14
Spectroscopy of Heavy-Light Flavor Bc
Mesons in a Non-relativistic Scheme

Smruti Patel, Tanvi Bhavsar and P. C. Vinodkumar

14.1 Introduction

The recently discovered charm-bottom heavy quarkonium completes the well inves-
tigated charmonium and bottomonium families and offers a new perspective in the
study of the nonrelativistic dynamics of the strong interactions. The discovery of the
Bc meson by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collaboration [1] in p p̄ col-
lisions at

√
s = 1.8 TeV has demonstrated the possibility of the experimental study

of this system and has stimulated considerable interest in Bc spectroscopy [2–4].
The statistics, however, is expected to increase significantly in future experiments
at Tevatron and LHC greatly improving the accuracy of the data. Note that only
the pseudoscalar (spin singlet) state has been observed so far while the vector (spin
triplet) meson B∗

c is still to be discovered. This distinguishes cb̄ quarkonium from
the bb̄ system, where it is the pseudoscalar ηb meson, which asks for experimental
detection. Both in mass and in size, the mesons with beauty and charm are intermedi-
ate between the cc̄ and bb̄ states. Therefore, an analysis of Bc could shed new light on
the balance between the perturbative and non-perturbative effects and further check
whether a perturbative analysis provides a reliable starting point for them.

14.2 Phenomenology

There are manymethods to estimate themass of a hadron, amongwhich phenomeno-
logical potential model is a fairly reliable one, specially for heavy hadrons. For the
description of the quarkonium bound states, we adopt the phenomenological poten-
tial of the form which is expressed in terms of a vector (Coulomb) plus a scalar
(confining) part given by
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V (r) = VV + VS = −4αs

3r
+ Ar2

(1 + 4Br)
1
2

− VnS (14.1)

Here, A = 0.55 GeV3, B = 1.0 GeV and VnS is a state dependent constant potential.
Similar type of potential is used by [5, 6] for the study of quarkonia in the light and
heavy sector. The parameters αs and Λ are same as in [5]. The optimized spectro-
scopic parameters thus correspond to the fitted quark masses, the potential strength
VnS and the corresponding radial wave functions. The quark masses are mc = 1.317
GeV, mb = 4.5 GeV while the state dependent constant potential VnS is fixed as 0.12
GeV. And its state dependence is given by the recursion relation,

VnS = V(n−1) + 0.1(n + 3) (14.2)

We now present the details of our calculations by using the potential with n = 1
of (14.1). Different degenerate n2S+1L J low-lying states of cb̄ mesons are calculated
by including spin dependent part of the usual one gluon exchange potential [3, 7].
The Schrödinger equation with the potential given by (14.1) is numerically solved
using theMathematica notebook of the Runge-Kutta method [8] to obtain the energy
eigenvalues and the corresponding wave functions.

14.3 Decay Rates of Heavy Quarkonia

Apart from the masses of the low lying mesonic states, the correct predictions of
the decay rates are important features of any successful model. The spectroscopic
parameters obtained including the predicted masses and the resultant radial wave
functions are being used here to compute the decay constants and decay rates.

In the non-relativistic limit the decay constant is proportional to the wave function
at the origin and is given by van Royen-Weisskopf formula [12]

fV/P =
√

12

MV/P
�V/P(0). (14.3)

Here�V/P (0) is wave function for vector and pseudoscalar state at the origin respec-
tively. And MV and MP are the masses of the vector and pseudoscalar meson respec-
tively. We compute the radiative leptonic decay width using the following relation
[11, 13]

Γ (Bc → γ �ν̄) = G2
F

|Vcb|2
8π2

f 2Bc
m2

Bc

m2
l

m2
Bc

(
1 − m2

l

m2
Bc

)2

(14.4)

where G F is the Fermi coupling constant and |V cb| is the CKMmatrix element [13].
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There have been a number of recent studies on processes involving strong decays,
radiative decays and leptonic decays of vector mesons. Such studies offer a direct
probe of hadron structure and help in revealing some aspects of the underlying
quark-gluon dynamics that are complementary to what is learnt from pseudo scalar
mesons. It can be a crucial test for potential model. These processes can be calculated
with perturbative quantum electrodynamics (QED) with corrections from the strong
interaction.

14.4 Results and Discussions

In the present paper, we have studied the spectroscopy of heavy light meson Bc by
employing the non-relativistic potential model. We have computed the masses of
ground state and radial excitations of Bc meson. The calculated masses are com-
pared with other theoretical models and with available experimental data which are
displayed in Table14.1. Overall we obtain a good t to the spectrum. For Bc mesons,
pseudoscalar states are experimentally observed for ground and first radially excited
state only and we found our results closer to the present experimental value. Apart
from this, we have also computed vector and pseudoscalar decay constants as well
as radiative leptonic decay width. The calculated values of the pseudoscalar and
vector decay constants of the Bc meson in our model are displayed in Table14.2.
In the absence of precise experimental measurements for radiative leptonic decay
width we compared our results with other theoretical model predictions and is in
good agreement with the predictions from other theoretical models as shown in
the Table14.3. In conclusion we have successfully studied the properties of the Bc

meson within the current theoretical framework. Future experimental studies of the
yet unobserved states and determination of their J P will be significant helpful for
the test and validation of the model.

Table 14.1 Mass spectra of Bc meson systems (in GeV)

State Present Exp. [9] [10] [4] [11]

13S1 6.339 − 6.333 6.333 6.321

11S0 6.275 6.275 6.264 6.272 6.272

23S1 6.884 − 6.899 6.882 6.900

21S0 6.844 6.842 6.856 6.842 6.864

33S1 7.261 − 7.28 7.258 7.338

31S0 7.228 − 7.244 7.226 7.306

43S1 7.594 − − 7.609 7.714

41S0 7.565 − − 7.585 7.684
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Table 14.2 Vector decay constant ( fV ) and pseudoscalar decay constant ( fP ) of Bc meson systems
(in GeV)

State fV [11] [2] [7] fP [2] [7] [11] [14]

1S 0.489 0.434 0.500 0.460 +
0.060

0.530 0.500 0.460 +
0.060

0.432 0.517

2S 0.457 0.356 − − 0.495 − − 0.355 −
3S 0.448 0.326 − − 0.487 − − 0.325 −
4S 0.443 0.308 − − 0.482 − − 0.307 −

Table 14.3 Radiative leptonic decay width of Bc meson systems (in GeV)

State Present [11] [13]

1S 1.46× 10−17 1.59× 10−17 6.44× 10−17

Acknowledgements The work is part of a research project No. SERB/F/8749/2015-16 funded by
DST-SERB, India.
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Chapter 15
Search of Rare Annihilation Decay at
Belle

Rajeev Kumar

Abstract The decay B0 → J/ψγ is investigated using B B̄ events collected at the
Υ (4S) resonance with the Belle detector at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e−
collider. Event selection is carried out by using standard criteria, and a reconstruction
efficiency of (33.9 ± 0.2)% is obtained. The background is estimated using large
inclusive J/ψ Monte Carlo sample and is mainly dominated by the decays B0 →
J/ψπ0, B0 → J/ψη and B0 → J/ψKL . If there is any enhancement in the decay
rate of B0 → J/ψγ, it will be sensitive to charged right-handed currents (V + A) in
addition of (V − A), and this admixture will give a significant contribution to new
physics.

15.1 Introduction

The decays of B mesons to final states containing charmonium, in general, con-
stitute a sensitive laboratory for the study of electroweak interactions as well as
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). A particular approach to predict the branching
fractions for these type of decays is to factorize the decays into a short-distance
contribution, which can be computed with perturbative QCD, and a long-distance
contribution for which non-perturbative approach can be used. The degree to which
factorization assumption holds good leads to large theoretical uncertainties. There-
ofre experimental measurements are crucial to find out the most appropriate theoret-
ical approach.

Within the framework of StandardModel (SM), the decay B0 → J/ψγ1 proceeds
through a W boson exchange diagram as shown in Fig. 15.1, where one quark radiates

1The charge conjigation is applied throughout.
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Fig. 15.1 Feynman diagram
of the leading order
contribution to the decay
B0 → J/ψγ in the Standard
Model. Radiation of the
photon from the other quark
is suppressed by a factor of
�QCD/mb [12]

c

cb

W

γ

Vcb

V

*

d
cd

a photon. This is a very rare decay with a typical branching fraction of 5.398 ×
10−8 predicted in naive factrorization [10] and 2.435 × 10−9 in the framework of
QCD factorization [12]. This decay is sensitive to New Physics, for example right
handed currents [12] or non-spectator charm in the B0 meson [6]. An upper limit of
1.6(1.5) × 10−6 on the branching fraction was set at 90% confidence level by the
BaBar (LHCb) collaboration [1, 5].

The analysis reported in these proceedings is based on data collected at theϒ(4S)

resonance by the Belle detector, produced by the asymmetric-energy e+e− KEKB
collider. The details about Belle detector and KEKB accelerator are described in
detail else where [3, 8].

15.2 Event Selection

Events with B-meson candidates are first filtered by applying general hadronic event
selection criteria. These include a requirement on charged tracks (at least three of
them should originate from an event vertex consistent with the interaction point); a
requirement on the reconstructed center-of-mass (CM)energy (ECM > 0.2

√
s,where√

s is the total CM energy); a requirement on the longitudinal (along beam direction)
component of the reconstructed CM momentum (|pCM

z | < 0.5
√

s/c) and the total
electromagnetic calorimeter (ECL) energy (0.1

√
s < ECM

ECL < 0.8
√

s) with at least
twoenergy clusters. To suppress e+e− → qq̄(q = u, d, s, c) continuumbackground,
we require that the ratio of the second and zeroth order Fox-Wolframmoments [7] be
less than 0.5. To remove charged particle tracks that either are poorly measured or do
not come from the interaction region, we require them to originate within 1.5 cm in
the radial direction and 5 cm along the beam direction with respect to the interaction
point.
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15.3 Selection of J/ψ and γ

A correct identification of leptons is vital for the reconstruction of J/ψ. The J/ψ
mesons are reconstructed in its decay channel J/ψ → �+�−, where � is a muon
or an electron. A charged track is considered to be a muon if its muon like-
lihood ratio R(μ) is greater than 0.1, where R(μ) = Lμ/(Lμ + Lπ + LK ). The
likelihoods Lμ, Lπ, and LK for a track to be identified muon, pion, and kaon,
respectively, are calculated using the method explained in [2]. The electrons are
identified by combining d E/dx from the drift chamber with, E/p and shower
shape in the ECL. The four-momenta of soft photons within 50 mrad of the e+
or e− direction are included in the invariant mass calculation of J/ψ to recover
the di-electron events that are radiating a photon. The invariant mass windows are
−0.07 (−0.14) GeV/c2 ≤ M�+�− − m J/ψ ≤ 0.040 GeV/c2 to select J/ψ candi-
dates in the μ+μ−(e+e−) channels where m J/ψ denotes the world average of J/ψ
mass [11].

Photon candidates are identified as ECL clusters that are not associated with any
charged track. To select good photon candidates, we require that the energy deposited
in the 3 × 3 to 5 × 5 ECL cells to be greater than 0.95. To suppress photons arising
from π0 → γγ and η → γγ decays, we require that the probability of a candidate
photon being associated with another photon to form a π0 or an η meson to be less
than 0.25.

15.4 B-meson Reconstruction

The B-meson is reconstructed by combining a J/ψ with a selected photon can-
didate. The energy difference, ΔE ≡ E∗

B − E∗
beam and the beam-constrained mass

Mbc ≡
√

E∗2
beam − p∗2

B , are used to separate signal from background, where E∗
beam is

the run dependent beam energy, and E∗
B and p∗

B are the reconstructed energy and
momentum of the B-meson candidates in the CM frame. We retain candidates in the
region 5.24 GeV/c2 ≤ Mbc ≤ 5.29 GeV/c2 and −0.35 GeV ≤ ΔE ≤ 0.15 GeV.
A correctly reconstructed B0 → J/ψγ decay should have ΔE = 0 and Mbc equals
to mass of the B-meson [11]. Therefore, we demand that B0 → J/ψγ candidates
be within a signal region in the ΔE versus Mbc plane defined by 5.27 < Mbc <

5.29 GeV/c2 and −0.2 < ΔE < 0.1 GeV. About 0.1 million signal Monte Carlo
(MC) events are generated using EvtGen [9] and the response of Belle detector is
siumlated with the GEANT4 software package [4]. To determine the reconstruc-
tion efficiency, a three-dimensional unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed
to ΔE , Mbc and cos(θ) of J/ψ as shown in Fig. 15.2 and obtained efficiency is
33.9 ± 0.2%. The signal ΔE shape is modeled by a Crystal Ball function, Mbc by
a sum of two Gaussian functions and the helicity angle of J/ψ by a − b sin2(θ).
Various sources of background in this analysis include contributions from other
B decays and from continuum production of e+e− → qq̄ , where q = u, d, s, c.
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Fig. 15.2 Fitted ΔE , Mbc and helicity angle (cos θ) of J/ψ from signal MC sample

The simulated background sample contains both of these backgrounds. The studies of
on-resonance simulated continuum background and off-resonance real data indicate
that the fraction of continuum events satisfying our selection criteria is negligible.
The background from hadronic decays of B mesons is estimated using a large MC
sample having size 100 times that of data. The small fraction of this background in
the signal region is primarily due to B0 → J/ψπ0(η) decays in which a photon from
π0(η) → γγ is misidentified as the signal photon of B0 → J/ψγ. Also, the back-
ground from B0 → J/ψK 0

L decays has a peaking structure in the signal ΔE region
due to K 0

L → 3π0 decays in the electromagnetic calorimeter for which the resulting
showers overlap and are incorrectly interpreted as a shower from a single photon.
A three-dimensional fit is performed to model the shape of different background
and to calculate the contribution of each component in the signal region as shown
in Fig. 15.3. The estimated background yields are 52 events for B0 → J/ψπ0(η)

and 36 events for B0 → J/ψK 0
L(K 0

S) mode, resulting in a total background yield of
88 ± 11 events. The remaining components have a flat structure in the signal region.
The next step of this analysis is to check the stability of fitter using toymc and gsim
test and then to look for the signal in real data sample. On summarizing, the Belle
has started the analysis of decay B0 → J/ψγ using 711fb−1 data sample. Using this
large data sample, we are expecting a first evidence or better upper limit from the
previous measurements by BaBar and LHCb collaborations.

We are highly greatful to the KEKB group for excellent operation of the accel-
erator, the KEK cryogenics group for efficient solenoid operations, and the KEK
computer group and the NII for valuable computing and SINET3 network support.
We acknowledge support fromMEXTand JSPS (Japan);ARCandDEST (Australia);
NSFC (China); DST (India); MOEHRD, KOSEF, and KRF (Korea); KBN (Poland);
MES and RFAAE (Russia); ARRS (Slovenia); SNSF (Switzerland); NSC and MOE
(Taiwan); and DOE (USA).
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Fig. 15.3 The fitted ΔE , Mbc and helicity angle (cos θ) from inclusive J/ψ MC sample
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Chapter 16
Decay D+

s → K (∗)0�+ν� in Covariant
Quark Model

N. R. Soni and J. N. Pandya

Abstract Semileptonic decay widths of D+
s mesons (D+

s → K (∗)0�+ν�) are pre-
sented. The required transition form factors are computed in the entire physical range
of momentum transfer in the framework of covariant quark model (CQM). We com-
pute the branching fractions incorporating the form factors and obtain the ratio of
the partial decay width Γ (D+

s → K 0μ+νμ)/Γ (D+
s → K 0e+νe) = 0.98 which is in

close resemblance with isospin symmetry.

16.1 Introduction

The semileptonic decays of charmedmesons provide the best tool in exploring the key
aspects of heavy quark decays and heavy-lightmeson spectroscopy. The semileptonic
decays are important to study because they provide insight into the quark flavor
mixing and hence the elements of Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) matrix.

In this paper,we compute the semileptonic branching fractions of charmedmesons
in the frame work of covariant quark model (CQM) developed by Efimov and Ivanov
[1–4]. The CQM is the effective field theoretical approach for the hadronic interac-
tions with their constituents. The exclusive semileptonic branching fraction of D+

s
mesons are reported in [5] using the CLEO-c data from e+e− annihilations at Cor-
nell Electron Storage Ring. These decays are also studied in light front quark model
(LFQM) [6] and heavy meson chiral theory (HMχT) [7].
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16.2 Form Factors and Branching Fractions

For the channel D+
s → K (∗)0�+ν�, the matrix element can be written as

M(D+
s → K (∗)0�+ν�) = GF√

2
Vcd〈K (∗)0|s̄Oμc|D+

s 〉�+Oμν� (16.1)

whereGF and Oμ is the fermi coupling constant and weak Dirac matrix respectively.
The invariant form factors for D+

s decays into K 0 and K ∗(892)0 can be written as

Mμ

D+
s →K 0 = PμF+(q2) + qμF−(q2) (16.2)

and

Mμ

D+
s →K ∗0 = 1

m1 + m2
ε†ν{−gμνPqA0(q

2) + PμPν A+(q2)

+ qμPν A−(q2) + iεμναβPαqβV (q2)}. (16.3)

where P = p1 + p2 and q = p1 − p2 with p1, p2 to be the momenta of D+
s and

K (∗)0 mesons respectively. The form factors F±, V , A0, A± are computed in the
framework of CQM in the whole physical range of momentum transfer. The invariant
form factors are expressed in terms of helicity form factors in the following way:

For D+
s → K 0 channel:

Ht = 1
√
q2

(PqF+ + q2F−),

H± = 0 and H0 = 2m1|p2|√
q2

F+ (16.4)

For D+
s → K (∗)0 channel:

Ht = 1

m1 + m2

m1|p2|
m2

√
q2

(
(m2

1 − m2
2)(A+ − A−) + q2A−

)

H± = 1

m1 + m2
(−(m2

1 − m2
2)A0 ± 2m1|p2|V )

H0 = 1

m1 + m2

1

2m2

√
q2

(−(m2
1 − m2

2)(m
2
1 − m2

2 − q2)A0 + 4m2
1|p2|2A+).

(16.5)

where |p2| = λ1/2(m2
D+

s
,m2

K (∗)0 , q2)/2mD+
s
is the momentum of the K (∗)0 meson in

the rest frame of D+
s meson. Also m1 = mD+

s
and m2 = mK (∗)0 . The form factors are

used in computing the semileptonic branching fractions. The relations reads [8]
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dΓ (D+
s → K (0)∗�+ν�)

dq2
= G2

F |Vcd |2|p2|q2v2

12(2π)3m2
D+

s

((1 + δ�)(HU + HL) + 3δ�HS)

(16.6)

where δ� is the helicity flip factor, v is the velocity type parameter and H’s are the
bilinear combination of the helicity structure functions. The detailed description of
the helicity amplitudes are given in [9–11].

16.3 Results

The necessary numerical computational techniques and the model parameters are
given in the recent paper [12, 13] and references therein. Theothermodel independent
parameters such as meson masses, life-time of D+

s meson, Fermi coupling constant
and CKM matrices are taken from PDG [14]. The form factors (16.2) and (16.3)
are computed in the entire physical range of momentum transfer 0 ≤ q2 ≤ q2

max =
(m2

D+
s

− m2
K (∗)0) using the Mathematica and shown in the Fig. 16.1 as a function of

square of momentum transfer.
The semileptonic differential branching are computed using (16.6) and presented

in Fig. 16.2. The branching fractions are computed by integrating the differential
branching fractions numerically. We obtain the following results:

B(D+
s → K 0e+νe) = 0.21%, B(D+

s → K 0μ+νμ) = 0.20%,

B(D+
s → K ∗(892)0e+νe) = 0.19%, B(D+

s → K ∗(892)0μ+νμ) = 0.18%

The experimental results are only available for the electron channel from the CLEO-c
data [5]. Our results are in accordance with the CLEO-c data and also match with the
results from LFQMdata [6].We also obtain the ratioΓ (D+

s → K 0μ+νμ)/Γ (D+
s →

K 0e+νe) = 0.98 confirming the isospin symmetry of the kaons. The deviation from

Fig. 16.1 Form factors
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Fig. 16.2 Branching fractions

the Standard Model might be due to inherent uncertainties in the numerical compu-
tations. The muonic channels are yet to be confirmed from the experiments.
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Chapter 17
Lepton Mass Effects and Angular
Observables in �b → �(→ Pπ)�+�−

Ria Sain

Abstract The flavor changing rare decay B → K∗(→ Kπ)�+�− is one of the most
studied modes due to its sensitivity to physics beyond the standard model and several
discrepancies have come to light among the plethora of observables that aremeasured.
In this work we revisit the analogous baryonic decay mode �b → �(→ pπ)�+�−
and we present a complete set of 10 angular observables that can be measured using
this decay mode. Our calculations are done retaining the finite lepton mass so that
the signal of lepton non-universality observed in B → K∗�+�− can be corroborated
by the corresponding baryonic decay mode. We show that due to the parity violating
nature of the subsequent� → pπ decay there exists at least one angular asymmetry
that is non-vanishing in the large recoil limit unlike the case in B → K∗�+�− decay
mode, making it particularly sensitive to new physics that violates lepton flavor
universality.

17.1 Introduction

Recent experimental outcomes from LHCb show some significant discrepancies in
several observables from semileptonic b → s decay channels. For B → K (∗)�+�−
decay, the measurements of RK shows 2.6σ shift from Standard Model (SM) for
q2 ∈ [1 : 6]GeV2 and in RK∗ , it shows 2.1σ and 2.4σ for q2 ∈ [0.045 : 1.1]GeV2

and [1.1 : 6]GeV2 respectively [1–3]. The �b → �(→ pπ)�+�− shares the same
semileptonic quark level process. So, it is necessary to have a detailed study for
this decay substantiate the idea of lepton non-universality in FCNC processes. It is
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obvious that an observable R� can be proposed in the same spirit as RK(∗) for the
corresponding baryonic decay �b → ��+�− as,

R� =

∫ q2
max

q2
min

d�(�b → �μ+μ−)

dq2
dq2

∫ q2
max

q2
min

d�(�b → �e+e−)

dq2
dq2

(17.1)

One should expect the lepton mass effect to play a significant role on R� in
the low-q2 region, just as RK(∗) . The discrepancy between the SM expectation and
the experimentally observed value of RK(∗) was largest in the low-q2 region. In
order to disentangle the new physics contribution that may manifest as lepton non-
universality, one must take into account the effect of finite leptons mass in SM
calculation of R�. We, therefore, derive the expression for R� without any approxi-
mation. Also, we show the mass dependent expressions for the angular asymmetries
and their ratios. We show that due to the parity violating nature of the � → pπ

decay, hadronic angular asymmetries are non-vanishing in the large recoil or low-q2

limit unlike the case in B → K∗(→ Kπ)�+�−. This follows since ratios of hadronic
forward-backward asymmetry for � = μ and � = e, in the low-q2 region, is a ratio
of two finite quantities for �b → �(→ p+π−)�+�− decay. This observable for the
�b → �(→ pπ−)�+�− decay makes it particularly sensitive to new physics that
violates lepton flavor universality.

17.2 Full Angular Distribution for Decay of
�b → �(→ p+π−)�+�−

The full angular distribution for�b → �(→ pπ−)(→ �+�−) [4–6] canbedescribed
fully by four independent kinematic variables: the dilepton invariant mass squared
q2, the polar angles θl , θ� and the azimuthal angle φ defined by the decay products
in their respective centre-of-mass (CM) frames. The angular co-efficients I1 · · · I10
are derived in terms of the transversality amplitudes and are presented in details in
Table II in [7].

We have derived the angular distribution without any approximations. In par-
ticular, we retain the finite lepton mass effects and the two time like amplitudes.
These contributions play a significant role in estimating accurately the size of lepton
non-universality that may show up in the mode within SM. Among the 10 angular
coefficients three forward-backward observables Al

F B , Ah
F B and Ahl

F B are the most
important. We have plotted these in Fig. 17.1. We construct the ratios of Aμ

F B , Ah
F B,μ,

Ahμ

F B to the corresponding quantities for the electron i.e. Ae
F B , Ah

F B,e, Ahe
F B which are

RAl
F B
,RAh

F B
,RAhl

F B
similar to R� and the plots are shown in Fig. 17.2.
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Fig. 17.1 The q2-dependence of the forward-backward asymmetries Al
F B , Ah

F B , Ahl
F B for electron

and muon are presented. For muons, the q2-dependence of the asymmetries are given by the solid
red line, obtained using covariant quark model form-factors and the blue dotted line is for SCET
form factors. For electrons, the solid green line represents the q2-dependence using covariant quark
model form factors whereas the black dotted line represents the q2-dependence due to SCET form
factors

Table 17.1 The binned values of the observables R�, RAl
F B
, RAh

F B
. Only RAh

F B
for q2 ∼ 1–6 GeV2

does not show a Gaussian behavior as it is peaked towards unity

Binned ratios Bin 1 q2 ∼ 0.045–1GeV2 Bin 2 q2 ∼ 1–6GeV2

R� 0.907 ± 0.003 0.9885 ± 0.0002

RAl
F B

0.9469 ± 0.0007 0.998 ± 0.196

RAh
F B

0.993 ± 0.001 >0.9973 (0.999% C.L.)

17.3 Numerical Estimation

We numerically estimate R�, and the ratios of the asymmetries RAl
F B
, RAh

F B

(Table17.1). In order to test the dependence of these observables on different form
factor parametrizations ,we have used both the covariant quark model [4] and soft-
collinear effective theory (SCET) [9–11] to calculate all the observables. We find
that all above mentioned ratios are remarkably insensitive to the choice of factors as
can be seen from Figs. 17.1 and 17.2.
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Fig. 17.2 The q2 dependence for R� and the ratios of forward-backward asymmetries RAl
F B
, RAh

F B
and RAhl

F B
. The blue solid line is foundusing the values of form factors in covariant quarkmodel given

in. This line almost coincides with the estimate using SCET form factors, represented as the black
dotted line. Note that, while the two asymmetries Ah

F B,μ and Ah
F B,e are form factor dependent the

ratio RAh
F B

is independent of the choice of form-factors (CQMor SCET). The green band represents

the possible values of the ratios obtained by randomly generating 104 points corresponding to±30%
error in each of the covariant quark model form factor estimates.
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Chapter 18
Simulation Study of B → K��(′) at Belle

S. Choudhury, S. Sandilya, K. Trabelsi and A. Giri

Abstract We report the simulation study of RK for B+ B− and B0 B̄0 at Belle.
The RK (J/ψ) is measured for Belle full data sample 772 × 106 B B̄ pairs and is
consistant with unity. The RK measurement for B → K�� is an important probe to
search for New Physics (NP). In lot of NP models LFU violation comes together
with LFV. We are also searching for LFV in B → Kμe and B → K eμ.

18.1 Introduction

The FCNC (Flavor Changing Neutral Current) B → Kμμ and B → K ee involve
the quark transition from b → s and are forbidded in tree level in SM. These type of
reactions have penguin and box contributions. Observable RK , which is the ratio of
B.R from B → Kμμ to B → K ee is LFU ratio. This was measured for LHCb [1]
and it shows a devation of 2.6 σ for a bin of 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4, which is the most
precise measurement till date. Belle [2] also has measured RK for whole q2 region
for a data sample of 657 × 106 B B̄ pair and result is consistant with unity.

18.2 Belle Detector

The Belle detector is a large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of a
silicon vertex detector (SVD), a 50-layer central drift chamber (CDC), an array of
aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters (ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-
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flight scintillation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter comprised of
CsI(TI) crystals (ECL). All the sub-detectors are located inside a superconducting
solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T magnetic field. An iron flux-return placed outside
of the coil is instrumented to detect K 0

L mesons andmuons. The z-axis is allignedwith
the direction opposite the e+ beam. The detector is described in detail elsewhere [3].

18.3 MC Simulation

The selection is optimized with MC simulation sample. For, signal MC we have
generated 1 million signal events using BTOSLLBALL decay model [4] for LFU
modes and PHSPmodel for LFVmodeswith the package EvtGen [5] and the detector
simulation is done with GEANT3 [6]. The generic MC which have same luminosity
as that of Belle data sample contain charged, mixed and charm and uds samples. The
charm and uds combinedly called as continuumMC and charged-mixed as B B̄. The
inclusive J/ψ sample which has 100 times more luminosity than Belle data sample
is used to investigate peaking background from J/ψ . The rare MC, which has 50
times more data contain real signal events. We have scaled these luminosity to Belle
luminosity for our use.

18.4 Event Selection

We reconstruct B → K��(′) by combining kaon (charged or neutral) with two oppo-
sitely signed leptons. Here, � can be either electron or muon. The impact parameter
cut on the charged particle tracks are applied, along the z-axis |dz| < 4 cm and in
radial direction |dr | < 1 cm. Kaon are selected from likelihood ratio L = L K

L K +Lπ

where L K and Lπ are relative likelihoods of kaon and pion respectively. For our
selection L K/π > 0.6 which corresponds to efficiency of >92% and fake rate of
<10%. Similarly, electron and muon are selected with Le > 0.9 and Lμ > 0.9 and
this correspond to efficiency of >92% (90%) and fake rate of <0.3% (<1.4%) for
electron and muon respectively. The energy emitted by high energy electrons are
recovered by cone of 50 m rad along the initial momentum direction of the track.
K 0

S are selected using Belle specific package nisKsFinder. The kinematic variables
which differentiate signal from background are beam energy constraint mass (Mbc)
and energy difference (�E).

Mbc =
√

(Ebeam/c2)2 − p2
B

�E = EB − Ebeam

where, EB and pB are energy andmomentum of B candidate respectively. Ebeam is the
beam energy. Events are selected within the range of 5.2 > Mbc < 5.29 GeV/c2 and
−0.13 < �E < 0.25 GeV. KS , K ±, μ± and e± are combined to form B candidate.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 18.1 a Translated ONN distribution. Red color represent signal MC, deep green and blue
color represents continuum and B B̄ backgrounds respectively. b The ONN ′ shape for different q2

region

18.5 Background Rejection

After reconstructing the B candidate, we found out that the two main sources of
background are continuum events (e+e− → qq̄ and B B̄). The B B̄ background can
be separated into 3 important parts.
(a) Same side semileptonic decay.
(b) Both side semileptonic decay.
(c) Fake leptons.
We have discover some event shape variables and vertex quality variables which
effectively separate signal from background. B We have performed NN [7] with
equal number of signal and background events, where the background events con-
tain continuumaswell as B B̄ events and they are scaled according to their luminosity.
The NN output (ONN ) we obtain is translated to ONN ′ using a log function, which
is shown below:
ONN ′ = log(

ONN −ONN min
ONN max−ONN

)

Here, ONN min is the minimum NN cut and is choosen to be −0.6. ONN max is the
maximum NN cut and is mostly found from signal MC. This minimum cut reduce
around 75% background with a 5–6% signal efficiency loss. The ONN ′ has similar
distribution for different q2 region in except for the first bin q2 < 1 GeV2/c4. The
translated NN and NN′ distribution in different q2 region is shown in Fig. 18.1.

18.6 Signal Yield Extraction

Weperform a 3Dfit of Mbc,�E andONN ′ . The range are 5.2 < Mbc < 5.29GeV/c4,
−0.15 < �E < 0.25 GeV and −10 < ONN ′ < 8. There are peaking backgrounds
for the modes containingμμ and these backgrounds are vetoed by applying invariant
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 18.2 3D fit results for the whole q2 region in case of B+ → K +μ+μ− mode
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Fig. 18.3 Projection plots in the signal region for whole q2 in case of B+ → K +μ+μ−

mass cut using pion mass hypothesis. The 3D fit results are shown in Fig. 18.2 for
B± → K ±μ±μ∓. The signal enhanced projection is shown in Fig. 18.3. The three
dimension is divided into signal and background parts. The part with Mbc > 5.27
GeV/c2 and −0.025 < �E < 0.025 GeV and ONN ′ > 1.� are chosen as signal
region.

18.7 Results

TheBR for B → K J/ψ and B → K�� are summarized in Tables 18.1, 18.2 , respec-
tively.

Table 18.1 Branching ratio calculation for B → K J/ψ modes. These are our control sample

Mode Nsig (Data) B (10−5) (Data) PDG B (10−5)

B+ → K + J/ψ(→ μ+μ−) 17096 ± 131 6.04 ± 0.05 (6.12 ± 0.03)

B+ → K + J/ψ(→ e+e−) 17850 ± 134 6.06 ± 0.04 (6.13 ± 0.03)

B0 → K 0
S J/ψ(→ μ+μ−) 5413 ± 74 2.68 ± 0.04 (2.59 ± 0.04)

B0 → K 0
S J/ψ(→ e+e−) 5173 ± 72 2.62 ± 0.04 (2.59 ± 0.04)
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The RK uncertainty for the whole q2 and 1 < q2 < 6 bin are given in Table 18.3.

Table 18.2 Branching ratio estimation for B → K�� modes for the whole q2 region

Mode Nsig (MC) B (10−7) (MC)

B+ → K +μ+μ− 140 ± 14 4.5 ± 0.5

B+ → K +e+e− 138 ± 13 4.5 ± 0.5

B0 → K 0
Sμ+μ− 37 ± 7 1.8 ± 0.4

B0 → K 0
Se+e− 42 ± 7 2.1 ± 0.4

Table 18.3 Expected uncertainty in RK for B → K��

Whole q2 1 < q2 < 6

RK Uncertainty 0.13 0.23

18.8 Conclusion

The RK (J/ψ) is consistent with unity within the uncertainty for data and are
RK (J/ψ) = 0.99 ± 0.01 (1.02 ± 0.02) for charged B case (neutral B case). The RK

uncertainty has decreased by 15% for whole q2 bin and by 10% for bin of 1 < q2 < 6
GeV2/c4 in 3D fit as compared to 1D fit for B → K�� model.
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Chapter 19
Search for K+ → π+νν: First NA62
Results

Jurgen Engelfried

Abstract NA62 has searched for the K + → π+νν decay using a new kaon decay
in-flight technique. One candidate event, compatiblewith the StandardModel predic-
tion, has been observed from a sample of 1.2 × 1011 decays. Assuming that the event
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is background, an upper limit of 1.4 × 10−9 (95% CL) has been placed. Prospects
for further improvements of the measurement are given.

19.1 Introduction

Among the many B and K decays sensitive to high energy scales, K + → π+νν
stands out for the precision of the Standard Model (SM) prediction and its strong
CKM [1, 2] and GIM [3] suppressions. The SM prediction [4–6] has been constantly
updated and the latest update reads [7]:

B(K + → π+νν)SM = (8.39 ± 0.30) × 1011
( |Vcb|
0.0407

)2.8( γ

73.2◦

)0.74

(19.1)

From the above equation one can see that, apart from the uncertainty in the CKM
parameters (which can be reduced in the future), the irreducible theoretical error is
only 3.6%. Taking typical values for Vcb and γ, the numerical prediction is1

B(K + → π+νν)SM = (0.84 ± 0.10) × 10−10. (19.2)

This number is used in this paper to determine the expected number of signal events.
Experimentally the decay has been studied with decays at rest with E787/E949 [9]
at Brookhaven measuring

B(K + → π+νν)exp = (17.3+11.5
−10.5) × 10−11. (19.3)

The difference between the precision of the theoretical prediction and the large
experimental error motivates the construction of a new experiment using the decay-
in-flight technique [10].

Extension to the SM towhich K + → π+νν is sensitive include:Randall-Sundrum
modelswith protective custodial symmetry [11];MSSManalyses [12, 13]; simplified
Z and Z0 [14]; littlest Higgs with T-Parity [15]; LFU violation models [16].

Constraints from existing experiments which include kaon mixing, correlations
with other K and B decays and limits from direct searches leave a significant window
of opportunity to be explored. Here we report the first results of NA62 based on a
sample of about 1.2 × 1011 decays collected in 2016 at the CERN SPS.

1Taking the latest PDG [8] values gives B(K + → π+νν)SM = (0.93 ± 0.07) × 10−10.
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19.2 The NA62 Experiment

A cross section of the NA62 experiment is shown in Fig. 19.1. Details about the beam
and the detector can be found in [10]. The in-flight technique provides large accep-
tance and good suppression of the backgrounds because the interactions between
the kaon decay products and the detector material are minimized. Protons from the
CERN SPS are slowly extracted and hit a 40 cm long Be target. A secondary posi-
tively charged hadron beam of central momentum equal to 75GeV/c and momen-
tum bite of 1%, and a nominal intensity of up to 750 × 106 particles per second, is
selected and transported 102m downstream of the target where it enters an evacu-
ated decay region. The momentum and direction of each beam particle is tracked
by a Si pixel tracker (GTK) and the kaons (about 6% of the beam) are tagged by a
differential Cherenkov counter (KTAG). The evacuated decay region is surrounded
by stations of lead glass (LAV) to veto kaon decays with photons in the final state.
In the forward region photons are detected by a liquid krypton calorimeter (LKr)
and by other electromagnetic calorimeters covering smaller angles (IRC and SAC)
with respect to the beam direction. The coverage of the acceptance is completed by
a lateral muon detector (MUV0) to veto pion decaying into muons at large angles
and by a hadronic sampling calorimeter (HASC) to veto charged particles from kaon
decays at small angles. The direction and momentum of the π+ originating from the
kaon decay is measured by a magnetic spectrometer made of four stations of drift
tubes (Straw) housed in the vacuum tank at the end of the decay region and by a
dipole magnet placed between the second and the third Straw station. The nature of
the charged particle is determined by particle identification based on a ring imag-
ing Cherenkov counter (RICH), electromagnetic (LKr) and hadronic (MUV1 and
MUV2) calorimeters. Events with large deposits of energy in the LKr or hits in the
muon veto (MUV3) are rejected by the Level 0 trigger which requires a tight time

Fig. 19.1 Horizontal cross section of the NA62 detector. The RICH is slightly off-axis with respect
to the other detectors in order to take into account the kick of the dipole magnet on the undecayed
beam particles
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coincidence between a plastic scintillator hodoscope (CHOD)and the RICH. Events
with hits in the CHANTI anti-counter placed downstream of the GTK are rejected in
order to veto inelastic interactions occurring in the last station of the beam tracker.
All detector have excellent time resolution, some <100 ps, and are aligned during
the offline processing to better than 10 ps.

Even though the experiment is designed for the measurement of the K + → π+νν
branching ratio, a long list of other kaon and pion physics topics can be addressed
with the acquired dataset. A first result on the search for heavy neutral leptons in K +
decays was presented [17] at this conference.

19.3 Analysis Strategy

Eventswithmore than one Straw track are kept only if no combination of tracks forms
a vertex. In Fig. 19.2 the squared missing mass, m2

miss = (pK − pπ)
2, is shown for

the events passing the preliminary selection. Events with extra clusters in the LKr
are rejected if they are found more than 10 cm away from the impact position of

Fig. 19.2 The scatter plot of typical kaon decays plotting the missing mass squared m2
miss =

(pK − pπ)
2 as a function of the Straw track momentum under the hypothesis that the beam particle

is a kaon and the track reconstructed in the Straw is a π+. Notice the deformation of the two body
kinematics for K + → μ+ν decays as a function of the pion momentum: this is the effect of having
assigned the wrong particle hypothesis to the Straw track. Also indicated are the two signal regions
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the π+ on the LKr. Events with hits in either the LAV, SAV, IRC or HASC in time
with the π+ are rejected. Muon candidates are rejected combining the information
from the calorimeters with the RICH. Signal events are characterized by a three body
kinematics, while the frequent K + → μ+ν and K + → π+π0 decay events have a
distinctive two body distribution. For the time being, simple cut and count signal
regions are defined using the squared missing mass recoiling against the Straw track
assumed to be a π+.

This allows one to confine the search to areas which are not swamped by two
body decays. Events with Straw track momentum larger than 35GeV/c are rejected
to better suppress the K + → π+π0 decays: in this case the π0 is geometrically bound
to deposit at least 40GeV of energy in the calorimeters where such a large amount of
energy can hardly bemissed. Events with Straw trackmomentum less than 15GeV/c
are rejected because the pion is below or too close to the Cherenkov threshold of the
RICH.

The single event sensitivity (SES) is found to be SES = (3.15 ± 0.01stat ±
0.24syst) × 10−10. The largest uncertainty is due to the estimation of the loss due
to random veto which will be improved in the future. The signal acceptance was
found to be 4%, of which about 1% is in Region I (suitably defined between the
K + → μ+ν and K + → π+π0 peaks) and 3% is in Region II (defined between the
K +π+π0 peak and the area populated by K + → π+π+π− decays). The number of
expected signal and background events are given in Table 19.1.

The inspection of the signal regions revealed one candidate event in Region II,
as shown in Fig. 19.3. The ring of the decay track as seen by the RICH is shown
in Fig. 19.4: it is beautifully consistent to be a pion. Assuming that the event is
background, a 95% CL upper limit has been placed:

B(K + → π+νν) < 14 × 10−10. (19.4)

For comparison, if the candidate is taken to be signal, the corresponding branching
ratio (68% CL) reads:

B(K + → π+νν) = 28+44
−23 × 10−11. (19.5)

Table 19.1 Summary of the signal and background expectations for the 2016 K + → π+νν data

Process Expected events in the signal regions

K + → π+νν 0.267 ± 0.001stat ± 0.02syst ± 0.032ext
K + → π+π0(γ) IB 0.064 ± 0.007stat ± 0.006syst
K + → μ+ν(γ) IB 0.020 ± 0.003stat ± 0.003syst
K + → π+π−e+ν 0.018+0.024

0.017 |stat ± 0:009syst
K + → π+π+π− 0.002 ± 0.001stat ± 0.002syst
Upstream background 0.050+0/090

0.030 |stat
Total background 0.15 ± 0:09stat ± 0.01syst
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Fig. 19.3 The data passing the analysis. The inspection of the signal boxes revealed one candidate
event in Region II

Fig. 19.4 Display of the RICH hits for the candidate event. The rings indicate the different particle
hypotheses, the numbers on the right are the normalized likelihoods for the different hypotheses; the
average time of the hits is 16.05 ns within the relevant readout window for this trigger, the positive
track of 15.3GeV/c passed thru mirror 24 and all the Cherenkov light is fully contained on the
mirror and the photomultiplier arrays. The candidate fits very nicely the π+ hypothesis
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This result is not yet competitive with those obtained with the decay at rest but
it shows that the new in-flight technique works. NA62 has already 20 times more
statistics on tape and the analysis of the data is ongoing. Data taking is underway
and will continue until the CERN Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) when the accelerator
complex stops for two years of maintenance. By the end of 2018 NA62 should have
accumulated about 20 SM signal events. NA62 is seeking approval to continue data
taking after LS2 in order to complete the measurement with a precision of about
10%.
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Chapter 20
Latest Results in Kaon Physics on the
KLOE Data and Status of Analysis of the
KLOE-2 Data

Eryk Czerwiński

Abstract The KLOE-2 Collaboration concluded its data-taking at the DA�NE φ-
factory of the Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati of INFN, collecting 5.5 fb−1 of data
at the center of mass energy corresponding to the mass of the φ(1020). This sample
togetherwith the 2.5 fb−1 collected by theKLOECollaboration until 2006 constitutes
the largest sample in the world collected at the peak of the φ resonance. With the
kaons produced in the decay φ → KS KL it is possible to perform very precise test
of the discrete symmetries T, CP, and CPT, and moreover the entanglement of the
neutral kaons can be exploited to perform unique tests of quantum mechanics. Also
large samples of η mesons are produced in φ radiative decays, allowing to study
the rare decays of this meson. KLOE-2 has also installed two tagging devices for
electrons and positrons scattered in γγ processes, with the main goal to study the
single π0 production. Search of new vector bosons in the hidden dark sector is also
performed with the KLOE/KLOE-2 data. An information about the latest results
with KLOE data on CPT test with charge asymmetry of KS semileptonic decays and
a preliminary result on the CPT test in transitions is given.

20.1 DA�NE Collider and KLOE-2 Detector

The DA�NE electron-positron collider at the INFN National Laboratory of Frascati
(LNF) consists of two separate storage rings with the center-of-mass energy of the
colliding beams set to themass of the φ(1020). One of the DA�NE interaction points
is a location of the KLOE-2 detection system: the 4 m diameter large cylindrical drift
chamber [1] surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter [2] immersed in 0.5 T
magnetic field. In addition the following subdetectors are used: the Inner Tracker [3]
for improvement of resolution on the vertex position and acceptance for tracks with
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low transverse momentum; two pairs of small angle tagging devices to detect low
(Low Energy Tagger—LET [4]) and high (High Energy Tagger—HET [5]) energy
e+e− originated from e+e− → e+e− X reactions; crystal calorimeters (CCALT) to
cover the low polar angle region to increase acceptance for very forward electrons
and photons down to 8◦ [6]; and a tile calorimeter (QCALT) used for the detection
of photons coming from KL decays in the drift chamber [7]. High performance of
drift chamber for momentum and vertex reconstruction (σp⊥/p⊥ < 0.4% for θ >

45◦; ∼150 μm in transverse plane) and excellent time and energy resolution of
the calorimeter (σt = 57 ps/

√
E(GeV) ⊕ 100 ps;σE/E = 5.7%/

√
E(GeV)) ensure

high quality of collected data.

20.2 Charge Asymmetry of KS

In general the charge asymmetry for semileptonic decays of neutral kaons (AS and
AL , for short- and long-lived kaon, respectively) can be defined with their semilep-
tonic decay widths:

AS,L = �(KS,L → π−e+ν) − �(KS,L → π+e−ν̄)

�(KS,L → π−e+ν) + �(KS,L → π+e−ν̄)

= 2
[
Re

(
εS,L

) − Re(y) ± Re(x−)
]

(20.1)

to the first order in parameters εS , εL . These parameters can be expressed in terms of
the CP and CPT violation parameters εK and δK :

εL/S = εK ∓ δK . (20.2)

The K → πeν decays can be described with the following decay amplitudes:

〈π−e+ν| Hweak |K 0〉 = A+,

〈π+e−ν̄| Hweak |K̄ 0〉 = Ā−,

〈π+e−ν̄| Hweak |K 0〉 = A−,

〈π−e+ν| Hweak |K̄ 0〉 = Ā+,

(20.3)

where Hweak stands for weak Hamiltonian. Sum and difference of the AS and AL

allow to search for the CPT symmetry violation, either in the decay amplitudes
through the parameter y or in the mass matrix through the parameter δK :

AS + AL = 4Re(ε) − 4Re (y) ,

AS − AL = 4Re(δK ) + 4Re (x−) .
(20.4)
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where:

x = Ā+
A+

, x̄ =
(
A−
Ā−

)∗
, y = Ā

∗− − A+
Ā

∗− + A+
,

x± = x ± x̄∗

2
= 1

2

[
Ā+
A+

±
(
A−
Ā−

)∗]
.

(20.5)

The charge asymmetrywasmeasured by theKTeVexperiment for long-lived kaon [8]
and by the KLOE—for the short-lived one [9]:

AL = (3.322 ± 0.058stat ± 0.047syst ) × 10−3,

AS = (1.5 ± 9.6stat ± 2.9syst ) × 10−3.
(20.6)

Recently the KLOE data set of 1.7 fb−1 was analyzed for more precise AS mea-
surement [10]. In this analysis a KL interaction in the calorimeter is considered as a
tag for KS decay. Semileptonic decays are selected based on determination of parti-
cle time of flight from the decay point to the calorimeter. In the final event sample
a certain amount of background is allowed to perform a MC-based event counting.
The best separation between the signal and background components is obtained with
the variable:

M2(e) = [
EKS − E(π) − Eν

]2 − p2(e), (20.7)

where Eν = |pKS − p(e) − p(π)|.
The numbers of semileptonic decay events obtained from the fit are 34579 ± 251

for KS → π−e+ν and and 36874± 255 for KS → π+e−ν, resulting in the following
value of the charge asymmetry:

AS = (−4.9 ± 5.7stat ± 2.6syst ) × 10−3, (20.8)

which is consistentwith the previous determinationon an independent data sample [9]
and improving the statistical accuracy by almost a factor of two.

Combining both measurements taking into account the correlations of the sys-
tematical uncertainties one obtains:

AS = (−3.8 ± 5.0stat ± 2.6syst ) × 10−3 . (20.9)

The above result together with the KTeV result on AL [8] yields for the sum and
difference of asymmetries:

(AS − AL)/4 = Re(δK ) + Re(x−) = (−1.8 ± 1.4) × 10−3, (20.10)

(AS + AL)/4 = Re(εK ) − Re(y) = (−0.1 ± 1.4) × 10−3. (20.11)
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Using Re(δK ) = (2.5 ± 2.3) × 10−4 [11] and Re(εK ) = (1.596 ± 0.013) × 10−3

[12] the C PT violating parameters Re(x−) and Re(y) can be extracted:

Re(x−) = (−2.0 ± 1.4) × 10−3, (20.12)

Re(y) = (1.7 ± 1.4) × 10−3. (20.13)

Values of these parameters are consistent with C PT invariance and improve
by almost a factor of two the previous results [9]. The obtained Re(x−) and Re(y)

values are themost precise results to date and agreewith theworld average value [11].
Improvements are expected in the future with the analysis of the additional∼5.5 fb−1

collected by KLOE-2 [13] with a statistical uncertainty at the level of 3 × 10−3.

20.2.1 CPT and T Symmetry Test in Transition

A direct test of CPT and T symmetry is possible at the KLOE-2 detector with neutral
kaons [14]. These states can be defined as states with definite flavour or CP:

S |K0〉 = +1 |K0〉 ,S |K̄0〉 = −1 |K̄0〉 , (20.14)

|K+〉 = 1√
2

[|K0〉 + |K̄0〉] with CP = +1,

|K−〉 = 1√
2

[|K0〉 − |K̄0〉] with CP = −1,
(20.15)

and identified through observation of their decay products. The state of one kaon
is identified at the moment of decay of the other kaon. Identification of its state
at the moment of its decay after time �t allows to observe a transition between
the strangeness and CP-definite states. For each of the possible transitions a time-
dependent ratio of probabilities can be defined as an observable of the T symmetry
test. Two of those ratios can be measured at KLOE-2:

R2(�t) = P[K0(0) → K−(�t)]
P[K−(0) → K0(�t)] ∼ I(�−, 3π0;�t)

I(ππ, �+;�t)
,

R4(�t) = P[K̄0(0) → K−(�t)]
P[K−(0) → K̄0(�t)] ∼ I(�+, 3π0;�t)

I(ππ, �−;�t)
,

(20.16)

with a sensitivity at the level of 10−3. For�t >> τS their deviation from unity should
be proportional to a real part of δK which is a T violating parameter of the neutral
kaon system [14].
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Fig. 20.1 Distribution of theCPT sensitive double ratio of neutral kaondouble decay rates presented
as a function of difference between entangled kaon decay times (�t). The statistical uncertainty of
a fit of a constant (red line) for �t >> τS region is 0.011 with the KLOE data-set

Ratios sensitive to CPT violation are the following [15]:

R2,C PT (�t) = P[K0(0) → K−(�t)]
P[K−(0) → K0(�t)] ,

R4,C PT (�t) = P[K̄0(0) → K−(�t)]
P[K−(0) → K̄0(�t)] ,

(20.17)

leading to a double ratio as CPT violation observable in the �t � τS limit equal to
1 − 8�δK − 8�x−.

Such double ratio constitutes a CPT violation observable which was never mea-
sured so far. Currently the analysis of KLOE data sample of 1.7 fb−1 integrated
luminosity is ongoing and a preliminary distribution of the ratio of ratios defined in
20.17 is presented at Fig. 20.1.

The analysis to be performed at KLOE-2 data-set will allow for 10−3 statistical
accuracy test of T and CPT.

20.3 Summary

In the recent years a long list of physics results from neutral kaonwas provided by the
KLOE experiment: measurement of Vus , study of CP and CPT discrete symmetries,
search for decoherence of entangled kaons. Presently the KLOE-2 detector collected
5.5 fb−1 of integrated luminosity data sample for broader and more precise results.
The ongoing analyses and newly collected data promises significant progress to be
made in the field of discrete symmetries and quantum mechanics test as well as
low-energy structure of mesons [13].
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Chapter 21
COMET/Mu2e/MEG

Satoshi Mihara

Abstract Charged Lepton Flavor Violating (cLFV) processes are thought to be
powerful tools to investigate the physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) as all
of them are extremely suppressed in the framework of SM even if we take the
neutrino oscillation into account. There are intensive efforts ongoing to find signals
of cLFV processes at high-power proton accelerator facilities in Japan, the US, and
Switzerland.We report these experimental efforts and their status in this presentation.

21.1 Introduction

The muon has been playing an important role while the Standard Model (SM) was
constructed; non-observation of the μ → eγ process, and non-observation of elec-
tron production in reactions of neutrinos, produced as decay products of muons, pro-
vided the idea of lepton flavor, namely the generation. Once the SMwas established,
motivation of muon rare process searches violating the lepton flavor conservation
has been turned to be a way to search for the new physics beyond the SM. This is
simply because new physics models such as the Grand Unification Theory (GUT)
with Super-Symmetric (SUSY) extension naively predict existence of charged Lep-
ton Flavor Violating (cLFV) processes with branching ratios (or reaction rate) just
below the current limits, while SM contributions to such processes are extremely
suppressed even if we take the neutrino oscillation into account [1]. Thus once any
cLFV process is observed in an experiment, it is a clear evidence of new physics
and its branching ratio provides us precious information of the energy scale of new
physics. However as such contribution of new physics to cLFV process(es) is through
a loop or intermediate particle exchange as illustrated in Fig. 21.1, it would not be
possible to clarify the exact particle contributing to the process(es). Nevertheless
such new particle(s) can contribute to each of these processes differently, we expect
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Fig. 21.1 Charged Lepton Flavor Violating processes of muon. (left) μ → eγ , (center) μ − e
conversion, and (right) μ → eee. The shaded circles indicate contributions of new physics. Photon
exchange diagram would also contribute in μ − e conversion and μ → eee processes

that we can extract valuable information of new physics by investigating all pro-
cesses with similar sensitivities and comparing them. As for μ → eγ and μ → eee
processes, it should also be noted that we can derive information of the contributing
physics by measuring angular distributions of final state particles with respect to the
muon polarization. As for the μ − e conversion process, we can address possible
contribution of the new force by measuring the target mass dependence of the signal
rate [2].

21.2 Muon cLFV Experiments

High intensity muon beam is imperative to conduct searches of muon cLFV experi-
ments as the upper limits achieved so far are all below the level of 10−12. Muons are
to be produced as decay products of pions produced in proton-nucleus interactions.
Thus all of muon cLFV experiments being conducted and/or planned are carried out
at high-power proton accelerator facilities. There are three major facilities where
high-power proton beam is available at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Com-
plex (J-PARC) in Japan, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) in the U.S.,
and Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. Two types of muon beam are used
depending on requirement by the experiment; one is a pulsed muon beam and the
other is a continuous muon beam. The μ − e conversion search experiment needs
a pulsed muon beam whose pulse time structure is as long as the muon life time
in muonic atoms of about 1µs. This is because only one particle (electron) should
appear in the final state and can be separated from beam induced prompt background
by requiring the signal to appear in a delayed timing. On the other hand μ → eγ
and μ → eee search experiments require a continuous muon beam as there are more
than one particle in the final state and accidental overlaps of background events can
be well distinguished by requiring time coincidence of final state particles. The PSI
cyclotron has a proton beam time structure of 19.7ns and thus muons produced as
decay products of pions whose life time is 26ns are provided in a continuous mode,
which is suitable for coincidence type experiments as explained above. In this presen-
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Fig. 21.2 Schematic view of the MEG experiment at PSI

tation we report the status and prospects of MEG andMEG II experiments searching
for the μ → eγ decay, and COMET and Mu2e experiments searching for the μ − e
conversion process.

21.2.1 MEG and MEG II

The MEG experiment was designed and conducted at PSI to search for the cLFV
muon process, μ+ → e+γ with a better sensitivity than the previous experiment,
MEGA, conducted at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [3]. A schematic
view of the MEG experiment setup is shown in Fig. 21.2; the muon stopping target
of 205µm thick polyethylene and polyester layered structure is located at the center
of a positron spectrometer. The positron spectrometer is composed of low-mass
segmented drift chamber modules (0.002 X0) to measure the positron momentum,
and timing counters made of plastic scintillator bars with photomultiplier readout to
measure the positron timing. The spectrometer is installed in a solenoidalmagnetwith
a gradient magnetic field, 1.27T at the center to 0.47T at either end of the magnet, to
sweep out efficiently low-momentum positrons produced in muon Michel decays. A
liquid-xenon photon detector is located beside the spectrometer magnet to measure
the energy, position, and timing of gammas from the muon stopping target. The
thickness of the central part of the spectrometer magnet is made to be thin (0.197
X0) to allow high transmission efficiency of gammas to the detector. Details of the
MEG setup is summarized in [4] and references therein.

The MEG experiment carried out physics data acquisition in the period of 2009–
2013 and accumulated the statistic of 7.5 × 1014 muon stops on the target. No sig-
nificant excess of events has been observed in the signal region so far, and thus a
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new upper limit of the branching ratio of the decay Br(μ+ → e+γ ) < 4.2 × 10−13

at 90% confidence level is set [5]. This is the most stringent result of the muon cLFV
search at the moment.

The MEG collaboration has started detector upgrade to improve the sensitivity
to search for μ+ → e+γ just after completing the 1st phase of data acquisition.
The upgrade of the experiment, called MEG II, will achieve about 10 times better
sensitivity by improving detector resolutions almost twice in every component and
by using twice larger muon beam rate of 7 × 107Hz.

In the liquid-xenon photon detector in MEG 2-in. diameter photomultipliers spe-
cially developed for the use in the liquid xenon have been used to detect the scintil-
lation light. Distribution of the scintillation light on photomultipliers on the surface
of the active volume provided information of the energy, interaction position, and
interaction timing of incoming gammas. In the MEG II experiment photomultiplier
arrangement is modified on the lateral sides to enlarge the active volume and real-
ize better detection efficiency of the scintillation light, and SiPMs with sufficient
sensitivity to the ultra-violet component of the liquid-xenon scintillation light are
employed on the front surface instead of photomultipliers. Better position resolution
is expected thanks to the smaller dimension of the SiPM and higher transmission effi-
ciency of gammas penetrating the front wall is anticipated owing to thinner structure
of the SiPM.

The positron spectrometer is also upgraded in MEG II. The positron tracker used
in MEG was composed of 16 segmented drift chambers, and is replaced in MEG II
by a single volume Cylindrical Drift Chamber (CDC) with stereo wire readout. The
CDC is designed to achieve high transparency and low multiple Coulomb scattering
for the signal positron. The positron timing counter located at both ends of the
spectrometer magnet is replaced by pixelated timing counters composed of small tile
plastic scintillators with SiPM readout. The size of tiles and their configuration are
optimized to achieve the best performance of timing measurement. A new detector
component is also implemented to identify the radiative muon decay with a low-
momentum positron in forward region; a gamma in such event deposits relatively
large energy in the liquid-xenon detector while the associated position could not be
identified in the MEG setup. The detector, called Radiative Decay Counter (RDC),
composed of LYSO crystals and plastic scintillators with SiPM readout is located at
the downstream end of the spectrometer magnet.

TheMEG II experiment intend to achieve a sensitivity of 6 × 10−14 in 3years data
acquisition period. All detector components are installed and engineering running
is starting as of late 2018. A schematic view of the MEG II detector is presented in
Fig. 21.3.

21.2.2 COMET

Search for the μ − e conversion process in muonic atoms is a complementary
approach to the μ → eγ search in muon cLFV physics. Muonic atoms are formed
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Fig. 21.3 Schematic view of the MEG II experiment at PSI

by stopping μ− in a material; after being trapped by a nucleus, the muon goes
down to the 1s state with emitting X-ray and then is captured by the nucleus
(μ− + (A, Z) → νμ + (A, Z − 1)) or decays in orbit (μ− → e−νμν̄μ). In either
case there are neutrino(s) in the final state, conserving the lepton flavor number. On
the other hand the μ − e conversion process does not have any neutrino in the final
state, violating the lepton flavor number conservation, and thus is a clear evidence
of new physics once it is observed. The electron in the final state will carry energy
as large as the muon mass minus binding energy of muon in the muonic atom, and
recoil energy of the remaining atom. For the case of muonic aluminum, the μ − e
conversion electron should have energy of 104.97 MeV.

The muon life time in a muonic aluminum is 860 ns, which is shorter than that in
free space because of the capture process. The life time is utilized to distinguish the
signal from pion induced background; π0 produced in a charge exchange process
decays to two gammas, and then one of them produces an energetic electron in a pair-
creation process, which is potentially misidentified as the signal. The process occurs
in a prompt timing of pion arrival at themuon stopping target and thus can be removed
by requesting the signal to be observed in a delayed timing. The COMET experiment
uses the pulsed proton beam of 8 GeV provided at J-PARC. This is to suppress anti-
proton production, which potentially induces background when it arrives at the target
even with very low energy. It is known that the anti-proton production cross section
by proton interaction on a nucleus rapidly decreases below 8GeV.
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Fig. 21.4 Setup of the COMET experiment Phase I (left) and Phase II (right)

There is another type of background sourcewhenwe conduct theμ − e conversion
search, caused by the experimental environment. The main source is cosmic-ray
muons, arriving at any area of the detector systemand producing a signal-like electron
in the signal timing window. Therefore the major part of the detector system has to
be covered with cosmic-ray veto counters with high efficiency as shown in green in
Fig. 21.4.

The COMET experiment intends to achieve the μ − e conversion search sensi-
tivity better than 10−16 using a pulsed proton beam provided at J-PARC. The proton
beam pulse-to-pulse timing is optimized to 1.2µs by filling every two acceleration
buckets in the J-PARC Main Ring (MR). The proton beam is extracted after beam
acceleration to 8GeV in the slow-extraction mode with applying acceleration RF
voltage during extraction period to keep the pulse structure. The COMET experiment
uses a unique system to produce and transport high-intensity pulsed muon beam. A
pion production target made of graphite with 1.5 interaction length is located inside
a solenoidal magnet with a gradient magnetic field, 5T at the target location and
3T at the matching section to the downstream side, to realize efficient collection of
pions. Pions, decaying to muon in flight, are transported to the experiment area by a
curved solenoid with a magnetic field of 3T. The curved solenoid, compared to the
conventional beam line element combination like dipole and quadrupole magnets,
has largermomentum acceptance, transporting higher intensitymuon beam. It should
also be noted that particle charge can be selected by locating a collimator system in
an appropriate location in the curved solenoid [1].

The COMET experiment intends to achieve the final sensitivity in two steps; an
intermediate sensitivity better than 10−14 is aimed at in Phase I and thefinal sensitivity
better than 10−16 in Phase II. Schematic views of the detector system of Phase I and
II of the COMET experiment are shown in Fig. 21.4.

In COMET Phase II, the muon transport solenoid magnet is extended as shown
in Fig. 21.4 (right) to realize better beam momentum and charge selections, allowing
to increase the primary proton beam power above 50kW. The spectrometer system
to identify the signal electron is located after another 180-degree curved solenoid to
reduce the detector hit rate by selecting particle momentum from the muon stopping
target efficiently.
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Facility construction for the COMET experiment is in progress both in the new
beam line to transport protons fromMR to the experiment area, and the solenoidmag-
net system including the cryogenic facility to supply liquid helium for its operation.
In parallel to facility construction, beam acceleration and extraction test dedicated
to the COMET beam operation was carried out in early 2018. Protons were injected
to every two J-PARC MR acceleration buckets, in total four out of nine, to real-
ize the required proton pulse time structure. Then they were accelerated to 8GeV
and extracted to the experiment hall, injecting the existing primary target currently
used in particle and nuclear physics experiments. Secondary particles generated by
proton-nucleus interactions at the target were measured by hodoscope counters to
evaluate the proton pulse time structure. The result indicates that pulsing of the pro-
ton beam is good enough to suppress the beam related background in the COMET
experiment although it was found that there is small amount of proton leakage from
a bucket to in-between buckets only in the first 100µs during beam extraction. This
will be further investigated in future studies.

The new beam line to transport protons from MR to the experiment hall will be
ready by summer 2020, followed by beam element installation to deliver the proton
beam to the COMET experiment area. Construction of the solenoid magnet system
will be completed in 2022. Delivery of the proton beam to generate the pulsed muon
beam for the COMET experiment is expected after that. The main physics detector
CDC is ready and conditioning is in progress. After installing the detector solenoid
magnet in the experiment area, a long-term cosmic-ray test is planned to understand
possible contribution of cosmic ray to the background even before the whole facility
is ready to start the experiment.

21.2.3 Mu2e

The Mu2e experiment is another μ − e conversion search with a target sensitivity
better than 10−16 at FNAL. The Mu2e uses the proton beam provided by the FNAL
accelerator chain; the proton beam is optimized for μ − e conversion search as in
the case of the COMET experiment. The Mu2e experiment realizes necessary beam
pulsing by RF re-bunching in the Delivery Ring and extract it to the experiment area
in the slow extraction mode.

A pion production primary target is located in a pion collection solenoid magnet
with a gradient magnetic field, 4.6T at one end and 2.5T at the other end, realizing
collection efficiency as high as possible. The pions and their decay products, muons,
produced in the backward direction are transported to amuon stopping target through
a two curved solenoidmagnetswith opposite curvatures forming an S-shape transport
solenoid magnet as shown in Fig. 21.5. A collimator is located at the center of the
S-shape, and remove positive particles and higher momentum particles.

The Mu2e detector to identify the μ − e conversion signal electron is composed
of two detectors; a straw-tube tracking detector and CsI calorimeter located in the
large solenoid magnet containing the muon stopping target. The straw-tube tracker
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Fig. 21.5 Experimental setup of the Mu2e experiment

measures precisely the momentum of electrons from the muon stopping target made
of aluminum, and the CsI calorimeter measures the electron energy. Facility con-
struction and detector preparation is in progress to start the engineering run in 2022,
followed by physics data acquisition for three years to achieve the target sensitivity
better than 10−16. The setup of the Mu2e experiment is shown in Fig. 21.5.

21.3 Summary and Outlook

Search formuon cLFV is a unique tool to investigate the physics beyond the Standard
Model in a complementary way to high-energy frontier experiments. This is simply
because muon cLFV processes are strictly forbidden in the Standard Model even if
we take the neutrino oscillation into account while there is no fundamental rule to
suppress cLFVprocesses completely inmodels beyond the SM. Further development
of high-power proton accelerator facilities will certainly boost realization of future
muon cLFV experiments.
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Chapter 22
Heavy Flavour Spectroscopy and Exotic
States at LHC

Nairit Sur

Abstract The proton proton collision data collected at high centre of mass energies
(7, 8, and 13 TeV) in the Large Hadron Collider provide an excellent environment for
precision spectroscopy studies of beauty and charm hadrons. The general purpose
experiments, ATLAS and CMS, and the forward-spectrometer experiment LHCb
have investigated many interesting aspects of hadron spectroscopy over the years.
Some of the latest results on spectroscopy of conventional and exotic hadrons are
reviewed.

22.1 Introduction

In the last fifteen years, experimental evidence of new multi-quark bound states has
been collected that does not fit the expectations for the conventional qqq baryons or
the qq̄ mesons. The exact nature of many of these new states still remains a puzzle.
Even when confirmed by more than one experiment, most of the quantum numbers
of these states have not yet been experimentally determined. Spectroscopic studies
of heavy quark states provide deeper understanding of the physics and dynamics
of quarks at the hadron level and valuable insight into the various QCD inspired
phenomenological models. Proton-proton collisions at high centre of mass energies
at the LHC ensure abundant production of bb̄ and cc̄ pairs which provide great
opportunities for performing heavy flavour spectroscopy studies.
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Fig. 22.1 Detector acceptance of the LHC experiments over the pseudorapidity η range

22.1.1 LHC and the Detectors

The detectors at the LHC are complementary to each other in the study of heavy
flavour spectroscopy by covering different acceptance and kinematic ranges as seen
in Fig. 22.1. The general purpose detectors ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] have excellent
tracking and muon identification in the central region combined with a robust trigger
system to collect data at high luminosities and high pile-up scenarios. LHCb [3] on
the other hand is optimized for strongly forward peaked heavy quark production.
It has excellent track momentum and vertex resolution, calorimetry and particle
identification over the whole acceptance region.

22.2 X(5568)

22.2.1 X(5568) at the TeVatron

OnFeb 2016, theD∅ collaboration reported evidence for a narrow structurewithmass
M = 5567.8 ± 2.9+0.9

−1.9 MeV and width Γ = 21.9 ± 6.4+5
−2.5 MeV from a possible

decay X (5568)± → B0
Sπ

±, where B0
S → J/ψφ, J/ψ → μ+μ− and φ → K +K −

[4] (Fig. 22.2). This is a potential tetraquark candidate with all four different quark
flavours—b, u, d, s. A similar structure was also seen in the semileptonic decay
channel where B0

S → μ∓ D±
S X and D±

S → φπ± [5]. The high rate of B0
S production

from X(5568) is rather puzzling. The ratio of the yield of the new state X(5568)

to the yield of the B0
S meson is given by ρD0

x ≡ σ(p p̄ → X + anything)×B(X → B0
Sπ)

σ(p p̄ → B0
S + anything)

=
(8.6 ± 1.9 ± 1.4)%.
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Fig. 22.2 The B0
s π± mass distribution together with the background distribution and the fit results

at D∅ [4]

22.2.2 X(5568) at the LHC

InLHCbThe combined B0
S → DSπ and B0

S → J/ψφ sample in theRun1dataset (3
fb−1) is much larger than the D∅ sample. Assuming the same production rate, LHCb
should observe a huge signal. However, no significant deviation from background is
observed in Fig. 22.3.

In ATLAS and CMS For every case of different selection criteria, background
parameterization, fit range and method of data description, the yield for X(5568)
remains consistent with zero. Stringent limits have been set to ρX as seen in Fig.
22.4. In conclusion, ATLAS, CMS, and LHCb do not confirm the presence of the
X(5568) state.

22.3 χb1(3P) − χb2(3P) Mass Split in CMS

Analyzing the full LHC Run 2 dataset (13 TeV, 80 fb−1), CMS has observed for the
first time the split in the χb1(3P) − χb2(3P) doublet and measured the masses of the
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Fig. 22.3 Results of the fit to the B0
Sπ± mass distribution for candidates (both B0

S → DSπ and
B0

S → J/ψφ modes combined). The component for the claimed X(5568) state is included in the
fit but is not significant [6]

(a) (b)

Fig. 22.4 Upper limits on ρX at 95% CL at different masses of a hypothetical resonant state
X (5568)± → B0

Sπ±, a limits from ATLAS [7], b limits from CMS [8]

two states [9]. χb(3P) is reconstructed in theΥ (3S) + γ mode where the low energy
γ is detected through γ → e+e− conversion inside the silicon tracker. The photon
energy scale is calibrated using high yield χc1 → J/ψ + γ processes and tested
with χb(1P, 2P) states for high accuracy mass measurements. This observation
significantly constrains theoretical predictions, which predict mass splits in a wide
range [−2, 18] GeV. This is the first time that the J = 1 and J = 2 states are well
resolved and their masses are individually measured (Fig. 22.5).
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Fig. 22.5 Invariantmass distribution of theχbJ (3P) → Υ (3S)γ [9];χb1(3P)massM1=10513.42
± 0.41(stat)± 0.18(syst)MeV; χb2(3P)massM2 = 10524.02± 0.57(stat)± 0.18(syst)MeV;Mass
difference �M = 10.6 ± 0.64(stat) ± 0.17(syst) MeV

22.4 Beauty-full Tetraquarks at LHCb

It is interesting to notice that none of the (30+) exotic hadrons observed since 2003
contain more than two heavy quarks. Recent studies predict that bb̄bb̄ tetraquarks
below the ηbηb threshold (18.8 GeV) can decay to Υ (nS)μ+μ− [10]. The corre-
sponding cross section times branching fraction is expected to be ∼4 fb and the
width ∼1.2 MeV. LHCb looked at 6.3 fb−1 of 7, 8 and 13 TeV data where Υ (nS)

was reconstructed through μ+μ− decays. But no significant excess was observed in
the M(Xbb̄bb̄) mass range [16, 26] GeV [11]. In the limits on σ × B in the range
[17.5, 20] GeV, the largest deviation from background of 2.5σ (local) is seen at
M(Xbb̄bb̄) = 19.35 GeV which is above the ηbηb and Υ (1S)Υ (1S) thresholds (Fig.
22.6). Improved sensitivity for this state will be obtained with data collected during
future running periods of the LHC using an upgraded LHCb detector.

22.5 A New B∗
S2 Decay at CMS

CMS studied the excited BS states BS1(5830)0 and B∗
S2(5840)

0 in the B+K − and
B0K 0

S decaymodes [12] (Fig. 22.7). The study reports the first observation of B∗
S2 →

B0K 0
s and BS1 → B0∗K 0

s . A few highlights of this study include the measurement
of the B∗

S2 natural width ΓB∗
S2

= 1.52 ± 0.34(stat) ± 0.3(syst) MeV and the first
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Fig. 22.6 The 95% CL
upper limits on
S ≡ σ(pp → X) × B(X →
Υ (1S)μ+μ−) × B(X →
Υ (1S)μ+μ−) as functions
of the X mass hypothesis
[11]

Fig. 22.7 Invariant mass
distributions of B0K 0

S
candidates with the results of
the fit overlaid. The three
peaks correspond to (from
the left) Bs1 → B0∗K 0

s ,
Bs2 → B0∗K 0

s and
B∗

s2 → B0K 0
s respectively

[12]

measurement of the mass difference between neutral and charged excited mesons,
m B∗0 − m B∗+ = 0.91 ± 0.24(stat) ± 0.09(syst) ± 0.02(PDG) MeV.

22.6 A New Ξ−
b Resonance At LHCb

LHCb observed a peak in both Λb
0K − and Ξ 0

b π− spectra with 4.5 fb−1 of proton-
proton collision data at

√
s = 7, 8 and 13 TeV (Fig. 22.8). This corresponds to a new

resonance Ξb(6627)− [13]. Fully reconstructed candidates from its hadronic decay
mode Ξb(6627)− → Λb

0K −, Λb
0 → Λ+

c π− have been used for mass measurements
while the semileptonic decay modes have been used to determine its production.
The mass and natural width are measured to be mΞb(6627)

− = 6226.9 ± 2.0(stat) ±
0.3(sys) ± 0.2(PDG) MeV and ΓΞb(6627)

− = 18.1 ± 5.4(stat) ± 1.8(sys) MeV. The
relative production rate is reported to be B(Ξb(6627)− → Λb

0K −)/B(Ξb(6627)−
→ Ξ 0

b π−) ∼ 1 ± 0.5. The new state can be either Ξb(1P)− or Ξb(2S)−. More
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Fig. 22.8 Spectra of mass differences for Ξb(6627)− candidates, reconstructed in the different
final states along with the results of the fits [13]. The blue line represents the full fit while the red
line represents the signal component and the yellow shaded region represents the combinatorial
background

precise measurements of the width and the relative branching fractions could help to
determine the J P quantum numbers of this state.

22.7 Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π− Decay at LHCb

The decay Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π− has been observed by LHCb with 3 fb−1 of pp data
collected at

√
s =7 and 8TeV [14]. The ratio of branching fractions ismeasured to be:
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B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π−)

B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c π−)
= 0.0540 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0032

Two resonances have been observed in the Λ+
c π− invariant mass spectrum corre-

sponding to Σc(2455)0 and Σ∗
c (2520)0 resonances (Fig. 22.9). The ratios of branch-

ing fractions of the resonant modes with respect to the total are:

B(Λ0
b → Σ0

c p p̄) × B(Σ0
c → Λ+

c π−)

B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π−)
= 0.089 ± 0.015 ± 0.006

B(Λ0
b → Σ∗0

c p p̄) × B(Σ∗0
c → Λ+

c π−)

B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π−)
= 0.119 ± 0.020 ± 0.014

However, no evidence of any peaking structure of a suspected dibaryon resonance
[cd][ud][ud] has been found in the Λ+

c π− p invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 22.10).

(a) (b)

Fig. 22.9 Observation of the decay Λ0
b → Λ+

c p p̄π− by LHCb, a Λ+
c p p̄π− invariant mass, b

Λ+
c π− invariant mass [14]

Fig. 22.10 Background-subtracted mass spectrum of the Λ+
c π− p system [14]
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(a) (b)

Fig. 22.11 Search for excited B±
c states at ATLAS and LHCb, aATLAS result [15], b LHCb result

[16]

22.8 Searches for Excited Bc States

A narrow resonance in the Bcπ
+π− mass spectrum, interpreted as the Bc(2S) state

was first reported byATLAS in 2014 [15]. The peakwas seen in both 7 and 8TeVdata
with M = 6842 ± 4 ± 5 MeV with a 5.2σ global significance (with Look Elsewhere
Effect) (Fig. 22.11a). LHCb performed a new search for Bc(2S) with 2 fb−1 of 8
TeV pp collision data but no evidence of a resonance was seen [16] (Fig. 22.11b).
Upper limits on the ratio of σ × B of the Bc(2S) relative to the Bc cross section in
the range [0.02, 0.14] @ 95% CL (as a function of mass) have been provided. The
ATLAS result still awaits confirmation.

22.9 Summary

The LHC experiments are significantly contributing to exotic hadron spectroscopy
andwill continue to do sowithRun-II datawhile facing new experimental challenges.
Although designed for high pT physics, ATLAS and CMS have produced valuable
results in heavy flavour physics. Spectroscopymeasurements keep filling in themiss-
ing tiles of the spectroscopy puzzle. Among the latest results are the observation of
a new Ξ−

b resonance and of a new Λb decay by LHCb, and of a new B∗
S2 decay by

CMS. The measurement of the χb1(3P) − χb2(3P) mass splitting by CMS rules out
most models and favours those predicting a direct mass hierarchy. The X(5568) state
claimed to have been seen by D∅ at the TeVatron has not been confirmed by ATLAS,
CMS, and LHCb. An unresolved discrepancy remains between LHCb and ATLAS
for the existence of the Bc(2S) state. Many more fascinating results are anticipated
from the LHC experiments in the near future.
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Chapter 23
Heavy Neutral Lepton Search at NA62

Nora Patricia Estrada-Tristán

Abstract In this paper we present the results of the search for heavy neutral lepton
(HNL) production in charged kaon decays using a data sample collected with a
minimum bias trigger by the NA62 experiment at CERN in 2015. Upper limits at
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the 10−7–10−6 level are established on the elements |Ue4| and |Uμ4| of the extended
neutrino mixing matrix for HNL masses in the range 170–448 MeV/c2 and 250–
376 MeV/c2, respectively.

23.1 Introduction

The StandardModel (SM) of particle physics requires an extension to explain, among
other things, neutral leptonmasses, wich are verywell established due to the observa-
tion of neutrino oscillations. One of this SM extensions, the Neutrino Minimal Stan-
dard Model (νMSM), propose three massive, right-handed “sterile” neutrinos, also
called heavy neutral leptons (HNL), which mix with the ordinary light “active” neu-
trinos, explaining also dark matter and baryon asymmetry in the universe (BAU) [1].
The lightest HNL, with mass ofO(10 keV/c2), is a dark matter candidate. The other
two HNL have masses ofO(1 GeV/c2), produce the SM neutrino masses through the
see-saw mechanisms and introduce extra CP violating phases to account for BAU. A
mixing matrix U describes the interactions between HNL and SM leptons. The mass
range and the small mixing angles predicted in the νMSM make HNL long lived,
with mean free paths of O(10 km) or longer, and production branching fractions of
O(10−10) or smaller.

The mixing between HNL (denoted N below) and active light neutrinos gives rise
to HNL production in meson decays, including K + → �+N (� = e, μ) [2, 3].

Here we report on a search for K + → �+N decays in the HNL mass range 170–
448MeV/c2 using a data sample collected with a minimum bias trigger by the NA62
experiment at CERN during the first physics data-taking in 2015. The obtained
upper limits on |U�4|2 complement, and improve on those obtained in earlier HNL
production searches [4–8].

23.2 NA62: Beam, Detector and Data

23.2.1 The NA62 Detector

NA62 is the lastest generation kaon experiment at the CERN SPS, aiming to measure
the BR of the ultra-rare K + → π+νν̄ decay with 10% accuracy, which requires a
high kinematic rejection power, effective photon and muon rejection and excellent
particle identification. The layout of the NA62 detector is shown in Fig. 23.1. A
primarybeamofprotons extracted from theCERNSPS is used to produce a secondary
positive hadron beam with a central momentum of 75 GeV/c and 1% momentum
spread (rms). Kaons from the secondary beam are tagged by a differential Cherenkov
counter. Beam particle momenta are measured by a silicon pixel detector (GTK,
under commissioning in 2015 and not used in this analysis). A 75 m long fiducial
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Fig. 23.1 NA62 schematic side view of beam line and detector

decay volume in vacuum (FV) follows the last GTK station. In the decay region, a
spectrometer made of 4 chambers with straw tubes in vacuum and a dipole magnet
measures track directions andmomenta (STRAW). Pions andmuons are separated by
a ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector andmuon detectors (MUV1-3). A system
of calorimeters (LKr, LAVs, IRC, SAC) detects photons at different acceptances.
The nominal instantaneous beam particle rate is 750 MHz, mostly due to π+ (70%),
protons (23%) and K +(6%). About 13% of the kaons decay in the FV, leading to
about 5 MHz nominal K + rate in the FV. The beam intensity during the 2015 run
was typically O(1%) of the nominal value. Details of the NA62 beam and detector
can be found in [9].

23.2.2 Selection Criteria

Assuming |U�4|2 < 10−4 and HNL decaying into SM particles [10], the smallest
possible average decay length of a HNL produced in the K + → �+N decays in
NA62 conditions is longer than 10 km. Under the above assumption, the probability
of detecting a HNL decay in the FV can be neglected.

The K + → �+N decay is characterized by a single detected track in the final
state, similarly to the SM K + → �+ν decay. The principal selection criteria are
listed below.

– We require a single positively charged track reconstructed in the spectrometer with
momentum between 5 and 70 GeV/c, with no additional spectrometer tracks and
LKr energy deposition clusters not geometrically compatible with the track within
±100 ns of the track timemeasured by the CHODand no activity in the large-angle
and small-angle photon veto detectors and the CHANTI detector within ±10 ns
of the track time. Track impact points in the STRAW chambers, LKr calorimeter,
CHOD and MUV1-3 detectors have to be within their geometrical acceptances.
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– The kaon decay vertex is reconstructed as the point of closest approach of the track
and the beam axis (CDA), taking into account the measured stray magnetic field
map in the vacuum tank, should be less than 25 mm and located in the FV.

– A signal in the KTAG is required within ±10 ns of the track time measured by the
CHOD

– The ratio E/p deposited in the calorimeter LKrmust be in the range 0.9 < E/p <

1.15 for positrons and E/p < 0.2 for muons.

The strategy of analysis was developed in 2007. The expected HNL signature
is a peak above background in the distribution of the event squared missing mass
computed as m2

miss = (PK − P�)
2, where PK and P� are the kaon and lepton 4-

momenta, respectively. PK is obtained from the beam average 3-momentum in the
K + mass hypothesis (verified with K + → π+π+π− decays), while P� is evaluated
from the reconstructed track 3-momentum in the corresponding �+ mass hypothesis.

Simulation of particle interactions with the detector and its response was done
with Monte Carlo (MC). The m2

miss spectra of the selected events from both data
and simulation are displayed in Fig. 23.2. Signals from the SM leptonic decays
K + → �+ν are observed as peaks at m2

miss = 0 with m2
miss resolutions of 4.9 × 10−3

GeV2/c4 in the e+ case and 4.7 × 10−3 GeV2/c4 in the μ+ case.

23.2.3 Search for HNL Production

We did mass scans in the HNL signal regions with a step size of 1 MeV/c2. The
event selection used for each HNL mass hypothesis includes that the reconstructed
missing mass should be within ±1.5σ �

m of the assumed HNL mass, where σ �
m is the
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mass resolution evaluatedwithMC.Also acceptances of the selections AN
� (including

the ±1.5σ �
m mass cut) as functions of HNL mass were obtained with MC [11].

In each HNL mass hypothesis, the background was evaluated from sidebands
of the data mmiss distribution using polynomial functions of third order. Statistical
uncertainties δNexp on the background estimates Nexp were computed by propagation
of statistical errors on the fit function parameters. Systematic uncertainties on Nexp

are negligible (typically 1%).
In each HNL mass hypothesis, the total number of observed events Nobs within

the ±1.5σ �
m search window, the number of expected background events Nexp and

its uncertainty δNexp were used to compute confidence intervals for the number of
observed K + → �+N decays N �

S using the Rolke-López method [12]. The values of
Nexp, δNexp and Nobs in each HNL mass hypothesis are shown in Fig. 23.3.

This method was exploited on a sample of NK ∼ 4 × 108 kaon decays, searching
for HNL in amass signal region between 170 and 448MeV/c2 for the Ke2 case and in
a mass signal region between 250 and 373 MeV/c2 for the Kμ2 case. No signal with
significance above 3 sigma has been found. New upper limits of O(10−7)–O(10−6)

have been established on the mixing matrix parameters |Ue4|2 and |Uμ4|2, improving
the previous ones Fig. 23.4.

23.3 Summary

A search for HNL production in K + → �+N decays was done with the NA62 data
of 2015, at 1% of the nominal beam intensity with a minimum bias trigger. Upper
limits have been established at the level between 10−7 and 10−6 on the HNL mixing
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Fig. 23.4 Upper limits at
90% CL on |U�4|2 obtained
for each assumed HNL mass
compared to the limits
established by earlier HNL
production searches in π+
decays: TRIUMF (1992) [4],
PIENU (2017) [5] and K +
decays: KEK (1984) [6],
E949 (2015) [7], NA62-2007
(2017) [8]
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parameters |Ue4|2 and |Uμ4|2 in the ranges 170–448 MeV/c2 and 250–373 MeV/c2,
respectively. This improves on the previous limits from HNL production searches
over the whole mass range considered for |Ue4|2, and above m N = 300 MeV/c2 for
|Uμ4|2.
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Chapter 24
Insight into Multiple Partonic
Interactions and Production of
Charmonia in p+ p Collisions at the
LHC Energies

Raghunath Sahoo, Dhananjaya Thakur, Sudipan De and Soumya Dansana

Abstract At the LHC energies, the underlying observables are of major topics of
interest in high multiplicity p + p collisions. Multiple Parton Interactions (MPI) is
one of them, in which several interactions occur in a single p + p collision. It is
believed that MPI is the main reason behind the high multiplicity in p + p collisions
at the LHC. MPIs not only affect the soft particle production, but also as per the
recent ALICE results it can affect the production of hard-particles. In such cases,
the self normalized yield of heavy particle like J/ψ shows an increasing trend with
event multiplicity. In the present contribution, we discuss the energy and multiplicity
dependence of charmonium production to understand the effects of MPI.

24.1 Introduction

The understanding of event structure in hadronic collisions is a very challenging
task. It is said that the physics associated with it is sub divided into a number of
components, like hard central interactions, fragmentation of beam remnant, multi-
partonic interactions (MPI), and initial and final state radiation (ISR and FSR) etc.
Technically, this is called as underlying event, which is the sum of all the processes
that build up the final hadronic state in a collision. Among all, MPI is of great interest
at the LHC energies. Earlier, it was thought that MPI can only affect soft-particle
production. But, recent results of production of heavy particles like D-meson and J/ψ
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as a function of charged-particlemultiplicity at
√

s = 7 and13TeV [1–3] reveal that it
has also effect on hard-particle production. ALICE experiment has observed a linear
increase of open-charm and J/ψ production as a function of multiplicity for

√
s = 7

TeV. Preliminary result of J/ψ via di-electron channel at
√

s = 13 TeV also shows a
faster than liner increase of J/ψ production with charged-particle multiplicity. QCD
inspiredmodels like PYTHIA6 could not explain the behavior asMPI process therein
can only affect soft-processes. An updated version of PYTHIA has been proposed,
PYTHIA8 [4], where MPI plays an important role in the production of heavy quarks
like charm and bottom. PYTHIA8 describes the increasing trend of heavy-flavor
versus multiplicity at

√
s = 7 and 13 TeV. Along with MPI, color reconnection (CR)

is an important ingredient in PYTHIA8, which describes the interactions between
color field during hadronisation. CR is expected to occur in a significant rate at the
LHC due to high number of color partons fromMPI and parton shower. As we do not
have J/ψ versusmultiplicity results for all theLHCenergies,we havemade an attempt
to study energy and multiplicity dependence of J/ψ production using PYTHIA8. In
particular, we have studied the effect of MPI and CR on the production of J/ψ and
its behavior with respect to charged-particle multiplicity and

√
s.

24.1.1 The Multiple Parton Interaction and J/ψ Production

At theLHCwith very high
√

s, the number of interactions in proton+proton collisions
depend on the impact parameter (b), where proton is thought to be an extended object.
Therefore matter distribution inside hadron (proton) is introduced. So small impact
parameter leads to large multiplicity and hence more MPIs. At the LHC, a new QCD
regime can be reached, where MPIs occur with high rates, due to unprecedentedly
high parton densities in the colliding hadrons.HenceMPI, in particular can be defined
as soft or hard interaction, which can happen in parallel in a single p + p collision.
Particularly, the very first interaction is hard in nature and the subsequent collisions
can be semi-hard or soft. A schematic picture of MPI structure is shown in the
Fig. 24.1 (left) for a better visualization.

There is always a finite chance to produce heavy particles in first 2 → 2 collisions.
But, The second hard can produce heavy quarks like charm and bottom, if it is hard
enough and this leads to a correlation between heavy-flavor and charged-particle
multiplicity. If former is true, then the self normalized yield of J/ψ with respect to
minimumbias as a function of charged-particle multiplicity should show a decreasing
trend, as observed in PYTHIA6 [1]. This is because, PYTHIA6 considers 2 →
2 interaction in hadronic collisions. If later is true, then only we can observe an
increasing trend of self normalized J/ψ yield versus multiplicity.
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Fig. 24.1 Left: Event structure of a simple p + p collision showing MPI. Right: An illustrative
example of color reconnection mechanism with string minimisation

24.2 Analysis Procedure

Different theoretical models, which explain the physics of p + p collisions, have
MPI inbuilt in various ways. In our current study, we have used PYTHIA 8.2 tuned
4C [5]. As discussed in the introduction section, to achieve the objective of the study,
we have included varying impact parameter (MultipartonInteractions:bProfile = 3)
to allow all incoming partons to undergo hard and semi-hard interactions as well.
We have used the MPI- based scheme of color reconnection (CR). In this scheme,
the produced partons undergo a reconnection in which partons from lower-pT MPI
systems are added to the dipoles defined by the higher-pT MPI system in such a way
that minimizes total string length. An illustration to this is shown in a cartoon in Fig.
24.1 (right). After the color reconnection, all the produced partons, connected with
strings, fragment into hadrons via the Lund string model.

We have performed this study by simulating the inelastic, non-diffractive compo-
nent of the total cross section for all hard QCD processes (HardQCD: all = on), which
includes the production of heavy quarks. A pT cut of 0.5 GeV/c is used to avoid the
divergences of QCD processes in the limit pT → 0. The charged-particle multiplic-
ity measurement has been performed in the mid-rapidity (|y| < 1.0), where as J/ψ
has been measured at forward rapidity (2.5 < y < 4.0), to cope with the ALICE
measurement. Here to be noted that we are not directly studying yield of J/ψ ver-
sus charged-particle multiplicity, rather self-normalized yields, where the charged-
particle and J/ψ yield in multiplicity bins are normalized to its minimumbias yield.
The purpose of studying this kind of ratio is to see, how the physics of multiplicity
classes are different from that of minimum bias. Hence one can comment on MPI
and other UE observables. The relative charged-particle multiplicity yield is defined
as Nch/〈Nch〉. Where Nch is the mean of the charged-particle multiplicity in a partic-
ular bin and 〈Nch〉 is the mean of the charged-particle multiplicity in minimum-bias
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events. The charged-particle multiplicity has been sliced taking care of significant
number of J/ψ , and the self-normalized J/ψ yield is calculated as,

dNJ/ψ

dy

〈 dNJ/ψ

dy 〉 = N i
J/ψ

N integrated
J/ψ

× N integrated
MB

N i
MB

(24.1)

where (N i
J/ψ , N integrated

J/ψ ) and (N i
MB, N integrated

MB ) are the corrected number of J/ψ and
number of minimum bias events in i th multiplicity bin and integrated multiplicity
bins, respectively. The detailed about the uncertainty calculation of each quantity
can be found in [6]. These uncertainties are propagated using the standard error
propagation formula. We have tried to do multiplicity binning in such a way that, we
can do direct comparison with experimental results of ALICE.

To check the compatibility of PYTHIA8 with experimental data, first we compare
the basic distribution like integrated transverse momentum and rapidity spectra with
experimental results using the same phase space cuts. We found a good agreement
between Monte Carlo (MC) and experimental data. Rapidity spectra give around 1%
maximum deviation. Where as for pT -spectra the maximum deviation is ∼50–60%
for certain pT bins, otherwise in most of the pT bins, the deviation is around 10–20%
for

√
s = 0.9, 2.76, 5.02, 7 and 13TeV.After performing these compatibility studies,

we compare the relative yield of J/ψ as a function of charged particle multiplicity
for available experimental data at

√
s = 7 TeV. It can be seen from Fig. 24.2, that

experimental data are well described by the MC.
These measurements provide us the confidence to extend the study of quarkonia

production using PYTHIA8 in p + p collisions at LHC energies and perform the
multiplicity and energy dependence analysis.

Fig. 24.2 Relative J/ψ yield
as a function of relative
charged-particle multiplicity
at

√
s = 7 TeV at the forward

rapidity (2.5 < y < 4.0).
ALICE data [1] and
PYTHIA8 (with CR, w/o
CR) comparison is shown.
The lines are the fitted curves
using the percolation model
inspired function [6]
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Fig. 24.3 The difference of
relative J/ψ yield, RJ/ψ with
and without CR as a function
of Nch at the LHC energies
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24.3 Results

After performing all the feasibility tests as discussed in the previous section, we
have extended the event multiplicity dependence of J/ψ production to LHC energies:√

s = 0.9, 2.76, 5.02, 7 and 13 TeV.

24.3.1 Multiplicity Dependence Study of J/ψ Production

Wehave simulated J/ψ at all the LHC energies using 4C tuned PYTHIA8 and studied
the energy dependence behavior to understand effect of MPI on J/ψ production. This
study is performed with two tunes of PYTHIA8: CR and No-CR, to see the final
state effects on J/ψ production. To understand the CR effects on J/ψ production
quantitatively, we have subtracted the yield of relative J/ψ production with no-CR
from the yield with CR and plotted it as a function of charged-particle multiplicity
for different center-of-mass energies, which is shown in Fig. 24.3.

It is found that the difference of the relative J/ψ yield betweenwith CR andwithout
CR increases with charged-particle multiplicity as well as with increasing energy. At
LHC energies, due to high density of colored partons, there is a substantial degree of
overlap of many colored strings in the position and momentum phase space. Hence,
there is a higher probability of color reconnection. The partons from two different
MPIs can reconnect via color strings with the minimization of the string length as
discussed in the previous section. This study reveals that with the increase of MPIs
the probability of color reconnection increases and hence the probability to combine
charm and anticharm quark becomes higher, thereby producing a higher number of
J/ψ particles.
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Fig. 24.4 Left panel: Relative J/ψ yield as a function of
√

s, using PYTHIA8 with CR. The dashed
lines are the phenomenological y = Axα fitting. Right panel: The fitting parameter (α) as a function
of charged-particle multiplicity

24.3.2 Energy Dependence Study of J/ψ Production

Let’s now explore the effect of MPI and CR on charmonia production at various
collision energies. Figure 24.4 shows the relative J/ψ yield as a function of the center-
of-mass energy for different charged-particle multiplicity bins using PYTHIA8 with
CR. It is found that the relative J/ψ yield increases with

√
s.

We have performed a quantitative study by fitting the results with a phenomeno-
logical function, y = Axα , where A and α are the parameters. The parameter, α,
represents the rate of increase of relative J/ψ as a function of center-of-mass energy
for a particular multiplicity bin. From the left panel of Fig. 24.4, the α-parameter is
found to increase with multiplicity. The values of α are negative up to (10−20) mul-
tiplicity bins and become positive towards higher-multiplicity bins. This indicates
that MPI effects dominate for J/ψ production for Nch > 20.

24.4 Summary

In this contribution, energy and multiplicity dependence of J/ψ production has been
presented using 4C tuned PYTHIA8. We have summarized below the important
points drawn from the study.

• The difference between the relative J/ψ yield with CR and without CR increases
with charged-particle multiplicity as well as with center-of-mass energy. As the
difference is very less, one can infer that final state effect has very less contribution
to J/ψ production.

• The relative J/ψ yield as function of
√

s shows a monotonic increase, where as for
Nch ≤ 20, the behavior is opposite. This hints for dominance of MPI to the J/ψ
production from Nch ≥ 20.
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The present studies are important in view of the interesting properties shown by
high-multiplicity events in p + p collisions at the LHC energies. It will be very
interesting to get the experimental measurements, which can help to explore more
into the multiplicity dependence of quarkonia production. This work has appeared
as a regular publication in [6].
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Chapter 25
Prospects in Spectroscopy with Belle II

Vishal Bhardwaj

Abstract Belle played a leading role in shaping the spectroscopy sector for last
decade. With 50 times more data than Belle, the Belle II experiment also expects
to play crucial role in spectroscopy for the next decade. In this talk, a few chosen
results one expects from Belle II will be discussed.

25.1 Introduction

The Belle II detector [1] is a general purpose detector built to test Standard Model
mechanism by doing precision measurements. Belle II also provides a very clean
environment and is an ideal place to carry quarkonium qq̄ spectroscopy related
studies. qq̄ are produced through B decays, double charmonium production, two
photon production, initial state radiation, and quarkonium decay/transitions.

For the last 15 years Belle [2] (predecessor of the Belle II detector with similar
environment) had a very successful program on quarkonium (qq̄). Many new qq̄
(-like) states such as ηc(2S), X (3872), X (3915), Z(3930), X (3940), Z1(4050)+,
Y (4260), Z(4430)+, Y (4660), Zb(10610), and Zb(10650) have been found. Many
of these states cannot be accomodated by the conventional spectroscopy. Some states
have non-zero charge which suggest that they are tetraquark/molecule-like states.
Belle II (with the ability to accumulate 50 times more data in comparison to Belle)
will be able to play important role in understanding the nature of these states. In this
talk, I will try to give brief overview of the Belle II program for quarkonium. I should
admit here that I have not done justice in this proceeding. Interested readers should
refer to the Belle II Physics book [3].
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25.2 Belle to Belle II

The Belle II experiment (situated in Tsukuba, Japan), is the upgraded successor of
Belle. The detector’s major upgrades in comparison to Belle are:

– A Vertex detector (VXD) consisting of two layers of DEPFET pixels (PXD) and
four layers double-sided silicon strips (SVD), with improved resolution (to half)
compared to Belle.

– A central drift chamber (CDC) with larger volume drift chamber, smaller drift
cells and faster electronics.

– Completely newparticle identification [timeof propagation (barrel) and proximity-
focusing Aerogel Ring-Imaging Cherenkov detector (end-cap)].

– Belle CsI (Tl) crystals are used for the electro-magentic calorimeter with modified
waveform sampling electronics to reject pile-up events.

– Upgraded KL − μ detection system (KLM) where resistive plate counter used in
Barrel. Because of the projected inefficiency of RPCs at high ambient rate, Belle
II end-caps are instrumented with scintillator strips.

25.3 Current Status of Belle II

Belle II successfully completed “Phase II” commissioning runs and accumulated
472 pb−1 of data. During Phase II, all the sub-detectors were in except the full vertex
detector (partial vertex detector for a particular φ was in).

25.3.1 Re-discovery of “November Revolution”

Figure 25.1 shows the reconstructed J/ψ → �+�− demonstrating the capability of
reconstructing lepton tracks. We see a clear peak of J/ψ to e+e− and μ+μ− recon-
struction.

25.3.2 Re-discovery of D and B Mesons

Figures 25.2 and 25.3 shows the reconstructed D and B mesons demonstrating the
capability of reconstructing charged and neutral Kaon and pions.

As seen from the re-discovery plots of the J/ψ, D, and B, the Belle II detector is
working as per expectation.
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Fig. 25.1 Reconstructed invariant mass of J/ψ → e+e− (left) and J/ψ → μ+μ− (right) at Belle
II using partial Phase II data. We also have the plots with full data at current date (however, the
plots shown here are similar to what was shown at the conference). Plots with full data set can be
found at [4]

Fig. 25.2 Reconstructed invariant mass of D mesons from various decay modes

25.4 Prospects for cc̄(-Like) States

X (3872)wasfirst observed in B+ → (J/ψπ+π−)K + process at Belle [5]. Soon after
its discovery, X (3872)was confirmed by CDF [6], D∅ [7], BaBar [8], LHCb [9] and
CDF [10]. A lot of effort went into studying this particle, thanks to which now we
know its precise mass, width, and J PC to be (3871.69 ± 0.17)MeV/c2 [11], <1.2
MeV [12], and 1++ [13], respectively. At Belle II, we expect 1500 signal events with
10 ab−1 of data (which is 1/5 of the total data Belle II aims to accumulate). Just to
give an idea, the current yield of B+ → ψ′(→ J/ψππ)K + is 3600 signal events
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Fig. 25.3 Invariant mass of reconstructed K 0
S → π+π− (left) and Mbc for reconstructed B meson

from different modes

at Belle. This will help in measuring precisely X (3872) mass and width. Within the
first two years of data taking, one can expect that Belle II will accumulate 5–10 ab−1

of data.
The narrowwidth of X (3872) and the proximity of its mass to the D0 D̄∗ threshold

makes it a good candidate for a D0 D̄∗ molecule [14]. Currently the most probable
explanation for the X (3872) nature is a molecule with admixture of charmonium.

If X (3872) is charmonium then one expects it to be χ′
c1. If so then it should decay

to χc1π
+π−. Current search by the Belle has a negative result [15]. One can measure

or expect a tighter constraint from Belle II.
Performing the study of X (3872) → D̄0D∗0 [16] with the full Belle II data will

bringmore information.Measuring the ratios of radiative decays [17]B(X (3872) →
ψ′γ)/B(X (3872) → J/ψγ) with more data is what Belle II should do, as it is cru-
cial for understanding the nature of X (3872). If X (3872) is a D0 D̄∗0 molecule,
then one expects that there may be other “X -like” particles with different quantum
numbers that are bound states of D(∗) mesons, such as a (D0 D̄∗0 − D̄0D∗0) com-
bination as the C-odd partner of X (3872) with J PC of 1±. C-odd search has been
negative till now [18]. Searching for the the charged X (3872) → J/ψπ+π0 [12]
and C-odd partners such as Jψη at Belle II is interesting. If found, it will sug-
gest a molecular/tetraquark nature of the X (3872) [19]. On the other side, absence
of charged partners suggest X (3872) to be an iso-singlet state. This suggests
X (3872) → J/ψπ+π− to be an iso-spin violating decay. BaBar has measured
the ratioB(X (3872) → J/ψω(→ π+π−π0))/B(X (3872) → J/ψπ+π−)) = 0.8 ±
0.3. Belle II can improve this ratio with much precision.

Absolute B(B → X (3872)K +) helps in measuring B(X (3872) → final states).
This measurement is only possible at the e+e− B factories. One has to reconstruct
the missing mass recoiling against the K +,

Mmiss =
√

(p∗
e+e− − p∗

tag − p∗
K )2/c (25.1)
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where Mmiss is the missing mass recoiling against the K +, and p∗
e+e− , p∗

tag, and p∗
K

are the four-momenta of the electron-positron initial state, Btag (full reconstruction
of one of the two charged B mesons via hadronic states) and kaon, respectively,
in the center-of-mass frame. The Mmiss peaks around the mass of the signal. Belle
measured B(B+ → X (3872)K +) < 2.6 × 10−4 (@ 90% CL) [20]. With 50 times
more data, Belle II can measure the branching fraction till 10−5 or less due to the
improvement [21] in the full reconstruction algorithm (in comparison to Belle).

Not only decays, but also production of X (3872) in the B decay provide infor-
mation about the nature of X (3872). Belle observed the B0 → X (3872)K +π−
decay mode having 7σ significance. In their study of the production dynamics of
B0 → X (3872)K +π−, they found that B0 → X (3872)K ∗(892)0 does not domi-
nate the B0 → X (3872)K +π− decay, which is in contrast to the normal charmo-
nium states (where K ∗(892)0 dominates) [22]. This suggest that X (3872) doesn’t
behave like normal charmonium states. With 10 ab−1 of data collected with Belle
II, we expect B → X (3872)Kπ to have the same number of events to what Belle
has accumulated for B → ψ′Kπ. Therefore, one can expect to have a more precise
measurement.

In the two photon process, γγ → J/ψφ, Belle observed X (4350) [23]. However,
recently in the amplitude analysis of B → J/ψφK , LHCb found several structures
[Y (4140), Y (4274), X (4500), and X (4700)] but did not found X (4350) [24]. Belle
II should revisit with more data. Another area where Belle II can contribute is the
Y (4260) study. Belle II will compliment BESIII here. We expects improvement in
mass resolution due to CDC improvements. Belle II with 50 ab−1 should be able to
study the line-shape of Y (4260). Another possible study one can think of is e+e− →
Y (4260)(→ J/ψπ0π0)γI SR to search for a neutral partner. Also, measuring B(B →
Y (4260)K ) at Belle II is an important in step to understand the nature of Y (4260).
The first charged Z(4430)+ state was seen by Belle in the B0 → (ψ′π+)K − decay
mode [25]. Till recently this state was not well established due to non observation
in other experiments. Recently, LHCb confirmed Z(4430)+ and using an Argand
diagram, they supported the resonance nature of this state [26]. Belle II can perform
amplitude analyses withmore statistics (similar to the one done at Belle [27, 28]) and
help in understanding these states with precision. Other modes not feasible at Belle
are also accessible at Belle II. For example only with 10 ab−1 of data at Belle II, one
expects the yield of the B0 → (χc2π

−)K + decay mode to become comparable to
what Belle accumulated for B0 → (χc1π

−)K + [29]. Not only that but Belle II can
also search for the neutral partners using π0 modes (B0 → (cc̄)π0K +).

25.5 Prospects for bb̄(-Like) States

The bottomonium spectrum has found to be different from what we have understood
in charmonium spectrum. Belle II is a unique place to carry out bottomonium related
studies due to the energy accessible by SuperKEKB (expecting to reach Υ (5, 6S)
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energy). We know that Zb states were found in the Υ (5S) decays by Belle and are
clear signature of exotic states. Belle [30] found that

Γ (Υ (5S) → hb(n P)π+π−)

Γ (Υ (5S) → Υ (2S)π+π−)
=

{
0.45 ± 0.08+0.07

−0.12, for hb(1P)

0.77 ± 0.08+0.22
−0.17, for hb(2P)

. (25.2)

While one expected the decay to hb should be suppressed due to spin flip, its
higher rate was something puzzling. The Υ (5S) → hb(n P)π+π− decay mechanism
seems to be exotic. Belle found that Υ (5S) → Z+

b π−, then Z+
b decays to hbπ

+.
Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) were found in Υ (1S)π+π−, Υ (2S)π+π−, Υ (3S)π+π−,
hb(1P)π+π−, and hb(2P)π+π− decay with masses around the B∗ B and B∗ B∗
thresholds [31]. With more data, Belle II expects to measure the mass and width
more precisely. Further, Belle II can study neutral Z0

b in Υ (5S) → Υ (nS)π0π0 [32]
and confirm in other modes also.

Another study of interest to be done at Belle II is an energy scan.A previous energy
scan of the e + e− → hb(n P)π+π− (n = 1, 2) cross sections by Belle gave first
evidence for Υ (6S) → hb(1P)π+π− and observation of Υ (6S) → hb(2P)π+π−.
While studying the resonant structure, they found evidence that it proceeds entirely
via the intermediate iso-vector states Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) [33]. Currently only
Belle II has the capability to do an Υ (nS) scan.

With a unique data set at Υ (6S), Belle II can study Υ (6S) → hb(n P)π+π−,
Υ (6S) → Υ (mS)π+π− (n = 1, 2; m = 1, 2, 3). If Zb is a molecular state,
then Heavy Quark Spin symmetry suggests there should be 2 or 4 molecular part-
ner bottomonium-like states (Wb): Υ (5S, 6S) → Wb0γ, and Υ (6S) → Wb0π

+π−,
where Wb0 → ηbπ,→ χbπ, Υ ρ. Figure 25.4 summarizes the possible decays via
which one can access the molecular partners of bottomonium-like states [34].

Fig. 25.4 Accessing
molecular partner
bottomonium-like states
(Wb) via transitions from
Υ (5, 6S)
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Chapter 26
Light Hadron Spectroscopy and Decay
at BESIII

Vindhyawasini Prasad

Abstract Light hadron spectroscopy plays an important role in understanding the
decay dynamics of unconventional hadronic states, such as strangeonium and glue-
balls. BESIII provides an ideal avenue to search for these exotic states thanks to a
huge amount of data recorded at various energy points in the tau-charm mass region
including J/ψ resonance. This report summarizes recent results of the BESIII exper-
iment related to the glueballs and strangeonium-like states.

26.1 Introduction

Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describes hadrons as the bound states of quarks
held together via the color force mediated by gluons. The non-Abelian nature of the
QCD allows the self-interaction of gluons that can form the hadronic matter. These
quarkless states are called ‘glueballs’. The latticeQCDpredicts that the glueballs hav-
ingmass within the range of 1–2 (2–3) GeV/c2 are scalar (tensor or pseudoscalar) [1].
The branching fractions for glueballs in the radiative decays of J/ψ are expected to be
within the range of 10−2–10−3 depending upon the exact nature of glueballs [2]. The
large data samples collected at the center-of-mass (CM) energies between 2.0 and 4.6
GeV, more than 130 energy points, including the J/ψ resonance, by BESIII provide
an ideal avenue to explore the possibilities of these glueballs. The QCD also allows
other possible forms of multiquark and hybrid states, such as a tetraquark-like Zc

that was observed in the πJ/ψ mass spectrum in Y(4260) → ππJ/ψ decays by the
BESIII [3] and intermediately confirmed byBelle experiment [4]. Similar toZc [3, 4],
a strangeonium-like state is also expected in the πφ spectrum via φ(2170) → ππφ

decays, where φ(2170) [also denoted as Y(2175)] is analogous to Y(4260) [5]. The
φ(2170) was observed by the BaBar collaboration via the initial-state-radiation pro-
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cess e+e− → γφf0(980) [6], and later confirmed by Belle [7], BESII [8] and BESIII
collaborations [9]. Following sections summarize recent results of BESIII related to
the gluonic and strangeonium-like states.

26.2 Search for Gluonic States

26.2.1 Anomalous Enhancement At the pp Mass-Threshold

An anomalous enhancement X (pp) at pp mass-threshold was originally observed
by BESII in J/ψ → γ pp decay [10], and later confirmed by both BESIII [11] and
CLEO experiments [12]. This enhancement might be due to an X (1835) state, which
was first observed by BESII in J/ψ → γ η′π+π− decays [13] and later confirmed
by BESIII in the same process [14] and J/ψ → γ ηK0

S K0
S decays [15]. The observed

spin-parity ofX (pp) andX (3872) states is in favor of J P = 0− [11, 15]. By analyzing
the decayprocess of J/ψ → γ η′π+π− with 1.1 billion J/ψ events collected in 2012,
BESIII has observed a significant abrupt change in the slope of the η′π+π− mass
spectrum at the pp mass threshold [16]. Two typical models are used to characterize
the η′π+π− line-shape around 1.85 GeV/c2 (Fig. 26.1). The first incorporates the
opening of the decay threshold in the mass spectrum (Flatté formula), while the
second uses a coherent sum of two resonant amplitudes. Both the models describe
the data, and well, suggesting the existence of either a pp molecule-like or bound
state [16].

Fig. 26.1 Fit results based on the Flatté line-shape (left) and a coherent sum of two Breit-Wigner
amplitudes. The position of pp mass-threshold is represented by a dashed vertical line, data by the
points with error bars, signal and background contributions by various dashed curves, and the total
fit by a solid blue curve
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26.2.2 Observation of η(1475) and X(1835) in J/ψ → γ γφ

The η(1440) is a puzzling state first observed in pp annihilation at rest into
η(1440)π+π−, η(1440) → KKπ [17], and later in the J/ψ radiative decays to
KKπ [18], γρ [19] and f0(980)π0 [20]. Many experimental results reveal the exis-
tence of two different pseudoscalar states, the η(1405) and η(1475) [21]. The former
is interpreted as an excellent candidate for 0∓ glueball [21], and later as the first
excitation of the η′. A triangle singularity is proposed to explain these anomalies by
assuming both η(1405) and η(1475) to be a single state, the η(1440), that appears as
different line-shapes in different channels [22]. The J/ψ → γ γφ decay is studied
using 1.3 billion J/ψ events collected by the BESIII detector [23]. Two resonant
structures corresponding to η(1475) and X (1835) are observed in the γφ invari-
ant mass spectrum with a significance of 13.5σ and 6.3σ , respectively, by taking
into account to interference between these two resonant structures during the fit
(Fig. 26.2a, b). The angular distributions of these resonances are observed to be
J PC = 0∓ (Fig. 26.2c, d). These results reveal that both η(1475) and X (1835) con-
tain a sizable ss component.

26.2.3 Observation of X(2370) in J/ψ → γKKη′

TheX (2120) andX (2370) states are observed in theπ+π−η′ invariantmass spectrum
through the decay of J/ψ → γπ+π−η′ [13, 16]. The lattice QCD theory predicts
the ratios of branching fractions of pseudoscalar glueball decays ΓG→KKη′/Γ tot

G and
ΓG→ππη′/Γ tot

G to be 0.011 and 0.090, respectively, where the glueball mass is set
at 2.37 GeV/c2 [24]. The observation of these states in KKη′ decays would sup-
port the hypothesis that they are glueballs. The search for X (2120) and X (2370) is
performed via the decays of J/ψ → γ K+K−η′ and J/ψ → γ K0

S K0
S η′ using 1.3

billion J/ψ events. A structure around 2.34 GeV/c2, the X (2370), is observed
in the KKη′ spectra with a statistical significance of 7.6σ (Fig. 26.3). The prod-
uct branching fractions for J/ψ → γ X (2370), X (2370) → K+K−η′, and J/ψ →
γ X (2370), X (2370) → K0

S K0
S η′ are determined to be [1.86 ± 0.39 (stat.) ± 0.29

(sys.)] × 10−5 and [1.19 ± 0.37 (stat.) ± 0.18 (sys.)] × 10−5, respectively. No evi-
dence for theX (2120) production is found, and 90%confidence level (CL) upper lim-
its on product branching fractions for J/ψ → γ X (2120) → K+K−η′ and J/ψ →
γ X (2120) → K0

S K0
S η′ are set at 1.48 × 10−5 and 4.57 × 10−6, respectively, for the

first time. These results are preliminary.
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Fig. 26.2 (Top) fits to theMγφ distributions for the case of a constructive and b destructive interfer-
ence, and (bottom) the efficiency corrected cos θγ distributions for c 1.4 < Mγ K+K− < 1.6 GeV/c2

and d 1.75 < Mγ K+K− < 1.9 GeV/c2. The points with error bars are data, and solid and dashed
curves represent the fit results. In cos θγ distribution that is fitted by 1 + α cos θ2γ , the solid pink,
dashed blue and dotted blue curves correspond to the hypotheses of angular distribution parameter
α = 1, 0 and −1, respectively

26.3 Search for Strangeonium-Like States

26.3.1 Search for Strangeonium-Like Structure ZS at 2.125
GeV

A search for ZS strangeonium-like structure is performed in the process e+e− →
φππ using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of (108.49 ±
0.75) pb−1, taken at the CM energy of 2.125 GeV by the BESIII detector [25]. A
partial wave analysis of e+e− → φππ is performed to describe the di-pion invariant
spectrum after applying all the selection criteria. The fit includes the amplitudes
of e+e− → φσ, φf0(980), φf0(1370) and φf2(1270) with a spin-parity of J P =
1+. No evidence for ZS production is found in the invariant mass spectra of φπ±
and φπ0 around 1.4 GeV/c2. The 90% CL upper limits on the cross-section of ZS

production are determinedunder different assumptions ofmass,width and spin-parity
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Fig. 26.3 Results of the fit for anX (2370) signal on the invariantmass spectra ofK+K−η′ (top) and
K0

S K0
S η′ (bottom), where η′ decays toπ+π−η(→ γ γ ) (left) γρ(→ π+π−) (right). The points with

error bars are data, the blue grid area represents the signal, the blue dashed double dotted curves show
the total background contributions of η′ sideband (long dashed yellow curve), J/ψ → K∗+K−η′
(pink dashed curve) in M (K+K−η′) spectra only, and remaining backgrounds (solid green curve),
and solid red curves show the total fit result

of ZS (Fig. 26.4). In addition, the cross-section of e+e− → φπ+π− and e+e− →
φπ0π0 at 2.125GeV/c2 aremeasured as (343.0 ± 5.1 ± 25.1) pb and (208.3 ± 7.6 ±
13.6) pb, respectively. The first one slightly differs from BaBar [26] and Belle [7]
measurements, being consistent within 3σ , whereas the second is consistent with the
BaBar measurement [26].

26.3.2 Observation of h1(1380) in J/ψ → η′KKπ

The h1(1380) is considered to be a strangeonium state and an ss partner of
J PC = 1± axial-vector state h1(1170). Experimentally, this state was observed by the
LASS [27] and Crystal Barrel [28] collaborations, and later confirmed by BESIII via
ψ(3686) → γχcJ , χcJ → φh1(1380), h1(1380) → K∗(892)K with J = 1, 2 [29].
BESIII has recently reported the first observation of J/ψ → η′h1(1380), where
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Fig. 26.4 90% CL upper limits on cross-section for different widths of ZS as a function of assumed
ZS mass for the cases a J P = 1+ of Z±

S , b J P = 1+ of Z0
S , c J P = 1− of Z±

S and d J P = 1− of Z0
S

h1(1380) → K∗(892)K + c.c → K+K−π0/K0
S K±π∓, using a sample of 1.3 billion

J/ψ events [30]. Theh1(1380) resonance is observed inK+K−π0 andK0
S K±π∓ mass

spectra with a statistical significance larger than 10σ by performing a simultaneous
fit (Fig. 26.5). An isospin symmetry violation is found in h1(1380) decays between
h1(1380) → K∗(892)+K− and h1(1380) → K∗(892)0K0. In addition, the mixing
angle between the h1(1170) and h1(1380) is also determined to be (35.9 ± 2.6)◦.
This measured angle supports that the quark contents of the h1(1380) and h1(1170)
are predominantly by ss and uu + dd , respectively.

26.4 Summary and Future Prospects

The BESIII has conducted a series of studies on gluonic and strangeonium-like
states using the data samples collected at J/ψ , ψ(3886) and φ(2170) resonances.
Several such particles are reported to have been observed recently. The BESIII will
accumulate additional 9 billion J/ψ events before the end of 2019, that will be
utilized to improve the precision of measured states and possibly discover many new
exotic states in the near future.
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Fig. 26.5 Fits to K+K−π0 (left) and K0
S K±π∓ (right) mass spectra with interference between

signal and background. Points with error bars are data, red dash-dotted and dashed curves are signal
and background contributions, and solid blue curves show the total fit
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Chapter 27
Baryon Form Factors at BESIII

Lei Xia

Abstract Baryons, what they really are, is far from being understood. The Beijing
Spectrometer (BESIII) is situated on theBeijingElectronPositronCollider (BEPCII),
a e+e− collider running at center-of-mass energies (

√
s) between 2.0 and 4.6 GeV.

This wide energy range allows the measurement of electromagnetic form factors
(FFs) both from scan technique and initial-state radiation (ISR) technique. On the
channel e+e− → p p, BESIII have published results based on 156.9 pb−1 of data.
The preliminary results based on 688.5 pb−1 of data, a world-leading data sample
for precision measurements have also been released. Preliminary results from the
analysis of the ISR process e+e− → γ p p based on 7.41 fb−1 of data have also been
released. BESIII have also published the results on the channel e+e− → ΛΛ as
well as the channel e+e− → Λ+

c Λ̄−
c . Preliminary results of Λ Electromagnetic FFs

relative phase are already available.

27.1 Introduction

Baryon mass is the main component of the mass of the universe which comes from
the strong force, not from the Higgs mechanism. Many meson features come from
QED to QCD, once α to αs while there is no analogue in QED and unique QCD
feature for baryon. For instance: a fermion with mass, magnetic moment and other
parameters close to proton and neutron ones can be obtained as a soliton of a π
point-like boson field, by means of a non linear Lagrangian with one free parameter
only. The baryon spin is not due to the spins of the valence quarks. Therefore, it is
meaningful to point out open questions, concerning baryon structure.
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Fig. 27.1 Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for elastic electron-baryon scattering e− B(p) →
e− B(p) (left), and for the annihilation process e−e+ → B B (p p) (right)

Figure27.1 shows the lowest-order Feynman diagrams of the electron-hadron
elastic scattering and the e+e− annihilation into a pair of baryons. In the case of spin
1/2 baryons, the hadronic vertex is described by a non-constant matrix:

Γμ(p′, p) = γμF1(q
2) + iσμνqν

2m B
F2(q

2), (27.1)

where F1 and F2 are the so called Dirac and Pauli FFs and m B is the mass of the
corresponding baryon. The Dirac FF, F1, is related to the electric and the magnetic
scattering from the baryon, while the Pauli FF, F2, is related to the additional scatter-
ing contribution arising from the anomalous magnetic moment of the baryon. Instead
of F1 and F2, the use of the so-called Sachs FFs has become conventional:

G E (q2) = F1(q
2) + τκB F2(q

2), G M(q2) = F1(q
2) + κB F2(q

2), (27.2)

where τ = q2

4m2
B
, κ = g−2

2 and g = μ
J [1]. In the Breit frame, nucleon spin flip for G M

and non spin flip for G E . The Born differential angular cross section in the e+e−
center-of-mass (c.m.) reads [2]:

dσB B(s)

dΩ
= α2βC

4s [|G M(s)|2(1 + cos2θ) + 4m2
B

s |G E (s)|2sin2θ], (27.3)

where s is the squared center-of-mass energy of B B, θ is the polar angle of the

baryon at c.m. and β =
√
1 − 4m2

B/s. The Coulomb factor, C = y/(1 − exp(−y))

with y = πα
√
1 − β2/β, accounts for the electromagnetic B B interactions. The total

cross section, integrated over the full solid angle is:
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σB B(s) = 4πα2βC

3s
[|G M(s)|2 + 2m2

B

s
|G E (s)|2]. (27.4)

An effective form factor (EFF) can be defined as

|Geff(s)| =
√√√√ |G M(s)|2 + 2m2

B
s |G E (s)|2

1 + 2m2
B

s

, (27.5)

which is equivalent to |G M(s)| under the working hypothesis |G E (s)| = |G M(s)|.
However, the simultaneous extraction of |G E (s)| and |G M(s)| without any assump-
tion is only possible by measuring the angular distributions of the outgoing particles
(27.3).

An alternative approach to measure hadronic cross sections at high luminosity
e+e− storage rings is the study of ISR processes. The differential cross section of
the ISR process e+e− → B Bγ is related to the cross section of the non-radiative
process e+e− → B B through

dσ I SR
B Bγ

dq2dθγ
= 1

s
W (s, x, θγ)σB B(q2), (27.6)

where x = 2Eγ/
√

s = 1 − q2/s, and Eγ and θγ are the energy and the polar angle
of the ISR photon in the e+e− c.m., respectively. The radiator function, W (s, x, θγ),
describes the probability of the ISR photon emission [3].

27.2 Detector and Accelerator

The Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPCII) [4] is a double-ring e+e− collider
designed to provide a peak luminosity of 1033 cm−2s−1 at

√
s = 3770 MeV. The

BESIII [4] detector has a geometrical acceptance of 93% of the full solid angle and
has fourmain components: (1)A small-cell, helium-based (60%He, 40%C3H8)main
drift chamber (MDC). (2) A time-of-flight system (TOF). (3) An electromagnetic
calorimeter (EMC). (4) The muon counter (MUC).

27.3 Measurement of Baryon Form Factors at BESIII

27.3.1 Measurement of Proton Form Factor

BESIII has published the measurement of the channel e+e− → p p between 2.2324
and 3.6710 GeV [5], the results are shown in Fig. 27.2a together with previous exper-
imental results and the EFF results are shown in Fig. 27.2b. These data were collected
in 2011 and 2012 and correspond to a luminosity of 156.9 pb−1. A world-leading
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Fig. 27.2 Results from this analysis (black solid squares) including statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties, together with other existing measurements for a the e+e− → p p cross section; b the
|G E/G M | of the proton; c the magnetic FF of the proton |G M |

data sample for precision measurements of baryon FFs, a luminosity of 688.5 pb−1

was collected in 2015,BESIII has preliminary result between 2.00 and 3.08 GeV, and
the results are shown in Fig. 27.2a. The precision in the cross section measurements
dominated by systematic, the best accuracy is between 3.0 and 4.2% at lower

√
s, less

than 12% at higher
√

s. The |G E/G M | and |G M | were extracted as Fig. 27.2b and c.
The precision in the |G E/G M | measurements dominated by statistics, the accuracy
is around 10% for lower

√
s, especially the best accuracy is 3.4% at 2.125 GeV.

BESIII has preliminary result for untagged method while the results of tagged
method for e+e− → γ p p is under reviewing. Both of the method were collected at
7 c.m.energies correspond to a luminosity of 7.4 fb−1 above 3.773 GeV. The results
of σ(p p) are shown Fig. 27.2a and the results of |G E/G M | are shown in Fig. 27.2b.

A step in the cross section is very likely due to Coulomb effect, since in the
Coulomb factor there is a factor 1/β that cancels the factor beta in the cross section
formula and produces a step Fig. 27.3a, which could be proved by tagged ISR tech-
nique. Some unexpected features are proved from our measurements. Plateau above
threshold, corresponding to |G| close to 1, like a point-like fermion, similar fea-
tures is also shown e+e− → Λ+

c Λ̄−
c Fig. 27.3b. Andrea Bianconi and Egle Tomasi–

Gustafsson discovered the oscillations in effective FF (|G|) from BaBar Fig. 27.4a
and, which was confirmed by BESIII Fig. 27.4b [6].

27.3.2 Measurement of Λ Form Factor

BESIII has published the measurement of the channel e+e− → ΛΛ around thresh-
old [7], and the results are shown in Fig. 27.5a. These data were collected in 2012 and
correspond to a luminosity of 2.63 pb−1. Λ is neutral baryon, there is no Coulomb
factor effect, but there is also a step at threshold. The observed threshold enhance-
ment implies a more complicated underlying physics scenario. The Coulomb factor
cancel the β for a charged B B pair, equals to 1 for a neutral B B pair. Help to under-
stand the mechanism of baryon production and test the theory hypotheses based on
the threshold enhancement effect.
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27.3.3 Measurement of Λc cross section

BESIIIhas published themeasurement of the channel e+e− → Λ+
c Λ̄−

c around thresh-
old [8], and the results are shown in Fig. 27.5b. This analysis uses the data collected
in 2014 and correspond to a luminosity of 2.63 pb−1, ten modes of Λ+

c (Λ̄−
c ) are

reconstructed and the measurement of the born cross section at 4 energy points with
unprecedented statistical accuracy. The σBorn at near the threshold indicates the com-
plexity of production behavior of the Λc. At threshold, there is again a step in σΛ+

c Λ̄−
c

which is close to the point-like value, once the Coulomb factor is taken into account:

σΛ+
c Λ̄−

c (point−like) ≈ π2α3

2mΛc

≈ 145 pb. (27.7)

27.3.4 Measurement the GE/GM Phase of Λ

BESIII has preliminary result of the G E/G M phase of Λ, using data were collected
in 2015 and correspond to a luminosity of 66.9 pb−1.

|G E/G M | = 0.94 ± 0.16 ± 0.03 ± 0.02(αΛ), (27.8)

Δφ = 42◦ ± 16◦ ± 8◦ ± 6◦(αΛ). (27.9)

A non-zero phase has polarization effect on the baryons: Py ∝ sinΔφ. With hyperon
weak decay to B + P , the polarization of hyperon can be measurement, so does the
relative phase between G E and G M . Two projected distributions, i.e. theΛ scattering
angle and the polarization as a function of the scattering angle, are shown in Fig. 27.6.

BESIII Preliminary

(a)

BESSSSSSSSSSIII Preliminary

(b)

Fig. 27.6 a The acceptance corrected Λ scattering angle as obtained from the projection from the
multidimensional log-likelihood fit. b The polarization as a function of the scattering angle
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27.4 Summary

EFF provide a quantitative description of hadron structure and are basic observables
of QCD. BESIII is unique in its capability to measure baryon FFs, from nucleons
to Λc and use two complementary approaches: energy scan and ISR technique.
Proton FFs have been measured using a test energy scan of 2012 and 2015, for 2012
data have published, for 2015 data have preliminary results, the precision greatly
improved. In time-like region, results from BESIII are unprecedented precision,
especially |G E/G M | providing an uncertainty comparable to the space-like region
for the first time. Very exciting results from tagged ISR on protons expected very
soon, BESIII have preliminary results on untagged ISR techniques. BESIII have
published results on cross section and FFs from Λ and Λc close to threshold. BESIII
have preliminary results on the relative phase of Λ EFFs. More results, like neutron
FFs, are coming soon.
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Chapter 28
Charm Mixing Study at Belle
and Prospects at Belle II

Minakshi Nayak

Abstract We report D0-mixing precision at Belle using a full data sample of
772 × 106 BB̄ pairs collected at the Υ (4S) resonance with the Belle detector at
the KEKB asymmetric energy e+e− collider and the expected precision at Belle
II, with a total integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1 and using the golden modes:
D0 → K+π−, KSπ

+π−, K+K−, π+π−, K+π−π0.

28.1 SuperKEKB and Belle II

SuperKEKB, the high luminosity frontier machine is the major upgrade of KEKB
factory using the so-called Nano-Beam Scheme by reducing the vertical spot size
to nearly 50 nm. It is designed to improve the beta function and beam current by
a factor of twenty and two respectively, in order to achieve a peak luminosity of
L = 8.0 × 1035cm−2s−1, a factor of forty than KEKB.

Belle II is a major upgrade of Belle experiment [1] located at the collision point
of SuperKEKB machine. It will start collecting data from early 2019, and will accu-
mulate data of integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1 by 2025.

Given the clean environment of SuperKEKB collider and the hermiticity of the
detector, Belle II is expected to have low background, high trigger efficiency, and
excellent performances in the reconstruction of the neutral particles (e.g. γ, π0, η).
Belle II has successfully finished taking its first data in July 2018 without the vertex
detector, and is ready for physics data taking with full detector in early 2019. By
2025, Belle II will collect 60 times higher charm sample than Belle which will allow
for rich charm physics program.
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28.2 D0 Decay Time Resolution

The Belle II vertex detector consists of four outer layers of double-sided silicon
strip detector and two inner layers of pixel detectors. The inner most layer will
sit close to the interaction point at a radius of 1.4cm, and the outer most layer of
the silicon detector will have a larger outer radius than that of Belle [1], and will
cover the full Belle II angular acceptance. The vertex detector will contribute to
better reconstruction efficiency with a large improvement of D0 decay vertex and
the interaction point resolutions compared with Belle and BaBar. This will precisely
determine the D0 decay time, which is essential in time-dependent measurements.
According to Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the processes D0 → h−h+ (where h
= π , K), Belle II will have D0 decay time resolution of 140 fs [2], which is a factor
of two improvement over Belle and BaBar (270 fs).

28.3 Time Dependent D0 − D̄0 Mixing Studies

The D0 meson final state can be accessed either through D0 via Doubly Cabibbo
Suppressed (DCS) decay or D0 − D̄0 mix and then D̄0 decays to the final state via
Cabibbo Favored (CF) decay. By measuring the D0 decay rate as a function of D0

proper time, one can extract the sensitivity to mixing. With multibody final state,
the Dalitz analysis allows to access to more than one channel at the same time. The
sensitivity estimation at Belle II is extracted by scaling the Belle results. In detail, if
σstat is the statistical error of the Belle measurements, σsyst is the systematic error that
scales with the luminosity and σirred is the systematic error that does not scale with
luminosity (e.g. vertex resolution due to the detector misalignment), the expected
uncertainty of Belle II with the full integrated luminosity is given by:

σBelle II =
√

(σ 2
stat + σ 2

syst).
LBelle

50 ab−1 + σ 2
irred. (28.1)

28.4 D0 Mixing Precision at Belle and Estimated Precision
at Belle II

28.4.1 D0 → K+π− Decay

To study the sensitivity of Belle II for the mixing parameters x, y, and CP violating

parameters
∣∣∣ q

p

∣∣∣, φ in D0 → K+π− decays, we perform a toyMC study by generating

separate samples of D∗+ → D0πslow, D0 → K+π− and its charge conjugate decays
corresponding to 5 ab−1, 20 ab−1, and 50 ab−1 of data. The probability density
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Table 28.1 The sensitivity of the mixing parameters x′, y′ and CP violating parameters |q/p|, φ

for D
0 → K−π+ decays at Belle II, under the condition of no CP Violation (CPV ) and with CPV

Condition Parameter Belle measurement Belle II estimation

976 fb−1 5 ab−1 20 ab−1 50 ab−1

No CPV σx′2 (10−5) 22 7.5 3.7 2.3

σy′ (%) 0.34 0.11 0.056 0.035

CPV allowed σx′ (%) 0.37 0.23 0.15

σy′ (%) 0.26 0.17 0.10

σ |q/p| 0.20 0.09 0.05

σφ (o) 16 9.2 5.7

functions (PDFs) used to generate such decays are contributed by two processes: a
DCS process and a CF process following mixing. The PDFs are given by:

dN (D0 → f )

dt
= e−Γ t

{
RD +

∣∣∣∣q

p

∣∣∣∣
√

RD(y′ cosφ − x′ sin φ)(Γ t) +
∣∣∣∣q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

(x′2 + y′2)
4

(Γ t)2
}

(28.2)

dN (D
0 → f̄ )

dt
= e−Γ t

{
RD +

∣∣∣∣p

q

∣∣∣∣
√

RD(y′ cosφ + x′ sin φ)(Γ t) +
∣∣∣∣p

q

∣∣∣∣
2

(x′2 + y′2)
4

(Γ t)2
}

,

(28.3)
where x′ = x cos δ + y sin δ, y′ = y cos δ − x sin δ, and δ is the strong phase dif-

ference between D0 → K−π+ and D
0 → K−π+ amplitudes. The decay times are

smeared by the expected decay time resolution of Belle II, and the resulting decays
times are fitted withmixing parameters x, y in the case of noCP violation, or together

with
∣∣∣ q

p

∣∣∣, φ allowing CP violation. The fit results are then compared with the gener-

ated values. The RMS of the residual distributions are taken as the precision Belle
II should achieve for these parameters. The sensitivity estimation from the toy study
along with the previous Belle measurements [3] are listed in Table28.1.

28.4.2 D0 → K+π−π0 Decay

The wrong-sign (WS) decay D0 → K+π−π0 proceeds directly via a DCS decay,
and indirectly via mixing followed by a CF decay, where the later amplitude pro-
vides sensitivity to mixing. Assuming Belle II has similar efficiency as BaBar, the
sensitivity estimation of the mixing parameters is performed with Toy MC study
by generating an ensemble of 10 experiments, with each experiment consisting of
225000 D0 → K+π−π0 decays corresponding to 50 ab−1 of Belle II data. The gen-
erated decay times are smeared by the expected Belle II resolution of 140 fs, and then
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Fig. 28.1 The top row shows the time-dependent Dalitz plot fit and the decay time fit to the lifetime-
smeared sample of wrong-sign D0 → K+π−π0 decays. The bottom row shows projections of the
fitted Dalitz variables [2]

fitted using a time-dependent fit to the (m2
K+π− , m2

K+π0) Dalitz plot as done in BaBar
[4] to measure the effective mixing parameters x′′ = x. cos δKππ0 + y. sin δKππ0 and
y′′ = y. cos δKππ0 − x. sin δKππ0 . Here δKππ0 is the strong phase difference between

the amplitudes for D0 → K+ρ− and D
0 → K+ρ− . From the fit of ten experiments,

themixing sensitivity are obtained as σx = 0.057% and σy = 0.049% [5], which are
almost an order of magnitude improvement than BaBar if the effect of background
is not included. A typical time-dependent Dalitz plot fit is illustrated in Fig. 28.1.

28.4.3 D0 → KSπ
+π− Decay

Mixing parameters for D0 → KSπ
+π− decay is obtained by fitting the time-

dependent Dalitz plot. Here by calculating the observables m+ = (PK0
S
+ Pπ+)2 and

m− = (PK0
S
+ Pπ−)2 and by performing an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to m+,

m− and the decay time t, one can extract the information of mixing parameters x and
y. Belle II sensitivity to the above parameters for the above decay is estimated by
scaling from the Belle measurement [6] are listed in Table28.2.
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Table 28.2 Precision obtained for x, y from Belle analysis of D0 → KSπ+π− decays, and the
expected precision for Belle II as obtained by scaling the Belle errors

Data Stat. Systematic Total Stat. Systematic Total

red. irred. red. irred.

σx(%) σy(%)

976 fb−1 0.19 0.06 0.11 0.20 0.15 0.06 0.04 0.16

5 ab−1 0.08 0.03 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.08

50 ab−1 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.05

Table 28.3 The Expected Belle II sensitivity to the D mixing parameter, ycp for D
0 →

K+K−, π+π− decays

Observable Statistical Systematic Total

red. irred.

yCP(%)

976 fb−1 0.22 0.07 0.07 0.24

5 ab−1 0.10 0.03–0.04 0.07–0.04 0.11–0.12

50 ab−1 0.03 0.01 0.07–0.04 0.05–0.08

28.4.4 D0 → K+K−, π+π− Decay

Mixing inD0 → CP eigenstates likeK+K−, π+π− gives an effective lifetimewhich
differs from that decays in to flavor eigenstates such as D0 → K−π+. Hence the
observable which represents the relative lifetime difference between decays to CP
and flavor specific final state is obtained as:

ycp = ηCP

(
Γcp − ΓK±π∓

ΓK±π∓

)
= ηCP

(
τ(D → K±π∓)

τ (D → CP)
− 1

)
, (28.4)

where ηCP = +1 for CP-even final state. ycp is related to mixing parameter x and y as:

ycp = 1

2

(∣∣∣∣q

p

∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣p

q

∣∣∣∣
)

ycosφ − 1

2

(∣∣∣∣q

p

∣∣∣∣ −
∣∣∣∣p

q

∣∣∣∣
)

xsinφ (28.5)

where φ = arg(q/p). In the limit of CP conservation, ycp = y. If CP is violated
yCP gets contribution from x. Belle with its full data sample has measured the
ycp = (1.11 ± 0.22 ± 0.09)% [7], and BaBar measurement of ycp = (0.72 ± 0.18 ±
0.12)% [8]. Expected Belle II sensitivity by scaling Belle measurement has been
summarized in Table28.3.
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Fig. 28.2 Expected Belle II
precision at 50 ab−1 data

28.5 Expected Belle II Precision Versus Current World
Average

The experimental data consistently indicate that the D0 and D
0
do mix and current

measurement provides constraints on many new physics models like fourth genera-
tion, extra gauge bosons, left right symmetric models [9]. Current world average val-
ues of themixing parameters x and y are x = (0.32 ± 0.14)%, and y = (0.69+0.06

−0.07)%.
The expected Belle II precision at 50 ab−1 is extrapolated to be x = (0.8 ± 0.09)%,
and y = (0.7 ± 0.04)% as shown in Fig. 28.2.
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Chapter 29
Direct CP Violation in K → µ+µ−

T. Kitahara

Abstract The upgrade of the LHCb experiment will probe a rare decay KS →
μ+μ− precisely. Although the process is dominated by CP-conserving decay, one
can extract CP-violating pieces via the precise measurement. In this contribution, I
introduce an interference contribution between KL and KS that is sensitive to a direct
CP violation. It is found that the interference contribution can affect Br(KS → μ+μ−)
Standard Model prediction up to 60%. It is also found that an unknown sign of an
amplitude ofKL → γγ can be determinedbymeasuring the interference effect,which
can much reduce a theoretical uncertainty of Br(KL → μ+μ−). I also show that the
interference contributions in new physics models and their correlations with other
kaon rare decays, especially ε′/ε. This contribution is based on D’Ambrosio and
Kitahara in Phys Rev Lett 119:201802, 2017, Chobanova et al. in JHEP 1805:024,
2018, Endo et al. in JHEP 1804:019, 2018.

29.1 Introduction

The upgrade of the LHCb experiment is expected to be able to probe short-
distance (SD) physics using the K0 → μ+μ− decay. In the Standard Model (SM),
KS → μ+μ− has not been observed yet, and is significantly dominated by a P-wave
CP-conserving long-distance (LD) contribution, while a S-wave CP-violating SD
contributions from the Z-penguin and W -box are small [1–3]:

Br(KS → μ+μ−)SM = [
(4.99 ± 1.50)LD + (0.19 ± 0.02)SD

] × 10−12. (29.1)
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The large uncertainty comes from the LD contribution which has been computed by
Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT) [2]. This uncertainty is expected to be reduced
by a dispersive treatment of KS → γ∗γ∗ [4], where KS → γγ, KS → μ+μ−γ, KS →
μ+μ−e+e− and KS → μ+μ−μ+μ− are measurable in LHCb experiment and KLOE-
2 experiment at DAΦNE [5].

In contrast to the KL → μ+μ− decay which has been measured, the following
points are important. TheKS → μ+μ− provides another sensitive probe of imaginary
parts of SD couplings and consequently is very sensitive to new sources of CP
violation, while the KL → μ+μ− is sensitive to the real couplings. Besides, as seen
in (29.1) the LD and SD contributions to the total rate are added incoherently [2,
3], which represents a big theoretical advantage over KL → μ+μ− where LD and
SD amplitudes interfere. This means that when the SD contribution is significantly
enhanced in Beyond the Standard Models (BSMs), the LD uncertainty in KS →
μ+μ− ceases to be important, and theoretically clean tests of new-physics (NP)
scenarios are possible. In particular, being the SD contribution dominant, correlations
of KS → μ+μ− with ε′/ε and also KL → π0νν̄ are investigated within many new-
physics models.

Indeed, within concrete BSMs, Br(KS → μ+μ−) can be modified substantially,
for instance Br ∼ O(10−10) in the leptoquark models [6] and Br ∼ O(10−11), or
even saturate the current experimental bound in certain Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) parameter space [7], albeit somewhat fine-tuned. It turns
out then already the present upper bound from LHCb can have some impact on the
allowed parameter range of certain models. This shows that future improvement of
this bound can have important impact on various NP scenarios.

The LHCb capabilities for strange decays were first demonstrated in [8], which
achieved world’s best result in KS → μ+μ− even though the trigger efficiency on
well reconstructed decays was only 1% (to be compared to 90% for Bs → μ+μ−).
The LHCb full Run1 analysis has set the upper bound on KS → μ+μ− [9],

Br(KS → μ+μ−)LHCb Run1 < 0.8 (1.0) × 10−9 at 90% (95%)C.L., (29.2)

which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the SM sensitivity.
InRun2ofLHCb, dedicated trigger lines havebeen implemented, selectingmuons

down to 80 MeV in transverse momentum and increasing the trigger efficiency by
one order of magnitude for strangeness decays to dimuons. The main limitation is
the hardware trigger. In Run 3, the LHCb trigger will be fully software-based, which
can in principle allow for efficiencies as high as those achieved for B’s. The LHCb
Upgrade II will reach sensitivities for Br(KS → μ+μ−) below the 10−11 level if
it keeps the performance of the current detector, taking into account that the full
software trigger will allow for very high trigger efficiencies [10].
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29.2 Interference Between KL and KS

A crucial aspect of theK0 → μ+μ− decay is a flavor-taggedmeasurement which can
probe CP-violating SD contributions directly. Its numerical effect isO(1) compared
to the prediction in (29.1) even in the SM [1]. While KL decays typically outside the
LHCb fiducial volume, for KS the interference between KL and KS affects the num-
ber of signal events as Γint. ∝ A (KL → μ+μ−)A (KS → μ+μ−)∗ when the flavor
tagging, K0 or K0 at t = 0, is performed. An effective branching ratio into μ+μ−,
which includes the interference correction and would correspond to experimental
event numbers after the removal of KL → μ+μ− background, is given by [1],

Br(KS →μ+μ−)eff = τS

[∫ tmax

tmin

dte− t
τS ε(t)

]−1 ∫ tmax

tmin

dt

{
Γ (KS → μ+μ−)e− t

τS

+ Df 2
K m3

Kβμ

8π
Re

[
i
(
ASAL − β2

μB∗
SBL

)
e−iΔmK t

]
e
− t

2τS

(
1+ τS

τL

)}
ε(t),

(29.3)
with

Γ (KS,L → μ+μ−) = 1

16π
f 2
K m3

Kβμ

(|AS,L|2 + β2
μ|BS,L|2

)
, (29.4)

where final-state muon polarizations are summed over, tmin to tmax corresponds to a
range of detector for KS tagging, ε(t) is the decay-time acceptance of the detector,

βμ =
√

−4m2
μ/m2

K , and fK = (155.9 ± 0.4)MeV[11]. TheKL → μ+μ− background

can be subtracted by a combination of the simultaneousmeasurement ofKS → π+π−
and the knowledge of the observed value of Br(KL → μ+μ−) [1]. The dilution factor
D is a measure of the initial K0–K0 asymmetry,

D = K0 − K0

K0 + K0
. (29.5)

The AS,L and BS,L are the S-wave and P-wave contributions in KS,L → μ+μ− tran-
sitions, respectively. The expressions for them are given in [7] using the general
ΔS = 1 effective Hamiltonian. Note that AS and BL are real, while BS and AL are
complex in general BSMs.

The interference contribution is proportional to the dilution factor D, which
requires flavor tagging. This can be done by detecting the accompanying K− in
the process pp → K0K−X , �0 in the process pp → K0�0X , or π+ in the process
pp → K∗+X → K0π+X [1].

In the SM, the effective branching ratio in (29.3) can be reduced to [1, 7]

ASAL − β2
μB∗

SBL = 4G2
F M 2

W m2
μ

m2
Kπ2

ImCA,SM︸ ︷︷ ︸
SD (CPV)

(
Aμ

Lγγ︸︷︷︸
LD (CPC)

− π2

G2
F M 2

W

ReCA,SM︸ ︷︷ ︸
SD (CPC)

)
. (29.6)
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The Wilson coefficient CA is defined by

Heff = −CA(sγμPLd)(�γμγ5�) + h.c., (29.7)

and

CA,SM = − [α2(MZ)]2

2M 2
W

(
V ∗
ts VtdYt + V ∗

csVcdYc
)
, (29.8)

whereα2 = g2/(4π), Yt = 0.950 ± 0.049 and Yc = (2.95 ± 0.46) × 10−4 [16]. The
large CP-conserving LD two-photon contribution to KL is [3, 17]

Aμ
Lγγ = ±2.01(1) × 10−4 × [0.71(101) − i 5.21] , (29.9)

where the sign has not been determined theoretically and experimentally. The large
imaginary term inAμ

Lγγ , which corresponds to the absorptive component, can amplify
the small CP-violating SD contribution in the effective branching ratio of KS →
μ+μ− in (29.3). Figure29.1 shows the effective branching ratio and time distributions
in the SM, where the interference of the CP-violating contribution can affect KS →
μ+μ− decay up to 60%.

This quantity is sensitive to NP contributions to the electroweak penguin. This is
of current interest to the possible discrepancy between the SMprediction and the data
of ε′/ε (direct CP violation in K0

L → ππ) [13, 14, 18–20]. Also, a comparison with
the future measurement of KL → π0νν̄ at the KOTO experiment will be interesting
[21].

Using the effective branching ratio in (29.3), one can define the flavor-tagging
asymmetry in KS → μ+μ− by [7]
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Fig. 29.1 Left panel: The effective branching ratios in (29.3) as function of D in (29.5), where the
blue (gray) band denoting the SM prediction with (without) taking into account the interference
contribution. The green band is predicted in a NP scenario [12] that can explain the ε′/ε discrepancy
[13, 14] (based on a lattice result [15]). Right panel: The K → μ+μ− time distributions are shown
in the SM for several choices of D. The D = 0 decay intensity is normalized, either over the interval
0.1–1.45 τS (solid lines) or 0.1–3 τS (dashed lines). In both panels, the positive sign of Aμ

Lγγ is

assumed in (29.9). A detailed explanation and results for the negative sign of Aμ
Lγγ are given in [1]
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Fig. 29.2 Allowed regions of ACP(KS → μ+μ−)D,D′ and Br(KS → μ+μ−) in the MSSM where(
δLL

d

)
12 �= 0 and (M3 · μ) < 0. The plot is done for D = −D′ = 0.5. The cyan dots correspond to

Aμ
Lγγ > 0 and the orange crosses to Aμ

Lγγ < 0 in (29.9). The vertically hatched areas correspond to

the SM prediction for Aμ
Lγγ > 0 and the inclined hatched areas to the SM prediction for Aμ

Lγγ < 0.
A detailed explanation and results for the different scenarios are given in [7]

ACP(KS → μ+μ−)D,D′ = Br(KS → μ+μ−)eff(D) − Br(KS → μ+μ−)eff(D′)
Br(KS → μ+μ−)eff(D) + Br(KS → μ+μ−)eff(D′)

,

(29.10)

where D′ is obtained by requiring an opposite flavor tagging. This asymmetry is
a theoretically clean quantity that emerges from a genuine direct CP violation in
general new physics models. In the SM, ACP(KS → μ+μ−)SMD,−D = O(0.7) × D is
predicted in the case of D′ = −D and it is significantly sensitive to new sources of
CP violation in BSMs [7].

The detailed studies about investigating the correlation among K → μ+μ−, ε′/ε,
and KL → π0νν̄ on the MSSM parameter space have been shown in [7, 22].
Figure29.2 exhibits one of the results: Allowed regions of ACP(KS → μ+μ−)D,D′

and Br(KS → μ+μ−) are shown in a scenario of the MSSM [7]. It is found that the
CP asymmetry of KS → μ+μ− can be significantly modified by the MSSM contri-
butions, being up to eight times bigger than the SM asymmetry.

In a similar way, the CP asymmetry of Bd ,s → μ+μ− has been studied [23, 24].
However, for the Bs system the situation differs substantially from KS , since the
LD contributions are negligible and the life-time difference between the two mass
eigenstates is small compared to KS,L. The CP asymmetry in Bd ,s → μ+μ− vanishes
in the SM, but is also sensitive to a new CP-violating phase.
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29.3 Summary

The precise measurements of the kaon rare decays can probe CP-violating flavour
changing neutral currents from various ways. The LHCb Upgrade can probe KS →
μ+μ− aroundSMsensitivity and could open aSDwindowby the interference effect in
K → μ+μ−. The interference contribution in K → μ+μ− emerges from the genuine
direct CP violation and can affect the KS → μ+μ− CP-conserving prediction up to
60%.Thesemeasurements give the interesting correlationwith ε′/ε andKL → π0νν̄.
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Chapter 30
J/ψ Production as a Function
of Charged-Particle Multiplicity
with ALICE at the LHC

Dhananjaya Thakur

Abstract At LHC energies, the charged-particle multiplicity dependence of particle
production is a topic of considerable interest in pp collisions. It has been argued that
multiple partonic interactions play an important role in particle production mecha-
nisms, not only affecting the soft processes but also the hard processes. Recently,
ALICE has measured J/ψ production as a function of charged-particle multiplic-
ity to study the correlation between soft and hard processes. In this contribution, we
present the J/ψ production versusmultiplicity for pp and p–Pb collisionsmeasured
by ALICE. We compare the results with different theoretical models.

30.1 Introduction

Understanding the mechanism of charmonium production is one of the major chal-
lenges in pp collisions. There are many theoretical models that try to explain
heavy-flavor production in hard scattering processes. Examples are the Color Singlet
Model [1], non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [2] and the Color EvaporationModel [3].
The production of charm and anti-charm quark pairs are described by perturbative
Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD) and their binding into charmonium states by
non-perturbative QCD. Charmonium suppression is a universally accepted probe for
the de-confined medium in heavy-ion collisions. To understand the suppression, it
is necessary to understand J/ψ production in pp collisions and also potential cold
nuclear matter effects in p–Pb collisions. Recently, ALICE has measured J/ψ as a
function of charged-particle multiplicity in J/ψ → μ+μ− and J/ψ → e+e− at

√
s

= 7 TeV, and observed an increasing trend with respect to charged-particle multiplic-
ity [4]. A similar result has been found for D-meson production. This reveals that the
multiple partonic interaction (MPI) which was thought to affect only soft processes
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can also affect the hard processes and hence J/ψ production. With the help of new
data at

√
s = 13 TeV, we can measure the trend with multiplicity more precisely than

what was previously possible at
√

s = 7 TeV. Therefore, to have a clear view of the
observed picture, ALICE has extended this analysis to pp collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV

and p–Pb collisions at
√

sN N = 5.02 TeV. We present the results of this analysis and
compare them to available theoretical models.

30.2 Experimental Setup and Analysis Procedure

ALICE is one of the four major experiments at the LHC. Details about ALICE can
be found in [5]. For the present work, two different spectrometers have been used for
J/ψ reconstruction. The central barrel detector covers the rapidity range |y| < 0.9
and includes the Inner TrackingSystem (ITS) andTimeProjectionChamber (TPC). It
is used for the reconstruction of J/ψ via the di-electron decay channel. The forward
muon spectrometer is used for the reconstruction of J/ψ via the di-muon decay
channel in the rapidity range −4.0 < y < −2.5. Two V0 scintillator arrays used
for triggering and are located at −3.7 < η < −1.7 and at 2.8 < η < 5.1. The V0
detectors are also used as a high-multiplicity trigger.

The charged-particle pseudo-rapidity density (dNch/dη) is measured at mid-
rapidity (|η| <1.0) from the information of track segments (tracklets) in the Silicon
Pixel Detector (SPD). Several cuts are applied to determine the accurate position
of the z-coordinate of the vertex (zvtx). Tracklets are measured within |η| <1.0 and
|zvtx| < 10.0cm. This account for the SPD acceptance. A zvtx−dependent correc-
tion is applied using data driven method [6]. This also take into account the SPD
inefficiency and acceptance. The correction factor is randomized on an event-by-
event basis using a Poisson distribution, for the matching of true charged-particle
multiplicity and the tracklet multiplicities.

The self-normalized J/ψ yield in bins of charged-particle multiplicity is calcu-
lated as:

dNJ/ψ

dy

〈 dNJ/ψ

dy 〉 = N corr, i
J/ψ

N corr, integrated
J/ψ

× N integrated
MB

N i
MB

,

where (N corr,i
J/ψ , N corr,integrated

J/ψ ) and (N i
MB, N integrated

MB ) are the corrected number of J/ψ

and number of minimum bias events in i th multiplicity bin and integrated over all
multiplicity bins, respectively. In p–Pb collisions, the mean pT of J/ψ , 〈pJ/ψ

T 〉,
is found by fitting the mean pT of unlike-sign pairs of muons as a function of the
dimuon invariant mass.
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30.3 Results

Figure30.1 shows the relative yield of inclusive J/ψ at mid-rapidity as a function of
charged-particle multiplicity for integrated pT and in pT slices. It can be seen from
the figure that a stronger than linear increase of yield is observed as compared to the
charged-particle multiplicity. These data are more precise and extend themultiplicity
reachwith respect to the results at

√
s = 7 TeV. The result is compared to fourmodels:

Ferreiro et al. [7], EPOS3 [8], PYTHIA 8 [9] and Kopeliovich et al. [10].

• The model of Ferreiro et al., which is able to well-explain pp result at
√

s = 7
TeV [7], overestimates the J/ψ yield at high multiplicities in pp at

√
s = 13 TeV.

This model assumes that in high energy hadronic collisions, all the interacting
partons have finite spatial extension and thus collide at finite impact parameter by
means of parton-parton collisions. It considers color strings as the fundamental
degrees of freedom. According to this model, J/ψ multiplicity is proportional to
number of strings produced (Ns), whereas charged-particle multiplicity behaves
roughly as

√
Ns, due to the interaction among the strings.

• EPOS3 includesMPI and hydrodynamical expansion of the system, describeswell
the azimuthal correlation of D-meson with charged-particle [11], is also describes
themultiplicity dependence of J/ψ production. The good agreement of theEPOS3
model with data shows that the energy density reached in pp collisions at the LHC
might be high enough to be described by a hydrodynamical evolution.

• PYTHIA 8 has MPI and color reconnection in the final state underestimates the
data towards the higher multiplicity bins.

• The model of Kopeliovich et al. assumes higher Fock states in protons, which
contain increased number of gluons. Inelastic collisions of the Fock components
lead to high hadron multiplicity and the relative production of J/ψ is enhanced
in such gluon-rich collisions.

Fig. 30.1 Self-normalized yield of inclusive J/ψ production as a function of multiplicity at mid-
rapidity for pp collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV. The result for integrated transverse momentum compared

with predictions from different models (left panel) and result in transverse momentum slices com-
pared with PYTHIA 8 (right panel)
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All the models containing MPI, qualitatively reproduce the multiplicity depen-
dence of J/ψ production, which reveals the importance of MPI in pp collisions
and in particular for heavy-flavor production. Among all, EPOS is describing the
data best. The self normalized J/ψ yield as a function of charged-particle multiplic-
ity studied in four pT intervals is shown in the right panel of Fig. 30.1. The results are
compared with PYTHIA8. It reproduces the multiplicity and pT dependence well,
further highlighting the importance of MPI. The enhancement is strongest at high
pT, indicating that the effect of MPI is more important at higher pT in the production
of J/ψ .

The multiplicity dependence of J/ψ production as a function of charged-particle
multiplicity has also been studied in p–Pb collisions at

√
sN N = 5.02 TeV [12].

ALICE has performed the study in different rapidity ranges by inverting the direc-
tions of the lead and proton beams. The measurement has been performed in three
rapidity regions, forward (2.03 < ycms < 3.53), backward (−4.46 < ycms < −2.96)
and mid-rapidity (−1.37 < ycms < 0.43), as shown in the left panel of Fig. 30.2. The
mid-rapidity and backward-rapidity data show a linear increase of self-normalized
J/ψ yield with multiplicity. At forward rapidity a saturation towards higher multi-
plicity is observed. In this kinematic region, the proton probes the small Bjorken-x
region of the Pb-nucleus, where cold nuclear effect, gluon shadowing and saturation
effects are expected.

ALICE has also measured 〈pJ/ψ

T 〉 as a function of multiplicity at forward and
backward rapidities, which is shown in the right panel of the Fig. 30.2. It can be seen
from the figure that both rapidity regions show a similar trend. The 〈pT 〉 is the same
within uncertainty. The 〈pT 〉 of charged hadrons is represented by a dashed band.
The 〈pJ/ψ

T 〉 shows a similar trend as that observed in Pb–Pb collisions for charged
particles [13], possibly hinting at collective effects in p–Pb collisions.

Fig. 30.2 Self-normalized yield and mean transverse momentum of J/ψ as a function of self-
normalized charged-particle multiplicity for p–Pb collisions at

√
sN N = 5.02 TeV. The result for

self-normalized yield of inclusive J/ψ production at forward (2.03 < ycms < 3.53), backward
(−4.46 < ycms < −2.96) and mid-rapidity (−1.37 < ycms < 0.43) are shown in left pannel. The
result for self-normalizedmean transverse momentum of J/ψ at forward (2.03 < ycms < 3.53) and
backward rapidity (−4.46 < ycms < −2.96) are shown in right panel
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30.4 Summary

In this contribution, the multiplicity dependence of J/ψ production has been pre-
sented for pp collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV and p–Pb collisions at

√
sN N = 5.02 TeV.

Also, 〈pJ/ψ

T 〉 as a function of multiplicity for p − Pb collisions at
√

sN N = 5.02 TeV
has been presented at forward and backward rapidities. Preliminary results of J/ψ

production as a function of charged-particle multiplicity for J/ψ → e+e− are pre-
sented. Similar work at forward rapidity looking at the decay channel J/ψ → μ+μ−
is ongoing. The J/ψ yield versus charged-multiplicity study for p–Pb results will
help to understand differences in the production mechanisms between pp and p–Pb
collisions.
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Chapter 31
Time Dependent CPV in the Beauty
Sector

Sean Benson

Abstract Time-dependent CP violating phenomena probe the time evolution and
the decay of beauty hadrons and allow access to the underlying dynamics.We present
various time-dependent CP violation measurements in the B0 and B0

s meson sys-
tems that are performed using pp collisions by LHCb and using e+e− collisions
by the B factory experiments BaBar and Belle. For LHCb, we report measurements
of the quantum-loop mediated B0

s → (
K−π+) (

K+π−)
and B0

s → φφ decays, and
measurements of B0 → D∓π± and B0

s → h+h− decays. For Belle, we report new
results for the charm-less B0 → π0π0K0

S and B0 → K0
Sηγ decays. In addition, we

present a measurement of cos 2β obtained by a time-dependent Dalitz plot analysis
of B0 → D∗h0 with D → K0

Sπ
+π− that combines the final BaBar and Belle data

sets.

31.1 Introduction

Measurements of CP asymmetries in neutral B mesons probe the interference of the
mixing and decay Feynman diagrams. The CP asymmetry as a function of time can
be described as

ACP =
�

B
0
(d,s)→ f

− �B0
(d,s)→ f

�
B
0
(d,s)→ f

+ �B0
(d,s)→ f

= −C f cos(�md,s t) + S f sin(�md,s t)

cos h(��d,s t/2) + A��
f sin h(��d,s t/2)

, (31.1)

where

C f ≡ 1 − |λ f |
1 + |λ f | , C f ≡ 2I mλ f

1 + |λ f | , A��
f ≡ − 2Reλ f

1 + |λ f | , λ f ≡ q

p

A f

A f
.
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In the above equation, f represents the final state, A f the Bs,d decay amplitude, and
A f the Bs,d decay amplitude.

In the Standard Model (SM), the weak phase from B0
s –B0

s mixing is given
by φccs

s ≈ −2βs = 2arg(−VtsV ∗
tb/VcsV ∗

cb). The SM prediction for φccs
s has been

obtained from global fits to experimental data yielding a value of −0.0360 ±
0.0006 rad [1]. There are however beyond-the-SM theories that could provide addi-
tional contributions to B0

s mixing diagrams which alter this value [2, 3].
In addition to decays with a tree-level contribution, measurements of decays in

which the leading order contribution is a flavour changing neutral current (FCNC)
interaction are important in the search for physics beyond the SM. The CP-violating
phase measured in the B0

s → φφ decay results from b → sss transitions and is
therefore expected to be close to zero in the SM due to the effective cancellation
of the CP-violating weak phase between the B0

s mixing diagrams and the penguin

decay diagrams [4, 5]. The B0
s → K∗0K∗0

(892) decay is an example of a b → dds
transition and the associated CP-violating phase is expected to be zero for similar
reasons as the B0

s → φφ decay.
Time-dependent CP violation measurements in the B0 system are mainly per-

formed using b-factory data. The high flavour tagging efficiency of the b-factories
makes many analyses of decay channels with event yields of as little as a hundred
events possible. For time-dependent analyses in the B0 system at the b-factories, the
decay time difference with respect to the other B0 decay produced in the event is
measured and denoted as �t . The time-dependent decay rate is then of the form

P(�t) = e−|�t |/τB0

4τB0
{1 + q[S sin(�md�t) + A cos(�md�t)]}, (31.2)

where q is the B0 meson flavour, S and A are the S f and C f parameters in (31.1),
respectively. Time-dependent analyses in the B0 system are sensitive to the CKM
angle β ≡ φ1, the current central value of sin(2β) is −0.699 ± 0.017 [6]. Measure-
ments of sin(2β) result in an ambiguity in the sign of cos(2β).

The following sections summarise updated and most accurate measurements of
the CP-violating weak phases in b → ccs and b → sss transitions [7–9], in addition
to a first measurement of the weak phase in b → dds transitions from LHCb data [9].
Decay time dependentmeasurements of B0 → π0π0K0

S and B0 → K0
Sηγ decays are

presented using Belle data [10, 11], along with a newmeasurement of cos(2β) using
a combination of BaBar and Belle data that provides first evidence that cos(2β) >

0 [12].
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31.2 Time-Dependent CP Violation in B0
s Decays

31.2.1 The B0
s → J/ψK+K− Decay

The B0
s → J/ψK+K− decay requires the use of decay angles in the helicity basis

to disentangle the four polarisation amplitudes contributing to the decay (3 P-wave
and an S-wave). The four observables are shown in Fig. 31.1.

A good understanding of the efficiencies as a function of each observable is impor-
tant in keeping measurements dominated by statistical uncertainties. The measure-
ment uses 95690 candidates obtained from 3 fb−1 of LHCb data collected in 2011
and 2012 [7]. The decay gives access to the B0

s −B0
s oscillation frequency, �ms ,

the decay width and decay width difference, �s and ��s , in addition to the decay
amplitudes, |A0|2 and |A⊥|2, and the CP-violating parameters, φccs

s and |λ|. The
results of the measurement are provided in Table31.1. Results are consistent with
SM predictions and result in stringent constraints on physics beyond the SM [13].
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Fig. 31.1 Decay-time and helicity-angle distributions for B0
s → J/ψK+K− decays (data points)

with the one-dimensional fit projections overlaid. The solid blue line shows the total signal contri-
bution, which is composed ofCP-even (long-dashed red),CP-odd (short-dashed green) and S-wave
(dotted-dashed purple) contributions [7]
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Table 31.1 Values of the
principal physics parameters
determined from the
polarisation-independent fit.
The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second
systematic

Parameter Value

�s [ps−1] 0.6603 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0015

��s [ps−1] 0.0805 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0032

|A⊥|2 0.2504 ± 0.0049 ± 0.0036

|A0|2 0.5241 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0067

φccs
s [rad] −0.058 ± 0.049 ± 0.006

|λ| 0.964 ± 0.019 ± 0.007

�ms [ps−1] 17.711 +0.055
−0.057 ± 0.011

31.2.2 The B0
s → φφ Decay

The B0
s → φφ decay requires an angular analysis to disentangle the polarisation

states, as for the B0
s → J/ψK+K− decay. In total, approximately 9000 decay can-

didates are used to make the measurement, from 5.0 fb−1 of data collected between
2011 and 2016 [8]. The number of candidates is much smaller than that used for the
measurement of B0

s → J/ψK+K− decays, therefore external constraints are taken
from the best known values of �ms , �s , and ��s . The four observables describing
the decay are shown in Fig. 31.2 alongwith the corresponding fit projections. Numer-
ical results for the polarisation amplitudes, |A0|2 and |A⊥|2, are given in Table31.2,
along with the CP-violating parameters, φsss

s and |λ|. Results are consistent with CP
conservation and consequently SM predictions.

31.2.3 The B0
s → K+π−K−π+ Decay

A further example of a decay channel that requires an angular analysis is given by
the B0

s → K+π−K−π+ decay. The decay mode is further complicated by the many
contributions to the Kπ mass spectrum. These contributions consist of non-resonant
S-wave, K∗0 P-wave, in addition to that of a tensor K

∗
2(1430)

0 along with associated
interferences. In order to properly disentangle so many contributions, the decay-time
dependent fit incorporates the Kπ invariant mass as an observable. The Kπ invariant
mass along with the associated fit is shown in Fig. 31.3. The dataset used for the
analysis consists of 3 fb−1 of LHCb data collected in 2011 and 2012 [9].

The results of the CP-violation parameters, φdds
s and |λ|, are given in Table31.3.

CP violation is consistent with the SM expectation. The analysis is dominated by
systematic uncertainties, the largest contribution of which originates from the size
of the simulation sample.
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Fig. 31.2 Decay-time and helicity-angle distributions for B0
s → φφ decays (data points) with

the one-dimensional fit projections overlaid. The solid blue line shows the total signal contribution,
which is composed ofCP-even (long-dashed red),CP-odd (short-dashed green) andS-wave (dotted-
dashed purple) contributions [8]

Table 31.2 Values of the principal physics parameters determined from the polarisation-
independent fit. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic

Parameter Value

φsss
s [ rad ] −0.07 ± 0.13 ± 0.03

|λ| 1.02 ± 0.05 ± 0.03

|A0|2 0.382 ± 0.008 ± 0.011

|A⊥|2 0.287 ± 0.008 ± 0.005

31.2.4 CP Violation in B → hh Decays

The measurement of CP violation in B → hh decays is a measurement of time-
dependent CP violation in both B0

s and B0 decays, as different mesons are the main
contributors to different final states. The ππ final state is studied with B0 decays and
the KK final state with B0

s decays. The B0 → K−π+ decay is used to understand
the decay time acceptance and calibrate the incorrect flavour assignment probability.
The fit to all final states simultaneously allows for mis-identified pions and kaons to
be accounted for. The analysis used 3.0 fb−1 of data collected in 2011 and 2012 [14].
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Fig. 31.3 One-dimensional
projections of the
decay-time-dependent,
flavour-tagged fit to (black
points) the sPlot weighted
data for the K+ π− invariant
mass. The solid gray line
represents the total fit model
along with the iCP-averaged
components for each
contributing decay [9]
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Table 31.3 Values of the CP violation parameters determined from the polarisation-independent
fit. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic

Parameter Value

φdds
s [ rad ] −0.10 ± 0.13 ± 0.14

|λ| 1.035 ± 0.034 ± 0.089

Table 31.4 Values of the
principal physics parameters
determined from the
polarisation-independent fit.
The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second
systematic

Parameter Value

Cππ −0.34 ± 0.06 ± 0.01

Sππ −0.63 ± 0.05 ± 0.01

CK K 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02

SK K 0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.02

A��
K K −0.79 ± 0.07 ± 0.10

AB0

C P −0.084 ± 0.004 ± 0.003

A
B0
s

C P 0.213 ± 0.015 ± 0.007

The results of the CP violation parameters defined in (31.1) are shown in

Table31.4. The significance for (CK K , SK K , A
B0
s

C P) do deviate from (0, 0,−1) has
been determined from a χ2 test statistic to be 4.0 standard deviations. This result
constitutes the strongest evidence for CP violation in the B0

s system to date.
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31.3 Time-Dependent CP Violation in B0 Decays

31.3.1 The B0 → K0
Sπ

0π0 Decay

The known energy of electron-positron collisions results in a fully kinematically
constrained decay. This allows the use of the beam-constrained mass, Mbc ≡√

(Ebeam/c2)2 − |pC M
B /c|2, and the energy difference �E ≡ Ebeam − EC M

B , to iso-

late the signal candidates from the background candidates, where pC M
B and EC M

B
are the B momentum and energy respectively in the centre-of-mass (CM) frame. A
common variable used in addition to isolate signal is a likelihood ratio calculated
from modified Fox-Wolfram moments, Rs/b [11].

The signal and background distributions of Mbc, �E , and Rs/b are shown in
Fig. 31.4, where 335 B0 → K0

Sπ
0π0 signal candidates are seen from a three dimen-

sional fit. The total dataset consists of 742 × 106 B B pairs collected with the
Belle detector at the ϒ(4S) resonance. The high effective flavour tagging power
of 29.8 ± 0.4% makes a decay-time dependent fit possible with the number of
candidates found. The resulting decay-time dependent fit measures a values of
S = −0.92+0.31

−0.27(stat) ± 0.11(syst) and A = −0.28 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.04(syst).

31.3.2 The B0 → K0
Sηγ Decay

A similar decay time dependent analysis is performed using B0 → K0
Sηγ decays as

that described in the previous section. The total dataset consists of 772 × 106 B B
pairs collectedwith theBelle detector at theϒ(4S) resonance.A total of 92 candidates
are used to make the measurement. The CP violation parameters are determined
to be S = −1.32 ± 0.77(stat) ± 0.36(syst) A = −0.48 ± 0.41(stat) ± 0.07(syst).
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Fig. 31.4 Mbc, �E and Rs/b distributions (points with uncertainties) using signal-enhanced selec-
tions Mbc > 5.27GeV/c2, âĹŠ0.15GeV < �E < 0.10GeV, andRs/b > 0.9 except for the variable
displayed. The fit result is illustrated by the solid curve, while the total and B B backgrounds are
shown by broken and dotted curves, respectively [11]
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Fig. 31.5 The solid red,
dashed blue, and dotted
green curves show the 1σ ,
2σ , 3σ confidence contours,
respectively. The red dot
shows the fit result. The
physical boundary
S2 + A2 = 1 is drawn with a
thin solid black curve. Our
result is consistent with a
null asymmetry within
2σ [10]
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The 1, 2, and 3σ confidence contours of the S and A parameters are shown in
Fig. 31.5. The result is consistent with null asymmetry within 2σ .

31.3.3 Measurement of cos(2β) Using B0 → D∗h0 decays

The first evidence for the resolution of the sign of cos(2β) has required the combi-
nation of 471 × 106 B B pairs collected with the BaBar detector and 772 × 106 B B
pairs collected with the Belle detector [12]. The measurement of cos(2β) is achieved
through the interference of the D∗ and D∗ decay amplitudes, AD∗ and AD∗ , which
can be written as

Im(e−i2βAD∗AD∗) = Im(AD∗AD∗) cos(2β) − Re(AD∗AD∗) sin(2β). (31.3)

This then gives access to both sin(2β) and cos(2β), which are measured to be
0.80 ± 0.14 ± 0.06 ± 0.03 and 0.91 ± 0.22 ± 0.09 ± 0.07, respectively, where the
first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic and the third is related to
the choice of fit model. The significance of which cos(2β) is greater than zero is
determined to be 3.7σ , representing the first evidence.

31.4 Summary

The most accurate single measurement of CP violation in B0
s mixing has been pre-

sented along with an updated measurement of the weak phase in the B0
s → φφ decay

and the first measurement of the weak phase in B0
s → K+π−K−π+ decays using

LHCb data. An LHCb analysis has also revealed the strongest evidence yet of CP
violation in the B0

s sector, measured from B0
s → K+K− decays to be at the 4.0σ

level. Two new decay time dependent measurements have been presented using data
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collected with the Belle detector, B0 → K0
Sπ

0π0 and B0 → K0
Sηγ . In addition, first

evidence has been presented that cos(2β) > 0, with a significance of 3.7σ , poten-
tially resolving the long standing ambiguity in the value of the CKM angle β .
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Chapter 32
Lattice QCD Impact on Determination
of the CKMMatrix

Steven Gottlieb

Abstract We review many lattice QCD calculations that impact the precise deter-
mination of the CKM matrix. We focus on decay constants and semileptonic form
factors of both light (π and K) and heavy-light (D(s) and B(s)) mesons. Implication
of �b form factors will be shown. When combined with experimental results for
branching fractions and differential decay rates, the above calculations strongly con-
strain the first two rows of the CKM matrix. We discuss a long standing difference
between |Vub| and |Vcb| as determined from exclusive or inclusive decays.

32.1 Introduction

Lattice QCD contributes strongly to understanding the CKM matrix and the search
for beyond the Standard Model (SM) physics. To begin, I would like to relate a
little about my background. I am a member of the Flavour Lattice Averaging Group
(FLAG) and participate in the D and B semileptonic decaysworking group.However,
this is not a FLAG approved talk. The most recent FLAG review [1] dates from 2016,
and I will concentrate on more recent plots. The closing date for papers to appear in
the next review is a couple of months after FPCP 2018, so the next FLAG plots and
averages are not yet available.

For more than a decade, my own research has been in the context of the MILC
collaboration and the Fermilab Lattice/MILC Collaborations (FNAL/MILC). Much
of our work is directed toward more precisely determining the CKM matrix, and
looking for discrepancies that would indicate physics beyond the SM, I will liberally
use plots from my own collaborations when they contain results not yet reviewed by
FLAG.

I also happen to be a member of the local organizing committee for Lattice 2018,
which takes place the week after FPCP 2018. I can assure you that topics discussed
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here are very active areas within the lattice QCD community. For Lattice 2018, there
were 37 abstracts in the weakmatrix element category. Of them, five dealt with decay
constants, 12 with K, D, or B meson semileptonic decay, and seven with nucleon or
nuclear matrix elements.

32.1.1 CKM Matrix

In expression (32.1), CKM matrix elements are in bold and below each of them are
one or two processes that can be used to determine that element. Below the last row,
the matrix elements represent the B(s) B̄(s) mixing phenomena that depend on Vtd and
Vts through loop diagrams.

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Vud Vus Vub

π → lν K → lν B → lν
K → πlν B → πlν

Vcd Vcs Vcb

D → πlν D → Klν B → D(∗)lν
D → lν Ds → lν �b → �clν
Vtd Vts Vtb

〈Bd |Bd〉 〈Bs |Bs〉

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(32.1)

The CKMmatrix is unitary, so each row and column is a complex unit vector and
each row (or column) is orthogonal to the other two. Violation of unitarity would be
evidence for non-SM physics. Since different decays can depend on the same CKM
matrix element, if the value of the matrix element inferred from the different decays
do not agree, that would be evidence for new physics.

Consider the branching fraction B for leptonic decay of a D or Ds meson.

B(D(s) → �ν�) = G2
F |Vcq |2τD(s)

8π
f 2D(s)

m2
�m D(s)

(
1 − m2

�

m2
D(s)

)2

(32.2)

where Vcq is the (unknown) CKMmatrix element with q = d, or s, fD(s) is the decay
constant of the meson that we calculate using lattice QCD, and the other factors on
the RHS are well known. For semileptonic decays, the LHS would be a differential
decay rate, and the RHS would involve a CKM matrix element and form factors
describing the transition matrix element between the initial and final state hadrons
induced by theweak current responsible for the decay. In both cases, the experimental
measurement and hadronic input from lattice QCD allow determination of the CKM
matrix element.
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32.2 First Row: Light Quarks

We start with decays of π and K mesons. As implied by (32.1) and subsequent
discussion generalized to other mesons, we need fπ and fK to describe the leptonic
decays and a form factor to describe the kaon semileptonic decay. The two decay
constants can each be calculated; however, fπ is often used to set the lattice scale,
so the ratio fK ±/ fπ± which has the advantage of smaller systematic errors is a key
quantity. From experiment [2] it is known that

∣∣∣∣
Vus

Vud

∣∣∣∣
fK ±

fπ±
= 0.2760(4). (32.3)

Thus, knowledge of the decay constant ratio, allows us to determine the ratio of
the first two elements of the CKM matrix. The decay constant ratio has recently
been updated by FNAL/MILC [3]. The result is fK ±/ fπ± = 1.1950(+15

−22) which may
be compared with the FLAG 2016 [1] Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 average 1.193(3). Nf is the
number of dynamical sea quarks in the calculation. Figure32.1 summarizes the most
relevant calculations including those with Nf = 2 + 1.

For kaon semileptonic decay, pK = pπ + q� + qν by energy-momentum conser-
vation. The relevant variable for the form factors is q2 with q = q� + qν the 4-
momentum of the leptons. One could, in principle, determine the shape of the vector
form factor f+(q2) to predict the shape of the differential cross section. However, it is
a bit easier to just calculate f+(q2 = 0) using lattice QCD and take the experimental
measurement [4] that determines |Vus| f+(0) = 0.21654(41). The latest result for the
form factor is [5]

Fig. 32.1 Comparison of
calculations of decay
constant ratio fK / fπ with
Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 and 2 + 1
sea quark flavors. From [3]

1.16 1.18 1.2

Fermilab/MILC 17

ETM 14

Fermilab/MILC 14

HPQCD 13

RBC/UKQCD 14

MILC 10

BMW 10

HPQCD 07

fK+/fπ+

u, d, s, c sea

u, d, s sea
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Fig. 32.2 Comparison of calculations of the kaon form factor f K+ (q2 = 0) with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1,
or 2 + 1 sea quark flavors, and non-lattice QCD calculations [5]

f+(0) = 0.9696(15)stat(11)sys = 0.9696(19), (32.4)

separating statistical and systematic errors before combining in quadrature. The
total theoretical error is 0.19%, the same size as the experimental error. Figure32.2
taken from [5] shows the result just quoted (denoted “This work”) along with FLAG
2016 [1] averages in black and the results included in the averages as green squares.
Blue circles come from non-lattice QCD calculations. See [5] for details. Using the
previously quoted experimental value [4], we find

|Vus| = 0.22333(43) f+(0)(42)exp = 0.22333(60). (32.5)

We consider the implications of these results on first row unitarity in Fig. 32.3.
Since |Vub| is so small, we can neglect it. The vertical band labeled 0+ → 0+ comes
from analysis of superallowed nuclear β-decays [6] and is independent of lattice
QCD input. The diagonal band labeled Kl2 comes from the ratio of decay constants
fK / fπ , and the horizontal band labeled Kl3 comes from the kaon semileptonic form
factor. The diagonal band, the vertical band, and the unitarity curve nicely intersect.
However, there is tension with unitary when we look at the kaon semileptonic decay.
The small blue ellipse uses the result in (32.5) and the value of |Vud| from [6], and
we see that it does not intersect the unitarity curve. We find that

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 − 1 = −0.00104(27)Vus(41)Vud (32.6)
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Fig. 32.3 Constraints in the
|Vud|–|Vus| plane from
leptonic (Kl2) and
semileptonic (Kl3) decays.
In addition, we have the
result of nuclear β-decay on
|Vud|, unitarity, and a wide
horizontal band from |Vcd|
combined with unitarity. (see
[5])

which is 2.1σ from zero. The large blue ellipse does not rely on Vud from β-decay
and only uses results from pion leptonic decay and kaon leptonic and semileptonic
decay. There is a clear tension with unitarity. In this case, we have

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 − 1 = −0.0151(38) f+(0)(35) f ±
K / f ±

π
(36)exp(27)EM (32.7)

which is 2.2σ different from zero. The tension between leptonic and semileptonic
determination of |Vus| and |Vud| can also be seen in the FLAG2016 [1] Fig. 9 summary
plot for |Vus| and |Vud| in which semileptonic results are triangles and leptonic results
are squares. The tension ismost noticeable for the Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 calculationswhere
the precision is higher.

32.3 Second Row of CKM Matrix

We now turn to the decay of charm mesons to determine |Vcd| and |Vcs|. In 2005,
the initial Nf = 2 + 1 calculations of decay constants were done with an accuracy
of roughly 10%. The latest results for fD+ and fDs now have errors < 0.3%. We
have [3]

fD+ = 212.7(0.6)MeV, fDs = 249.9(0.4)MeV. (32.8)

Prior to that calculation, the FLAG [1] and Particle Data Group (PDG) [2] aver-
age values had errors of roughly 1–3MeV. Figure32.4 summarizes the best recent
calculations [3].
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Fig. 32.4 Comparison of
recent calculations of fD+
and fDs with
N + f = 2 + 1 + 1 and
2 + 1. From [3]
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We use experimental results from the PDG [2] to determine the CKMmatrix ele-
ments from the lattice QCD decay constants. They have fD|Vcd| = 45.91(1.05)MeV
and fDs |Vcs| = 250.9(4.0)MeV. The experimental error is 1.6–2.3%. For the CKM
matrix element, we have

|Vcd|SM, fD = 0.2152(5) fD (49)expt(6)EM, (32.9)

|Vcs|SM, fDs
= 1.001(2) fDs

(16)expt(3)EM, (32.10)

where the errors are from lattice decay constant, experiment, and a structure depen-
dent electromagnetic correction. The experimental errors are dominant.

Turning to the charm meson semileptonic decays, the FLAG 2016 form factor
average is based on HPQCD results from 2010 [7] and 2011 [8]. There are new
results from ETM Collaboration [9] and JLQCD [10]. In addition, FNAL/MILC
is completing an analysis that should soon have errors smaller than those of
HPQCD. I have taken a rough average of the three results above, even though
they mix results with Nf = 2 + 1 and 2 + 1 + 1. I find f D→π+ (0) = 0.637(20) and
f D→K+ (0) = 0.745(15). These values may be a little aggressive. The FLAG 2016
values are 0.666(29) and 0.747(19), respectively. Using the HFLAV 2016 values [11]
f Dπ+ |Vcd| = 0.1426(26) and f DK+ |Vcs| = 0.7226(34), we obtain |Vcd| = 0.2239(76)
and |Vcs| = 0.970(20) corresponding to errors of 3.4 and 2.1%. In each case, the error
is dominated by the error in the lattice form factor input. I updated the experimental
input after FPCP 2018, so the values here are different from those in my slides.

We can test second row unitarity using a variety of determinations of |Vcd| and
|Vcs|. In this case, |Vcb| ≈ 0.0414(8) contributes about 0.0017(6) to the unitarity sum.
We consider in Table32.1 the latest result using leptonic decay constants from [3],
the FLAG 2016 Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 result, the latest ETMC semileptonic result [12],
and my rough average of semileptonic results. We find a slight (1.5σ) tension from
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Table 32.1 Tests of second
row unitarity from various
determinations of |Vcd| and
|Vcs|

|Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 − 1 Input

0.049(2)|Vcd |(32)|Vcs|(0)|Vcb| FNAL/MILC leptonic [3]

0.06(3) FLAG 2016 leptonic

−0.004(64) ETMC semileptonic [12]

0.005(53) my semileptonic average

the leptonic decay determination and none from the semileptonic. The semileptonic
error is dominated by experimental error and the semileptonic by theory. However,
both will improve.

32.4 Decays of Hadrons with b Quarks

Decays of hadrons containing b quarks have been studied in order to determine |Vub|
and |Vcb|. Mesonic decays have been extensively studied by a number of groups.
Recently,Meinel and his collaborators have been looking at several decays of baryons
with b or c quarks [14]. Rare decays involving flavor changing neutral currents
(FCNC) are a good place to look for new physics as FCNC processes vanish at the
tree level. These processes also may involve third row CKM matrix elements and
provide an alternative to B(s) meson mixing for determining |Vtd| and |Vts|. Meson
mixing is covered by FLAG.

Reference [3] provides the best values for B(s) meson decay constants. (See
Fig. 32.5). Errors are < 1.3MeV or 0.7%. There is good agreement with earlier
calculations that have errors as small as 5–7MeV. To exploit these results to get
|Vub|, we await precise results from Belle II for B → τν, as the difference between
BaBar and Belle is large [2].

Fig. 32.5 Comparison of
recent calculations of fB+
and fBs with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1
and 2 + 1. From [3]
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Fig. 32.6 L Comparison of several determinations of |Vub| [13]. R Comparison of several deter-
minations of |Vcb| [15]

Turning to bottom hadron semileptonic and rare decays, there are many pos-
sible channels. For |Vub| these include B → π�ν, Bs → K�ν, Bs → K ∗�ν, and
�b → p�ν. For |Vcb|, we might study B → D�ν, B → D∗�ν, Bs → D(∗)

s �ν, and
�b → �c�ν.We can test lepton universality as � can be e,μ, or τ . There are also inter-
esting rare decays such as B0 → μ+μ−, Bs → μ+μ−, Bs → φ�ν, and B → K�+�−.
Unfortunately, there is not enough time to cover all of these decays. Let’s consider the
long standing difference between CKM matrix elements as determined in exclusive
and inclusive decay measurements. In 2015, the form factors needed for B → π�ν
were updated [13] and the resulting value of |Vub| = 3.72(16) × 10−3, was in some-
what better agreement with the inclusive value as seen in Fig. 32.6 (L). The figure
shows several different determinations of |Vub| including one based on �b decay
(triangle) [14]. The inclusive result is plotted as a diamond, unitarity as a circle. The
exclusive value of |Vub| is in good agreement with unitarity, but the inclusive one is
not. As mentioned above, the leptonic decay B → τν could shed light on |Vub|, but
we’ll need to wait for Belle II results for that.

As of 2015, the situation for |Vcb| is depicted in Fig. 32.6 (R). At that time,
exclusive decay processes B → D∗�ν and B → D�ν were both being studied. The
experimental error was larger in the D channel (3.9%) whereas it was just 1.4%
for the D∗ channel. In the figure, w is an alternate kinematic variable equivalent
to q2. The form factor at w = 1 (zero recoil) can be calculated using lattice QCD;
however, it is difficult to get the corresponding experimental value as the differen-
tial decay rate vanishes there, so it is necessary to fit the experimental results as a
function of w. For the D channel, the theoretical form factors were available for
a range of w. The notation HFAG 2014 in the figure indicates that the experimen-
tal input for w = 1 came from the fit of the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (now
HFLAV). In 2016, Bigi and Gambino [16] used updated Belle data for B → D�ν
and the BGL parameterization [17] to obtain |Vcb| = (40.49 ± 0.97) × 10−3. In
2017, Bigi, Gambino, Schacht [18]; and Grinstein and Kobach [19] examined new
Belle data [20] for B → D∗�ν and found a 10% difference when changing between
CLN [21] and BGL parameterizations of the experimental data. Using CLN, they
found (38.2 ± 1.5) × 10−3, and for BGL, they found (41.7 ± 2.0) × 10−3. The PDG
inclusive value for |Vcb| = (42.2 ± 0.8) × 10−3. We see that for B → D∗, exclusive
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and inclusive |Vcb| values are totally compatible, and for B → D, the difference
between inclusive and exclusive determinations is only 1.36σ. Thus, for |Vcb|, the
issue appeared to be resolved at the time of FPCP 2018. However, after the confer-
ence there were new fits to experimental results from BaBar and Belle. Please see
Sect. 8.8 in the latest FLAG review [22], where relevant experimental and theoretical
references can be found.

32.5 Conclusions and Outlook

There has been very significant progress using lattice QCD to calculate hadronic
matrix elements needed for precise evaluation of SM contributions to numerious
decay processes. This theoretical input is essential to determine the CKM matrix. A
number of quantities can now be calculated to sub-percent accuracy. The interplay
between theory and experiment will continue to yield increasingly stringent tests
of the SM. In semileptonic decays, we see some tension with unitarity in the first
and second rows. In the first row, we see slightly >2σ tension with unitarity from
semileptonic K decay. There is some tension between leptonic and semileptonic
determinations of |Vud| and |Vus|. The tests of unitarity in the second row are not
as stringent. The difference between exclusive and inclusive determination of |Vcb|
may be due to how the experimental data had been fit; however, for |Vub| a difference
remains. Although I had hoped to cover some of the other recent observations that
are in tension with the SM predictions, there was not enough time. Future results
from Belle II, BES III, and LHCb, combined with increasingly precise calculations
from lattice QCD, will provide more critical tests of the SM and opportunities to find
evidence of new physics.
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Chapter 33
Measurement of CP Violation
in B0

s → J/ψφ Decays

Konstantin Gizdov

Abstract Precise measurements of CP violation provide stringent tests of the Stan-
dardModel towards a search for signs of NewPhysics. The decay-time dependent CP
asymmetry in B0

s → J/ψφ decays has been measured using proton-proton, pp, colli-
sion data, collected with the LHCb detector. The CP-violating phase φs is measured,
along with the difference in decay widths of the light and heavy mass eigenstates of
the B0

s − B0
s system, and the average B0

s decay width. Discussed are also data-driven
corrections to simulated event samples, and the control of systematic effects using
data control sample. Prospects for the sensitivity that can be achieved with future
LHCb data taking periods will be also given.

33.1 Introduction

The CP-violating phase φs originates from the interference between the mixing
and direct decay of the B0

s mesons to CP eigenstates. Ignoring high-order contri-
butions, it is predicted within the Standard Model (SM) to be −2βs, where βs =
arg(−VtsV ∗

tb/VcsV ∗
cb) [1]. An indirect determination of −2βs = 0.0376+0.0008

−0.0007 rad is
obtained using a global fit to experimental data [3]. Deviation from this prediction
would be a clear sign of so-called New Physics effects, strongly motivating the need
for precise experimental measurements of this quantity [4]. Discussed are the mea-
surements of CP-violating phase φs independently performed using B0

s → J/ψφ,
B0
s → J/ψK+K− as well as measurements of special higher order contributions to

φs from B0
s → J/ψK∗0 and B0

s → J/ψρ0 decay channels. All measurements shown
here use 3 fb−1 of data collected by the LHCb experiment [2] in pp collisions during
Run 1.
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33.2 Status of φs Measurements

33.2.1 Measurement of φs with B0
s → J/ψK+K− in φ (1020)

Region

For neutral B mesons the mass and flavour eigenstates do not coincide. Thus, B0
s

mesons exist as a time-evolving oscillatingmixture |BL ,H 〉 = p|B0
s 〉 ± q|B0

s 〉 of light,
BL , and heavy, BH , mass eigenstates, where p and q are complex parameters, such
that p2 + q2 = 1. The B0

s → J/ψK+K− decay final state is decomposed into four
amplitudes: three P-waves, A0, A‖, A⊥ and one S-wave, AS accounting for the non-
resonantK+K− configuration.Moreover, thefinal state is amixture ofCP-even states,
ηi = +1 for i ∈ {0, ‖} and CP-odd states, ηi = −1 for i ∈ {⊥, S}. Thus, in order to
extract the CP-violating phase φs, a tagged time-dependent angular fit to B0

s →
J/ψK+K− candidates is applied [7]. The phase φs is determined by φs = − arg(λ)

where λ = λi/ηi and λi = q
p

Ai
Ai
. The angular decomposition of the different CP states

uses thedecayhelicity angles as defined inFig. 33.1.TheB0
s → J/ψK+K− candidates

are reconstructed using the decay J/ψ → μ+μ− and φ → K+K−. After applying a
full online, trigger and event reconstruction, as well as offline selection, 95 690 ±
350 signal candidates (Fig. 33.2) of the B0

s → J/ψK+K− are obtained [7]. The fitting
procedure takes into account the flavour tagging efficiency, decay time resolution as
well as decay time and angular acceptances. The decay time resolution is estimated
using a sample of prompt J/ψK+K− combinations produced directly in the pp inter-
actions and it is found to be 46 fs. A sample obtained through a prescaled unbiased
trigger is used in conjunction with the tag-and-probe method to determine the decay
time acceptance from data. The angular acceptance is determined using simulated
events. The combined effective tagging power is (3.73 ± 0.15)% [7]. A weighted
unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed using a signal-only (background
subtracted) Probability Density Function (PDF), as described in [8]. Figure33.3
shows the projections of the decay time and angular distributions. The final results
are φs = −0.058 ± 0.049 ± 0.006 rad, �s = 0.6603 ± 0.0027 ± 0.0015 ps−1 and

θμ

μ+μ−K+K−θK

y

ϕh

x

z

K−

μ−

μ+

B0
s

K+

Fig. 33.1 Decay angles of B0
s → J/ψ(φ → K+K−): θμ is the angle between direction of μ in J/ψ

rest frame and J/ψ direction in B0
s rest frame; θK is the angle between direction of K in φ rest frame

and φ direction in B0
s rest frame ϕh is the angle between decay plane of J/ψ → μμ and φ → KK

decay plane [17]
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Fig. 33.2 Left: Distribution of the m(J/ψK+K−) invariant mass with m(K+K−) in φ(1020)
region [7]—black markers are data, blue line is total fit, red dashed line is signal and green dashed is
combinatorial background. Right: Projection of time-dependent amplitude analysis fit in m(K+K−)
invariant mass above φ(1020) region with contributing components [9]
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Fig. 33.3 Decay time and angle distributions for B0
s → J/ψK+K− decays (black markers) with

the one-dimensional projections of the PDF. The solid blue line shows the total signal contribution,
which is composed of CP-even (long-dashed red), CP-odd (short-dashed green) and S-wave (dotted-
dashed purple) contributions [7]


�s = 0.0805 ± 0.0091 ± 0.0032 ps−1 [7]. The dominant contribution to the sys-
tematic uncertainty of φs is given by the decay time and angular efficiency and
background subtraction.
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33.2.2 Measurement of φs with B0
s → J/ψK+K− with

m(K+K−) Above φ (1020) Region

The measurement of the phase φs has been performed in the B0
s → J/ψK+K− decay

with K+K− invariant mass larger than 1050MeV/c2 [9], which is above the φ(1020)
resonance region. The important difference between both decay analyses is the mod-
elling of the m(K+K−) distribution, which is included to distinguish different reso-
nant and non-resonant contributions. The decay time acceptance is determined with
the same method as described in [10] by using the control channel B0 → J/ψK∗0.
The K+K− mass spectrum is fitted by considering the different contributions found
in the time-dependent amplitude analysis as shown in Fig. 33.2. The final fit has
been performed allowing eight independent sets of CP-violating parameters: three
corresponding to φ(1020) transversity states, K+K− S-wave, f2(1270), f

′
2(1525),

φ(1680) and the combination of the two high-mass f2(1750) and f2(1950) states.
The CP-violating parameters measurement of B0

s → J/ψK+K− in high m(K+K−)
region is φs = 0.119 ± 0.107 ± 0.034 rad, �s = 0.650 ± 0.006 ± 0.004 ps−1 and

�s = 0.066 ± 0.018 ± 0.006 ps−1. The largest contribution to systematic uncer-
tainty results from the resonance fit model. The combination with the B0

s decay fit
results in the φ(1020) region gives φs = −0.025 ± 0.045 ± 0.008 rad that improves
a precision of the φs measurement by more than 9%.

33.2.3 Measurement of Penguin Diagram Contributions to φs

Additional contributions to the leading b → ccs tree Feynman diagram, as shown
in Fig. 33.4, are thought to be negligible. However, the shift in φs due to these con-
tributions, called hereafter “penguin pollution”, is difficult to compute due to the
non-perturbative nature of the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) processes involved.
Penguin pollution must be measured or constrained in order to exclude its effect on
φs from any BSM searches. As described in [13], U-spin and SU(3) related modes
can be used for this purpose by choosing decay modes in which the tree decay
diagram is suppressed and the “penguin pollution” enhanced. The decay modes of
B0
s → J/ψK∗0 andB0 → J/ψρ0 have been used tomeasure and put constraints on the

Fig. 33.4 Feynman diagrams of possible decays of B0
q → J/ψ X , from left to right: tree-level,

penguin, exchange, penguin-annihilation diagrams
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amount of penguin diagram contributions [15, 16]. The decay mode B0
s → J/ψK∗0

has been normalized to the B0 → J/ψK∗0 mode to determine the branching fraction
and a time-integrated angular fit is performed to measure the φs “penguin pollution”
- 
φs. The B0 → J/ψρ0 decay uses B0

s → J/ψK0
S as normalization channel and a

combination of time-dependent and time-integrated angular fits to measure and dis-
entagle total and partial 
φs. Specifically in the combination of the two modes,
the B0

s → J/ψK∗0 decay includes no penguin annihilation nor exchange diagrams
(Fig. 33.4), but the B0 → J/ψρ0 does, thus the channels can isolate the individ-
ual penguin components. Combining both, the contributions affecting φs have been
constrained to be: 
φs

0 = 0.000+0.009
−0.011

+0.004
−0.009 rad, 
φs

‖ = 0.001+0.010
−0.014 ± 0.008 rad,


φs
⊥ = 0.003+0.010

−0.014 ± 0.008 rad. It can be seen that with the current uncertainty
they are still consistent with zero.

33.2.4 Global Combination

The CP-violating phase and lifetime parameters have been measured by several
experiments over the years, including B0

s → J/ψφ analyses from CDF, D0, ATLAS
and CMS collaborations [18] as well as analyses using several different final
states performed by the LHCb collaboration, two of which discussed here. The
world average result of φs and 
�s measurements from the Heavy Flavour Aver-
aging Group [18] is shown in Fig. 33.5. They find φs = −0.021 ± 0.031 rad and

Fig. 33.5 Left: 68% confidence level regions in 
�s and φs plane obtained from individual con-
tours of CDF, D0, CMS, ATLAS and LHCb measurements and the combined contour [18]. The
expectationwithin the SM [3] is shown as a black thin rectangle. Right: Comparison of φs sensitivity
from different decay modes [19]
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�s = 0.085 ± 0.006 ps−1 that is dominated by the measurements of φs using
B0
s → J/ψK+K− and B0

s → J/ψπ+π−[11] from LHCb collaboration and it is con-
sistent with the SM predictions.

33.3 Summary

Using data collected during Run 1 by the LHCb experiment, the most precise mea-
surements to date of CP-violating phaseφs and the lifetime parameters of theB0

s − B0
s

system are presented. Several measurements are discussed including the precision
dominating B0

s → J/ψφ, multiple-resonance B0
s → J/ψK+K− and rare decays con-

straining the so-called “penguin pollutions”. Currently, the results are compatible
with the SM predictions. Ultimately, in order to reduce the experimental uncertain-
ties and obtain a measurement comparable or better then the theoretical predictions,
new modes are not sufficient. More data has to be included and combined with cur-
rent measurements. Thus, with the coming LHCb Upgrade II, detector performance
and luminosity will increase delivering an estimated φs uncertainty∼ 0.004 rad from
B0
s → J/ψK+K− only and ∼ 0.003 rad from all modes combined at 300 fb−1 [19].

At the same time, higher order effects such as “penguin pollution”will be constrained
to ∼ 0.0015 rad.
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Chapter 34
Measurement of CPV in Charmless
Two-Body B-Hadron Decays to Charged
Hadrons

Emilie Bertholet

Abstract We present the latest results from the LHCb experiment on the measure-
ment of the time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0 → π+π− and B0

s → K+K− in
addition to the time-integrated CP asymmetries in B0 → K+π− and B0

s → π+K−.
The analysis uses a data sample of pp collisions corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 3.0 fb−1, collected with the LHCb detector at center-of-mass energies of 7
and 8 TeV. Evidence for CP violation in B0

s → K+K− is found for the first time with
a significance of 4.0 standard deviations.

34.1 Introduction

The study of CP violation in charmless B-mesons decays offers many opportunities
for testing the standard model and probing for New Physics (NP). In particular,
measurements of CP violation in two-body B0

(s)-meson decays to charged pions
and kaons give valuable input for constraining the angles γ and α of the Unitarity
Triangle and the mixing phases φd and φs. The non-negligible contribution of loop
(penguin) processes in these modes introduces hadronic uncertainties but makes the
observables potentially sensitive to NP. Comparison with results dominated by tree-
level processes provides tests of the SM and constraints on NP. The results presented
here are measurements of the time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0 → π+π− and
B0
s → K+K− decays and of the time-integratedCP asymmetries inB0 → K+π− and

B0
s → π+K−. The analysis is based on a data sample of pp collisions corresponding

to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1, collected with the LHCb detector at center-
of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV and was published in [1].
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34.2 Observables

The eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian describing neutral meson mixing can
be expressed as an admixture of flavour eigenstates

|BH/L〉 = p|B0
(s)〉 ± q|B0

(s), 〉 (34.1)

where p and q are complex parameters which satisfy |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. It is convenient
to define

λf ≡ q

p

Af

Af
, (34.2)

where Af (Af ) is the amplitude for the process B0
(s) → f (B0

(s) → f ).
The time-dependent CP asymmetry can be expressed, assuming CPT invariance,

as a function of �md,s and ��d,s of the mass and width differences of the mass
eigenstates in neutral B-meson system

ACP(t) =
�

B
0
(s)→f

(t) − �B0
(s)→f (t)

�
B
0
(s)→f

(t) + �B0
(s)→f (t)

= −Cf cos(�md,st) + Sf sin(�md,st)

cosh
(��d,s

2 t
) + A��

f sinh
(��d,s

2 t
) , (34.3)

where the observables Cf , Sf and A��
f are defined as

Cf ≡ 1 − |λf |2
1 + |λf |2 , Sf ≡ 2�λf

1 + |λf |2 , A��
f ≡ − 2�λf

1 + |λf |2 , (34.4)

and satisfy the constraint

(Cf)
2 + (Sf)

2 + (A��
f )2 = 1. (34.5)

Assuming no CP violation in the mixing, | q
p | = 1, Cf corresponds to CP violation in

the decay and Sf is CP violation in the interference between mixing and decay. In the
case of theB0 meson, the value of��d is neglected according to current experimental
results [2]. As a consequence, for B0 mesons, (34.3) simplifies and the denominator
is equal to one. The time-integrated CP asymmetry for B0

(s) mesons decaying to a
flavour specific final state f , such as B0 → K+π− and B0

s → π+K−, is given by

ACP = |Af |2 − |Af |2
|Af |2 + |Af |2

. (34.6)

LHCb preformed previous measurements of Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− , CK+K− , SK+K− [3],

AB0

CP and A
B0
s

CP [4] with an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb−1 at center-of-mass energy
of 7 TeV. The observables Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− have also been measured by BABAR [5]
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and Belle [6] and AB0

CP and A
B0
s

CP have been measured by the B-factories [5, 7] and
CDF [8]. All the results are in good agreement with each other.

34.3 Analysis Strategy

34.3.1 Event Selection and Backgrounds

The events are selected online by the trigger. After applying some offline filtering to
reduce the amount of combinatorial background, the candidates are classified into
mutually exclusive samples: π+π−, K+K− and K±π∓. The three main sources of
background are illustrated in Fig. 34.1. The one marked as three-body background
comes from mis-reconstructed three-body decays into two-body decays. This hap-
pens, for example, if one of the daughters goes out of the acceptance of the detector.
This background peaks at a lower mass compared to the signal peak. Another source
of background originates from the cross-feeds, which consist in two-body final states
withmisidentified particles; for example, in the case ofB0 → π+π−, when one of the
π mesons is mis-reconstructed as a K meson. The particle identification requirement
is optimised to reduce the amount of cross-feed to approximately 10% of the signal
yields. The combinatorial background, which comes from random pairing of tracks
of opposite charge, is further reduced using a Boosted Decision Tree algorithm.

34.3.2 Fit Model

TheCP asymmetries are obtained by performing a simultaneous unbinnedmaximum
likelihood fit to the invariant mass, m, the decay time, t, and the predicted decay time
error, δt, the flavour tagging assignment, ξ , and the predicted mistag probability, η,
for the distributions of candidates reconstructed in the π+π−, K+K− and K±π∓
samples. The parameters �md,s, �d,s and ��s are fixed in the fits to HFLAV values
and��d is fixed to 0, refer to Table4 in [1]. The probability density functions (PDFs)
are functions of the observables described in Sect. 34.2 and take into account detector
effects.

In pp collisions, the production rates of b and b quarks are not supposed to be
identical due to the fact that the initial pp state is not a CP eigenstate. This effect is
known as production asymmetry and it is crucial to determine it with precision when
measuringCP violation. In this analysis, the production asymmetry is extracted from
the fit with no need of any external input and is (0.19 ± 0.60)% for B0 mesons and
(2.4 ± 2.1)% for B0

s mesons.
Another effect to be assessed is the detection asymmetry, which describes the fact

that the efficiencies in reconstructing the final state or its charge conjugate differ.
This asymmetry does not affect the modes B0 → π+π− and B0

s → K+K− since in
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both cases, the final state is the same for B0 and B
0
but it has to be taken into account

for B0 → K+π− and B0
s → π+K− decays.

Since we need to differentiate between B0 and B
0
, the flavour tagging is another

important ingredient in the fit. In LHCb, the flavour of the B-meson is tagged at
production. Considering that in pp collisions the b-quarks are produced in pairs of
bb, the tagging can either be done by exploiting the hadronisation tracks of the signal
b-hadron (same side taggers, SS) or thedecayproducts of the otherb-hadron (opposite
side taggers, OS). Each class of taggers has its proper algorithm and performance.
For example, the OS taggers act in the same way on B0 and B0

s , which is not the
case for the SS taggers. The mistag probability has an influence on the amplitude of
the asymmetry as a function of the decay time, the higher the probability of mistag
the smaller the amplitude of the asymmetry. It is estimated by an artificial neural
network and then calibrated via control channels. Combining the different taggers,
the tagging-power in this analysis is of the order of 4% for B0 → π+π− and 3.7%
for B0

s → K+K−.
The decay time resolution, σt , has an impact on the sensitivity to the CP observ-

ables. It induces a dilution factor on Cf and Sf given by

Dσt = e− 1
2 �m2

d,sσ
2
t . (34.7)

ForB0 decays,�md is small and the dilution factor can be neglected. On the contrary,
for B0

s , �ms is large and the dilution can no longer be neglected. The resolution
function is modelled as a sum of two gaussians and the different parameters are
taken from data and from simulation.

34.3.3 Systematic Uncertainties

Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered in this analysis. The impact
of the knowledge of external inputs on the values of the CP asymmetries is evaluated
by repeating the fit to data each time modifying the values of these parameters. The
systematic uncertainties on the fit are estimated by generating and fitting several
pseudo-experiments according to the baseline model. The detailed list of systematic
uncertainties can be found in Table5 of the paper [1].

34.4 Results and Conclusions

The distributions of the different fit variables for the π+π− sample are given in
Fig. 34.1. The time-dependent CP asymmetries are obtained by considering candi-
dates in an interval around the mass of the B0

(s) meson. The results are shown for the
π+π− sample in Fig. 34.2, split between OS and SS taggers. For the other samples
refer to the paper [1].
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34.5 Final Results and Conclusion

The results for the time-dependent CP violation in B0 → π+π− and B0
s → K+K−

decays and for CP asymmetries in B0 → K+π− and B0
s → π+K− are

AB0

CP = −0.084 ± 0.004 ± 0.003,

A
B0
s

CP = 0.213 ± 0.015 ± 0.007,

Cπ+π− = −0.34 ± 0.06 ± 0.01,

Sπ+π− = −0.63 ± 0.05 ± 0.01,

CK+K− = 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02,

SK+K− = 0.18 ± 0.06 ± 0.02,

A��
K+K− = −0.79 ± 0.07 ± 0.10,

where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. The parameter
A��

K+K− was measured for the first time. These results are consistent with those of the
previous LHCb analysis [3, 4] and are of greater precision. LHCb now dominates

the world average for Cπ+π− , Sπ+π− , AB0

CP and A
B0
s

CP.
The significance for (CK+K− , SK+K− , A��

K+K−) to differ from (0, 0, −1) is estimated
to be 4.0 standard deviations, which consists in the strongest evidence for time-
dependent CP violation in the B0

rms sector to date.
This analysis was performed with 3 fb−1 of run 1 data. Improving the sensitivity,

by using a larger dataset, may lead to a discovery of CP violation in B0
s sector.
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Chapter 35
Precision Measurements of the CKM
Parameters (Mainly γ/φ3
Measurements)

Prasanth Krishnan

Abstract The CKM angle γ/φ3 is the only one that is accessible with tree level
decays in a theoretically clean way such that it provides a precision test of C P
violation in the standardmodel. TheBelle II experiment is a substantial upgrade of the
Belle detector and will operate at the SuperKEKB asymmetric-energy e+e− collider.
The accelerator has already successfully completed the first phase of commissioning
in 2016 and first e+e− collisions in Belle II happened during April 2018. The design
luminosity of SuperKEKB is 8 × 1035 cm−2s−1 and the Belle II experiment aims
to record 50 ab−1 of data, a factor of 50 more than its predecessor (Belle). The key
method to measure φ3 is through interference between the B− → D0K − and B− →
D̄0K − decays which occurs if the final state of the charm-meson decay is accessible
to both the D0 and D̄0 mesons. To achieve the best sensitivity, a large variety of
D and B decay modes are required, which is possible at the Belle II experiment as
almost any final state can be reconstructed including those with photons. With the
ultimate Belle II data sample of 50 ab−1, a determination of φ3 with a precision of
1◦ or better is foreseen. We explain herein the details of the planned measurement at
Belle II.

35.1 Introduction

At present, the current uncertainty on γ/φ3 is approximately 5◦, still worse by a
factor 10 with respect to φ1 = (21.9 ± 0.7)◦ [1]. From CKMfitter [1], we find that
the uncertainties on the CKM parameters measured from tree-level processes are
larger than those from measurements of loop level diagrams. Thus, it is important
to reduce the error on φ3 to test the validity of the standard model (SM). One of the
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Fig. 35.1 Color-favored (left) and -suppressed (right) B− → DK − processes

reasons for this is the relative small branching fraction of the decays involved in the
measurement owing to non-diagonal CKM matrix elements, since

φ3 ≡ arg

(
−VudV∗

ub

VcdV∗
cb

)
, (35.1)

where Vij is the weak vertex factor for a quark transition i → j . Thus, with more
data, we can improve the dominant statistical uncertainty of the measurement.

The angle φ3 can be extracted via interference between the color-favored
B− → D0K − and color-suppressed B− → D̄0K − decays as shown in Fig. 35.1.
These are pure tree-level processes, hence theoretically clean. The correction to
these processes is only O(10−7) [2]. If the amplitude for the color-favored decay is
Afav, then for the color-suppressed one (Asup), it is AfavrBei(δB−φ3), where δB is the
strong phase difference between the decay processes, φ3 is the weak phase, and

rB = | Asup |
| Afav | . (35.2)

For B → DK decays, rB ∼ 0.1, whereas for B → Dπ, rB ∼ 0.05. Though
B → Dπ decays are not very sensitive to rB and φ3, we can use them as the control
sample for B → DK to eliminate most of the systematic uncertainties.

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: Sect. 35.2 describes the
methods and constraints to extract φ3, Sect. 35.3 describes the potential φ3 sensitivity
from the Belle II experiment, as well as preliminary results from the Belle II phase
2 data. Section35.4 gives the summary.

35.2 Methods for φ3 Extraction

We classify the methods used to extract φ3 according to the D meson final state:

(i) GLW [3] method: C P eigenstates such as K +K −, π+π−, K 0
Sπ

0,
(ii) ADS [4] method: doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed states such as K + X−, where X−

can be π−,π−π0,π−π−π+, and
(iii) GGSZ [5] method: self-conjugate multibody states such as K 0

Sπ
+π−, K +

S K +
K −, K 0

Sπ
+π−π0.
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In both GLW and ADS methods, φ3-sensitive parameters can be extracted by
taking a ratio between the suppressed and favored decay rates and a measure-
ment of asymmetries between them. We obtain four GLW parameters R±

C P = 1 +
r2B ± 2rBδB cosφ3 and A±

CP = ±2rB sin δB sin φ3/R±
C P , and two ADS parameters

RADS = r2B + r2D + 2rBrD cos(δB + δD) cosφ3 and AADS = 2rBrD sin(δBδD) sin φ3

/RADS for the φ3 extraction. Here, rD and δD are the ratio of the amplitudes of the
suppressed and favored D decays, and the D strong phase, respectively. These are
external inputs from charm measurements.

An inclusive approach leads to almost zero sensitivity for the GGSZmodes. Thus,
we bin the Dalitz space into region with differing strong phases, which allows φ3 to
be determined from a single channel in amodel-independent manner. This eliminates
the model-dependent systematic uncertainty in the measurement. Fraction of D0 and
D̄0 events in bin i , called Ki and K̄i can be obtained from D∗± → Dπ± decays
at B-factories, which reduces the statistical uncertainty thanks to their large data
samples. But, we need the information of these strong phases, ci and si , as external
inputs from the charm factory experiments CLEO-c or BESIII, where the quantum-
entangled D0 D̄0 pairs are produced via e+e− → ψ(3770) → D0 D̄0. Here, ci and
si correspond to the amplitude weighted average cosine and sine of the strong phase
difference between D0 and D̄0 decay in the i th bin. An optimal binning scheme is
needed to obtain the maximal sensitivity. Figure35.2 shows the Dalitz plot and the
ci and si values for the golden mode B± → D(K 0

Sπ
+π−)K ± [6].

TheBelle combinedmeasurement isφ3 = (73+13
−15)

◦ [1], which is dominated by the
GGSZmethod. Similarly, the BaBar Collaboration combined all their measurements
to give a value φ3 = (69+17

−16)
◦ [7]. The LHCb Collaboration finds φ3 = (74.0+5.0

−5.8)
◦

[8] by combining all their measurements. While B-factories used their full data sets,
LHCb results are based on the Run I data. Combining these three results, we obtain
φ3 = (73.5+4.2

−5.1)
◦ [1], which is currently dominated by the results from LHCb.

Fig. 35.2 Binned Dalitz plot and corresponding ci , si values for D → K 0
Sπ+π− decays
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35.3 Sensitivity from the Belle II Experiment

The Belle II experiment will start collecting data from early 2019 with all its sub-
detectors. It will accumulate 50 ab−1 data, about 50 times that of its predecessor, with
an instantaneous luminosity of 8 × 1035 cm−2s−1. Belle II will also have better K/π
separation capability with the central drift chamber, imaging time-of-propagation
and ring imaging Cherenkov counters, which work in different K/π momentum
ranges. An improved K 0

S reconstruction efficiency is expected, mainly due to the
larger acceptance of the silicon vertex detector. All this will result in a substantially
improved precision measurements. More details can be found in [9].

Currently, the φ3 sensitivity is dominated by the statistical uncertainty from the
number of reconstructed B decays. Thus, by going from aBelle integrated luminosity
of 711 fb−1 to 50 ab−1, the sensitivity is expected to get a significant boost. The
major background is continuum events, coming from e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, s, c)
due to their large cross-section. As signal hides behind this large background, we
need to eliminate the latter as much as we can to get a better sensitivity. The aim
is to reach a precision of 1◦ with the full data sample, combining improvements
obtained from K/π separation, K 0

S reconstruction, and continuum suppression. This
would allow us to probe for possible new physics contributions, that can potentially
cause a shift in the value of φ3 by ±4◦ [10]. We perform a toy study with the golden
mode B± → D(K 0

Sπ
+π−)K ±, which results in the expected sensitivity as a function

of integrated luminosity in Fig. 35.3. By adding more modes, such as B → D∗K ,
B± → D(K 0

S K +K −)K ±, we can further improve the sensitivity and approach the
1◦ precision.

Fig. 35.3 φ3 sensitivity with the amount of data collected at Belle II. The red arrow indicates the
expected sensitivity from the 50 ab−1 sample
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Fig. 35.4 Comparison of K 0
S reconstruction with the Belle II data and MC events

Fig. 35.5 Mi (left) and �M (right) distributions for the D∗ tagged modes D → K 0
Sπ+π− (top)

and D → K 0
Sπ0 (bottom)

Recently, Belle II successfully recorded data with all but for the vertex detector
during April-July 2018. It has accumulated a data sample corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 472 pb−1. Figure35.4 shows a comparison between data and
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations for the reconstruction of K 0

S candidates in Belle II.
The invariant mass resolution is already showing a good agreement between data
and MC events.

We perform the reconstruction of D∗± → Dπ±, D → K 0
Sπ

+π− and the C P
mode D0 → K 0

Sπ
0, which are shown in Fig. 35.5. The plotted variables are

Mi (i = K 0
Sπ

+π−or K 0
Sπ

0), where Mi is the invariant mass of the final state i ,
and �M , the reconstructed mass difference between M(i)π± and Mi . The signal-to-
background ratio is already good in both cases, and the reconstruction of D → K 0

Sπ
0

shows the capability of Belle II for neutral particle reconstruction (Fig. 35.5).
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Fig. 35.6 �E (left) and Mbc (right) distributions for various B modes

We perform the “rediscovery” of the B meson from these data. We have accumu-
lated about 100 B candidates in which the majority are from the B± → Dπ± mode,
which is the control channel for the φ3 extraction; corresponding distributions of fit
variables are shown in Fig. 35.6. The variables are the energy difference�E = E∗

B −
E∗
beam and the beam-energy constrained mass Mbc = √

(E∗
beam/c2)2 − (p∗

B/c)2,
where E∗

B and p∗
B are the energy and momentum of the B meson candidate, and

E∗
beam is the beam energy, all calculated in the center-of-mass frame.

35.4 Summary

At Belle and Belle II, the GGSZ method will have the largest impact on the φ3

sensitivity. Simulation studies show that a precision of 3◦ is achievable inBelle IIwith
the D → K 0

Sπ
+π− mode alone, even without the full benefit particle identification,

K 0
S finding and continuum suppression. By combining it with all other modes and

improved reconstruction algorithm, we can go closer to the goal of 1◦ precision.
Preliminary results from the recently concluded run of Belle II without the vertex
detector show promising results.
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Chapter 36
Input from the Charm Threshold for the
Measurement of the CKM Angle γ

P. K. Resmi

Abstract A brief overview of the inputs from charm threshold that are essential
to the determination of one of the Unitarity Triangle angles, γ is presented. The
focus is on the measurements of four-body final states that have not previously been
considered: D0 → K 0

Sπ
+π−π0 and D0 → π+π−π+π−.

36.1 Introduction

Among the three CKM [1, 2] angles, the uncertainty on γ is much worse than
that on β. This is due to the small branching fraction of decays sensitive to γ. An
improved measurement of γ is essential for testing the standard model description of
CP violation. The decays B± → DK ±, where D indicates a neutral charm meson
reconstructed in a final state common to both D0 and D̄0, provide CP-violating
observables and they can be used for measuring γ by analysing data collected at
detectors such as BaBar, Belle, LHCb or the future Belle II experiment. These are
tree-level decays and hence the theoretical uncertainty is O(10−7) [3].

There are different methods of measuring γ depending on the D final state. If
both D0 and D̄0 decay to a CP eigenstate such as K 0

Sπ
0 or K +K −, then the GLW

formalism [4, 5] is used for themeasurement.When the D mesondecays intoCabibbo
favoured and doubly Cabibbo suppressed final states like K ∓π±, the ADS method
[6] is used for the extraction of γ. In these methods, asymmetry parameters and
charge-averaged rates are measured from which γ is extracted. Multibody D decays
like K ∓π±π0 or K ∓π±π±π∓ can be analysed using this method if coherence factor
κ is known [7]. The GGSZ framework [8] is used when D decays to multibody self-
conjugate final states like K 0

Sπ
+π−, K 0

S K +K −, K 0
Sπ

+π−π0 or π+π−π+π−. The
framework is implemented in a model-independent method via a binned Dalitz plot
analysis of the D final state.
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36.2 Charm Inputs

The global average of γ is driven mostly by inputs from ADS and GGSZ mea-
surements. The ADS method needs inputs from D decays: rD and δD , the ratio
of suppressed and favoured D decay amplitudes and D strong-phase respectively.
For the ADS analysis of multibody D decays, the coherence factor κ is needed as
input. It modulates the interference terms in the asymmetry parameters and varies
between zero and one depending on whether there are many overlapping resonances
contributing or a few isolated resonances. D decay inputs ci and si , the amplitude
weighted average of the cosine and sine of the strong phase difference between D0

and D̄0 in different regions of phase space, are needed for a GGSZ style γ extraction.
New multibody D modes can be explored in GLW framework, if CP content F+ is
known. The interference terms in the asymmetry parameters will be modulated by
(2F+ − 1).

As the results are statistically limited, measuring these charm inputs from B data
leads to further loss in precision. So it is essential to measure them at a charm
factory like CLEO-c where quantum-correlated DD̄ mesons are produced in e+e−
collisions at an energy corresponding to ψ(3770) resonance. The current CLEO-c
inputs contributes 2◦ to the γ uncertainty [9]. In future, when B statistics is expected
to increase, the inputs from BES III experiment will be imperative.

36.2.1 Quantum Correlated D Mesons at CLEO-c

The D meson pairs are produced coherently in a C = −1 state from ψ(3770) decay.
Thus the wave function becomes antisymmetric. The decay rate depends on the CP
eigenvalue of each D final state. If they have oppositeCP , then there will be two-fold
enhancement in the yield and the yield will be zero when both are of same CP. It
changes with them being quasi-CP states or self-conjugate states.

CLEO-c detector has a good 4π solid angle coverage and hence full reconstruction
of a DD̄ event is possible. High efficiencies for track and photon reconstruction are
also a feature of CLEO-c.

36.3 Results

A number of D final states have been studied using a data sample corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 0.8 fb−1 collected by CLEO-c. The CP content, ci and si

values and coherence factor κ have been measured for various multibody D decay
modes.
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Fig. 36.1 Binned Dalitz plot for D → K 0
Sπ+π− (left) and measured ci and si values (right). The

circle encloses the region given by c2i + s2i = 1 and the bin number is specified for each point

36.3.1 D → K 0
Sπ

+π−

This is the golden mode to measure γ via the GGSZ formalism, especially at the B
factories. The D Dalitz plot is binned and ci and si values have been extracted in
each of them as shown in Fig. 36.1 [10]. Optimal binning, in terms of sensitivity to
γ, is done with guidance from an amplitude model [11]. Eight symmetric bins have
been constructed with respect to m2+ = m2− line, where m± corresponds to invariant
mass of K 0

Sπ
±.

These inputs have been used by both Belle and LHCb for γ measurements [12,
13]. In the model independent approach, the uncertainty due to modelling is replaced
by the statistical uncertainty from CLEO-c sample.

36.3.2 D → K 0
Sπ

+π−π0

The decay D → K 0
Sπ

+π−π0 has a relatively large branching fraction of 5.2% [14].
This has been analysed against several tag (other D) modes that are CP eigenstates,
self-conjugate states etc. The yields with CP-odd and CP-even tags have been mea-
sured as N+ and N− as given in Fig. 36.2.

The CP content is defined as

F+ = N+

N+ + N− (36.1)
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Fig. 36.2 N+ (left) and N− (right) for D → K 0
Sπ+π−π0 with CP-odd and even tags, respectively.
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Fig. 36.3 Measured and expected yields for D → K 0
Sπ+π−π0 in K 0

Sπ+π− (left) and K 0
Lπ+π−

(right) tag bins. The solid histogram shows the expected yield with best fit F+ and the data points
show the measured yields. The dashed and dotted lines represent the expected yields with F+ = 0
and F+ = 1, respectively

for CP eigenstate tags. K 0
S,Lπ

+π− modes are used as self-conjugate tags. The yield

measured in bins of tag Dalitz space is proportional to 1 − (F sig
+ − 1)(F tag

+ − 1). The
measured and expected yields in KS,Lπ

+π− bins are given in Fig. 36.3.
From both the methods, the average F+ = 0.238 ± 0.018 [15], where the uncer-

tainty includes both statistical and systematic contributions. This suggests that
K 0

Sπ
+π−π0 is significantly CP-odd.

Themultibody decay proceeds via some interesting resonance substructures. They
are CP eigenstates like K 0

Sω (GLW like), Cabibbo favoured states like K ∗−π+π0

(ADS like) etc. The strong-phase information can be extracted from the five dimen-
sional phase space. In the absence of an amplitude model, the phase space is binned
around these resonances. The results are given in Table 36.1 and Fig. 36.4 [15].
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Table 36.1 ci and si results in various bins for K 0
Sπ+π−π0. Bins 1, 6 and 9 are CP self-conjugate,

which implies si = 0

Bin Resonance ci si

1 ω −1.11 ± 0.09+0.02
−0.01 0.00

2 K ∗−ρ+ −0.30 ± 0.05 ± 0.01 −0.03 ± 0.09+0.01
−0.02

3 K ∗+ρ− −0.41 ± 0.07+0.02
−0.01 0.04 ± 0.12+0.01

−0.02

4 K ∗− −0.79 ± 0.09 ± 0.05 −0.44 ± 0.18 ± 0.06

5 K ∗+ −0.62 ± 0.12+0.03
−0.02 0.42 ± 0.20 ± 0.06

6 K ∗0 −0.19 ± 0.11 ± 0.02 0.00

7 ρ+ −0.82 ± 0.11 ± 0.03 −0.11 ± 0.19+0.04
−0.03

8 ρ− −0.63 ± 0.18 ± 0.03 0.23 ± 0.41+0.04
−0.03

9 Remainder −0.69 ± 0.15+0.15
−0.12 0.00

Fig. 36.4 ci and si results in
various bins for K 0

Sπ+π−π0
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The γ sensitivity with these results have been estimated for the expected full data
set of 50 ab−1 at Belle II. With B± → D(K 0

Sπ
+π−π0)K ± decays, it is possible to

reach σγ = 4.4◦ (see Fig. 36.5) [15]. Here, it is assumed that branching fraction ×
efficiency is similar to that of K 0

Sπ
+π−. Improvements are possible with optimal

binning using the knowledge of an amplitude model or finer binning from a large
statistics sample at BES III.

36.3.3 D → π+π−π+π−

The all charged final state of D → π+π−π+π− makes the detection easier at LHCb.
The phase space is analysed to extract ci and si results. Here, binning is done based
on amplitude model [16]. The prominent contributions are a1(1260)+ and ρ(770)0.
The invariant mass projections are shown in Fig. 36.6.
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Fig. 36.5 γ sensitivity with 50 ab−1 dataset at Belle II

Fig. 36.6 Invariant mass projections for ππ combinations. Black points with error bars show data
and black solid line shows the fit projection. The signal component is shown in blue, the background
component in red and the wrongly tagged contribution in green dashed lines

The five dimensional phase space is binned with the variables m+, m−, cos θ+,
cos θ− and φ, where m+(m−) is the invariant mass of π+π+(π−π−) pair, θ+(θ−)

is the helicity angle of π+π+(π−π−) pair and φ is the angle between π+π+ and
π−π− decay planes. The results with optimal binning are given in Fig. 36.7 [17].
These results will contribute to 5◦ uncertainty on γ with 50 fb−1 data after LHCb
phase I upgrade along with 2◦ from B sample statistics. The sensitivity for different
scenarios are presented in Fig. 36.8 [17].

The CP content F+ has also been measured for this mode with CP eigenstates and
K 0

S,Lπ
+π− modes as tags. The N+ and N− results are shown in Fig. 36.9. The average

F+ result obtained is 0.737 ± 0.028 [18]. Consistent results have been obtained using
amplitude model as well as ci and si results [16, 17].
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Fig. 36.7 ci and si results
for D → π+π−π+π−. The
grey regions shows the
model predictions and black
ellipses are measured values
with statistical uncertainties

Fig. 36.8 Sensitivity
predictions with ci and si
results for
D → π+π−π+π−

36.3.4 D → K−π+π−π+

The decay D → K −π+π−π+ can be analysed in ADS formalism to extract γ if
coherence factor κ or RK3π is measured. It will then be treated like a two-body with
single effective strong phase δD . The results obtained with CLEO-c data are shown
in Fig. 36.10 [7].

It has been also shown that D − D̄ mixing results can be used as input for γ
measurements [19]. So charm mixing results for this mode at LHCb [20] are com-
bined with these to obtain more precise values. There exists an amplitude model for
D → K −π+π−π+ decay [21] and this will allow for a more precise measurement of
γ by binning the five dimensional phase space. There is also scope for improvement
to have a much more precise measurement of the coherence factors in those bins
with more data at BES III.
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Fig. 36.9 N+ (left) and N− (right) for D → π+π−π+π− withCP-odd and even tags, respectively.
Yellow region shows the average value

Fig. 36.10 Scans of Δχ2 for
the fit to CLEO-c
observables in RK3π, δK3π

D
parameter space

36.3.5 D → h+h−π0 (h = π, K )

The D → π+π−π0 Dalitz plot is symmetric and it suggests that it is isospin I = 0
state. Further, G-parity suggests that it is an almost pure CP-even eigenstate. So
this could potentially be used for γ extraction in GLW method. It is analysed in
CLEO-c data with CP eigenstates and K 0

S,Lπ
+π− modes as tags. The measured

value of F+ is 0.973 ± 0.017 [18, 22], which confirms that it is an almost pure CP-
even eigenstate. Similar measurement has been done for D → K +K −π0 resulting
in F+ = 0.732 ± 0.055 [18, 22].

The coherence factor has been measured for D → K −π+π0 decay mode to be
RKππ0 = 0.82 ± 0.06 [7]. Since the value is close to 1, the dilution in the ADS
observables due to strong phase from D decay multi-particle phase space is quite
small.
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36.4 Conclusions

Quantum correlated D decays at CLEO-c have been exploited to measure charm
inputs that are used to determine γ from B meson decays. Inputs for GGSZ frame-
work, ci and si , have been measured for KSπ

+π−, K 0
Sπ

+π−π0 and π+π−π+π− final
states. Also, the coherence factor is measured for K −π+π+π−, which can be used in
an ADS formalism to extract γ. The CP content of decays like π+π−π0, K +K −π0

and π+π−π+π− allow for new additions in GLW method. The precision on γ will
reach O(1◦) with LHCb upgrade and Belle II. Therefore, inputs from BES III are
required to prevent thesemeasurements being systematically limited by uncertainties
in the strong-phase measurements of D decays.

Acknowledgements Acknowledge the erstwhile CLEO collaboration members for the privilege
of using the data for the results presented.
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Chapter 37
Estimation of T and CPT Violation
in Neutral B Meson Mixing from Indirect
CP Asymmetry

Anirban Karan and Abinash Kumar Nayak

Abstract CPT invariance is believed to be a sacred symmetry of nature as well
as quantum field theory (QFT). Therefore, it is very important to test the validity
of this assumption experimentally. We have found that the time-dependent indirect
CP asymmetry (A f

C P) involving B decays to a CP eigenstate contains enough
information to measure T and CPT violation in B0 − B̄0 mixing, in addition to the
standardCP -violatingweak phases. The advantages of thismethod are following: (1)
Entangled B0 − B̄0 states are not required and hence this analysis can be carried out
at LHCb, as well as at the B factories, (2) Penguin pollutions need not be neglected,
(3) This approach can be used in both B0

d and B0
s systems.

37.1 Introduction

CPT invariance is assumed to be one of the sacred principles of nature. Our quan-
tum field theory is CPT invariant by construction. According to CPT theorem, any
interaction described by Lorentz invariant local gauge theory must be CPT invari-
ant and hence CPT violation would have a profound impact on physics in general
[1, 2]. So, much attention has been devoted to test the validity of CPT invariance
experimentally.

One strong reason to believe in CPT invariance is the striking equality between
masses or life times of any particle and its antiparticle [3]. But, as these quantities are
mostly dominated by the strong or electromagnetic interactions, one can argue that
there could be very small weak effects which are hard to measure in the differences
of masses or lifetimes of any particle and its antiparticle. Nevertheless, one must
agree that if some CPT violating effects are there in nature at all, they must be very
small otherwise they would have been detected else where. In this regard, neutral
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pseudoscalar meson mixing is a promising area for testing CPT violation [4] as the
mixing is a second-order electroweak process which are dominated by box diagrams.
In addition, as the most general B0 − B̄0 mixing matrix involves T and CP violation
too, we must consider the effects of C P , T and CPT violation together.

The usual method of measuring CPT violation was developed in [5–12] where
entangled B0 B̄0 states are produced from the decay of ϒ(4S), with one meson
decaying to a CP eigenstate (J/ψ KS or J/ψ KL ) and the other one used to tag the
flavour. True T - and C PT -violating asymmetries are measured using this method.
The BaBar Collaboration had implemented this strategy [13, 14], culminating in
a measurement of T violation [15]. Though all the experimental results for CPT
violating parameters, till date, are consistent with zero, an huge improvement in
statistics is expected at LHCb and Belle II. However a different approach is needed
for LHCb as entangled B0 B̄0 states cannot be produced there.

In this work, we show that the time-dependent, indirect CP asymmetry (A f
C P)

involving B decays to aCP eigenstate contains enough information tomeasure T and
CPT violation in B0 − B̄0 mixing as well as the standard CP-violating weak phases.
However, this is an indirect determination of the T - and C PT -violating parameters
as no true T - and C PT -violating asymmetries are measured.

One important point tomention is that our analysis is restricted to T andCPT vio-
lation arising from the B0 − B̄0 mixing matrix alone and not from the decay. If there
are new-physics contributions to B decays, we assume they are C PT -conserving.
Similar approach with slight modification can be applied to B0

s system also.

37.2 Theoretical Formalism

Wewrite theflavour eigenstates as |B0〉 =
(
1
0

)
and |B̄0〉 =

(
0
1

)
. Then ageneral state

can bewritten as |ψ(t)〉 = a(t)|B0〉 + b(t)|B̄0〉 =
(

a(t)
b(t)

)
. The time evolution of this

state is given by Schrödinger equation: i� ∂
∂t |ψ(t)〉 = H |ψ(t)〉. After incorporating

CP, T and CPT violation, the mixing matrix H becomes non-hermitian but can
be expressed in terms of two 2 × 2 hermitian matrices M and Γ , respectively the
mass and decay matrices defined in the (B0, B̄0) basis, as H = M − (i/2)Γ . The
physical states |BL〉 and |BH 〉 are the eigenstates of this mixing matrixH . Now, any
2 × 2 matrix can be expressed in terms of the three Pauli matrices σi and the unit
matrix with complex coefficients:

M − i

2
Γ = E1σ1 + E2σ2 + E3σ3 − i D1 . (37.1)

Comparing both sides of this equation, we obtain
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E1 = Re M12 − i

2
ReΓ12 , E3 = 1

2
(M11 − M22) − i

4
(Γ11 − Γ22) ,

E2 = −Im M12 + i

2
Im Γ12 , D = i

2
(M11 + M22) + 1

4
(Γ11 + Γ22) . (37.2)

Using spherical polar coordinate system, we can define complex numbers E , θ and
φ as follows:

E =
√

E2
1 + E2

2 + E2
3 , E1 = E sin θ cosφ, E2 = E sin θ sin φ, E3 = E cos θ.

(37.3)

Now, the physical states can be written in terms of the flavour states as

|BL〉 = p1|B0〉 + q1|B̄0〉, |BH 〉 = p2|B0〉 − q2|B̄0〉. (37.4)

where p1 = cos θ
2 , q1 = eiφ sin θ

2 , p2 = sin θ
2 and q2 = eiφ cos θ

2 . Defining g± =
1
2 (e

−i HL t ± e−i HH t ), the time evolution of the flavour eigenstates is given by

|B0(t)〉 = (g+ + g− cos θ)|B0〉 + eiφg− sin θ |B̄0〉 , (37.5)

|B̄0(t)〉 = e−iφg− sin θ |B0〉 + (g+ − g− cos θ)|B̄0〉 ,

Now, we consider a final state f to which both B0 and B̄0 can decay and express
the time-dependent decay amplitudes as A (B0(t) → f ) = 〈 f |HΔF=1|B0(t)〉 and
A (B̄0(t) → f ) = 〈 f |HΔF=1|B̄0(t)〉. We define A f ≡ 〈 f |HΔF=1|B0〉,

¯A f ≡ 〈 f |HΔF=1|B̄0〉, M ≡ (MH + ML)/2,ΔM ≡ MH − ML ,Γ ≡ (ΓH + ΓL)/2
and ΔΓ ≡ ΓH − ΓL . Then, we calculate the differential decay rates dΓ f /dt (B0(t)
→ f ) and dΓ f /dt (B̄0(t) → f ), given in the Appendix section.

37.3 T and CPT Violation

The properties of M and Γ have been discussed in [16] (pp. 349–358) in light of
CPT and T violation.

Theorem 1 Independent of T symmetry, if CPT invariance holds, then

M11 = M22 and Γ11 = Γ22 =⇒ E3 = 0 =⇒ θ = π

2
. (37.6)

Theorem 2 If T invariance holds, then, independently of CPT symmetry,

Γ ∗
12

Γ12
= M∗

12

M12
=⇒ Im(E1E∗

2 ) = 0 =⇒ Im φ = 0 . (37.7)
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Theorem 3

ζ is

{
real if CPT holds,

imaginary if T holds.
(37.8)

where, ζ = 〈BL |BH 〉 =
[
cos

θ

2
sin

θ∗

2
− ei(φ−φ∗) sin

θ

2
cos

θ∗

2

]
(37.9)

The above theorems signify that [Re(θ) − π/2] and Im(θ) are CPT violating
parameters whereas Im(φ) is T violating parameter. Note that it is usually said that
the absence of CP violation implies |eiφ| = 1 (i.e. Im(φ) = 0). However, strictly
speaking, this is due to the absence of T violation. The two arguments are equivalent
only if CPT is conserved. In the absence of both T and CPT violation in B0−B̄0

mixing, the parameters θ and φ take the values θ = π
2 and φ = −2βmix where βmix

is the weak phase describing B0 − B̄0 mixing. In the standard model, βmix = β for
the B0

d meson. But in the presence of T and CPT violation, the parameters θ and φ

will deviate from these values. Now, we introduce CPT violating parameters ε1,2 as
well as T violating parameter ε3 and express the mixing parameters θ and φ in terms
of them as

θ = π

2
+ ε1 + i ε2 , φ = −2βmix + i ε3 . (37.10)

The values for ε1, ε2 and ε3 have been reported by the BaBar and Belle Collabo-
rations [17, 18]. Their notation is related to ours as follows:

cos θ ↔ −z , sin θ ↔
√
1 − z2 , eiφ ↔ q

p
, (37.11)

=⇒ ε1 = Re(z) , ε2 = Im(z) , ε3 = 1 −
∣∣∣ q

p

∣∣∣ . (37.12)

ε1 and ε2 are expected to be very small, as they are C PT -violating parameters. As
for ε3, note that |q/p| has been measured at the ϒ(4S) using the same-sign dilepton
asymmetry, assuming CPT conservation [19]:

∣∣∣ q

p

∣∣∣ = 1.0010 ± 0.0008 =⇒ ε3 = −(1.0 ± 0.8) × 10−3 . (37.13)

Thus, ε3 is also very small. The value of yd = ΔΓd/2Γd has been measured to
be small: yd = −0.003 ± 0.015 with the B0

d lifetime of 1.520 ± 0.004 ps [20]. This
means that we can approximate sinh(ΔΓ t/2) 	 ΔΓ t/2 = ydΓd t and cosh(ΔΓ t/2)
	 1. In principle, for large enough times, this approximation will break down. How-
ever, even at time scales ofO(10) ps, the approximation holds to ∼ 10−4 and by this
time most of the B0

d s will have decayed.
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37.4 Time-Dependent Indirect CP Asymmetry

Time-dependent indirect CP asymmetry A f
C P(t) involving B-meson decays to CP

eigenstate is defined as

A f
C P(t) = dΓ/dt (B̄0

d (t) → fC P) − dΓ/dt (B0
d (t) → fC P)

dΓ/dt (B̄0
d (t) → fC P) + dΓ/dt (B0

d (t) → fC P)
. (37.14)

In the limit of CPT and T conservation in the mixing, and ΔΓ = 0, one has the
familiar expression

A f
C P (t) = S sin(ΔMd t) − C cos(ΔMd t), (37.15)

where ϕ ≡ −2βmix − arg[A f ] + arg[A f ], C ≡ |A f |2−|A f |2
|A f |2+|A f |2 , S ≡

√
1 − C2 sin ϕ

(37.16)

Here, C is the direct CP asymmetry and ϕ is the measured weak phase. If there is
no CPT conserving New Physics or penguin pollution, then ϕ cleanly measures a
weak phase and C = 0.

However, in the presence of T and CPT violation in the mixing (37.15), does not
hold. After expanding A f

C P(t), keeping only the linear terms in the small quantities
ε1,2,3 and yd , we obtain,

A f
C P/C PT (t) 	 c0 + c1 cos(ΔMd t) + c2 cos(2ΔMd t) + s1 sin(ΔMd t) + s2 sin(2ΔMd t)

+ c′
1 Γd t cos(ΔMd t) + s′

1 Γd t sin(ΔMd t) , (37.17)

where the coefficients are given by

c0 = ε1 cosϕ + ε3 − 1

2
ε3 sin

2 ϕ , s1 =
√
1 − C2 sin ϕ − ε2 cos

2 ϕ − ε3C sin ϕ ,

c1 = −C − ε3 − ε1 cosϕ − ε2C sin ϕ , s2 = −1

2
ε2 sin

2 ϕ + ε3C sin ϕ ,

c2 = 1

2
ε3 sin

2 ϕ + ε2C sin ϕ , c′
1 = C yd cosϕ , s ′

1 = −1

2
yd sin 2ϕ . (37.18)

The seven pieces have different time dependences so that, by fitting A f
C P/C PT (t)

to the seven time-dependent functions, all coefficients can be extracted.
The five observables c0, c1, c2, s1 and s2 can be used to solve for the five unknown

parameters C , ϕ and ε1,2,3. The parameter C is simply given by

C = −(c0 + c1 + c2) . (37.19)
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The solution for sin ϕ is obtained by solving the following quartic equation:

sin4 ϕ − 2

[
s1 + 2s2
2 − C2

]
sin3 ϕ + 4C

[
C + c2

2 − C2

]
sin2 ϕ

− 4

[
2C2(s1 + s2) − s2

2 − C2

]
sin ϕ −

[
8C c2
2 − C2

]
= 0 . (37.20)

Of course, there are four solutions, but, since the εi are small, the correct solution is
the one that is roughly s1/

√
1 − C2. Finally, ε1, ε2, ε3 are given by

ε1 = c0 secϕ − (2 − sin2 ϕ)(c2 sin ϕ + 2C s2)

(4C2 + sin2 ϕ) sin ϕ cosϕ
,

ε2 = 2 (2C c2 − s2 sin ϕ)

(4C2 + sin2 ϕ) sin ϕ
, ε3 = 2 (c2 sin ϕ + 2C s2)

(4C2 + sin2 ϕ) sin ϕ
. (37.21)

Hence, it is possible to measure the parameters describing T and CPT violation in
B0

d−B̄0
d mixing using the time-dependent indirect CP asymmetry, and this can be

carried out at LHCb as well as at B factories. Knowing ϕ, the value of yd can be
found from measurements of c′

1 and s ′
1. Note that, even if the width difference ΔΓd

between the two B-meson eigenstates vanishes, the T -violating parameter ε3 can
still be extracted, which is contrary to the claim of [7, 10].

In the case of B0
s mesons, ΔΓs is not that small, so the functions sinh (ΔΓs t/2)

and cosh (ΔΓs t/2) must be kept throughout or one should truncate the series of
sinh (ΔΓs t/2) and cosh (ΔΓs t/2) accordingly. This modifies the forms of 37.17, but
the idea does not change.

37.5 CPT Conserving Scenario

Currently, we know that ε3 = −(1.0 ± 0.8) × 10−3 (37.13). Now, assuming noCPT
violation (i.e., ε1 = ε2 = 0), the coefficients c0, c2 and s2 can be expressed in terms
of the measured quantities c1, s1 and ε3 as follows:

c0 = ε3

[
1 − 2s21

(2 − c21 + ε23)
2

]
, c2 = 2s21 ε3

(2 − c21 + ε23)
2

, s2 = −2s1 (c1 + ε3) ε3

(2 − c21 + ε23)
.

(37.22)

The values of c1 and s1 have been measured for several B0
d decays to CP eigenstates

[19], and the value of ε3 is independent of the decay mode. Using these values, we
can estimate c0, c2 and s2 from (37.22), which assumes that CPT is conserved. As
an example, for the final state J/ψ KS , we find
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c0 = (−15.18 ± 15.50) × 10−4 , c2 = (−4.31 ± 4.41) × 10−4 ,

s2 = (0.29 ± 0.43) × 10−4 . (37.23)

Should the measurements of c0, c2 and s2 deviate significantly from the above values,
this would indicate the presence of CPT violation in B0

d−B̄0
d mixing.

37.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that the time-dependent indirect CP asymmetries
involving B0, B̄0 → fC P contain enough information to extract not only the C P-
violating weak phases, but also the parameters describing T and CPT violation in
B0-B̄0 mixing. Thesemeasurements can bemade at theϒ(4S) (e.g., BaBar, Belle) or
at high energies (e.g., LHCb). Penguin pollutions in the decay need not be neglected
and the method can be applied to B0

d - as well as B0
s -meson decays.

Acknowledgements The work reported was done in collaboration with Rahul Sinha and David
London. We thank them for the collaboration.

Appendix

The full expressions for differential decay rates are given by

dΓ

dt
(B0(t) → f ) = 1

2
e−Γ t

[
sinh (ΔΓ t/2)

{
2Re

(
cos θ |Af |2 + eiφ sin θA ∗

f
¯Af

)}

+ cosh (ΔΓ t/2)
{
|A f |2 + | cos θ |2|A f |2 + |eiφ sin θ |2| ¯A f |2

+ 2Re
(
eiφ cos θ∗ sin θA ∗

f
¯Af

) }
+ cos(Mt)

{
|Af |2 − | cos θ |2|Af |2

− |eiφ sin θ |2| ¯A f |2 − 2Re
(
eiφ cos θ∗ sin θA ∗

f
¯Af

) }

− sin(ΔMt)
{
2Im

(
cos θ |Af |2 + eiφ sin θA ∗

f
¯Af

)}]
(37.24)

dΓ

dt
(B̄0(t) → f ) = 1

2
e−Γ t

[
sinh (ΔΓ t/2)

{
2Re

(
− cos θ∗| ¯Af |2 + eiφ

∗
sin θ∗A ∗

f
¯Af

)}

+ cosh (ΔΓ t/2)
{
|A f |2 + | cos θ |2|A f |2 + |e−iφ sin θ |2|A f |2

− 2Re
(
eiφ

∗
cos θ sin θ∗A ∗

f
¯Af

) }
+ cos(Mt)

{
|Af |2 − | cos θ |2|Af |2

− |e−iφ sin θ |2|A f |2 + 2Re
(
eiφ

∗
cos θ sin θ∗A ∗

f
¯Af

) }

+ sin(ΔMt)
{
2Im

(
− cos θ∗| ¯Af |2 + eiφ

∗
sin θ∗A ∗

f
¯Af

)}]
. (37.25)
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Chapter 38
Measurement of the CKM Angle φ3
Using B → DK at Belle II

M. Kumar, K. Lalwani, K. Trabelsi and K. Prasanth

Abstract Wepresent the preliminaryMonteCarlo (MC) study of the B± → D0K ±,
D0 → K 0

Sπ
+π− decays to extract φ3 at the Belle II along. We discuss here the

improvement in φ3 measurement one may expect at Belle II with 50 ab−1. We also
present preliminary reconstruction of the K 0

S and D0 → K 0
Sπ

+π− using the Phase
II data and compared with MC.

38.1 Introduction

The CKM angle φ3 is one of the least well constrained parameters of the Unitarity
Triangle [1, 2]. The precise measurement of φ3 is highly desirable to scrutinise
the consistency of the Standard Model and to detect presence of new physics. The
measurement that currently dominates sensitivity to φ3 uses B± → D0K ± decays
with the neutral D mesons decaying to different final states such as K +K −, K +π−,
K 0

Sπ
+π− etc.

As the sensitivity of φ3 comes from the interference of b → cus and b → ucs,
therefore, measurement of φ3 is performed by exploiting the difference between
K 0

Sπ
+π− Dalitz plots for D mesons from B+ and B− decay. The measurement of

φ3 from B± → D0K ± and B± → D
0
K ± decays is theoretically clean as they occur

at the tree level as shown in Fig. 38.1. Various methods [4, 5] for extracting φ3 have
been proposed, from which the Dalitz plot analysis method [6] is one of the novel
methods. There have been many efforts by BaBar, Belle and LHCb collaborations
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Fig. 38.1 Feynman diagram for B− → D0K − (left) and B− → D
0

K − (right) [3]

Table 38.1 Previous results for the measurement of φ3

Sr. No. Experiment Measurement of φ3

1 Belle
(
73+13

−15

)◦
[7]

2 BaBar
(
69+17

−16

)◦
[8]

3 LHCb
(
74+5.0

−5.8

)◦
[9]

Fig. 38.2 The distribution shows the expected uncertainty(<σφ3>) versus luminosity on φ3 [12],
which explains the expected uncertainty on the measurement of φ3 at integrated luminosity of 50
ab−1 is 3◦. It may also improve by adding more modes, such as B± → D0(K 0

S K +K −)K ±

to measure this angle but due to the small data samples so far produced, φ3 is poorly
determined (Table 38.1). Therefore, an independent measurement with high statis-
tics is required to measure φ3, as the measurement is dominated by the statistical
uncertainty. In this work, we present the preliminary MC study of B± → D0K ± to
extract φ3 using the 50 ab−1 data to be accumulated by the Belle II detector. The
Belle II [10] experiment at the SuperKEKB asymmetric e+e− collider [11], will
accumulate the collision data at an unprecedented instantaneous luminosity of 8 ×
1035 cm−2s−1, which is 40 times larger than Belle experiment. Figure 38.2 shows
how the expected uncertainty on φ3 scale with luminosity based on toy Monte Carlo
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studies. It shows that the expected uncertainty with integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1

is approximately 3◦. In addition, Belle II will also have a better particle identification
with the Central Drift Chamber (CDC), Time of Propagation (TOP) and the Aero-
gel Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter (ARICH), which is functioning in different
momentum ranges [10]. Due to larger acceptance of the detector, an improved recon-
struction efficiency of K 0

S is anticipated. Recently, Belle II successfully completed
its Phase II and collected 478 pb−1. Here, Phase II data is incorporating single ladder
per layer of the vertex detector and all other subdetectors. However, when the poster
was shown, available data was 250 pb−1. Therefore, the plots here are with 250 pb−1.

38.2 Preliminary Results from Phase II Data

The analysis begins with the reconstruction of K 0
S from the two charged tracks of

π+ and π−. The invariant mass of K 0
S is shown in Fig. 38.3 (left) with MC samples

collected at integrated luminosity 1 fb−1 and with Phase II data shown in Fig. 38.3
(right). Here, black points are data and red line is fitting. As can be seen from the
figure, the invariant mass resolution shows the good aggrement between data and
MC. Further, the D0 is reconstructed from one K 0

S and two charged tracks of π
+ and

π− followed by the inclusive decay of D∗± → D0(K 0
Sπ

+π−)π±. Invariant mass of
D0 is shown in Fig. 38.4 (left) and �M is shown in Fig. 38.4 (right). Here, �M is
the mass difference between the D∗± and D candidates. The reconstruction of B
meson is in progress by using the two important variables, energy difference, �E =∑

Ei − Ebeam and the beam constrainedmass, Mbc =
√

(Ebeam)2 − ∑
(
−→pi )2, where

Ebeam is the center-of-mass (CM) beam energy, Ei and pi are the CM energies and
momenta of B candidates decay product.

Fig. 38.3 Invariant mass of K 0
S with MC (left) and data (right)
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Fig. 38.4 Invariant mass (left) and �M (right) for D∗ tagged mode D0 → K 0
Sπ+π− shown with

Phase II data

38.3 Summary

The large statistics with Belle II at SuperKEKB will provide a substantial improve-
ment in the precision of φ3 with the full 50 ab−1 data sample. Extrapolated results are
expected to provide a more precise measurement of the CKM angle φ3 at integrated
luminosity 50 ab−1. Invariant masses of K 0

S and D0 are reconstructed and compared
with MC and Phase II data. The reconstruction of B meson is in progress.
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Chapter 39
NOvA Oscillation Results

V. Bhatnagar

Abstract The NOvA experiment is a long baseline oscillation experiment designed
to measure the rates of electron neutrino appearance and muon neutrino disappear-
ance. It uses the NuMI beam that has recently been upgraded to 700 kW as the
neutrino beam source. The NOvA near detector is placed onsite at Fermilab, 800 m
from the NuMI target while the far detector is placed 810 km away at a site near
Ash River, Minnesota, both the detectors being functionally identical and 14.6 mrad
off-axis w.r.t the NuMI beam. The primary physics goal of the experiment include
precise measurement of θ23, CP violating phase δC P and the neutrino mass hierarchy.
This work is a proceeding to a talk describing the experiment and the latest νμ → νμ

and νμ → νe oscillation results based on the exposure equivalent to 8.85 × 1020 for
the neutrino and 6.9 × 1020 for the antineutrino beam.

39.1 Introduction

The discovery of neutrino oscillations has shown that neutrinos aremassive and paved
the way for the measurements of the neutrino masses and their mixing expressed
in terms of θ12, θ23, θ13 and CP violating phase δC P . Neutrino experiments have
previously measured three mixing angles and the squared mass differences between
the mass eigenstates: m2

1 − m2
2, m2

2 − m2
3. The unresolved problems are those of the

CP violation parameter and the neutrino mass hierarchy. The NOvA experiment is
looking for νe in a predominantly νμ beam, with a baseline of 810 km together with
the upgrades in the NuMI beam intensity, it is capable of measuring the CP violating
phase δC P , neutrino mass hierarchy along with providing strong constraints on the
θ23 octant and �m2

32.
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39.2 The NOvA Experiment

The NOvA experiment has its 0.3 kt near detector placed close to the NuMI neutrino
source observing an intense beam of neutrinos and has a massive 14 kt far detector
placed 810 km away ensuring enough statistics and neutrino interactions for making
the oscillation parameter measurements.

39.2.1 NOvA Physics Goals

The NOvA experiment measures the νμ(νμ) → νμ(νμ) disappearnce probability
enabling the precise measurement of the atmospheric oscillation parameters �m2

32
and θ23. The appearance probability νμ(νμ) → νe(νe) helps inverstigating (a) CP
violating phase δC P , (b) the neutrino mass hierarchy, if normal (NH) or inverted (IH)
(c) the mixing angle θ13 and the θ23 octant. The appearnce probability of the electron
neutrino in a muon neutrino beam is given by

P(νμ → νe) ≈
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

√

Patme
−i

(
�m2

32L

4E +δC P

)

+ √

Psol

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

2

(39.1)

where Patm = sin θ23 sin2 2θ13 sin2
�m2

32L
4E .

The above (39.1) shows that the νe appearance probability and hence the precision
of the measurement of δcp and mass hierarchy depends on the mixing angle θ23. The
electron neutrino (νe) can undergo a W exchange with the electrons in the matter
they pass through giving rise to an extra interaction potential VW proportional to G F ,
the Fermi coupling constant and Ne, the number of electrons per unit volume.

VW = +√
2G F Ne (39.2)

This interaction potential shown in (39.2) changes sign if the beam has νe instead
of νe. This extra interaction potential modifying the oscillation probabilty in matter
compared to that in vacuum depends on the neutrino mass hierarchy and provides
an extra handle on the same. Because of both the detectors being extremely huge, it
can be also used to study the neutrino cross-sections, sterile neutrinos, supernovae
and exotic searches.

39.2.2 The NuMI Beam

The neutrino beam characteristics play an important role in deciding the physics
reach of an experiment. The NuMI beam (neutrinos at the Main Injector) provides
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Fig. 39.1 Schematic of the NuMI Beam. Protons from the main injector impinge on the graphite
target. The secondary mesons (π± and K ±) are focused by two magnetic horns induced with a
current of 200 kA. Reversing the polarity of the horns focusses the hadron with opposite charge-
sign, that enables running in both neutrino and anti-neutrino mode [1]

the neutrino beam to both the NOvA detectors. With the recent upgrades from to
700 kW in the beam power, it is currently the most powerful source of neutrino
beam. The 120 GeV proton beam from the Main Injector collides with a graphite
target producing mesons mainly pions and kaons, subsequently decaying to muon
and muon neutrinos (Fig. 39.1).

The NOvA detectors placed 14 mrad off-axis w.r.t the NuMI beam will observe
a very narrow band beam peaked at 2 GeV which is close to νμ → νe oscillation
maximum (1.6 GeV at 810 km).

39.2.3 NOvA Detectors

The NOvA detectors are highly segmented and 65% active tracking calorimeters.
The extruded PVC cells filled with liquid scintillator make the basic unit of both
the near and far detectors. These PVC cells with cross-sectional size (6 cm) ×
(4 cm) extending to the full width or height of the detectors (4.1 m in ND and 15.6
m in FD) provide segmentation and overall structure to the detectors. The cells are
filled with liquid scintillator which is mostly mineral oil with 5% pseudocumene
(the main scintillant). The particles traversing the cell excite the scintillator and the
emitted light from the scintillator is transported from the cell by awavelength shifting
fiber to a pixel of 32-channel avalanche photo diode (APD) for the readout. The far
detector has 344,000 PVC cells divided in 896 planes where as the near detector
has 20,192 cells arranged in 214 planes. The planes are orthogonal to each other
allowing 3D reconstruction of the particle trajectories. The detectors’ granularity is
well suited for electro-magnetic shower identification as the PVC cell dimensions
are much smaller than the radiation length (38 cm) in the detector (Fig. 39.2).
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Fig. 39.2 The 3D schematic of the NOvA particle detector showing the top and side view. The
readout is done in both the top and side views allowing the 3D reconstruction of the particle
trajectories [2]

39.2.4 The Neutrino Interaction Classifier-CVN

Convolutional Neural network (CNNs) is widely used in the field of computer vision
for image recognition. NOvA has pioneered the use of CNNs for particle classifica-
tion in neutrino physics. NOvA has developed its own CNN, called CVN (convolu-
tional visual network) for identifying the neutrino interaction [2]. Each interaction
topology is treated as an image with cells as pixels and charge as color value. The
convolutional layers optimally extract features from the images providing good seper-
ation between the different interaction modes. The CVN characterizes the neutrino
events into νμ CC, νe CC, NC and cosmic interaction types (Fig. 39.3).

39.2.5 The Neutrino Interaction Tuning

NOvA uses GENIE for neutrino event generation. The NOvA’s energy range 1–4
GeV lies in a region which allows interplay between different inetraction modes
e.g. Resonance, quasi-elastic, Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS), and 2p-2h Meson
Exchange Current (MEC). Each of these channels have different selection efficiency
and reconstructed energy biases. The relative contribution of each of the interactions
in the simulations should be correct for the oscillation analyses. The hadronic energy
distribution for νμ + νμ CC events show disagreement with the default genie predic-
tion. The event excess observed in the data was explained by the MEC events that
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Fig. 39.3 Simulated νμ CC event. Some track activity is visible in one of the feature maps [3]

Fig. 39.4 Visible hadronic
energy distribution for the
near detector νμ + νμ CC
events showing discrepancy
between the data and the
GENIE prediction [4]

improved the discrepancy significantly. It was used for the first time in the second
oscillation analyses in 2016, the treatment of 2p-2h has grown more sophisticated
since then and new 2p-2h models have been added to GENIE (Fig. 39.4).

The understanding of the nuclear effects and neutrino-nuclues interactions needs
to be enhanced for limiting the systematic errors on the oscillation parameters. NOvA
uses external information from other experiments as well its own near detector’s data
to tune the neutrino interaction models.

39.3 Experimental Results

The NOvA experiment recently published its oscillation results for νμ → νμ and
νμ → νe corresponding to an exposure of 8.85 × 1020 for the neutrino beam and
6.9 × 1020 for the anti-neutrino beam.
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Table 39.1 Best Fit values of the oscillation parameters in νμ and νe joint fit

Oscillation Parameter Values

�m2
32 2.51 + 0.02(−0.08) × 10−3eV 2

sin2 θ23 0.58 ± 0.03 (Upper Octant)

δC P (π) 0.17π

39.3.1 νμ Disappearance and νe Appearance

In the νμ disappearance analysis, 113 events are observed in the neutrino mode
(expected 730 + 38(−49)(systematics) without oscillations) and 65 events are
observed in the antineutrino mode (expected 266 + 12(−14)(systematics) without
oscillations).The combined data of neutrino and antineutrino beams are fitted assum-
ing CPT invariance. We observe 113 events and expect 126 at this combined best
fit for the neutrino beam mode and observe 65 events and expect 52 at the best fit
in antineutrino beam mode. For the νe + νe appearance analysis, NOvA observes
58 (expects 30 (π/2, IH)-75 (3π/2, NH) events) for neutrino mode and 18 events
(expects 10 (3π/2, NH) to 22 (π/2, IH) events) for antineutrino mode. Out of 58
events observed for the neutrino beam, 15(11 beam, 3 cosmic and <1 wrong sign)
are expected to be background interactions. The antineutro results give greater than
4σ evidence of νe appearance in a νμ beam. For the antineutrino beam, out of 18
observed, 5.3 (3.5 beam, 1 wrong sign and <1 cosmic) are expected background
interactions. The νμ disappeance and νe appearance joint fit in ν + ν beam prefers
normal hierarchy and non maximal mixing at 1.8σ, excluding lower octant at similar
level. Table 39.1 shows the value of allowed value of the oscillation parameters. The
δC P = (π/2) is excluded at>3σ in the inverted hierarchy (Figs. 39.5, 39.6 and 39.7).

39.4 Summary and Future Prospects

NOvA is currently running in the antineutrino mode, planning to run with an equal
exposure in both the neutrino and antineutrino modes and expect to extend the runi-
ing upto 2024 with proposed improvemnets in the accelerator. NOvA is planning a
test beam program starting from 2019 that will enhance the ultimate physics reach
addressing the detector response and calibration uncertainties. It expects to reach 3σ
sensitivity for mass hierarchy (if NH and δC P = 3π/2) for allowed range of θ23 by
2020 and 3σ sensitivity for 30 − 50% (depending on octant) of δC P range by 2024
(Fig. 39.8).
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Fig. 39.5 The top and bottom panel show the allowed oscillation parameters corresponding to
normal and inverted mass hierarchy respectively. The plots show parameter space of �m2

32. Versus
sin2 θ23 (left) and sin2 θ23 versus δC P (right) at various levels of significance [4]

Fig. 39.6 (left) Significance at which each value of sin2 θ23 is disfavored in the normal (blue) or
inverted (red) mass hierarchy. (right) Significance at which each value of δC P is disfavored in the
normal (blue) or inverted (red) mass hierarchy. The normal and inverted mass hierarchy is divided
into upper (solid) and lower (dashed) θ23 octants corresponding to the near degeneracy in sin2 θ23
[4]
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Fig. 39.7 Comparison of themeasured 90%confidence level contours for the�m2
32.Versus sin

2 θ23
for NOvA experiment with T2K (green dashed), IceCube (blue dash-dotted), Super-Kamiokande
(purple-dashed), MINOS (red dashed) [4]

Fig. 39.8 (left) Significance at which each value of sin2 θ23 is disfavored in the normal (blue) or
inverted (red) mass hierarchy. (right) Significance at which each value of δC P is disfavored in the
normal (blue) or inverted (red) mass hierarchy. The normal and inverted mass hierarchy is divided
into upper (solid) and lower (dashed) θ23 octants corresponding to the near degeneracy in sin2 θ23
[4]
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Chapter 40
Baryogenesis and Leptogenesis

P. S. Bhupal Dev

Abstract This is a short review on the mechanism of leptogenesis, which provides
an attractive link between two important pieces of evidence for beyond Standard
Model physics, namely, observed neutrino masses and matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the Universe. We give special emphasis on TeV-scale leptogenesis models and
provide a concrete example, which is testable in foreseeable laboratory experiments.

40.1 Introduction

Our present observable Universe seems to be populated exclusively with matter and
no ambient antimatter. Although this asymmetry is maximal today, at high tem-
peratures (T � 1 GeV) when quark-antiquark pairs were abundant in the thermal
plasma, the baryon asymmetry observed today corresponds to a tiny asymmetry at
recombination [1]:

ηB ≡ nB − nB

nγ
= (

6.105+0.086
−0.081

) × 10−10 , (40.1)

where nB(B) is the number density of baryons (antibaryons) and nγ = 2T 3ζ(3)/π2 is
the number density of photons, ζ(x) being the Riemann zeta function, with ζ(3) ≈
1.20206. Baryogenesis is the mechanism by which the observed baryon asymmetry
of theUniverse (BAU) given by (40.1) can arise dynamically from an initially baryon-
symmetric phase of the Universe, or even irrespective of any initial asymmetry. This
necessarily requires the fulfilment of three basic Sakharov conditions: (i) baryon
number (B) violation, which is essential for the Universe to evolve from a state
with net baryon number B = 0 to a state with B �= 0; (ii) C and C P violation,
which allow particles and anti-particles to evolve differently so that we can have an
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asymmetry between them; (iii) departure from thermal equilibrium, which ensures
that the asymmetry does not get erased completely. The Standard Model (SM) has,
in principle, all these basic ingredients, namely, (i) the triangle anomaly violates
B through a non-perturbative instanton effect, which leads to effective (B + L)-
violating sphaleron transitions for T � 100 GeV; (ii) there is maximal C violation
in weak interactions and C P violation due to the Kobayashi–Maswaka phase in
the quark sector; (iii) the departure from thermal equilibrium can be realized at the
electroweak phase transition (EWPT) if it is sufficiently first order. However, the SM
C P violation turns out to be too small to account for the observed BAU. In addition,
for the observed value of 125 GeV for the Higgs mass, the EWPT is not first order,
but only a smooth crossover. Therefore, the observed BAU provides a strong evidence
for the existence of new physics beyond the SM.

Many interesting scenarios for baryogenesis have been proposed in beyond SM
theories; see e.g. [2]. Here we will focus on the mechanism of leptogenesis [3],
which is an elegant framework to explain the BAU, while connecting it to another
seemingly disparate evidence for new physics beyond the SM, namely, non-zero
neutrino masses; for a recent review on various aspects of leptogenesis, see e.g. [4].
The minimal version of leptogenesis is based on the type I seesaw mechanism,
which requires heavy SM gauge-singlet Majorana neutrinos Nα (with α = 1, 2, 3)
to explain the observed smallness of the three active neutrino masses at tree-level.
The out-of-equilibrium decays of these heavy Majorana neutrinos in an expanding
Universe create a lepton asymmetry, which is reprocessed into a baryon asymmetry
through the equilibrated (B + L)-violating electroweak sphaleron interactions.

In the original scenario of thermal leptogenesis [3], the heavy Majorana neutrino
masses are typically close to the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale, as suggested by
natural GUT embedding of the seesaw mechanism. In fact, for a hierarchical heavy
neutrino spectrum, i.e.m N1 � m N2 < m N3 , the light neutrino oscillation data impose
a lower limit on m N1 � 109 GeV [5]. As a consequence, such ‘vanilla’ leptogenesis
scenarios [6] are very difficult to test in any foreseeable experiment. Moreover,
these high-scale thermal leptogenesis scenarios run into difficulties, when embedded
within supergravity models of inflation. In particular, it leads to a potential conflict
with an upper bound on the reheat temperature of the Universe, TR � 106–109 GeV,
as required to avoid overproduction of gravitinos whose late decays may otherwise
ruin the success of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis [7].

An attractive scenario that avoids the aforementioned problems is resonant lep-
togenesis (RL) [8], where the ε-type C P asymmetries due to the self-energy effects
in the heavy Majorana neutrino decays get resonantly enhanced. This happens when
the masses of at least two of the heavy neutrinos become quasi-degenerate, with a
mass difference comparable to their decay widths [8]. The resonant enhancement
of the C P asymmetry allows one to avoid the lower bound on m N1 � 109 GeV [5]
and have successful leptogenesis at an experimentally accessible energy scale [8],
while retaining perfect agreement with the light-neutrino oscillation data. The level
of testability is further extended in the scenario of Resonant l-Genesis (RLl ), where
the final lepton asymmetry is dominantly generated and stored in a single lepton
flavor l [9, 10]. In such models, the heavy neutrinos could be as light as the elec-
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troweak scale, while still having sizable couplings to other charged-lepton flavors
l ′ �= l, thus giving rise to potentially large lepton flavor violating effects. Here we
will mainly focus on low-scale type-I seesaw leptogenesis scenarios, which may be
directly tested at the Energy [11] and Intensity [12] frontiers. For other leptogenesis
scenarios, see e.g. [13].

40.2 Basic Picture

Our starting point is the minimal type I seesaw extension of the SM Lagrangian:

L = LSM + i NR,αγμ∂
μNR,α − hlαLlΦ̃NR,α − 1

2
N

C
R,α(MN )αβ NR,β + H.c. ,

(40.2)

where NR,α ≡ 1
2 (1 + γ5)Nα are the right-handed (RH) heavy neutrino fields,

Ll ≡ (νl l)T
L are the SU (2)L lepton doublets (with l = e,μ, τ ) and Φ̃ ≡ iσ2Φ

∗,
Φ being the SM Higgs doublet and σ2 being the second Pauli matrix. The complex
Yukawa couplings hlα induceC P-violating decays of the heavyMajorana neutrinos,
if kinematically allowed: Nα → LlΦ with a decay rate Γlα and the C P-conjugate
process Nα → Lc

l Φ
c with a decay rate Γ c

lα (the shorthand notation c denotes C P).
The flavor-dependent C P asymmetry can be defined as

εlα = Γlα − Γ c
lα∑

k

(
Γkα + Γ c

kα

) ≡ ΔΓlα

ΓNα

, (40.3)

where ΓNα
is the total decay width of the heavy Majorana neutrino Nα which, at

tree-level, is given by ΓNα
= m Nα

8π (h†h)αα. A non-zero C P asymmetry arises at one-
loop level due to the interference between the tree-level graph with either the vertex
or the self-energy graph. Following the terminology used for C P violation in neu-
tral meson systems, we denote these two contributions as ε′-type and ε-type C P-
violation respectively. In the two heavy-neutrino case (α,β = 1, 2; α �= β), they can
be expressed in a simple analytic form [8]:

ε′
lα = Im

[
(h∗

lαhlβ)(h†h)αβ

]

8π (h†h)αα

m Nβ

m Nα

[

1 −
(
1 +

m2
Nβ

m2
Nα

)
ln

(
1 + m2

Nα

m2
Nβ

)]

, (40.4)

εlα =
Im

[
(h∗

lαhlβ)(h†h)αβ

] + mα
mβ

Im
[
h∗

lαhlβ(h†h)βα

]

8π (h†h)αα

(m2
Nα

− m2
Nβ

)m Nα m Nβ

(m2
Nα

− m2
Nβ

)2 + m2
Nα

Γ 2
Nβ

. (40.5)

In thequasi-degenerate limit |m Nα
− m Nβ

| ∼ 1
2ΓNα,β

, theε-type contributionbecomes
resonantly enhanced, as evident from (40.5).

Due to the Majorana nature of the heavy neutrinos, their decays to lepton and
Higgs fields violate lepton number which, in presence of C P violation, leads to
the generation of a lepton (or B − L) asymmetry. Part of this asymmetry is washed
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out due to the inverse decay processes LΦ → N , LcΦc → N and various ΔL = 1
(e.g. N L → Quc) and ΔL = 2 (e.g. LΦ → LcΦc) scattering processes. In the
flavor-diagonal limit, the total amount of B − L asymmetry generated at a given
temperature can be calculated by solving the following set of coupled Boltzmann
equations [6]:

d NNα

dz
= −(Dα + Sα)(NNα

− N eq
Nα

) , (40.6)

d NNB−L

dz
=

∑

α

εα Dα(NNα
− N eq

Nα
) − NB−L

∑

α

Wα , (40.7)

where z ≡ m N1/T , with N1 being the lightest heavy neutrino, NX denotes the num-
ber density in a portion of comoving volume containing one heavy-neutrino in
ultra-relativistic limit, so that N eq

Nα
(T 
 m Nα

) = 1, εα ≡ ∑
l(εlα + ε′

lα) is the total
C P asymmetry due to the decay of Nα, and Dα, Sα, Wα denote the decay, scat-
tering and washout rates, respectively. Given the Hubble expansion rate H(T ) �
1.66g∗ T 2

MPl
, where g∗ is the total relativistic degrees of freedom and MPl = 1.22 ×

1019 GeV is the Planckmass, we define the decay parameters Kα ≡ ΓDα (T =0)
H(T =m Nα )

, where
ΓDα

≡ ∑
l(Γlα + Γ c

lα). For Kα 
 1, the system is in the strong washout regime,
where the final lepton asymmetry is insensitive to any initial asymmetry present.

The decay rates are given by Dα ≡ ΓDα

H z = Kαxαz K 1(z)
K 2(z)

, where xα ≡ m2
Nα

m2
N1

andKn(z)

is the nth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. Similarly, the washout
rates induced by inverse decays are given by W ID

α = 1
4 Kα

√
xαK1(zα)z3α, where

zα ≡ z
√

xα. Other washout terms due to scattering can be similarly calculated [6].
The final B − L asymmetry is given by N f

B−L = ∑
α εακα(z → ∞), where κα(z)’s

are the efficiency factors, obtained from (40.6) and (40.7):

κα(z) = −
∫ z

zin

dz′ Dα(z′)
Dα(z′) + Sα(z′)

d NNα

dz′ exp

[
−

∫ z

z′
dz′′ ∑

α

Wα(z′′)
]

.

(40.8)

At temperatures T 
 100 GeV, when the (B + L)-violating electroweak
sphalerons are in thermal equilibrium, a fraction asph = 28

79 of the B − L asymmetry
is reprocessed to a baryon asymmetry. There is an additional entropy dilution factor
f = 2387

86 due to the standard photon production from the onset of leptogenesis till
recombination. Combining all these effects, the predicted baryon asymmetry is

ηB = asph

f
N f

B−L � 10−2
∑

α

εακα(z → ∞) , (40.9)

which has to be compared with the observed BAU given by (40.1).
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40.3 Flavor Effects

Flavor effects in both heavy-neutrino and charged-lepton sectors, as well as the inter-
play between them, can play an important role in determining the final lepton asym-
metry, especially in low-scale leptogenesis models [14]. These intrinsically-quantum
effects can, in principle, be accounted for by extending the flavor-diagonalBoltzmann
equations (40.6) and (40.7) for the number densities of individual flavor species to
a semi-classical evolution equation for a matrix of number densities, analogous to
the formalism presented in [15] for light neutrinos. This so-called ‘density matrix’
formalism has been adopted to describe flavor effects in various leptogenesis scenar-
ios [16, 17]. It was recently shown [10, 18], in a semi-classical approach, that a con-
sistent treatment of all pertinent flavor effects, including flavor mixing, oscillations
and off-diagonal (de)coherences, necessitates a fully flavor-covariant formalism. It
was further shown that there are two distinct physical phenomena, namely, resonant
mixing of different heavy-neutrino flavors and coherent oscillations between them,
which contribute to the C P-asymmetry in the resonant regime. Note that this is anal-
ogous to the experimentally-distinguishable phenomena of mixing and oscillations
in the neutral meson systems.

One can go beyond the semi-classical ‘density-matrix’ approach to leptogene-
sis by means of a quantum field-theoretic analogue of the Boltzmann equations,
knownas theKadanoff-Baym(KB) equations [19]. Such ‘first-principles’ approaches
to leptogenesis are, in principle, capable of accounting consistently for all flavor
effects, in addition to off-shell and finite-width effects, including thermal correc-
tions. The source term for the lepton asymmetry obtained, at leading order, in this
KB approach [20] was found to be exactly the same as that obtained in the semi-
classical flavor-covariant approach of [10], confirming that flavor mixing and oscil-
lations are indeed two physically-distinct phenomena. The proper treatment of these
flavor effects can lead to a significant enhancement of the final lepton asymmetry, as
compared to partially flavor-dependent or flavor-diagonal limits, thereby enlarging
the viable parameter space for models of RL and enhancing the prospects of testing
the leptogenesis mechanism.

40.4 A Concrete Model

Here we consider an example of a testable scenario of leptogenesis, with a flavor
G f and a CP symmetry [21] that strongly constrain lepton mixing angles and low
as well as high energy CP phases [22]. G f and CP are broken non-trivially in the
neutrino and charged lepton sector. We choose in the following G f = Δ(3 n2) [23]
or G f = Δ(6 n2) [24] (n even, 3 � n, 4 � n). LH lepton doublets Ll , l = e, μ, τ ,
transform in an irreducible faithful representation 3, Nα are in an irreducible real
representation 3′ and RH charged leptons lR are assigned to 1 of G f . The latter are
distinguished by Z (aux)

3 , under which Ll and Nα are invariant. The CP symmetry is
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given by the CP transformation X (s)(r) in the representation r and depends on the
integer parameter s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 [25]. The form of the neutrino Dirac Yukawa
coupling matrix h and the charged lepton mass matrix ml are determined by the
residual symmetries Gν = Z2 × C P and Ge = Z (D)

3 (the diagonal subgroup of Z3

in G f and Z (aux)
3 ), respectively. Specifically [26],

h = Ω(s)(3) R13(θL)

⎛

⎝
h1 0 0
0 h2 0
0 0 h3

⎞

⎠ R13(−θR)Ω(s)(3′)† , (40.10)

where the unitarymatricesΩ(s)(r) are determined by the CP transformation X (s)(r)
and R13(θ) is a rotation in the (13)-plane through the angle θ. There are five real
parameters, hi , θL and θR , in (40.10). The charged lepton mass matrix ml is diagonal
with three undetermined entries corresponding to the charged lepton masses. The
Majorana mass matrix MN of RH neutrinos is invariant under G f and CP, and is of
the form

MN = m N

⎛

⎝
1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞

⎠ . (40.11)

We consider the two cases of strong normal (NO) and inverted ordering (IO): (a)

strong NO arises for h1 = 0 so that m1 vanishes, m2 = h2
2 v2/m N and

m3 = h2
3 | cos 2 θR| v2/m N , while (b) strong IO arises for h3 = 0 so that m3 = 0,

m1 = h2
1 | cos 2 θR| v2/m N and m2 = h2

2 v2/m N , where v ≈ 174 GeV is the SM
Higgs vacuum expectation value. The two non-vanishingYukawa couplings are fitted
to the solar and the atmospheric mass squared differences Δm2

sol and Δm2
atm [27].

High Energy CP Phases and Leptogenesis. Higher-order corrections in general
break the residual symmetries and thus change the forms of h, ml and MN given
above.We focus on contributions to MN that possess the residual symmetryGe. These
are proportional to κ that is a positive power of the symmetry breaking parameter,
measured in units of m N . As a result, a small splitting of the RH neutrino masses is
induced:

m1 = m N (1 + 2κ) and m2 = m3 = m N (1 − κ) . (40.12)

The decay of Nα can thus generate ηB via resonant leptogenesis [8]. The CP asym-
metries due to the decay of Nα are given in (40.5). We find that εl3 = 0 for all l and
εlα only has one contribution for α = 1, 2 and we find

εl1 ∝
{ h2 h3

9 [−2 h2
2 + h2

3 (1 − cos 2 θR)] sin 3φs sin θR sin θL ,l (strong NO)
h1 h2
9 (−2 h2

2 + h2
1 (1 + cos 2 θR)) sin 3φs cos θR cos θL ,l (strong IO)

(40.13)

with φs = π s
n , θL ,l = θL + ρl 4π/3 and ρe = 0, ρμ = 1, ρτ = −1. The CP asymme-

tries εl2 are the negative of εl1. We note that different values of s can lead to the same
value of εlα, in particular we find that
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εlα(s) = (−1)s εlα(n − s) = εlα(n/2 − s) = (−1)s+1 εlα(n/2 + s) for s ≤ n/2 .

(40.14)
Collider Signals. For the decay width of the RH neutrinos Nα we find

ΓN1 ≈ m N

24π

(
2 h2

1 cos2 θR + h2
2 + 2 h2

3 sin2 θR
)

,

ΓN2 ≈ m N

24π

(
h2
1 cos2 θR + 2 h2

2 + h2
3 sin2 θR

)
, (40.15)

ΓN3 ≈ m N

8π

(
h2
1 sin2 θR + h2

3 cos2 θR
)

.

For m N in the few hundred GeV range, we expect hi ∼ 10−7 and thus decay lengths
of a few mm to cm in the laboratory frame (for a typical boost factor of O(10)).
The interesting point is that for θR ≈ π/2, 3π/2 (for strong NO) or θR ≈ 0, π (for
strong IO) the RH neutrino N3 can have a very long lifetime, since ΓN3 tends to zero.
The decay widths of N1 and N2 remain unsuppressed in these limits. Thus, N )1, 2
lead to either prompt or displaced vertex signatures at LHC [28], while N3 can be
long-lived enough to be probed at dedicated facilities like MATHUSLA [21].

In general, anyobservationof leptonnumber violation (LNV)at theLHCwill yield
a lower bound on the washout factor for the lepton asymmetry and could falsify high-
scale leptogenesis as a viable mechanism behind the observed BAU [29]. However,
one should keep in mind possible exceptions to this general argument, e.g. scenarios
where LNV is confined to a specific flavor sector, models with new symmetries
and/or conserved charges which could stabilize the baryon asymmetry against LNV
washout, and models where lepton asymmetry can be generated below the observed
LNV scale. An important related question is whether low-scale leptogenesis models
could be ruled out fromexperiments. This has been investigated [30, 31] in the context
of Left-Right symmetric models and it was shown that the minimum value of the
RH gauge boson mass for successful leptogenesis, while satisfying all experimental
constraints in the low-energy sector, is about 10 TeV. Thus, any positive signal for
an RH gauge boson at the LHC might provide a litmus test for the mechanism of
leptogenesis.

40.5 Conclusion

Leptogenesis is an attractive mechanism for dynamically generating the observed
baryon asymmetry of the Universe, while relating it to the origin of neutrino mass.
Resonant leptogenesis allows the relevant energy scale to be as low as the electroweak
scale, thus offering a unique opportunity to test this idea in laboratory experiments.
Flavor effects play an important role in the predictions for the lepton asymmetry, and
hence, for the testability of the low-scale leptogenesis models. We have illustrated
that models of resonant leptogenesis could lead to observable effects in current and
future experiments, and may even be falsified in certain cases.
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Chapter 41
India-Based Neutrino Observatory
(INO): Physics and Status Report

D. Indumathi

Abstract We discuss the physics reach and current status of the India-based Neu-
trinoObservatory (INO) project.We set this in the context of the proposedmagnetised
iron calorimeter (ICAL) detector at INO, whose main goal is the determination of
the neutrino mass hierarchy using atmospheric neutrinos. We also discuss various
possible synergies with other planned and upcoming experiments. We also mention
the status of the mini-ICAL prototype that has been set up at IICHEP in Madurai.

41.1 Introduction

The India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) project was mooted several years ago
and is presently awaiting several clearances, as well as the outcome of litigation
claiming that construction of the underground lab will pollute the ground water,
affect dams and such structures that are about 40km away, and adversely affect the
local people living there apart from the local flora and fauna. A strong outreach
programme has been launched to clear such misapprehensions. In the meanwhile,
the detector simulations have progressed very well and the construction of the 85 ton
mini-ICAL prototype is also complete. The entire physics programme is focussed
on determining various unknown parameters in neutrino oscillation physics and is
very strongly identified. Details have been published elsewhere [1]. In this talk we
discuss the physics potential of the proposed magnetised iron calorimeter (ICAL)
detector at INO as well as the status of the prototype and the project.
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41.2 INO and Atmospheric Neutrinos

Cosmic rays interact with C, O nuclei in Earth’s atmosphere to give pions and kaons.
These decay to muons and both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos:

π±(K ) → μ± νμ ; μ± → νμ e± νe . (41.1)

ICAL has limited sensitivity to hadrons and electrons and is primarily sensitive to
muons produced by charged current (CC) interactions of νμ with the detector. Hence
it is specially suited to study neutrino oscillation parameters in the 2–3 sector, where
the mixing angle θ23 is known to be large and near maximal, although its octant
is unknown, and the modulus of the mass squared difference, Δm2

32 ≡ m2
3 − m2

2, is
known to be Δm2

32 ∼ 2.4 × 10−3 eV2.
Since atmospheric neutrinos have a large range in energy E and path-length L ,

atmospheric neutrino detectors such as ICAL must also have nearly 4π solid angle
coverage, sensitivity to a large range of energies (the most interesting region for
observing matter effects in the 2–3 sector of neutrino oscillations is 3–10 GeV),
sensitivity to direction (up/down, since neutrinos that are formed in the atmosphere
on the other side of the Earth also reach the detector), and good charge resolution
so that the discrimination between μ− and μ+ produced in CC νμ interactions with
the detector will point back to the original interaction being caused by a neutrino or
anti-neutrino respectively. The remarkable feature of ICAL is that it is completely
insensitive to the CP phase δCP. Hence it will be able to determine the 2–3 neutrino
mass ordering without ambiguity. However, it is still sensitive to the value of θ23.

41.3 Simulations Studies with ICAL

A detailed study of the physics potential of ICAL can be found in the ICAL white
paper [1]. The magnetised ICAL detector will be composed of 151 layers of 5.6cm
thick iron plates, magnetised to about 1.4T in the central region and with greater
than 1T over a substantial fraction of the detector. The iron layers are interspersed
with the active detectors, the resistive plate chambers (RPCs) with 2cm strip width
in both x and y directions. The RPCs are gas detectors placed at a high voltage of
about 9 KV; when charged particles pass through, they produce a discharge that is
registered as a “hit” in the detector.

The NUANCE neutrino generator [2] was used to generate atmospheric neutrino
interactions with the iron in ICAL. A GEANT-based software has been used to prop-
agate the final state particles through the simulated detector; the hits are registered
and stored with their (x, y, z) as well as timing information. When muons propagate
through ICAL, they leave tracks that can be fitted using a Kalman filter algorithm
to obtain the charge and momentum (magnitude and direction) of the muon. Hadron
hits can be analysed to get the total energy alone.
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Fig. 41.1 Sensitivity to
precision measurements of
oscillation parameters in the
2–3 sector for the normal
mass ordering [3]
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41.3.1 Precision Studies with ICAL

Figure41.1 shows the reach of ICAL with 10years of data taking. It is seen that,
like MINOS, it is very sensitive to |Δm2

32|. In this and all other cases, the results
have been marginalised over θ23 and θ13; suitable pulls have been included for flux
and cross section uncertainties, zenith angle dependence and energy tilt; significant
improvement is seen when the constraints on the ratios of neutrino and anti-neutrino
fluxes are implemented [3].

Figure41.2 shows the sensitivity of ICAL with 10years of data to the neutrino
mass ordering in the 2–3 sector. It can be seen that the wrong hierarchy can be ruled
out with 2, 3σ confidence with about 4,9years’ running. The improvement when
hadron energy information [4] is included (so-called 3D analysis) as opposed to
using muon energy and direction information alone (2D analysis) is very sharp.

Fig. 41.2 Sensitivity to neutrino mass ordering in the 2–3 sector; notice the improvement on using
hadron energy information [4]
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Fig. 41.3 Synergies with T2K and NOνA and subsequent improvement in determining the mass
ordering

Fig. 41.4 Improvement in discrimination of the CP phase when ICAL data is combined with other
experiments

Matter effect/mass hierarchy is the centrepiece of ICAL physics. It has a major
role to play in understanding models of neutrino mass and mixing. It also impacts
the determination of whether neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac type of fermions.

Apart from INO,MINOS [5], T2K [6],NOνA[7], PINGU/Icecube [8],DUNE [9],
JUNO, [10], Hyper-K [11], all will/are probing mass hierarchy. Each is an amazing
experiment. Most have to disentangle effects of CP phase from the hierarchy mea-
surement; typically, they can accomplish this only for a fraction of possible δCP from
−π to π .

Significant improvements are obtained due to synergies with other experiments
when determining the mass hierarchy, as can be seen in Fig. 41.3. Here a total
luminosity of 8 × 1021 pot for T2K, and 3 + 3 years’ running with neutrino and
anti-neutrino beam for NOνA are assumed. Remember, however, that these other
experiments are already taking data while ICAL is yet to be built!

In fact, the complete independence of ICAL physics to the CP phase at these
energies can be used to improve the determination of this parameter: see Fig. 41.4
where the earlier analysis of ICAL (without hadron information) was used.
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Fig. 41.5 Cosmic muon tracks in mini-ICAL on 23-5-2018

Several other physics possibilities exist: sterile neutrino searches, neutrino decay
and limits on life-time, probing non-standard interactions, signatures of Lorentz
invariance violation, as well as non-oscillation, non-neutrino physics apart from
studying cosmic muons themselves. Many of these are discussed in [1].

41.4 Status of ICAL Prototype

A mini-ICAL with 12 layers of iron stacked in a 2 m × 2 m geometry has been
built and the magnetic field configuration tested. The obtained field is close to the
simulations, giving confidence in the simulations efforts. Typical hits (due to cosmic
ray muons) in the detector are seen in Fig. 41.5.

Many studies on cosmic muons are on-going; in addition, the possibility of a near-
surface ICAL is also being probed [12]. In conclusion, the physics simulations, RPC
and detector R & D, and prototype studies are on in full swing. A larger engineering
module is also in the pipe-line. Many outreach meetings are being held to counter
the misinformation campaign against INO. Scientists and especially students of INO
are working hard to convince locals, environmental activists, and politicians that the
project poses no danger and will in fact be a boon for students in TN and India. We
look forward to support from the entire community to take this project forward.

Acknowledgements Thanks to all the members of the ICAL collaboration.
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Chapter 42
Majorana Dark Matter, Massless
Goldstone and Neutrino Mass in a New
B − L Model

Shivaramakrishna Singirala, Rukmani Mohanta, Sudhanwa Patra
and Soumya Rao

Abstract We present a comprehensive study of Majorana dark matter in aU (1)B−L

gauge extension of the standard model, where three exotic fermions with B − L
charges as −4,−4,+5 are added to make the model free from the triangle gauge
anomalies.We compute the darkmatter observables in scalar and gauge portal context
andmake aparameter scan consistentwith the current experimental limits.Amassless
physical Goldstone boson plays a key role in the scalar portal relic density. Finally,
we briefly discuss the neutrino mass generation at one-loop level.

42.1 Brief Introduction and Model Description

B − L gauge extended scenarios are simple in built, rich in phenomenological per-
spective. These frameworks are free from triangle gauge anomalies with the inclu-
sion of three right-handed neutrinos each with a B − L charge−1. When it comes to
fermionic dark matter (DM) study, an additional Z2 symmetry needs to be imposed
to avoid the DM decay. However, adding three exotic fermions charged −4,−4,+5
under new U (1) can also make model anomaly free, first proposed in [1]. Moreover,
it naturally provides a stable dark matter candidate without imposing any ad-hoc
discrete symmetry.
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Table 42.1 Fields and their charges of the proposed U (1)B−L model

Field SU (2)L × U (1)Y U (1)B−L

Fermions QL ≡ (u, d)T
L (2, 1/6) 1/3

u R (1, 2/3) 1/3

dR (1, − 1/3) 1/3

�L ≡ (ν, e)T
L (2, − 1/2) −1

eR (1, − 1) −1

N1R (1, 0) −4

N2R (1, 0) −4

N3R (1, 0) 5

Scalars H (2, 1/2) 0

φ1 (1, 0) −1

φ8 (1, 0) 8

In this work, we consider the above mentioned scenario where standard model
is added with three exotic neutral fermions with B − L charges −4,−4,+5. Fur-
thermore, two scalar singlets φ1 and φ8 charged −1 and +8 under U (1)B−L are
introduced to generate the mass terms for the exotic neutral fermions after the spon-
taneous breaking of B − L gauge symmetry. Singlet dark matter in this variant has
been explored recently in [2]. Detailed version of the present work can be found in
[3].

Using the particle content listed in Table 42.1, one can write the following invari-
ant Lagrangian

LBL = −1

3
gBLQL Z ′

μγ
μ QL − 1

3
gBLu R Z ′

μγ
μu R − 1

3
gBLd R Z ′

μγ
μdR

+ gBL�L Z ′
μγ

μ�L + gBLeR Z ′
μγ

μeR + i N 1R
(
/∂ + 4i gBL Z ′

μγ
μ
)

N1R

+ i N 2R
(
/∂ + 4i gBL Z ′

μγ
μ
)

N2R + i N 3R
(
/∂ − 5i gBL Z ′

μγ
μ
)

N3R

− yαβ

2

⎛

⎝
∑

α,β=1,2

N c
αR NβR φ8 + h.c.

⎞

⎠ − yα3

2

(
∑

α=1,2

N c
αR N3R φ1 + h.c.

)

+ | (∂μ + i gBL Z ′
μ

)
φ1|2 + | (∂μ − 8 i gBL Z ′

μ

)
φ8|2

− 1

4
Fμν

Z ′ F Z ′
μν − V (H,φ1,φ8) + LSM , (42.1)

where Z ′
μ is the new gauge boson associated with B − L gauge symmetry. Also

F Z ′
μν = ∂μ Z ′

ν − ∂ν Z ′
μ is the corresponding field strength tensor for U (1)B−L . The

scalar potential of the model is given by
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V (H,φ1,φ8) = μ2
H H †H + λH (H †H)2 + μ2

1φ
†
1φ1 + λ1(φ

†
1φ1)

2 + μ2
8φ

†
8φ8

+λ8(φ
†
8φ8)

2 + λH1(H †H)(φ†
1φ1) + λH8(H †H)(φ†

8φ8)

+λ18(φ
†
1φ1)(φ

†
8φ8). (42.2)

The spontaneous symmetry breaking of SU (2)L × U (1)Y × U (1)B−L down to SM
gauge group SU (2)L × U (1)Y is implementedwith the scalarsφ1 andφ8, denoted by
φ1,8 = 1√

2

(
v1,8 + h1,8 + i A1,8

)
. Then the SM gauge group is spontaneously broken

to low energy theory by assigning a VEV v to SM Higgs doublet.

42.2 Mass Spectrum

The fermion and scalar mass matrices take the form

MN =
⎛

⎝
y11〈φ8〉 y12〈φ8〉 y13〈φ1〉
y12〈φ8〉 y22〈φ8〉 y23〈φ1〉
y13〈φ1〉 y23〈φ1〉 0

⎞

⎠ , MS =
⎛

⎝
2λHv2 λH1vv1 λH8vv8
λH1vv1 2λ1v

2
1 λ18v1v8

λH8vv8 λ18v1v8 2λ8v
2
8

⎞

⎠ .

One can diagonalize the above mass matrices using 3 × 3 unitary matrix U by
U T

α(β)MN (S)Uα(β) = diag [MNDi(Hi )], where i = 1, 2, 3. We denote the lightest phys-
ical scalar H1 to be observed Higgs at LHC with MH1 = 125.09 GeV and v = 246
GeV. In this work, the lightest Majorana mass eigenstate (ND1) is considered to be
the dark matter candidate.

Spontaneous breaking of B − L gauge symmetry gives rise to twomassless Gold-
stone modes such that one linear combination AG of them will be eaten up by the
neutral gauge boson corresponding to U (1)B−L gauge group and gives mass to Z ′

(MZ ′ = gBL

√
v2
1 + 64v2

8 ) and the other orthogonal combination ANG remains as
massless Goldstone boson.

AG = −8v8 A8 + v1A1√
v2
1 + 64v2

8

, ANG = v1A8 + 8v8A1√
v2
1 + 64v2

8

. (42.3)

This left over massless mode ANG can couple to the scalar sector and the new fermion
spectrum. The fermionic dark matter study can be made in the scalar and gauge
portals as the DM interacts with the scalar sector (H1,2,3 and ANG) and the vector
gauge boson Z ′.
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42.3 Dark Matter Phenomenology

42.3.1 Scalar Portal

In scalar portal, the DM annihilation channels with f f̄ , W +W −, Z Z , Hi Hj , ANG

ANG in final state mediated by H1,2,3 and ND1ND1 → Hi ANG mediated by ANG, can
contribute to relic density. These s-channel contributions are featured to provide relic
density consistent with Planck [4] near the resonance in propagator i.e., MD1 � Mprop

2
as displayed in the left panel of Fig. 42.1.

In direct detection (DD), a spin-independent (SI) contribution can arise by a t-
channel process mediated by the massive scalars. Choosing three specific set of
values for MH2 = {1, 1.5, 2} (in TeV) and varying MH3 in the range (MH2 , 3) TeV,
we show in right panel of Fig. 42.1, the DM-nucleon cross section computed for the
parameter space consistent with 3σ region of Planck relic limit [4]. Here vertical
(diagonal) data points represent resonance near H2(H3) propagator. It is clear that
the SI contribution is always within the experimental upper limit set by well known
LUX [5], XENON1T [6] and PandaX-II [7] collaborations.

42.3.2 Gauge Portal

In gauge portal, the s-channel processes ND1ND1 → f f̄ , Z ′ H1,2,3 can contribute to
relic density. As similar to scalar portal, here the required relic density is met near
the resonance in Z ′ propagator. The relevant gauge parameters, MZ ′ and gBL are well
constrained from collider searches.

ATLAS [8] results from the study of dilepton signals for the Z ′ boson provide the
most stringent limits on MZ ′ and gBL. For the present B − L model, we use CalcHEP
[9] to compute the production cross section of Z ′. We show in the left panel of

Fig. 42.1 Left panel depicts the scalar-portal relic density as a function of DM mass. Right panel
shows SI DM-nucleon cross section for the parameter space that satisfies 3σ in current relic density.
Dashed lines represent Planck limit at 3σ (left panel), upper limit on SI contribution set by LUX
[5], XENON1T [6] and PandaX-II [7] (right panel)
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Fig. 42.2 Left panel shows ATLAS dilepton limits on the gauge parameters. The black dashed line
represents the exclusion limit from ATLAS [8]. Right panel shows the MZ ′ − gBL parameter space
that satisfies 3σ in current relic density. Magenta and orange dashed lines represent limits set by
LEP-II and ATLAS

Fig. 42.2, dilepton (ee,μμ) signal in Z ′ production as a function of MZ ′ . It can be seen
that for gBL = 0.4, the region below MZ ′ � 3.7 TeV is excluded while for gBL = 0.1,
MZ ′ < 2.3 TeV is excluded and so on. Moreover, LEP-II [10] sets an upper limit on
the ratio i.e., MZ ′

gBL
> 7 TeV. Taking into account both the above discussed bounds,

we show in the right panel of Fig. 42.2, the MZ ′ − gBL parameter space consistent
with 3σ region of Planck [4]. Dashed magenta (orange) line denotes the LEP-II [10]
(ATLAS [8]) limit on the gauge parameters. The region below the ATLAS limit
survives all the experimental limits. Note that, as Z ′ coupling to Majorana fermion
(quarks) is axial vector (vector) type, the contribution by WIMP-nucleon interaction
is insensitive to DD experiments [11].

42.4 Light Neutrino Mass

In the present model, the neutrino mass can be generated at one-loop level through
radiative mechanism. For this purpose, we introduce an additional inert doublet

η =
(

η+
S+i A√

2

)
with the B − L charge −3. Now, one can write the interaction term to

generate light neutrino mass at one-loop level as

∑

α=1,2

Yiα(�L)i η̃NαR . (42.4)

The scalar potential gets modified with the inclusion of additional terms as

V ′ = V (H, φ1, φ8) + μη(η
†η) + λη(η

†η)2 + λ′
Hη(H†η)(η†H) + λη18

2�3

[
(H†η)2φ8φ

2
1 + h.c.

]

+ (η†η)
[
λHη(H†H) + λη1(φ

†
1φ1) + λη8(φ

†
8φ8)

]
, (42.5)
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where � is the cut-off parameter. Assuming m2
0 = (M2

S + M2
A)/2 is much greater

than M2
S − M2

A = λη18

2
√
2�3 v

2v2
1v8, the expression for the radiatively generated neutrino

mass is given by [12]

(Mν)i j = λη18v
2v2

1v8

32
√
2π2�3

2∑

α=1

YiαY jαMDα

m2
0 − M2

Dα

[
1 − M2

Dα

m2
0 − M2

Dα

ln
m2

0

M2
Dα

]
. (42.6)

Here MDα = (U T MN U )α and NDα = U †
αβ Nβ , with MN being the Majorana mass

matrix. With a sample parameter space, (Y,λη18) ∼ (10−2, 10−3) and (v1, v8, m0,

MDα,�) ∼ (2, 2, 2, 0.5, 10) TeV, one can have mν ∼ 10−11 GeV.

42.5 Conclusion

In this article, we made a detailed study of Majorana dark matter in a new U (1)B−L

gauge extension of standard model, where three exotic fermions with B − L charges
−4,−4,+5 are added to avoid the triangle gauge anomalies. The scalar sector is
equipped with two additional scalar singlets φ1 and φ8 with B − L charges −1,+8
to break the U (1)B−L gauge symmetry, thereby giving mass to the exotic fermions
and the heavy gauge boson Z ′. We have explored the dark matter phenomenology in
presence of scalar and vector boson as mediators. The scalar portal relic abundance
has been studied with all possible annihilation channels and the effect of massless
physical Goldstone boson is suitably addressed. The SI cross section has been calcu-
lated and investigated with the current limits from LUX (2016), XENON1T (2017)
and PandaX-II (2017). Similar strategy is repeated for Z ′-portal channels. LEP-II
and ATLAS bounds on the Z ′ mass and gBL impose strong constraints. However,
we still have a viable parameter space satisfying the current experimental limits. We
have also addressed the generation of light neutrino mass by adding an additional
inert doublet η with B − L charge assigned as −3. To conclude, we have made a
complete systematic study of Majorana dark matter in a new variant of B − L gauge
extendedmodel. This simplemodel survives the current collider limits while satisfies
dark matter constraints and can be probed in future high luminosity data from LHC.
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Chapter 43
T-Violation in Electron- and
Antineutrino-Induced Hyperon
Production

A. Fatima, M. Sajjad Athar and S. K. Singh

Abstract We study the effect of T-violation on the total scattering cross section
and the polarization observables in the electron- and antineutrino-induced hyperon
production off the free proton target. The assumption of T-violation requires the
second class current form factors to be imaginary, which implies the transverse
component of the hyperon polarization perpendicular to the plane of production to be
nonzero. The observation of hyperons in the final state through their decay products,
i.e., Λ/Σ −→ Nπ and the structure of the angular distribution of pion will give
information about the polarization of hyperons. The experimental observation of the
transverse component of the polarization can be used to study the underlying physics
of T-violation.

43.1 Introdution

Discrete symmetries like charge conjugation (C), parity (P) and time reversal (T) play
an important role in particle physics. Earlier it was assumed that these symmetries are
conserved in all the interactions. However, in 1956,Wu et al. [1] showed that parity is
not conserved in weak interactions. Later, though a combined symmetry of C and P
was observed to be conserved in pion decay, in 1964, it was found that CP is also not
conserved in weak interactions in the neutral kaon sector. Furthermore, a combined
operation of these three symmetries known as CPT is found to be conserved in all
the interactions. Now, if CPT is conserved in weak interactions and CP is violated
then T must be violated in order to conserve CPT.

In this work, we present an alternative way to study T-violation in weak inter-
actions through the polarization of hyperons in their antineutrino induced produc-
tion. The hyperons decay predominantly into pions i.e. Λ(Σ0) → pπ− or nπ0, and
Σ− → nπ− and the asymmetry in the angular distribution of pions with respect
to a given direction (which can be chosen to be the direction of the momentum of
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the hyperon, perpendicular to it or transverse to the reaction plane) determines the
polarization component of the hyperon in that direction. The measurement of the
transverse component of the polarization, gives information about the weak elec-
tric form factor which is forbidden by the T-invariance. Such a measurement will,
thus, provide an opportunity to study the underlying physics of T-violation in neu-
trino interactions. The details of these calculations are given in Refs. [2, 3]. The
present and future neutrino experiments like MicroBooNE and DUNE, which use
liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC) detectors, may be able to study the
T-violating effect through the measurements of the polarization of the hyperon. The
LArTPC is itself a target as well as a detector and gives the three dimensional track
of the interaction, therefore, the asymmetry in the angular distribution of pions may
be studied by LArTPC and determines the polarization of hyperon.

43.2 Quasielastic Production of Hyperons

The quasielastic hyperon production processes are

ν̄μ(k) + p(p) →μ+(k ′) + Y (p′) (43.1)

e−(k) + p(p) →νe(k
′) + Y (p′), Y = Λ,Σ0, (43.2)

where the quantities in the parentheses represent the fourmomenta of the correspond-
ing particles. The transition matrix element M for the above processes is given by

M = G F√
2

sin θc �μ Jμ, (43.3)

where the leptonic (�μ) and the hadronic (Jμ) currents are defined as

�μ = ū(k ′)γμ(1 ± γ5)u(k), (43.4)

Jμ = ū(p′)
[
γμ f1(Q2) + iσμν

qν

M + MY
f2(Q2) + 2qμ

M + MY
f3(Q2)

−
(

γμγ5g1(Q2) + iσμνγ5
qν

M + MY
g2(Q2) + 2qμγ5

M + MY
g3(Q2)

)]
u(p).

(43.5)

with +(−) representing the antineutrino (electron) induced processes. The weak
form factors fi (q2) and gi (q2), (i = 1 − 3) are determined with various symmetry
properties like T-invariance, G-invariance and SU(3) symmetry while assuming the
hypothesis of conserved vector current and partially conserved axial vector current.
The details are given in Refs. [2, 3].
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Using the above definitions, the Q2 distribution is written as

dσ

d Q2
= G2

F sin2 θc

8πM2E2
ν̄μ

LμνJ μν (43.6)

where the leptonic and hadronic tensors are obtained as

Lμν = a
∑

�μ�
†
ν, Jμν =

∑
Jμ J †

ν , (43.7)

and a = 1
(
1
2

)
for the antineutrino (electron) induced process.

The vector form factors are obtained in terms of nucleon electromagnetic form
factors for which various parameterizations are available in the literature; in our
numerical calculations, we have used the parameterization given by Bradford et
al. [4]. The axial vector and weak electric form factors g1,2(Q2) are determined in
terms of gA,2(Q2), which are parameterized in the dipole form as

gi (Q2) = gi (0)

[
1 + Q2

M2
i

]−2

; i = A, 2 (43.8)

with gA(0) = 1.267, g2(0) = ig I
2(0) and MA = M2 = 1.026 GeV.

43.3 Polarization of the Hyperon

The polarization 4-vector (ξτ ) of the hyperon produced in the quasielastic reaction
is written as:

ξτ =
(

gτσ − p′τ p′σ

M2
Y

) LαβTr
[
γσγ5Λ(p′)JαΛ(p) J̃β

]

LαβTr
[
Λ(p′)JαΛ(p) J̃β

] . (43.9)

One may write the polarization vector as

ξ = ξPeP + ξLeL + +ξT eT ,

where eP , eL , and eT are the unit vectors corresponding to the perpendicular, lon-
gitudinal, and transverse directions along the momentum of the hyperon and are
given as

eL = p ′

|p ′| , eP = eL × eT , eT = p ′ × k
|p ′ × k| ;

and ξP,L ,T (Q2) are described as
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ξP,L ,T (Q2) = ξ · eP,L ,T . (43.10)

The longitudinal PL(Q2), perpendicular PP(Q2), and transverse PT (Q2) compo-
nents of the polarization vector are:

PL(Q2) = MY

E p′
ξL(Q2) = MY

E p′

A(Q2)k · p ′ + B(Q2)|p ′|2
N (Q2) |p ′| ,

PP(Q2) = ξP(Q2) = A(Q2)[(k · p ′)2 − |k|2|p ′|2]
N (Q2) |p ′| |p ′ × k| ,

PT (Q2) = ξT (Q2) = C(Q2)M[(k · p ′)2 − |k|2|p ′|2]
N (Q2) |p ′ × k| .

The expressions of A(Q2), B(Q2), C(Q2) and N (Q2) are given in Refs. [2, 3].

43.4 Results and Discussion

In Fig. 43.1, we present the results for σ(Ee), PL(Ee), PP(Ee) and PT (Ee) for the
process e− + p → νe + Λ obtained using g2(0) = 0, 1 and 3 and M2(= MA) =1.026
GeV. We find that there is little dependence of σ(Ee) and PL(Ee) on g2(0) while
PP(Ee) and PT (Ee) have significant dependence on g2(0) especially for g2(0) ≥ 1.
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Fig. 43.1 Cross section and average polarization components for the e− induced Λ production
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Fig. 43.2 Cross section and average polarization components for the ν̄μ induced Λ production

In Fig. 43.2, the results for the total cross sectionσ(Eν̄μ
), and average polarizations

PL(Eν̄μ
), PP(Eν̄μ

) and PT (Eν̄μ
) are presented for the different values of g2(0) =

0, 1 and 3 for the process ν̄μ + p → μ+ + Λ. We find that the value of σ(Eνμ
)

increases with energy for all values of g2(0). The effect of g2(0) �= 0 is to further
increase the cross section and this increase is significant only for |g2(0)| ≥ 1. PL(Eνμ

)

and PP(Eνμ
) components of the Λ polarization are less sensitive to the variation

in g2(0). The transverse component of the Λ polarization increases with energy.
Even for g2(0) = 1, it could be ∼ 8% for Eνμ

∼ 1 GeV and becomes larger for
g2(0) �= 0. Therefore, it may be concluded that in the hyperon production reactions
induced by the electron as well as by the antineutrino, i.e., e− + p −→ νe + Λ and
ν̄μ + p −→ μ+ + Λ, respectively, it is feasible to study the effect of T-violation in
the hyperon, provided the T-violating form factor |g2(0)| ≥ 1.

It is well known that with the increase in the axial dipole mass MA, the cross
section increases and the (anti)neutrino scattering experiments in the higher energy
region suggest a higher value of MA (likeMiniBooNE, K2K, T2K, SciBooNE exper-
iments) from the world average value i.e. MA = 1.026 GeV. It is, therefore, possible
that a nonzero value of g2(0) may lead to a smaller value of MA. In Fig. 43.3, we
show the dependence of cross section on MA with the presence of g2(0). In the
case of electron induced process i.e. e− + p → νe + Λ, the results obtained by
taking MA = 1.1 (1.2) GeV and g2(0) = 0 are comparable to that obtained with
MA = 1.026 GeV and g2(0) = 2 (2). While in the case of antineutrino induced pro-
cess i.e. ν̄μ + p → μ+ + n, the results obtained by taking MA = 1.1 (1.2) GeV and
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Fig. 43.3 Cross section with different values of MA and g2(0) for the e− and ν̄μ induced Λ

production

g2(0) = 0 are comparable to that obtained with MA = 1.026 GeV and g2(0) = 1 (2).
Therefore, a higher value of the total cross section may be obtained by either taking
a nonzero value of g2(0) or increasing the value of MA.
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Chapter 44
Measurement of the Inclusive Muon
Neutrino Charged-Current Cross-Section
in the NOvA Near Detector

Biswaranjan Behera

Abstract The NOvA near detector, located off-axis in the NuMI beam, records
a high rate of neutrino interactions with energies ranging from 1 to 4 GeV. These
interactions are used to predict the neutrino energy spectrumat theNOvA far detector,
14mrad off-axis and 810kmaway, for neutrino oscillationmeasurements.Wepresent
a flux-averaged double-differential inclusive cross section measurement of muon-
neutrino charged-current interactions in the NOvA near detector as a function of the
muon energy and angle. We also present the measurement of the cross section as a
function of neutrino energy in a restricted phase space of the muon kinematics.

44.1 Introduction

NOvA [1] is a two detector experiment. The far detector (FD) is 810km from the
NuMI production target and positioned 14 mrad off-axis from the NuMI beam,
resulting in a narrow-band neutrino flux peaked around 2 GeV. The NOvA near
detector (ND) is located approximately 1km from the NuMI production target, off-
axis such that the peak of the neutrino flux matches that of the far detector. However,
the proximity of the ND to the production target means that it is exposed to a broader
neutrino energy flux, and has a longer tail of neutrino interactions at higher energies
than the FD. The high rate of interactions in the ND provides an opportunity for a
rich program of neutrino-nucleus cross section measurements.

Neutrino oscillation experiments do not measure the oscillation probability, but
rather the event rate. So we need to measure the number of neutrinos as a function
of neutrino energy at near and far detectors. The number of neutrinos at the near
detector is convolution of flux, cross-section and efficiency of near detector.
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NND
να

(Eν) ∝ φ(Eν) × σ(Eν) × εND(Eν, Tα,Θα...) (44.1)

Flux (φ(Eν)) is defined as number of neutrinos produced by the accelerator per cm2,
per energy, for a given number of protons on target. The probability of interaction
of the neutrinos in the material of the detector is known as cross-section (σ(Eν))
and efficiency (ε) corrects for events which we lose during selection (threshold,
acceptance, containment...). Due to convolution of flux and cross section, even if
high correlation between flux, cross-section, and detector efficiency between near
and far detector it will not remove all dependence.

The event rate approximately can be written as:

NFD
νβ

NND
να

≈ φFD
νβ

(Eν)

φND
να

(Eν)
× σ FD

νβ
(Eν)

σND
να

(Eν)
× εFDνβ

εNDνα

× Pνα→νβ
(Eν) (44.2)

The oscillated flux at the far detector is not same as the un-oscillated fluxmeasured
at near detector as far detector sees a point source of neutrino beam, whereas near
detector sees a broadband of neutrino source. Also, the acceptance of particles is
different at both the near and far detectors, efficiency calculation depends on the
simulated particles from an event generator which is based on the neutrino-nucleus
interaction model. The dependence of efficiency on the kinematics of the final state
which is driven by cross-section and the different model predicts different particle
multiplicity in the final state which gives birth to uncertainty. The uncertainty does
not cancel exactly due to the difference in the near and far detectors.

44.2 Event Selection

In the event selection for this analysis, we begin with some basic event quality
criteria to reject obvious backgrounds and ensure that there is a reconstructedKalman
track [2] in the event. We next apply some loose fiducial and containment criteria
based on reconstructed showers. With these criteria in place, we implement a new
muon identification algorithm based on energy loss and scattering of reconstructed
Kalman tracks, and optimize a cut on a score provided by that algorithm. Finally,
we optimize the fiducial and containment selection criteria with the muon selection
applied.

A general strategy in this analysis is to determine selection criteria that minimize
the systematic uncertainty of the total cross section [3]:

σ = Nsel − Nbkg

NtargetΦε
(44.3)

where Nsel is the number of selected events, Nbkg is the estimated number of selected
background events, Φ is the total flux, Ntarget is the number of targets and ε is the
efficiency of the selection. Furthermore,
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Fig. 44.1 Each bin is filled with total uncertainty if the chosen cut was the left edge of that bin.
Muon ID> 0.34 are retained as candidate of νμ CC events (left). The fractional uncertainty on total
cross-section as a function of kinematic phase space of muon (right)

ε = Nsel,signal

Nsignal
(44.4)

Ignoring uncertainties on the flux and the number of targets (which depend very
weakly on the selection criteria), and correlations between background estimates
and efficiency, the fractional uncertainty on the cross section is:

δσ

σ
=

√
√
√
√

(δN stat
sel )2 + (δN stat

bkg)
2 + (δN syst

bkg )2

(Nsel − Nbkg)2
+

(
δε

ε

)2

(44.5)

In the studies that follow, the statistical uncertainty on the number of selected
events is negligible and therefore ignored, and the fractional uncertainty on the total
cross section is plotted as either a function of a variable (e.g., vertex position) or as
a function of a cut value (Fig. 44.1).

44.3 Neutrino Energy Reconstruction

Simulated neutrino interactions are used to relate reconstructed track and slice
observables to the energy of the neutrino. The general procedure is to first deter-
mine the muon energy by relating the track length to the true energy of the muon.
Next, the calorimetric energy in the slice not associatedwith themuon is associated to
the hadronic energy in the event. This is done by requiring the summed reconstructed
muon and hadronic energies to be that of the true neutrino energy.
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44.4 Muon Kinematic Cuts

Because of the limited acceptance of the near detector, we constrain thismeasurement
to the region of kinematic phase space of the final-state muon that has reasonable
uncertainties on the measurement. Figure44.1 shows the relative uncertainty in the
differential cross section measurement in each bin. We limit our measurement to
fractional uncertainties less than approximately 30%.

44.5 Efficiency Correction

The efficiency correction accounts for the loss of true signal to detector acceptance
and the signal selection criteria. It is applied to the background subtracted, unfolded
distribution, to recover the estimated true signal events as a function of a quantity
of concern. In the measurement of the cross-section in the double-differential muon
kinematic space, the efficiency correction is applied in the 2D space and naturally
accounts for the observed differences in muon kinematics in the data and simulation,
provided that those discrepancies arise due to different underlying true distributions.
To capture this dependence in the cross-section measurement as a function of neu-
trino energy, our strategy for both, the energy-dependent and the double-differential
measurements, the efficiency correction is done in the 3D space of neutrino energy,
muon kinetic energy and muon cos θ with respect to the mean beam direction. The
selection efficiency depends on hadronic energy too, but this dependence is appro-
priately captured in the neutrino and muon energy space, since Ehad = Eν − Eμ. In
this scheme, the reconstructed spectrum from data is generated, unfolded and effi-
ciency corrected in 3D. Once the corrected 3D “true” data distribution is available,
the distribution is projected to an appropriate axis/axes of the measurement.

44.6 Conclusion

NOvAhas an excellent sensitivity tomeasure the cross-section in addition to neutrino
oscillation study. The event and particle id selection criteria based on the optimization
of the total uncertainty on the measured νμ inclusive cross-section. Measurement
will be systematics-limited. The dominant systematic uncertainty is 8–10% (mostly
normalization) and all other uncertainties add to ∼5 %.
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Chapter 45
Baryogenesis via Leptogenesis from
Asymmetric Dark Matter Using Higher
Dimension Operator

Nimmala Narendra, Sudhanwa Patra, Narendra Sahu and Sujay Shil

Abstract We propose an extension of the standard model (SM) by including a dark
sector comprising of three generations of heavy right-handed neutrinos, three singlet
scalars and a singlet Dirac fermion. With this additional particle content we discuss
the simultaneous solution to the baryon asymmetry and the Dark Matter(DM) relic
density, in presence of higher dimensional operator.

45.1 Introduction

The galaxy rotation curve, gravitational lensing and large scale structure of the Uni-
verse undoubtedly confirmed the existence of DarkMatter (DM) in a large scale (� a
few kpc) [1]. The relic abundance of DM is preciselymeasured by theWMAP [2] and
PLANCK [3] experiments to be ΩDMh2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027. An interesting obser-
vation is that the ratio of the DM relic density and the baryon relic density is approx-
imately equal to 5, i.e., ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB. From these observations one can conclude
that both of these relic densities may have a common origin [4]. The observed
baryon asymmetry, in terms of the baryon to photon ratio, η = nB/nγ is given
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as [5], 5.8 × 10−10 ≤ η ≤ 6.6 × 10−10 (B B N ) (95%C L) ,where η = 7.04YB with
YB ≡ nB/s. Similarly the observed DM abundance can be expressed as

YDM ≡ nDM

s
= 4 × 10−10

(
1GeV

MDM

) (
ΩDMh2

0.11

)
. (45.1)

The standard model (SM), which is based on the gauge group SU (3)C ×
SU (2)L × U (1)Y , provides the best understanding of fundamental particles and their
interactions. However, it does not explain neither the DM abundance nor the baryon
asymmetry of theUniverse. In this articlewemade an attempt to solve these problems
in a beyond SM framework.

45.2 The Model

We extend the SM symmetry with an additional symmetry, U (1)B−L × U (1)D × Z2

and with a dark sector particles comprising of three generations of heavy right-
handed neutrinos, a singlet scalar φ′ and a singlet Dirac fermion χ. These particles
are charged under these additional symmetry, while remain inert with respect to the
SM gauge group. The U (1)B−L is a gauge symmetry, which is broken spontaneously
by the vacuum expectation value(vev) of an additional scalar φB−L at a high scale
and give Majorana masses to right-handed neutrinos as well as neutral gauge boson
ZB−L, while U (1)D is a global symmetry and is allowed to break softly by the
higher dimension operator. Moreover, the U (1)D symmetry provides a distinction
between the dark sector fermions NR and χ, which are having same charge under
U (1)B−L × Z2 symmetry. The χ and φ′ are stable and viable candidates of DM. The
CP-violating out-of-equilibriumdecayof lightest of the heavy right handedneutrinos,
i.e., N1, creates an asymmetry in χ and φ particles. In order to realize an asymmetric
DM scenario, the symmetric component of χ and φ′ should be annihilated away.
To achieve this we introduce an additional singlet scalar φ, which mixes with the
SM Higgs H . The particle content of the model can be seen in the Table. 45.1. The
asymmetry in χ is transfered to the visible sector through a dimention-8 operator,
which conserves U (1)B−L symmetry. Thus there is a proportionality arises between

Table 45.1 Particles of the dark sector and their quantum numbers under the imposed symmetry

Fields SU (3)C SU (2)L U (1)Y U (1)B−L U (1)D Z2

NR 1 1 0 –1 1 –

χ 1 1 0 –1 1/3 –

φ 1 1 0 0 0 +
φ′ 1 1 0 0 2/3 +
φ′

B−L 1 1 0 +2 -2 +
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the DM and the baryon relic densities. Note that U (1)D symmetry breaks softly by
the higher dimentional operator.

The corresponding Lagrangian can be written as [6],

L ⊃ Mχχχ + λB−LφB−L(NRi)c NR j + λDMχχφ

+yiNRiχφ′ + h.c. − V (H,φ,φ′) (45.2)

where

V (H,φ, φ′) = −μ2
H H†H + λH (H†H)2 + 1

2
M2

φφ2 + 1

4
λφφ4

+ M2
φ′φ′†φ′ + λφ′(φ′†φ′)2 + μφφ(H†H) + μ′

φφ(φ′†φ′)

+ 1

2
λHφ(H†H)φ2 + λHφ′(H†H)(φ′†φ′) + λφφ′

2
φ2(φ′†φ′) . (45.3)

We assume that the vev of 〈φB−L〉 = vB−L ∼ 1010 GeV (say). Hence, in the low
energy electroweak phenomenology φB−L does not play any role. The electroweak
phase transition occurs as the SM Higgs acquires a vev v = 〈H〉. After electroweak
phase transition the scalar φ and SM-Higgs mix with each other and diagonalising
the resulting scalar mass matrix we get new mass eigenstates, h1 and h2. The vev
of SM-Higgs induces a non-zero vev to φ due to the trilinear term μφφ(H †H) as
given in (45.3). We assume that 〈φ〉 = u << v. In addition to that we also assume
< φ′ >= 0. This implies φ′ is stable and due to its charge under U (1)D symmetry,
it acts as a viable candidate of DM.

45.3 Generation of Asymmetry in Dark Sector and Its
Transfer from Dark Sector to Visible Sector

The CP-violating out-of-equilibrium decay of heavy right handed neutrino, N1, gen-
erates a net B − L asymmetry inχ and an equivalent amount of asymmetry generates
in φ′ as well. The CP asymmetry arises in the decay of N1 due to the interference
of tree level diagram with one loop vertex and self energy diagrams as shown in
Fig. 45.1.

Ni
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Ni

φ′

χ

χ

φ′

Nk

Ni

χ

Nk

χ

φ′
φ′

Fig. 45.1 CP-violation in the decay of N1 through the interference of tree level diagramwith vertex
and self energy diagrams
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The asymmetry εχ can be estimated as [7]

εχ = �(N1 → χφ′) − �(N1 → χ̄φ′)
�N1

� − 1

8π

(
M1

M2

)
Im

[
(y†y)2

]
12

(y†y)11
. (45.4)

where Mi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the masses of heavy right-handed neutrinos and we assume
M1 << M2 << M3. Thus From N1 decays, we get a net B − L asymmetry [8]:

(nB−L)total = εχκ s × neq
N1

(T → ∞)

s
. (45.5)

where (neq
N1

/s)(T → ∞) = 135ζ(3)/(4π4g∗) is the relativistic equilibrium abun-
dance of N1. and s = (2π2/45)g∗T 3 is the entropy density. The κ arises via inverse
decay and scattering processes and is a washout factor. The generated B − L asym-
metry in dark sector will be transfer to the visible sector via a higher dimensional
operator [9]:

O8 = 1

M4
asy

χ2(L H)2. (45.6)

Depending on the value of Masy, the transfer operator will decouple from thermal
plasma at different temperatures. We assume that, the dark matter χ is also in ther-
mal equilibrium with the visible sector via the dimension eight operatorO8 until the
sphaleron decoupling temperature Tsph > MW . Using chemical equilibrium condi-
tions we can get the total baryon asymmetry and the χ asymmetry. The χ asymmetry
which is also the B − L number density in the dark sector:

nB = 30

97
(nB−L)v , nχ = (nB−L)d = 58

291
(nB−L)v . (45.7)

The total nB−L of the Universe generated by N1, is the sum of nB−L in the visible
and dark sectors. Therefore, we get

(nB−L)total = (nB−L)v + (nB−L)d = (nB−L)v + 58

291
(nB−L)v = 349

291
(nB−L)v.

(45.8)
Comparing (45.8) with (45.5) and using (45.7) we get the required CP asymmetry

for observed DM abundance εχ = 141.23(η/κ)(s/neq
N1

(T → ∞)). For κ ∼ 0.01 we
get εχ ∼ 10−6. Keeping (45.8) in (45.7), we can get,

nB = 90

349
(nB−L)total , nχ = 58

349
(nB−L)total (45.9)
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Fig. 45.2 The annihilation cross section of, (χχ → f f )(left panel), (φ′†φ′ → f f )(right panel)
as a function of Mh2 for a typical value of λDM = 1 × 10−2, λHφ′ = 1 × 10−3, μφ′ = 1 × 10−3

and sin γ = 0.1

The symmetry generated in χ and φ′ is same. Therefore we can write

nφ′ = nχ = (nB−L)total (45.10)

From the WMAP and PLANCK data observations, we have the ratio of the abun-
dances of DM and baryons as, ΩDM ≈ 5ΩB. Using this relation we can estimate the
DM mass from (45.9) and (45.10) as,

Mχ = 450Mp − 349Mφ′

58
(45.11)

where Mp is proton mass. From these observations we stick to the mass of DM to
be Mχ = Mφ′ ≈ 1 GeV in below Sect. 45.4.

45.4 Depletion of Symmetric Component of DM

The symmetric component of DM can be depleted via the annihilation of DM
particles(χ̄χ → f̄ f and φ′†φ′ → f̄ f ) to the SM particles through the mediation
of scalar (φ − H mixing) portal. We get the efficient depletion of the symmetric
component of the DM at the resonance of the cross section, where actually the mass
of h2 is twice of the DM mass as shown in below Fig. 45.2.

45.5 Conclusion

We considered an extension of SMwith additional symmetriesU (1)B−L × U (1)D ×
Z2 by including the three generations of heavy right handed neutrinos, NiR, i =
1, 2, 3, a singlet Dirac fermion χ and three singlet scalars φB−L , φ′ and φ. The
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additional symmetries allows two of the dark sector particles χ and φ′ as the candi-
dates of DM. The out-of-equilibrium decay of lightest heavy right handed neutrino
creates an asymmetry in dark sector. Latter this asymmetry in dark sector transfer
to the visible sector via higher dimensional operator. The symmetric component of
the DM can be annihilate away by the mediation of φ-SM Higgs mixing portal. We
found an efficient depletion of symmetric component of the DM, when extra scalar
mass is equal to twice of the DM mass, irrespective of all other parameters in the
model. Since the observed relic density ratio of the DM to baryons gives the DM
mass to be Mχ = Mφ′ ≈ 1 GeV, so we get the extra scalar mass ≈ 2 GeV, which can
be searched at the colliders and via an indirect gamma ray search.
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Chapter 46
Impact of Active-Sterile Neutrino Mixing
at Currently Running Long-Baseline
Experiments

Rudra Majhi, C. Soumya and Rukmani Mohanta

Abstract In this work, we explore the effect of active-sterile neutrino mixing on
oscillation probability and on mass hierarchy sensitivity of currently running long-
baseline neutrino experiments. We find that the existence of sterile neutrino can lead
to new kind of degeneracies among the oscillation parameters which deteriorate the
mass hierarchy sensitivity of NOνA experiment. We also notice that the addition of
data from T2K experiment helps in resolving the degeneracies.

46.1 Introduction

In the three flavor framework, neutrino oscillation can be characterized by three
mixing angles (θ12, θ13, θ23) and two mass squared differences Δm2

21,Δm2
31 and one

Dirac type CP phase δCP. All of these oscillation parameters are measured very
precisely except δCP. However, we do not have sufficient knowledge about the octant
of atmosphericmixing angle (θ23), the sign on atmosphericmass splitting |Δm2

31|, and
the value of CP-violating phase δCP. The long baseline experiments play a major role
in the determination of unknowns due to the presence of enhanced matter effect [1].
However, the existence of four fold degeneracies among the oscillation parameters
greatly affect the sensitivities of these experiments. Therefore, the resolution of
degeneracies among the oscillation parameters are the primary concern in neutrino
oscillation studies.

The short baseline anomalies hint towards the existence of at least one sterile
neutrino.Moreover, latest result from theMiniBooNE is also in good agreement with
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the excess of events reported byLSNDand hence provides strong hint for existence of
eV-scale sterile neutrino [2]. Though sterile neutrinos are blind to weak interaction,
they can mix with active neutrinos. Therefore, this mixing can have effect on the
determination of mass ordering of neutrinos. In presence of one sterile neutrino, the
parametrization of neutrino mixing requires additional oscillation parameters: three
mixing angles (θ14, θ24, θ34), two phases (δ14, δ34), and one mass squared difference
(Δm2

41). With an effective 4 × 4 mixing matrix, the vacuum oscillation probability
in 3+1 framework is given by

P ≈ 4 sin2 θ23 sin
2 θ13 sin

2 Δ + 8 sin θ13 sin θ12 cos θ12 sin θ23 cos θ23(αΔ) sinΔ cos(Δ + δ13)

+ 4 sin θ14 sin θ24 sin θ13 sin θ23 sinΔ sin(Δ + δ13 − δ14), (46.1)

where Δ ≡ Δ31L/4E, α ≡ Δ21/Δ31, Δi j = m2
i − m2

j and L , E are respectively
baseline and energy of the neutrino beam.

46.2 Simulation details

As we focus on currently running long baseline experiments NOνA and T2K, we
simulate these experiments using GLoBES software package along with snu plugin
[3, 4]. The auxiliary files and experimental specification of these experiments that we
use for the analysis is taken from [5]. In our analysis, we use the values of oscillation
parameters as given in Table 46.1.

Table 46.1 The values of oscillation parameters that we consider in analysis [6]

Parameters True values Test value range Parameters True values Test value range

sin2 θ12 0.304 NA sin2 θ14 0.025 θ14(0◦, 15◦)
sin2 2θ13 0.085 NA sin2 θ24 0.025 θ14(0◦, 15◦)
sin2 θ23 0.5 0.4 −→ 0.6

(LO 0.44) 0.4 −→ 0.5

(HO 0.56) 0.5 −→ 0.6

δCP −90◦ −180◦ −→ 180◦ sin2 θ34 0 NA
Δm2

12
10−5eV2 7.4 NA

Δm2
14

1 eV2 1 NA
Δm2

31
10−3eV2 2.5(NH) 2.36 −→ 2.64 δ14 −90◦ −180◦ −→ 180◦

−2.5(IH) −2.64 −→
−2.36

δ34 0◦ −180◦ −→ 180◦
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46.3 Degeneracies and MH sensitivity

In order to analyse degeneracies among the oscillation parameters at probability
level, we show νe appearance oscillation probability as a function of δCP in the left
(middle) panel of Fig. 46.1. From the left panel of figure, it can be seen that the bands
NH-HO and IH-LO bands are very well separated in neutrino channel, whereas the
bands for NH-LO and IH-HO are overlapped each other which results in the degen-
eracies among the oscillation parameters. It can be shown that in the anti-neutrino
channel the case is just opposite. Therefore, a combined analysis of neutrino and
anti-neutrino data helps in the resolution of degeneracies and improves the sensitiv-
ity of LBL experiment to the unknowns in standard paradigm. From themiddle panel,
it can be seen that there emerged new types of degeneracies among the oscillation
parameters in presence of sterile neutrino for δ14(= −90◦) which can worsen the
sensitivity to the unknowns. Another way of representing these degeneracies among
oscillation parameters is by using the bi-probability plot as given in right panel of
Fig. 46.1. The ellipses in the figure correspond to 3 flavor case. Whereas the bands
represent the oscillation probabilities in presence of sterile neutrino with all possible
values of new phase δ14. From the figure, it can be seen that the ellipses for LO and
HO are very well separated for both hierarchies, whereas the ellipses for NH and IH
for both LO and HO are overlapped with each other and give rise to degeneracies.
Therefore, NOνA experiment is more sensitive to octant of θ23 than that of mass
hierarchy. While in 3 + 1 paradigm, the bands are overlapped each other for all com-
binations and give rise to new degeneracies. More degeneracies between lower and
higher octant along with standard case, indicate that experiment is loosing its sensi-
tivity in presence of sterile neutrino. Next, we show the allowed parameter space in
θ23 − δCP plane at 90% C.L. for each hierarchy-octant combination as given in
Fig. 46.2. From the figure, it can be seen that the allowed parameter space in pres-
ence of sterile neutrino is enlarged, which indicates that the degeneracy resolu-
tion capability is decreased significantly. However, the synergy of T2K and NOνA
improves the degeneracy resolution capability. Finally, we discuss how MH sensi-
tivity of NOνA gets modified in presence of sterile neutrino. From Fig. 46.3, one
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Fig. 46.3 MH sensitivity as a function of true values of δCP

can see that the wrong mass hierarchy can be ruled out significantly above 2σ in
the favourable regions, i.e., lower-half plane (upper-half plane) for NH (IH) in the
standard paradigm. Whereas, in presence of sterile neutrino the δCP coverage for the
mass hierarchy sensitivity is significantly reduced.

46.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the effect of active-sterile mixing on the degeneracy
resolution capability and MH sensitivity of NOνA experiment. We found that intro-
duction of sterile neutrino gives rise to new kind of degeneracies among the oscil-
lation parameters which results in reduction of δCP coverage for MH sensitivity of
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NOνA experiment. We also found that addition of T2K data helps in resolving the
degeneracies among the oscillation parameters.
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Chapter 47
S3 Extended Standard Model and Scalar
Triplet Leptogenesis

Subhasmita Mishra and Anjan Giri

Abstract The standard model is extended with the S3 symmetry in which non zero
θ13 is obtained in the type I+II seesaw framework of neutrino mixing consistent with
the current observation. Non zero contribution of CP asymmetry is discussed from
the decay of scalar triplet in S3 extended standard model. Presence of right-handed
neutrinos could explain both neutrino oscillation and non zero lepton asymmetry
from the vertex correction of triplet decay, without including any other heavy triplet.

47.1 Introduction

Despite huge success, Neutrinomass, leptogenesis, darkmatter etc. are not explained
by the standard model (SM) and therefore, it seems logical to extend the same. In this
work,we extend theSMwith the simplest permutation symmetry S3 alongwith 3 right
handed neutrinos. Moreover, we also add two Higgs doublets and one Higgs triplet
to explain neutrino phenomenology and leptogenesis. The type II seesaw framework
isn’t enough to explain neutrino masses and mixing in this model, and therefore,
we consider type I+II seesaw mechanism to explain neutrino sector in consistent
with the current experimental data. Lepton asymmetry from the out of equilibrium
decay of right handed neutrinos has already been discussed in the literature. But there
are only few studies focused on the generation of lepton asymmetry from scalar or
fermion triplets. It is known that the lepton asymmetry is the most preferable way
to generate baryon asymmetry through sphaleron transition. In this work, due to the
heavy mass, right handed neutrinos decouple much earlier than the triplet scalars.
Hence the total asymmetry due to the decay of scalar triplets survives. It has also been
discussed in the literature that one scalar triplet isn’t enough to generate non zero CP
asymmetry in one loop level, but the presence of heavy right handed neutrinos can
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generate a large CP asymmetry from scalar triplet decay and we considered the one
flavor regime to explain the generation of nonzero lepton asymmetry [1, 2].

47.2 Neutrino Masses and Mixing

In this model, adding one scalar triplet couldn’t explain neutrino mixing, hence we
added three extra right handed neutrinos. Presence of right handed neutrinos not
only solve the neutrino mixing, but also contribute to the non zero CP asymmetry
through vertex correction in scalar triplet decay (Table47.1). In the Higgs sector, we
redefined the two Higgs doublets as H± = H1±H2√

2
, where we considered the mixing

between H+ and H3 as HL = H3 cosβ + H+ sin β, HH = −H3 sin β + H+ cosβ,
and v = √

v+2 + v32 = 246GeV. Since we have, more than one Higgs in the model,
flavor changing neutral current in the tree level can be suppressed by considering
other Higgs, except the standard model Higgs, to be very heavy, say order of TeV.
Finetuning between the soft symmetry breaking parameters is required to achieve
TeV ordermass which is not possible by electroweak symmetry breaking. The SM ⊗
S3 ⊗ Z2 invariant Lagrangian for type I+II Yukawa interaction in the charged and
neutral lepton sector in the isospin basis of scalar triplet is given by [3]

Lm = −h1
[

Le H̃2N1R + Lμ H̃1N1R + Le H̃1N2R − Lμ H̃2N2R

]
− h3

[
Lτ H̃1N1R + Lτ H̃2N2R

]

−h4
[

Lτ H̃3N3R

]
− 1

2
N c
iRMiRNiR − 1

2
N c
3RM3RN3R − yl2

[
Le H2E1R + Lμ H1E1R +

Le H1E2R − Lμ H2E2R
] − yl4

[
Lτ H1E1R + Lτ H2E2R

] − yl5[ Le H1E3R + Lμ H2E3R ]
+yt

[
Lceiτ2ΔLe + Lc

μiτ2ΔLμ
] + yt

′[Lc
τ iτ2ΔLτ ] + μ[H̃1

†
Δ†H1 + H̃2

†
Δ†H2]

+μ′[H̃3
†
Δi

†H3] + h.c (i = 1, 2).

Since in this model, type II seesaw alone can’t explain the neutrino masses
and mixing, we considered type I + I I seesaw mass matrix. Which are given by
mν

I = MDM−1
R (MD)T and mν

I I = 2μL YΔv2

MΔ
2 , where YΔ and μL are the triplet-lepton

and triplet-SM like Higgs coupling. Considering the Majorana neutrino mass in the
diagonal basis, for simplicity, the small neutrinomassmatrix M I+I I

ν is written below,

Table 47.1 Particle contents and quantum numbers under SM and S3
Particles SM - Group S3 Z2

(Le, Lμ), Lτ (1, 2,−1) 2, 1 +1

(E1R, E2R), E3R (1, 1,−2) 2, 1 +1

(N1R, N2R), N3R (1, 1, 0) 2, 1 +1,−1

(H1, H2), H3 (0, 2, 1) 2, 1 +1,−1

Δ (0, 3, 2) 1 +1
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where, x1 = 2(μ sin2 β+μ′ cos2 β)v2

MΔ
2 , η1 =

√
2h1v sin β√

M1R
, η3 =

√
2h3v sin β√

M1R
and η4 =

√
2h4v cosβ√

M3R
.

After redefining the phases, the remnant phases are φ and φΔ in type I and type II
Yukawa respectively in the mass matrix.

Mν
I+I I =

⎛

⎝
η1

2 + yt x1 0 η1η3
0 η1

2 + yt x1 0
η1η3 0 η3

2 + η4
2e2iφ + |yt

′x1|eiφΔ

⎞

⎠ .

The simple block diagonal form of mass matrix is easy to diagonalize, where the
mixing matrices for both neutrino and charged leptons are given as following [3, 4]

Uν =
⎛

⎝
cos θ sin θe−iφν 0
0 0 1

− sin θeiφν cos θ 0

⎞

⎠ , Uel =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜
⎝

x√
2(1−x2)

1√
2(1+x2)

1√
2(1+√

z)
−x√
2(1−x2)

−1√
2(1+x2)

1√
2(1+√

z)√
1−2x2√
1−x2

x√
1+x2

√
z√

(1+√
z)

⎞

⎟⎟⎟
⎠

.

Where, x = me
mμ

and z = m2
e m2

μ

m4
τ
, Uν

T MνUν = Diag(mν1e
iφ1 , mν2e

iφ2 , mν3) and

Uel Ml Ml
†Uel

† = Diag(me
2, mμ

2, mτ
2). From the above parameterization, we found

sin θ13 ≈ 0.004, tan θ12 ≈ 0.56 for θ = π
6 and sin θ23 ≈ 0.707. And we can also get

the neutrino masses in terms of S3 parameters, so that the allowed parameter space
can be obtained. Considering r1 = η1

2 + yt x1 and r2 = |η32 + η4
2 + yt

′x1| and φeff
as the relative phase between φ and φΔ in the mass matrix, we can write the neutrino
masses after diagonalization in terms of S3 parameters as,

mν3 = r1, mν2 =| (r1 + r2eiφeff )

2
+ 1

2

√
(r1 − r2eiφeff )2 + (2η3η4)2 | eiφ1 , (47.1)

mν1 = | (r1 + r2eiφeff )

2
− 1

2

√
(r1 − r2eiφeff )2 + (2η3η4)2|eiφ2 , (47.2)

tan φν = r2 sin φeff

[r1 + r2 cos2 φeff ] . (47.3)

Which prefers inverted hierarchical mass spectrum of active neutrinos. Here φ1,
φ2 are the Majorana like phases and the phase φν appearing in the parameterization
of UPMNS matrix is the dirac like phase.

47.3 Leptogenesis

Leptogenesis from scalar triplet decay is studied in the literature [5, 6]. Where the
lepton number and flavor violating decay of scalar triplet generates non zero lep-
ton asymmetry. Unlike the right handed neutrinos, triplet scalars aren’t Majorana
particles, hence, there will be an asymmetry in decay of particle and antiparticle.
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And due to the gauge interactions, scalar triplet will thermalize and will freeze out
once the mass exceeds the temperature of thermal bath. In this model, we consider
the lightest right-handed neutrino mass to be (O(1011) GeV) being heavier than the
mass of scalar triplet (O(1010) GeV), so that the asymmetry generated by the decay
of scalar triplet only survives. As the scalar triplet has two decay modes, any of
the decay modes need to be out of equilibrium to satisfy the Sakharov’s conditions.
Depending upon the masses of the heavy particles, there could be other possibilities
of generating lepton asymmetry solely from scalar triplet or right handed neutrino
or from both. But in this model we considered only the first case, where the non zero
CP asymmetry contribution comes only from the scalar triplet being lighter in mass.

Δ
lα

lα

Δ

lα

lα

NR

HL,H

HL,H

The tree level branching ratios and total decay rate for all possible decay modes
of the scalar triplet are given by:

Bl =
MΔ

8π T r(YΔYΔ
†)

�tot
, Bh = μL

2 + μH
2 + μ−2

8πMΔ�tot
, �tot = MΔ

8π

(|YΔ|2i i + |λ|2) ,

where λ = (μL
2+μH

2+μ−2)0.5

MΔ
and μL , μH , μ− are the coupling of triplet with HH , HL ,

H− respectively. CP asymmetry from the interference of tree level and right handed
neutrino vertex correction diagram is given by

εN = −1

4π

∑

i

Mi R
I m

[
μΔ(YΔ)i i (h†

ν)i i
]

MΔ
2T r [YΔYΔ

†] + μΔ
2

ln

(
1 + MΔ

2

Mi R
2

)

≈ −1

4π

(
MΔ

2

M3

)
μΔyt

′h̃3
2
sin (φΔ + 2φ)

MΔ
2T r(YΔ

†YΔ) + |μΔ|2 (MR > MΔ).

Due to the diagonal structure of the triplet-Yukawa couplingmatrix, flavor consid-
eration isn’t possible in this model. Hence the CP asymmetry of order 10−7 to 10−8,
inconsistent with the observed baryon asymmetry, comes from the lepton number
violating right handed neutrino vertex diagram. And both of the decay modes of the
scalar triplet need to be out of equilibrium. Here, leptogenesis is done in the mass
basis of charged leptons and hence the neutrino Yukawa coupling (hν) is modified
as h̃ν = hν .Uel (Fig. 47.1 and Table 47.2).
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Fig. 47.1 1st figure shows the allowed parameter space for the modified Yukawa coupling from
neutrino mass (GeV) constraint and the 2nd figure shows the constraints on the same Yukawa
coupling from CP asymmetry to achieve the observed baryon asymmetry of order of 10−11

Table 47.2 Bench mark points for the parameters satisfying the constraints from neutrino mass
and observed baryon asymmetry

Parameters MΔ1
(GeV)

MN
(GeV)

h̃3 yt1
′μL sin φC P

∑
mν

(eV)
εC P

BP1 1010 2 × 1011 0.05 2.1 × 103 10−2 0.016 3.1 ×
10−8

BP2 1010 5.1 ×
1011

0.03 1.1 × 104 10−2 0.015 3.7 ×
10−8

47.4 Conclusion

In thismodel, imposition of S3 symmetry leads to a simple flavor structure of neutrino
mass matrix, which helped us to study neutrino mixing in consistent with the current
observation. We discussed the non zero lepton asymmetry from the decay of scalar
triplet through right handed neutrino loop in one flavor regime.The detail calculation
is discussed in [7].

SM would like to acknowledge DST for the financial support.
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Chapter 48
Measurement of Atmospheric Neutrino
Mass-Squared Splittings at INO-ICAL
Experiment

Zubair Ahmad Dar, Daljeet Kaur, Sanjeev Kumar and Md. Naimuddin

Abstract In the present work we explore the ability of the magnetized Iron
Calorimeter detector (ICal) at the India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) to iden-
tify the neutrinos and antineutrinos on an event by event basis. Consequently, the
experimental observation of the difference of mass-squared splittings in νμ and ν̄μ

oscillations at INO has been studied. The detector sensitivity is estimated so as to
confirm a non-zero difference in the splittings for neutrinos and antineutrinos using
charged current νμ and ν̄μ interactions with the detector under the influence of earth
matter effect for ten years exposure of the detector. A χ2 is minimized with respect
to observed parameters to find out the oscillation parameters for νμ and ν̄μ indepen-
dently.

48.1 Introduction

The neutrino comes always with surprise since its induction in the Standard Model
(SM) of Particle Physics. It was assumed to be massless in the SM but later many
experiments provided evidence for the small neutrino mass through the phenomenon
of neutrino oscillation. This phenomenon is well established by several experiments
involving solar [1], atmospheric [2, 3], accelerator [4], and reactor neutrinos [5], and
the parameters governing the oscillations are being measured to a high precision.
In this phenomenon, the neutrino flavor eigenstates (νe, νμ, ντ ) are considered to
be the quantum superpositions of mass eigenstates (ν1, ν2, ν3) with definite masses
(m1, m2, m3) and represented mathematically by

|νi 〉 =
∑

α

Uαi |να〉 (48.1)
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where, |νi 〉 represents a neutrino with a definite mass mi (i =1, 2, 3), |να〉 denotes
a neutrino of a specific flavor, and Uαi is the famous Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) [6, 7] lepton mixing matrix. This matrix is parametrized in terms
of six variables i.e., three mixing angles, θ12, θ13, θ23; two mass differences, Δm2

21
= m2

2 − m2
1, and Δm2

31 = m2
3 − m2

1; and a CP phase δC P . The task of any oscillation
experiment is to measure these values and obtain the probabilities for oscillation
between different flavors. There are many physics problems yet to be answered like
the neutrino mass hierarchy, leptonic Dirac CP-violating phase etc., which can be
determined from the oscillation experiments.

A consequence of theCPT-theorem is that a particle and the corresponding antipar-
ticle have equal mass and their couplings are closely related. Therefore, the param-
eters governing neutrino and antineutrino oscillations are considered to be identical.
Comparing the oscillation parameters of neutrinos and antineutrinos one could test
the hypothesis of CPT-conservation as any difference between them may indicate a
sign of new physics.

The probability for muon neutrinos with the energy Eν and propagation length L
is given by

P(νμ → νμ) � 1 − 4 cos2 θ13 sin
2 θ23 × [1 − cos2 θ13 sin

2 θ23] sin2
(
1.267|Δm2

32|L
Eν

)
.

(48.2)
Now, the probability of muon antineutrinos can be obtained simply by replacing the
oscillation parameters in Eq.48.2 with that of antineutrino, denoted mathematically
by placing bar on them.

In the present paper, we have obtained the sensitivity of the iron calorimeter
(ICAL) for themeasurement of neutrino and antineutrino oscillation parameters with
an assumption that |Δm2

32| and sin2 θ23 are different for neutrinos and antineutrinos. In
the first case,we consider the scenariowhen the difference (δm = |Δm2

32| − |Δm2
32|)

is nonzero while keeping (δθ = sin2 θ23 − sin2 θ23) as zero. In another case, with the
realistic detector resolutions and efficiencies of the ICAL incorporated, we calcu-
late the sensitivity for the ICAL detector by varying all the atmospheric oscillation
parameters (|Δm2

32|, |Δm2
32|, sin2 θ23, sin2 θ23). Using these results, we obtain the

potential of the ICAL detector to observe the difference between mass-squared split-
tings of the neutrinos and antineutrinos i.e. (|Δm2

32| − |Δm2
32|) and its sensitivity

for ruling out the identical oscillation parameter hypothesis.

48.2 The INO-ICAL Experiment

The India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) is a multi-institutional science project
with a huge detector (around 50kT) designed to study the atmospheric oscillations,
located in Tamil Nadu, India. An important feature about the location is 1km rock
overburden above the site acting as a natural shield to minimize the cosmic ray
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background. The Iron Calorimeter (ICAL) detector will be magnetized to about
1.5T, which will enable to distinguish νμ and νμ with its good charge identification
capability. The aim is to operate the detector in the few GeV energy region with the
focus on to observe the neutrino and anti-neutrino oscillations separately, using the
νμ (νμ) disappearance channel with good precision. One of the primary goals of the
ICALexperiment is to study the nature of neutrinomass hierarchy. The ICALdetector
will consist of three modules with each having a dimension of 16m×16m×14.5m.
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) of dimension 2m × 2m having gas thickness of
3mmwill be used as active detector elements to detect the charged particles produced
inside the detector and a large number of them i.e. almost 30000 RPCs are going to
be used for the INO-ICAL detector.

The good tracking capability and energy resolution of the detector makes it well
suited for the study of neutrino physics. Apart from muons, the ICAL detector will
also measure the energy of the hadronic showers, improving the overall sensitivity
to neutrino oscillation parameters.

48.3 Methodology

Themagnetic property of the ICAL detector enables one to perform themeasurement
separately for neutrinos and antineutrinos. In this analysis, earth matter effects have
been incorporated, and a large set of unoscillated data is generatedwith theNUANCE
event generator [9] using Honda atmospheric neutrino flux [10], with the exposure
of 1000 years of the ICAL detector. The detector geometry is integrated through the
GEANT4 simulation package. The oscillation parameters used are listed inTable48.1
with δC P = 0 as ICAL is not sensitive to this phase.

A χ2 method based on Poisson probability distribution with the inclusion of
systematic uncertainties is used to estimate the sensitivity of oscillation parameters.
The χ2 is separately calculated for neutrinos and antineutrinos as well as a combined
measurement is performed.

Table 48.1 The oscillation parameters used in the analysis

Oscillation parameters True values Marginalization range

sin2 θ13 0.0234 Fixed

|Δm2
32| (eV2) 2.4 × 10−3 (2.0–3.0) × 10−3

|Δm2
32| (eV2) 2.4 × 10−3 (2.0–3.0) × 10−3

sin2 θ23 0.5 0.3–0.7

sin2 θ23 0.5 0.3–0.7
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Fig. 48.1 The 68 and 90% CL contours on the |Δm2
32| and |Δm2

32| parameter space (a) ICAL
experiment using atmospheric data only (b) MINOS experiment using combined beamline and
atmospheric data

48.4 Results and Discussion

48.4.1 Two Fit Extract from Four Fit Data

From the complete data set of four parameters a two parameter data set for |Δm2
32|

and |Δm2
32| is extracted while minimizing the other two parameters i.e. sin2 θ23 and

sin2 θ23. The ICAL sensitivity for atmospheric mass-squared splitting is measured,
and it is observed that ICAL can measure |Δm2

32| and |Δm2
32| with a precision of

about 10.41% and 12.87% at 90% confidence levels (CL), respectively. The identical
mass splittings and mixing angles for neutrinos and antineutrinos are shown using a
diagonal dashed line in Figure 48.1. The MINOS collaboration using both beamline
and atmospheric data [8] has also performed a similar kind of measurement. A
comparison is drawn as shown in Fig. 48.1 using similar oscillation parameters, and
it is observed that the sensitivity of ICAL for neutrinos is almost comparable to that
of MINOS while the the sensitivity of ICAL for antineutrinos i.e. (12.87% at 90%
CL) is relatively improved than MINOS ( 20% at 90% CL).

48.4.2 ICAL Sensitivity for |ΔM2
32| – |Δm2

32| �= 0

In this section, the true values of the oscillation parameters i.e. |Δm2
32| and |Δm2

32|
have been varied independently in a range (0.0021 − 0.0028eV2). We estimate the
χ2(ν + ν) only on the null hypothesis line where the |Δm2

32| and |Δm2
32| values

are equal and a minimum χ2 value is chosen where this line tangentially coincides
with the corresponding contour. A χ2 is binned as a function (|Δm2

32| − |Δm2
32|).

The result obtained will be several minimum points corresponding to a common
(|Δm2

32| − |Δm2
32|). We choose only those points which have the smallest χ2 and
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Fig. 48.2 The INO-ICAL sensitivity for (|Δm2
32| − |Δm2

32|)True(eV2) at 1σ , 2σ and 3σ confi-
dence levels using a two parameter and b four parameter analysis

plotted as the function of |Δm2
32| − |Δm2

32|, as shown in Fig. 48.2. The plot depicts
the INO-ICAL potential for ruling out the null hypothesis |Δm2

32| = |Δm2
32| when

analyzed in two parameter case. It is found that ICAL can rule out the null hypothesis
of |Δm2

32| = |Δm2
32| at more than 3σ level if the difference of true values of δm ≥

+0.4 × 10−3eV2 or δm ≤ −0.4 × 10−3eV2[11].

48.4.3 ICAL Potential Using Four Parameter Analysis

All the four atmospheric oscillation parameters i.e. |Δm2
32|, |Δm2

32|, sin2 θ23 and
sin2 θ23 are varied independently as given in Table48.1. The true values of oscilla-
tion parameters are kept i.e. δm �= 0 and δθ �= 0 nonidentical in order to obtain the
complete sensitivity of ICAL detector. The true values are varied simultaneously
in a grid of 6 × 5 for both the neutrino and antineutrino planes. A minimum χ2 is
calculated as a function of the difference in the true values of mass squared splittings
while keeping marginalization over [sin2 θ23 and sin2 θ23]True. Figure 48.2 repre-
sents the INO-ICAL potential for ruling out the null hypothesis |Δm2

32| = |Δm2
32|

and sin2 θ23 = sin2 θ23 at different CLs. It is found that the sensitivity with the four
parameters is almost 30% less than that with the two parameters.
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Chapter 49
Impact of Non-unitary Neutrino Mixing
on the Physics Potential of NOνA
Experiment

C. Soumya and Rukmani Mohanta

Abstract The extended theories of Standard Model (SM) require heavy right-
handed neutrinos to accommodate observed neutrino oscillation data. If the mass
of such sterile neutrinos are of the order of TeV scale, then they can mix with active
neutrinos, which leads to non-unitary neutrino mixing. In this paper, we investigate
the effect of non-unitary neutrinomixing on the physics potential of the long baseline
experiment.We find that non-unitarymixing can deteriorate the sensitivity of NOνA,
to the current unknowns in neutrino sector due to the existence of new degeneracies
among the oscillation parameters in presence of non-unitary mixing. We also find
that the sensitivity to the unknowns enhanced, if we add oscillation data from T2K
experiment as it enables to reduce the degeneracies among the oscillation parameters.

49.1 Introduction

The discovery of neutrino oscillation is the first confirmed evidence for new physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM) as it implies that neutrino is no more a massless
particle. As of now, the three flavor neutrino oscillation framework has become the
successful theoretical framework to explain the observed oscillation data. This stan-
dard picture of neutrino oscillation is described by three mixing angles: θ12, θ13, θ23,
one phase: δCP, and two mass squared differences: Δm2

21,Δm2
31. The determina-

tion of the reactor mixing angle by Daya Bay, RENO, and Double Chooze, T2K
experiments, opens up a way to explore current unknowns in neutrino sector such
as neutrino mass ordering, CP-violation in leptonic sector, and the octant of atmo-
spheric mixing angle. The main objective of current and future neutrino oscillation
experiments is to determine these unknowns.
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In general, the determination of the oscillation parameters are done by taking the
assumption that the neutrino mixing matrix is unitary [1]. However, many extensions
of the Standard Model require additional fermion fields to incorporate massive neu-
trino and lead to active-sterile neutrino mixing, which gives rise to unitarity violation
[2, 3] in active neutrino mixing. The low-scale seesaw models like inverse seesaw
model permits significantly large mixing between the active and sterile neutrinos and
gives rise to significant non-unitary lepton mixing. In this paper, we investigate the
effect of non-unitary neutrino mixing on the physics potential of NOνA experiment.

49.2 Non-unitary Neutrino Mixing

In the presence of heavy sterile neutrino, the neutrino mixing matrix is of the form,

Ueff =
(

N Θ

R S

)
,

where N is the non-unitary active neutrino mixing matrix.

N = (1 − 1

2
Θ†Θ)UPMNS = (1 − η)UPMNS (49.1)

where η(= 1
2Θ

†Θ) is called non-unitarity parameter. In presence of non-unitary
lepton mixing, the charged current and neutral current interaction Lagrangian gets
modified as [3]

− Lint = VCC

∑
i, j

N ∗
ei Nej ν̄iγ

0ν j + VNC

∑
α,i, j

N ∗
αi Nα j ν̄iγ

0ν j , (49.2)

which yields the effective Hamiltonian as

HN
m = 1

2E

⎛
⎝ 0 0 0
0 Δm2

21 0
0 0 Δm2

31

⎞
⎠ + N †

⎛
⎝ VCC + VNC 0 0

0 VNC 0
0 0 VNC

⎞
⎠ N ,

withΔm2
i j = m2

i − m2
j , charged currentmatter potential VCC = √

2G F ne and neutral

current matter potential VNC = −G F nn/
√
2. Hence, the oscillation probability is

given by

Pαβ(E, L) = |〈νβ |να(L)〉|2 =
∣∣∣∣
(

Ne−iHN
m L N †

)
βα

∣∣∣∣
2

.
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49.3 Simulation Details

The long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment NOνA, which uses NuMI beam
with a power of 700kW, has a 14kt far detector situated almost 810km away from
the Fermilab. T2K is another currently running Japan based off-axis long baseline
experiment with baseline 295km and its oscillation peaks around 0.6GeV. We use
GLoBES [4, 5] package along with MonteCUBES [6] to simulate these experiments
and the experimental specifications are explicitly given in [7].

49.4 Mass Hierarchy, Octant and CP-violation Sensitivities

In this section, we compare the sensitivity of NOνA to rule out the CP-conserving
points, wrong octant, and wrong mass hierarchy in both standard and non-unitary
mixing schemes. In order to obtain the sensitivities in terms of χ2, we follow the
method that is described in [7]. The sensitivity of NOνA is given in Fig. 49.1. From
the figure, it can be seen that non-unitary lepton mixing significantly affects the
sensitivities of current unknowns in neutrino sector. The sensitivities are deteriorated
significantly in presence of non-unitary lepton mixing and they crucially depend up
on the new CP-violating phase in the non-unitary mixing. The results for synergy
of T2K and NOνA is given in Fig. 49.2. From the figure, it can be seen that while
adding the T2K data, there is a significant enhancement in the sensitivities of the
unknowns.
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Fig. 49.1 TheMH (left panel), octant (middle panel), and CPV (right panel) sensitivities of NOνA.
The true hierarchy is assumed to be normal (inverted) in upper (lower) panel
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Fig. 49.2 TheMH (left panel), octant (middle panel), and CPV (right panel) sensitivities of NOνA
and T2K. The true hierarchy is assumed to be normal

49.5 Conclusions

We have studied the effect of non-unitary lepton mixing on the determination of neu-
trino mass hierarchy, octant of atmospheric mixing angle and CP violating phase.We
found that non-unitary lepton mixing significantly affect the sensitivities of current
unknowns in neutrino sector. In fact, themass hierarchy sensitivity, octant sensitivity,
and CPV sensitivity are deteriorated significantly in presence of non-unitary lepton
mixing and the sensitivities crucially depend up on the new CP-violating phase in
the non-unitary mixing. Moreover, the oscillation parameter degeneracy resolution
capability of NOνA experiment is reduced in presence of non-unitarity parameters
as they introduced new degeneracies among the oscillation parameters. However,
we have seen that the synergy between the currently running experiments T2K and
NOνA has improved degeneracy resolution capability.
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Chapter 50
A4 Realization of Linear Seesaw and
Neutrino Phenomenology

M. Sruthilaya, R. Mohanta and Sudhanwa Patra

Abstract We consider the A4 realization of linear seesaw by extending the standard
model (SM) particle content with two types of right-handed neutrinos along with
the flavon fields, and the SM symmetry with A4 × Z4 × Z3 and a global symmetry
U (1)X . We also discuss the scope of this model to explain the baryon asymmetry of
the Universe through leptogenesis.

50.1 Introduction

The experimental observation of neutrino oscillation confirmed that neutrinos have
tiny but non-zero mass. The smallness of neutrino mass is addressed bymany seesaw
mechanisms such as type-I, type-II type-III, Linear and Inverse seesaw etc. Predic-
tions of type-I, type-II type-III seesaw mechanism are very heavy particles which
are beyond the reach of present and future experiments. This makes them untestable.
Whereas linear and inverse seesaw explain light neutrino mass with predictions of
comparatively light particles. Hence, models employing linear and inverse seesaw
mechanism to generate light neutrino mass can be tested in near future experiments.
This makes them more interesting. Another important concern in neutrino physics is
whether three generations of fermions are connected by any symmetry. The special
values of neutrino mixing angles support well the idea of existence flavor symme-
try across fermion generations. Moreover, it has been shown in may papers that
the observed neutrino mixing can be explained if existence of A4 flavor symmetry is
assumed. In light of these facts we consider A4 realization of linear seesaw to explain
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Table 50.1 The particle content and their charge assignments for an A4 realization of linear seesaw
mechanism

Fields eR μR τR L H NR SR φT φS ξ ξ′ ρ ρ′

A4 1 1′′ 1′ 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 1′ 1 1

Z4 −i −i −i −i 1 i 1 1 i i i −i −1

Z3 1 1 1 1 1 1 ω 1 ω ω ω ω2 1

X −1 −1 −1 −1 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 −2 0

active neutrino mass and mixing. To do this we extend the standard model symmetry
with flavor symmetry A4 × Z4 × Z3 and the particle content of standard model with
three generations of two types of heavy Majorana neutrinos namely, right-handed
neutrino and sterile neutrino. The existence of heavy Majorana neutrinos and Majo-
rana phases in neutrino mixing matrix add up the source of baryon asymmetry of
universe. Hence, we explore the scope of the model to explain the baryon asymmetry
of Universe.

50.2 The Model

With the particle content that belongs to different representations under A4 × Z4 ×
Z3 as given in Table50.1 the Yukawa Lagrangian in charged lepton and neutrino
sector take the forms [1]

Ll = −
{[

λe

�

(
L̄φT

)
HeR

]
+

[
λμ

�

(
L̄φT

)′
HμR

]
+

[
λτ

�

(
L̄φT

)′′
HτR

]}
,

−L� = y1L H̃ NR
ρ′

�
+ y2L H̃ SR

ρ

�
+

(
λ

φ
N Sφs + λ

ξ
N Sξ + λ

ξ′
N Sξ

′
)

NR Sc
R ,

respectively. Then the full mass matrix for neutral leptons in the basis N = (νL ,

N c
R, Sc

R)T is given as

M =
⎛
⎝ 0 m D mL S

mT
D 0 m RS

mT
L S mT

RS 0

⎞
⎠ (50.1)

The resultingmass formula for light neutrinos is governed by linear seesawmech-
anism [2],

mν = m Dm−1
RSmT

L S+ transpose. (50.2)
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With the vacuum alignment for the scalar and flavon fields

〈H〉 = (0, v)T , 〈φS〉 = vT (1, 0, 0), 〈φS〉 = vS(1, 1, 1), 〈ξ〉 = vξ, 〈ξ′〉 = vξ′ , 〈ρ〉 = vρ, 〈ρ′〉 = vρ′ ,

the various mass matrices are found to be

Ml = v
vT

�
diag

(
λe,λμ,λτ

)
, (50.3)

m D = y1v
vρ′

�

⎛
⎝ 1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞
⎠ , mL S = y2v

vρ

�

⎛
⎝ 1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞
⎠ ,

m RS = a

3

⎛
⎝ 2 −1 −1

−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

⎞
⎠ + b

⎛
⎝ 1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

⎞
⎠ + d

⎛
⎝ 0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

⎞
⎠ , (50.4)

where a = λ
φ
N SvS , b = λ

ξ
N Svξ and d = λ

ξ′
N Svξ′ .

50.3 Neutrino Mass and Mixing

The special form of Dirac neutrino mass matrix m D gives rise to the relation

mi = |k1k2|
Mi

, (50.5)

between the light neutrino mass (mi ) and heavy neutrino mass (Mi ). Also the matrix
that diagonalizes light neutrino mass matrix is same as the matrix that diagonal-
izes m−1

RS , which is UT B M .U13.P . Where UT B M is the tri-bimaximal mixing matrix
whereas the complex unitary matrix U13 is given by

U13 =
⎛
⎝ cos θ 0 sin θe−iψ

0 1 0
− sin θeiψ 0 cos θ

⎞
⎠ , (50.6)

and P is a diagonal matrix that contains the phases associated with the eigen values
of light neutrino mass matrix.

Using the constrain, r =
(

Δm2
21|Δm2
31|

)
= 0.0291 ± 0.00085, we obtained the para-

metric space for which the model gives mixing angles and Dirac CP phase inline
with recent experimental results as shown in Fig. 50.1. The correlation betweenDirac
CP phase and lightest neutrino mass and sum of active neutrino masses are also given
Fig. 50.1.
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Fig. 50.1 The correlation plots betweenDirac CP phase and lightest neutrinomass (green dots) and
sum of active neutrino masses (red dots) for normal and inverted hierarchies are given respectively
in the top left and right panels. The parametric space in λ2(

∣∣ a
b

∣∣) − λ1(
∣∣ d

b

∣∣) plane for normal and
inverted hierarchies are given in bottom left and right panels respectively

50.4 Leptogenesis

The dimensional six operators

−
{[

λNφφS + λNξξ + λNξ′ξ′
]ρρ′

�2
N R N c

R +
[
λSφφS + λSξξ + λSξ′ξ′

]ρ†ρ′

�2
SR Sc

R

}
,

(50.7)
in the lepton sector generate baryon asymmetry through resonant leptogenesis [3],
which in the case of normal hierarchy is related to model parameters as follows

ηB ≤ 0.174

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

(
m3(eV)

10−2

)2

|y1|2K 3
N3

(ln KN3)
0.6

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (50.8)
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wherem3 is themass of heaviest light neutrino and KN3 ≈ 0.234
[

m3 (eV)

10−2

]
vρ′
vρ
.Which

intern gives lower limit on the ratio, vρ

vρ′ as 5 × 10−5 to generate baryon asymmetry

of 6.9 × 10−10, the baryon asymmetry of Universe.

50.5 Conclusions

We considered the A4 realization of linear seesaw and found that the model can
explain the experimental observations on neutrino mass an mixing. We also found
that the model is fit enough to explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe.
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Chapter 51
Sterile Neutrino Discovery Potential of
NOvA and DUNE Using Neutral-Current
Interactions

Akshay Chatla and Bindu A. Bambah

Abstract Sterile neutrino mixing can be studied at long-baseline experiments using
neutral-current (NC) data. A reduction in NC event rate is expected in presence of
sterile neutrino due to the mixing between sterile and active neutrinos, thus giving
direct sensitivity to sterile neutrino channel. In this work, we see that NC channel
has good sensitivity to sterile mixing angles at long-baseline. We take current best fit
values of NOvA as true values and try to find the extent to which the sterile neutrino
parameters will be constrained by the NOvA and DUNE in their future runs.

51.1 Introduction

Precise measurement of neutrino oscillation parameters is an important objective of
all neutrino oscillation experiments. Anomalous results of LSND and MiniBooNE
could be attributed to a new neutrino introducing new �m2 ∼1 eV2. As the LEP
experiment limits number of active neutrinos flavors to 3, the new neutrino must
be a sterile (No weak interaction) neutrino (νs). Introducing sterile neutrino gives
rise to new oscillation parameters. Short baseline (SBL) experiments are sensitive to
the sterile mixing angles. These sterile mixing angles can also be measured at long
baseline (LBL) using NC channel. An energy-dependent suppression of NC event
rate will occur in presence of sterile neutrino due tomixing between sterile and active
neutrinos. Standard oscillations do not effect NC channel since all the active flavors
take part in NC events. Thus, the degeneracies and uncertainties present in active
neutrino parameter space have a small effect on NC event rates in contrast to charge-
current (CC) events. Using this direct sensitivity to sterile neutrino channel, we try to
find the capacity of NOvA and DUNE experiments to measure and constrain sterile
mixing angles in their future runs.
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51.2 Theoretical Framework

In this paper, we worked with one light sterile neutrino (3+1 model). In 3+1 neutrino
model, the flavour and mass eigenstates are coupled with a 4×4 mixing matrix. A
suitable parametrization of the mixing matrix is

UPMNS3+1 = R34R̃24R̃14R23R̃13R12. (51.1)

here Ri j and R̃i j represent real and complex 4×4 rotation in the plane containing the
2×2 sub-block in (i,j) sub-block

R2×2
i j =

(
ci j si j

−si j ci j

)
R̃i j

2×2 =
(

ci j ˜si j

− ˜si j
∗ ci j

)
(51.2)

where, ci j = cos θi j , si j = sin θi j , ˜si j = si j e−iδi j and δi j are the CP phases.

The bold matrices in (51.1) represent standard 3 flavour model. We see that addi-
tion of one sterile neutrino introduces 3 new mixing angles and 2 new CP-phases.
Measuring these newparameters is important for the study of sterile neutrinos. Exper-
iments likeNOvAandDUNEare useful tomeasure these parameters. Sterile neutrino
search can be done at both SBL and LBL, each sensitive to different parameters. In
this work, analysis is done for sterile neutrino search at far detectors (LBL) of NOvA
and DUNE.

An approximate expression for NC disappearance probability [1] at LBL is

1 − P(νμ → νs) ≈ 1 − 1

2
cos4 θ14 cos

2 θ34 sin
2 2θ24

+A sin2 �31 − B sin 2�31, (51.3)

where,�i j ≡ �m2
i j L/4E,L is baseline and E is neutrino energy (51.4)

A = sin2 θ34 sin
2 2θ23 (51.5)

B = 1

2
sin δ24 sin θ24 sin 2θ34 sin 2θ23 (51.6)

We see that the NC oscillations are sensitive to θ24, θ34 and δ24. This disappearance
of NC events which is independent of standard oscillations is our probe for sterile
search in this work.
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51.3 Results

We used GLoBES (General Long Baseline Experiment simulator)[2, 3] to simulate
the data for NOvA and DUNE. The simulation and experimental details we used are
in [4, 5] and the references therein. In Fig. 51.1,we plotNCdisappearance probability
(PNC ) plot to show effects of sterile mixing angles on reduction of NC event rates.
In the left (right) plot in Fig. 51.1, we show PNC while varying θ24 (θ34) and keeping
other sterile mixing angles zero. We see that both θ24 and θ34 play a major role in
NC oscillations as implied by Eqn 51.3.

In Fig. 51.2, we show how well the sterile mixing angles will be constrained by
NOvA (3+3̄) and DUNE (3.5+ ¯3.5) in their future runs. This analysis is done by
taking standard 3 flavour model as true hypothesis and checking the confidence level
to which 3+1 model i.e. test hypothesis can be rejected. In this analysis, we did not
simulate near detector explicitly. So, this analysis is valid for 0.05< �m2 < 0.5eV2

as sterile oscillations are not developed at near detector in thismass range.We explore
allowed regions in θ24 and θ34 plane fromNOvA and DUNE simulation data for their
full run times, considering latest NOvA results as true values. As seen in the Fig. 51.2,
DUNE is twice as good as NOvA at constraining θ24 and θ34 which can be attributed
to it’s high expected event rates and detector efficiency. We see that the constraints
are similar for the 2 best-fit values of NOvA, as expected since standard oscillation
parameters have negligible effect on NC channel.

In conclusion, expected NC event disappearance in presence of sterile neutrino
is calculated for future runs of NOvA and DUNE. We find that DUNE is better at
constraining sterile mixing angles θ24 and θ34 than NOvA as expected due to high
NC event rates in DUNE. Further analysis while including near detector oscillations
need to be done to explore the mass ranges �m2 > 0.5eV2.
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Fig. 51.1 NC disappearance probability plots for NOvA while changing values of θ24 (left) and
θ34 (right). Here θ24 (θ34) takes values 9◦ and 18◦ (20◦ and 40◦) while other sterile mixing angles
are kept zero
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Part V
Flavour Anomalies and New Physics



Chapter 52
Lepton Universality Violating Anomalies
in B Decays

Alakabha Datta

Hints of lepton universality violating (LUV) new physics have shown up in several
B decays. Experimental measurements show deviation from the standard model
(SM) predictions of lepton universal interactions. These measurement anomalies
occur in charged current and neutral current transitions. I will review the present
measurements and future measurements that can tell us more about these anomalies.
I will focus on joint explanation of the anomalies and point out that LUV new physics
can often lead to lepton flavor violation effects. Finally, I will discuss light mediator
models to explain the anomalies.

52.1 Introduction

At present, there are several measurements of B decays that may indicate the pres-
ence of physics beyond the standard model (SM). In particular these measurements
indicate lepton universality violation (LUV). In the SM the gauge bosons couple
equally to all members of the quark and the lepton families. Hence measurement of
LUV is evidence of physics beyond the SM.

The LUV are observed in two groups—in charged current (CC) processes and in
the neutral current (NC) processes. We will discuss them separately first and then
consider how the CC and NC LUV might have a common origin.
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52.1.1 CC LUV

The charged-current decays B → D(∗)τντ have been measured by the BaBar [1],
Belle [2] and LHCb [3] Collaborations. It is found that the values of the ratios
R(D(∗)) ≡ B(B̄ → D(∗)τ−ν̄τ )/B(B̄ → D(∗)�−ν̄�) (� = e,μ) considerably exceed
their SM predictions. These ratios of branching fractions have certain advantages
over the absolute branching fractionmeasurements as they are relatively less sensitive
to form factor variations and several systematic uncertainties such as those on the
experimental efficiency as well as the dependence on the value of |Vcb| cancel in the
ratios. There are lattice determination of the ratio R(D)SM [4, 5] that are in general
agreement with one another.

R(D)SM = 0.299 ± 0.011, FNAL/MILC[4]
R(D)SM = 0.300 ± 0.008, HPQCD[5]

R(D∗)SM = 0.252 ± 0.003. (52.1)

Calculation of R(D∗)SM is not available from lattice and so one has to use SM
phenomenological prediction [6–8] where the form factors are obtained from fits to
the angular distributions in B̄ → D(∗)�−ν̄�.

By averaging the most recent measurements, the HFAG Collaboration has found
[9]

R(D) = 0.407 ± 0.039 ± 0.024,

R(D∗) = 0.304 ± 0.013 ± 0.007, (52.2)

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. R(D∗) and
R(D) exceed the SM predictions by 3.4σ and 2.3 σ, respectively. The combined
analysis of R(D∗) and R(D), taking into account measurement correlations, leads
to a deviation is 4.1σ from the SM prediction [9].

In general there have been many analyses of the R(D(∗)) puzzles both in model
independent framework as well as in specific models (see, for example, [10–15]).

52.1.1.1 Distributions and CP Violation

The new physics proposed for the R(D(∗)) puzzled can be probed in distributions
[10, 16, 17]. Some of the observables in the distributions have been measured. In
the coming years more of these will be measured. These measurements will discover
or constrain new physics and will provide important clues to the nature of new
physics. An important observable is CP violation in the distribution [16, 18] as this
is free of hadronic uncertainties. Measurement of non zero value of CP violation
will be a clear sign of new physics. The complete three-angle distribution for the
decay B̄ → D∗(→ Dπ)l−ν̄l in the presence of NP can be expressed in terms of four
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Fig. 52.1 The description of the angles θl , θ
∗ and χ in the angular distribution of B̄ → D∗(→

Dπ)l−νl decay

kinematic variables, q2 ( the momentum transfer squared), two polar angles θl , θD∗
,

and the azimuthal angle χ. The angle θl is the polar angle between the charged lepton
and the direction opposite to the D∗ meson in the (lνl) rest frame. The angle θD∗ is the
polar angle between the D meson and the direction of the D∗ meson in the (Dπ) rest
frame. The angle χ is the azimuthal angle between the two decay planes spanned by
the 3-momenta of the (Dπ) and (lνl) systems. These angles are described in Fig. 52.1.
The three-angle distribution can be obtained by using the helicity formalism.
We can write the angular distribution for B̄ → D∗(→ Dπ)l−ν̄l as [10, 19–22]

d4�

dq2 d cos θl d cos θD∗ dχ
= 9

32π
N F

( 8∑
i=1

Ii + m2
l

q2

8∑
j=1

Ji

)
, (52.3)

where the Ii and Ji are functions of the helicity amplitudes and the helicity angles
[16].

The complex NP couplings lead to CP violation which is sensitive to the angular
terms sinχ and sin 2χ in the distribution. The coefficients of these terms are triple
products (TP) and have the structure ∼ I m[AiA∗

j ] ∼ sin(φi − φ j ), where Ai, j =
|Ai, j |eiφi, j . In the SM these terms vanish, as there is only one dominant contribution
to the decay and so all amplitudes have the same weak phase. Hence any non-zero
measurements of TPs are clear signs of NP without any hadronic uncertainties. For
the charged conjugate modes, the weak phases change sign and Ai, j = |Ai, j |e−iφi, j

and the TPs change sign. Even though we focus on τ final states, we should point out
that this distribution is applicable also for e and μ in the final state. Since experiments
have already studied the distributions for e, μ final states it might be worth checking
the sinχ and sin 2χ terms in the distributions for these decays for signals of non-SM
physics. There are other b decays that can be used to constrain the models discussed
to explain the R(D(∗)) measurements. It was pointed out that the underlying quark
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level transition b → cτ−ν̄τ in the R(D(∗)) puzzles can be probed in both B and �b

decays [23].

52.1.1.2 NC LUV

The LHCb and Belle Collaboration has made measurements of B → K ∗μ+μ− and
B0

s → φμ+μ− that deviate from the SM predictions.
The main discrepancy is in the angular observable P ′

5 [24] though the signifi-
cance of the discrepancy depends on the assumptions about the theoretical hadronic
uncertainties.

To find clear evidence of new physics one should consider observables largely
free of hadronic uncertainties. One such observable is RK ≡ B(B+ → K +μ+μ−)/B
(B+ → K +e+e−) [25, 26], which has been measured by LHCb [27]:

Rexpt
K = 0.745+0.090

−0.074 (stat) ± 0.036 (syst) , 1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.0 GeV2 . (52.4)

This differs from the SMprediction, RSM
K = 1 ± 0.01 [28] by 2.6σ. Note, the observ-

able RK is a measure of lepton flavor universality and requires different new physics
for the muons versus the electrons, while it is possible to explain the anomalies
in the angular observables in b → sμ+μ− in terms of lepton flavor universal new
physics [29].

Recently, the LHCb Collaboration reported the measurement of the ratio RK ∗ ≡
B(B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−)/B(B0 → K ∗0e+e−) in two different ranges of the dilepton
invariant mass-squared q2 [30]:

Rexpt
K ∗ = 0.66+0.11

−0.07 (stat) ± 0.03 (syst) , 0.045 ≤ q2 ≤ 1.1 GeV2 , (low q2)

0.69+0.11
−0.07 (stat) ± 0.05 (syst) , 1.1 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.0 GeV2 , (central q2) .

(52.5)

These differ from the SM predictions by 2.2–2.4σ (low q2) and 2.4-2.5σ (central
q2), which further strengthens the hint of lepton non-universality observed in RK .

Fits to new physics with heavy mediators have been considered by several groups
but it has generally been difficult to understand the low q2 measurements with heavy
mediators [31].

52.1.1.3 Lepton Universality Violation and Lepton Flavor Violation

Any interesting question is whether the CC LUV and the NC LUV are related. In
[32, 33], it was pointed out that, assuming the scale of NP is much larger than the
weak scale, operators contributing to RK anomalies should be made invariant under
the full SU (3)C × SU (2)L × U (1)Y gauge group. There are two possibilities if only
left handed particles are involved:
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ON P
1 = G1

�2
N P

(Q̄′
Lγμ Q′

L)(L̄ ′
LγμL ′

L) ,

ON P
2 = G2

�2
N P

(Q̄′
Lγμσ

I Q′
L)(L̄ ′

Lγμσ I L ′
L)

= G2

�2
N P

[
2(Q̄′i

Lγμ Q′ j
L )(L̄ ′ j

L γμL ′i
L) − (Q̄′

Lγμ Q′
L)(L̄ ′

LγμL ′
L)

]
, (52.6)

whereG1 andG2 are both O(1), and theσ I are the Paulimatrices.Here Q′ ≡ (t ′, b′)T

and L ′ ≡ (ν ′
τ , τ

′)T . The key point is thatON P
2 contains both neutral-current (NC) and

charged-current (CC) interactions. TheNC andCC pieces can be used to respectively
explain the RK and RD(∗) puzzles. In this scenario new physics affects only the
third generation but via mixing effect LUV and lepton flavor violation(LFV) effects
involving lighter generations are generated [33, 34].

In [35] UV completions that can give rise to ON P
1,2 (52.6), were discussed. These

include leptoquark models and vector boson (VB) models. Concrete models are dis-
cussed as in [36–39]. Within specific models there are new LUV processes as well
as lepton flavor violating(LFV) processes. A fairly exhaustive analysis of specific
models was carried out in the recent publication [40]. Several decay modes were
discussed which in the future could distinguish among the different models. In par-
ticular it was shown that the observation of τ → 3μ would be a clear sign of the VB
model while the observation of ϒ → μτ would point towards the leptoquark model.

52.2 Light Mediators

As indicated earlier the low q2 RK (∗) measurement cannot be understood in terms of
heavy mediators. This motivates considering light mediator solution to the neutral
current B anomalies and in [41, 42] it was proposed that the NC anomalies could
explained by the exchange of a light mediator. In these models the flavor changing
b → s vertex may arise from loops of hidden sector particles [42, 43]. These models
may be tested not only in B experiments but also in neutrino interactions such as
coherent neutrino scattering [43].
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Chapter 53
Probing Flavor Physics in BSM Scenarios
with SM Null Tests

Jusak Tandean

Abstract As direct searches for new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM)
at the LHC and other colliders have so far come up empty, increasingly attention has
been paid to the intensity frontier, where high-precision measurements can probe
rare processes which are possibly sensitive to indirect signals of NP. An important
tool in the quest for NP effects on rare processes is the null tests of the SM. These
are observables which vanish or are very small in the SM and which therefore could
receive potentially large contributions fromNP.Among such tests are, to be discussed
here, asymmetries in the charm-meson decays D → P1P2�

+�− (P = π, K and � =
e,μ), direct C P asymmetries in Cabibbo-favored nonleptonic charm-meson decays,
muon asymmetries in the hyperon decay Σ+ → pμ+μ−, and searches for the rare
transitions b → ssd̄, dds̄ and for nonleptonic Bs-meson decays which fully break
isospin symmetry. These are under ongoing or near-future investigations in the LHCb
and other experiments.

Observables which are predicted to be very small or vanish within the standardmodel
(SM) serve, at least in principle, as its (approximate or exact) null tests [1]. They
are potentially good places to look for indications of new physics (NP) beyond the
SM (BSM), as any unambiguous nonnegligible result of the measurement of such
an observable would be a compelling hint of NP BSM. If an experiment performing
this kind of test produces no positive result, the null outcome will, on the flip side,
translate into a constraint on the NP scenario under consideration.

Over the years there have already been numerous efforts to conduct SM null tests
with various flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) transitions. Examples are the
searches for processes manifesting charged-lepton-flavor violation, such as μ → eγ
and B0 → μ±τ∓, which have so far come up negative [2]. Since they are forbidden
in the SM, their observation would be clear evidence for NP. Another instance of SM
null test is the deviation of the ratio RK (∗) of the branching fractions of the decays
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B(∗) → K (∗)μ+μ− and B(∗) → K (∗)e+e− from the SM lepton-flavor universality
[3]. Thus the recent LHCb finding of RK (∗) ∼ 0.7 [4] would have a NP origin if
conclusively confirmed by future data.

If the RK (∗) and related b → sμ+μ− anomalies [4] turn out be caused by BSM
interactions, it will be important to explore the potential implications for other pro-
cesses in order to gain a comprehensive picture about the nature of the NP. One way
to help achieve this is to conduct as many additional SM null tests as is feasible,
some of which are already being carried out by LHCb and will be discussed in what
follows.

53.1 Asymmetries in Charm-Meson Decays
D → P1P2�+�−

The amplitudes for the rare charm-meson decays of interest consist of short distance
(SD) and long distance (LD) components. The SD one arises from FCNCs which in
the SM suffer from severe suppression due to loop diagrams involving down-type
quarks leading to highly efficient Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism.
SinceNP does not have to be subject to the sameGIMcancelation, the SD component
could get sizable corrections from NP. It turns out, however, that the amplitudes are
dominated by LD physics, the calculation of which has significant uncertainties and
which consequently makes probing the potential NP contribution quite challenging.
Nevertheless, it is possible to devise SM null tests with these decays, especially
asymmetries which in the SM are expected to be tiny [5, 6].

For D → P1P2�
+�− (P = π, K and � = e,μ), one can start with the differential

rate [6]

d5Γ =
∑

i

ci (θ�,φ) Ii (q
2, p2, cos θP1)

dq2dp2dcosθP1dcosθ�dφ

2π
(53.1)

where θ� is the angle between �− and D in the dilepton rest-frame, θP1 is the angle
between P1 (the meson containing the quark emitted from the semileptonic weak
ūc�� vertex) and the direction opposite to the D motion in the P1P2 rest-frame,
φ is the angle between the normals of the �+�− and P1P2 planes in the D rest-
frame, q2 (p2) is the invariant mass squared of the lepton (P1P2) pair, ci (θ�,φ) are
simple functions of θ� and φ [6], and Ii (q

2, p2, cos θP1), i = 1, 2, ..., 9, are angular
coefficients given in terms of so-called transversity amplitudes [7]. Subsequently,
from Ii one can construct a number of SM null tests [6].

To list some examples, since in the SM photon-mediated contributions
dominate c → u�+�−, one can see that I5 = −[

Re
(
H L

0 H L∗
⊥

) − (L → R)
]
sinθP1/4,

I6 = [
Re

(
H L

|| H L∗
⊥

) − (L → R)
]
sin2θP1/4, and I7 = −[

Re
(
H L

0 H L∗
||

) − (L → R)
]

sinθP1/4 are null tests, as they will be zero in the absence of axial-vector contribu-
tions. Moreover, as detailed in [6], one can utilize I5,6,8,9 to form C P asymmetries as
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additional null tests, and the corresponding integrated asymmetries can reach a few
percent if generated by NP BSM. Recently LHCb [8] has begun to measure some of
the asymmetries in D0 → (π+π−, K +K −)μ+μ− and the results, which are not yet
precise, are in line with the SM predictions.

Similarly to RK (∗) , the ratio RD
P1 P2

of branching fractions of D → P1P2�
+�− for

� = μ, e,

RD
P1 P2

=
∫ q2

max

q2
min

dq2 dB(D → P1P2μ
+μ−)/dq2

∫ q2
max

q2
min

dq2 dB(D → P1P2e+e−)/dq2
(53.2)

with the same q2
min,max cuts, can check if there is violation of lepton-flavor uni-

versality in the up-type-quark sector. The SM predictions are RD
ππ = 1.00 ± O(%)

and RD
K K = 1.00 ± O(%) for q2

min = 4m2
μ and q2

max = (m D − m P1 − m P2)
2, imply-

ing that RD
ππ,K K − 1 are SM null tests [6]. At present, the relevant empirical infor-

mation is still incomplete [2, 9], but the situation will likely change once more data
become available from LHCb, BESIII, and other facilities.

53.2 Direct CP Violation in Cabibbo-Favored Charm
Decays

In the SM the leading-order effective Hamiltonian describing the Cabibbo-favored
nonleptonic decays of charm mesons, such as D0 → π+K − and D+

s → η(′)π+, is of
the form H = GFV ∗

cs Vud

(
C1 sΓ κc uΓκd + C2 uΓ κc sΓκd

)
/
√
2 + H.c., where Vkl

are elements of theCabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)matrix,C1,2 are theWilson
coefficients, andΓ μ = γμ(1 − γ5).Accordingly, as iswell known, their amplitudes at
tree level do not have two or more terms with different strong and weak phases which
are necessary for direct C P violation to occur [10]. Nevertheless, incorporating loop
contributions, such as box and dipenguin diagrams, can lead in the SM to direct C P
violation, albeit it is very small [11]. Hence direct C P asymmetries in these modes
are SM null tests.

In the presence of NP, the decay amplitudes may acquire extra terms with new
strong and weak phases which give rise to nonnegligible C P violation. This can
happen in, for instance, gauged left-right models, where the direct C P asymmetries
can reach the per-mill level or more [11, 12], which is potentially detectable at LHCb
and Belle II [12]. This could even be realized in the not-too-distant future at LHCb,
which has recently already reported an upper limit of order 1% for the asymmetry
in D±

s → η′π± [13].
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53.3 Muon Asymmetries in Σ+ → pµ+µ−

Recently LHCb has turned up evidence for the rare hyperon decay Σ+ → pμ+μ−
and reported its branching fraction to be

(
2.2+1.8

−1.3

) × 10−8 [14]. It is consistent with
the earlier HyperCP finding

(
8.6+6.6

−5.4 ± 5.5
) × 10−8 [15] and with the SM prediction

BSM ∈ [1.6, 9.0] × 10−8 [16]. Despite the agreement, in view of the still sizable
experimental errors, more data are clearly needed to test the theory more stringently.
This will likely be achievable with the larger event sample that LHCb expects to
collect in the near future [17].

As the amount of data on Σ+ → pμ+μ− grows, it will be possible to test the SM
predictions further via additional observables. Its dimuon invariant-mass distribution
has already been examined in [16]. In this section we look at a few asymmetries
pertaining to the muons in this decay which have recently been proposed in [18].
Some of these observables turn out to be tiny in the SM and therefore can serve as
its null tests.

Including SM and potential NP contributions, one can express the amplitude for
Σ+(pΣ) → p(pp)μ+(p+)μ−(p−) as [18]

M = [
iqκ ū p

(
ã + γ5b̃

)
σνκuΣ − ū pγ

ν
(
c̃ + γ5d̃

)
uΣ

]
ūμγνvμ̄

+ ū pγ
ν
(
ẽ + γ5f̃

)
uΣ ūμγνγ5vμ̄ + ū p

(
g̃ + γ5h̃

)
uΣ ūμvμ̄

+ ū p

(
j̃ + γ5k̃

)
uΣ ūμγ5vμ̄ , (53.3)

where q = pΣ − pp = p+ + p− and ã, b̃, . . . , k̃ are complex coefficients depend-
ing on q2. In the SM this mode is virtually controlled by long-distance physics, most
of which is due to photon-exchange diagrams [18, 19] and enters ã, b̃, c̃, and d̃.

One can then construct the forward-backward asymmetry AFB defined by

AFB =
∫ 1
−1 dcθ Γ ′′ sgn(cθ)∫ 1

−1 dcθ Γ ′′ , Γ ′′ ≡ dΓ ′

dcθ

, cθ ≡ cos θ , (53.4)

where θ is the angle between the μ− and p directions in the rest frame of the dimuon
system and Γ ′ ≡ dΓ (Σ+ → pμ+μ−)/dq2 is the differential decay rate. In terms of
the aforesaid coefficients [18]

AFB = β2 λ̄

64π3Γ ′m3
Σ

Re
{[
M+ã∗f̃ − M−b̃∗ẽ − (

ã∗g̃ + b̃∗h̃
)
mμ

]
q2

+ (
c̃∗f̃ + d∗ẽ

)
q2 − (

M+c̃∗g̃ − M−d̃∗h̃
)
mμ

}
,

(53.5)

where β = (
1 − 4m2

μ/q2
)
1/2, M± = mΣ ± m p, and λ̄ = (

M2+ − q2
)(
M2− − q2

)
. Also

of interest is the integrated forward-backward asymmetry ÃFB given by
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ÃFB =
∫ q2

max

q2
min

dq2
∫ 1
−1 dcθ Γ ′′ sgn(cθ)

Γ (Σ+ → pμ+μ−)
, q2

min = 4m2
μ, q2

max = (
mΣ − m p

)2
.

(53.6)
In the dimuon system’s rest frame,with enough data, one can additionally examine

theμ± polarization asymmetries.Whenμ− is polarized, one canwrite the differential
rate as Γ ′(1 + P−

T ς−
x + P−

N ς−
y + P−

L ς−
z

)
/2, where L, N, and T refer to the longitudi-

nal, normal, and transverse polarizations of μ− along the chosen z-, y-, and x-axes,
respectively, as described in [18], and ς−

x,y,z are the spin three-vector components
satisfying (ς−

x )2 + (ς−
y )2 + (ς−

z )2 = 1. The corresponding polarization asymmetries
P−
L,N,T are [18]

P−
L = β2

√
λ̄

192π3Γ ′ m3
Σ

Re
{[−3

(
2M+ã∗ẽ + h̃∗k̃

)
q2 − 2

(
m̂2+ + 3q2

)
c̃∗ẽ

]
m̂2−

+ [
3
(
2M−b̃∗f̃ − g̃∗ j̃

)
q2 − 2

(
m̂2− + 3q2

)
d̃∗f̃

]
m̂2+

+ 6
(
M+f̃∗h̃ m̂2− − M−ẽ∗g̃ m̂2+

)
mμ

}
,

P−
N = β2 λ̄

√
q2

256π2 Γ ′ m3
Σ

Im
{
2
[
(M+ã + c̃)∗f̃ + (d̃ − M−b̃)∗ẽ

]
mμ − (

ã∗g̃ + b̃∗h̃
)
q2

− (
c̃∗g̃ − ẽ∗ j̃

)
M+ + (

d̃∗h̃ − f̃∗k̃
)
M−

}
,

P−
T = β λ̄

√
q2

256π2 Γ ′ m3
Σ

Re
{
2
[
2
(
M+ã + c̃

)∗(
d̃ − M−b̃

) − M−ã∗ẽ + M+b̃∗f̃
]
mμ

− M+c̃∗ j̃ + M−d̃∗k̃ + β2
(
M+ẽ∗g̃ − M−f̃∗h̃

)}

−
β λ̄ Re

[(
ã∗ j̃ + b̃∗k̃

)
q4 + 2

(
c̃∗ẽ + d̃∗f̃

)
M+M−mμ

]

256π2 Γ ′ m3
Σ

√
q2

, (53.7)

where m̂2± = M2± − q2. Like ÃFB, one can define the integrated asymmetries

P̃−
L,N,T =

∫ q2
max

q2
min

dq2 Γ ′ P−
L,N,T

Γ (Σ+ → pμ+μ−)
. (53.8)

Analogously, one could write down [18] the μ+ polarization asymmetriesP+
L,N,T and

P̃+
L,N,T.

Numerically, | ÃFB| and |P̃±
L,N| are found to be under 10−4 in the SM [18]. This is

because these asymmetries involve no more than one factor from the dominant LD
component, as may be seen in (53.5) and (53.7). In contrast, P̃±

T can be large, up to
∼60% in size [18], because they contain interference terms between two LD factors.
The smallness of ÃFB and P̃±

L,N within the SM implies that they can potentially
provide access to NP. A clear measurement of any one of these quantities exceeding
the percent level would be a strong hint of NP.
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53.4 Rare Decays b → ss D̄, dd S̄

In the SM the transition b → ssd̄ (dds̄) arises mainly from box diagrams involving
up-type quarks and the W boson and, unlike the familiar b → ss̄d (dd̄s), is predicted
to have a tiny branching fraction, below 10−11 [20], which is brought about by strong
GIM suppression and a small CKM factor. Quests for the corresponding exclusive
modes, such as B− → K −K −π+, K − K̄ ∗0 (

π−π−K +,π−K ∗0), can then be regarded
as SM null tests.

There are models BSM which can hugely amplify the branching fractions of
these decays relative to their SM expectations, by up to several orders of magni-
tude [21]. The predictions are thus close to potentially detectable levels at ongo-
ing and near-future searches. For instance, LHCb has recently set the upper limits
B(B+ → K +K +π−) < 1.1 × 10−8 and B(B+ → π+π+K −) < 4.6 × 10−8 at 90%
confidence level [22].

53.5 Rare Nonleptonic Bs Decays

There are nonleptonic decay modes of the Bs meson which are predicted to have
relatively small rates in the SM because the effects of the tree four-quark opera-
tors are suppressed and, as a consequence, their penguin counterparts have sizable
impact. These processes can offer approximate null tests of the SM, as NP may
modify the penguin contributions and boost the rates significantly. Here we focus on
B̄s → (η, η′,φ)(π0, ρ0), the only B̄s decays into two charmless mesons which are
both strangeness changing and purely isospin-violating. Hence their amplitudes have
no QCD-penguin terms and proceed instead from charmless tree and electroweak-
penguin operators [23], the tree ones being CKM-factor suppressed. Among the six
modes, only B̄s → φρ0 has been seenwith a branching fraction of (2.7 ± 0.8)×10−7

[2], compatible with its estimate in the SM albeit with a sizable error [24].
The interest in these decays stems from the possibility that the anomalies recently

found in b → sμ+μ− data [4] have a NP origin and that the same NP can enhance
one or more of the above Bs decays substantially. This has been explored in [25]
within a particular BSM scenario where an electrically neutral and uncolored spin-
one particle, the Z ′ boson, is responsible for the NP effects on these two sets of
b → s transitions. It is assumed to couple nonuniversally to SM fermions, have no
mixing with SM gauge bosons, and possess mass m Z ′ higher than the electroweak
scale, but the Z ′ is not necessarily a gauge boson.

The pertinent Z ′ interactions are described by

LZ ′ ⊃ −[
s γκ

(
Δsb

L PL + Δsb
R PR

)
b Z ′

κ + H.c.
] − Δ

μμ
V μ γκμ Z ′

κ

− [
u γκ

(
Δuu

L PL + Δuu
R PR

)
u + d γκ

(
Δdd

L PL + Δdd
R PR

)
d
]
Z ′

κ , (53.9)
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where Δsb
L ,R are complex constants, whereas Δ

μμ
V and Δ

uu,dd
L ,R are real due to the

hermiticity of LZ ′ . Other Z ′ couplings to SM fermions are taken to be absent. For
simplicity, the choices Δsb

L ,R = ρL ,R V ∗
ts Vtb with real ρL ,R are made [25].

There are constraints on these couplings that need to be taken into account. Obvi-
ously, Δsb

L ,RΔ
μμ
V must have values in line with the observed b → sμ+μ− anomalies.

Since the Δsb
L ,R contribute at tree level to Bs-B̄s mixing, restrictions from its data are

also to be respected. Interestingly, these two sets of conditions together lead to the
requirement Δsb

L ∼ 10Δsb
R [25], and so ρL ∼ 10ρR . The aforementioned B̄s → φρ0

measurement restrains Δsb
L ,RΔ

uu,dd
L ,R . In addition, all the Z ′ couplings have to satisfy

the bounds inferred from collider data.
For definiteness, numerically one can set ρR = 0.1 ρL and m Z ′ = 1TeV and

impose 2σ ranges of the various empirical constraints. With these choices, it is
demonstrated in [25] that within the allowed parameter space the Z ′ impact on
B̄0

s → (η,φ)π0 can cause their rates to increase by about an order of magnitude with
respect to their SM expectations [26]. Such possible large enhancement implies that
the Z ′ effect on these modes could be easily distinguishable from the SM predictions
which have sizable uncertainties. On the other hand, the enhancement factors for
B̄0

s → η′π0, (η, η′)ρ0 are at most a few, partly because of the B̄s → φρ0 constraint.
One or more of these predictions may be testable in the near future at LHCb.

53.6 Conclusions

If the recently observed b → sμ+μ− anomalies are due to new physics, its impact
can be expected to appear in some other flavor sectors. Null tests of the SMmay probe
such NP to help reveal its properties. The foregoing presents a number of SM null
tests which are among the subjects of ongoing and near-future flavor experiments and
which could offer important complementary information concerning the potential NP
responsible for these anomalies.
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Chapter 54
Flavor and Dark Matter Connection

Avelino Vicente

Abstract In recent years, the LHCb collaboration has published results on the mea-
surement of several observables associated to semileptonic b → s transitions. Inter-
estingly, various deviations from their expected values in the Standard Model have
been found, including some tantalizing hints pointing towards the violation of Lepton
Flavor Universality. We discuss New Physics models that address these anomalies
and explore their possible connection to the dark matter of the Universe.

54.1 Introduction

One of the most relevant open questions in current physics is the nature of the dark
matter (DM) that makes up 27% of the energy density of the Universe [1]. Many
ideas and proposals have been put forward, including the possibility that the DM is
composed of particles. This popular scenario requires an extension of the Standard
Model (SM) with new states and dynamics, since the SM particles do not have the
required properties to be a good DM candidate.

Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU) is a central feature in the SM. The fact that
gauge bosons couple with the same strength to the three generations of leptons is well
rooted in the SM construction and has a strong experimental support. Nevertheless,
this expectation is broken in some New Physics (NP) scenarios, and this can lead
to clear signatures of physics beyond the SM. In fact, these signatures might have
been observed already. Since 2013, the LHCb collaboration has reported on the
measurement of several observables associated to semileptonic b → s transitions,
finding some tensions with the SM expectations, including possible hints of the
violation of LFU.
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We are interested in NP models that aim at an explanation of the so-called b → s
anomalies while introducing a dark sector with the ingredients to accommodate
the astrophysical and cosmological indications of the existence of DM [2]. Several
authors have explored this direction [3–22]. The rest of themanuscript is organized as
follows. We review the b → s anomalies and provide a model independent interpre-
tation in Sect. 54.2. Section 54.3 classifies the proposed New Physics explanations
to these anomalies with a link to the dark matter problem and presnts two example
models that illustrate this connection. We finally summarize in Sect. 54.4.

54.2 The b → s Anomalies

There are two types of b → s anomalies: (1) branching ratios and angular observ-
ables, and (2) lepton flavor universality violating (LFUV) anomalies.

Branching ratios and angular observables: In 2013, the LHCb collaboration
reported on the measurement of several observables in the decay B → K ∗μ+μ−
with 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. Interestingly, several deviations with respect to
the SM expectations were found. The most popular one was a 3.7σ discrepancy in
one of the dimuon invariant mass bins in the P ′

5 angular observable [23]. Moreover,
LHCb also found a systematic deficit in several branching ratios, mainly BR(Bs →
φμ+μ−) [24]. These anomalies were later confirmed with the addition of further
data with the presentation by LHCb of new results in 2015, using in this case their
full Run 1 dataset with 3 fb−1 [25, 26].

LFUV anomalies: several observables have been proposed in order to test LFU
experimentally. In particular, one can consider the RK (∗) ratios, given by [27]

RK (∗) = Γ (B → K (∗)μ+μ−)

Γ (B → K (∗)e+e−)
. (54.1)

These observables are measured in specific dilepton invariant mass squared ranges
q2 ∈ [q2

min, q2
max]. These ratios are very close to one in the SM, but this prediction can

be altered by NP violating LFU. Moreover, hadronic uncertainties are expected to
cancel to a high degree. Therefore, a deviation in RK (∗) would be regarded as a very
clear sign of LFUV. Interestingly, several measurements by the LHCb collaboration
point in this direction. Themeasurement of RK in the region [1, 6]GeV2 was reported
in 2014 [28], whereas themeasurement of the RK ∗ ratio in two q2 binswas announced
in 2017 [29]. These were the results:

RK = 0.745+0.090
−0.074 ± 0.036 , q2 ∈ [1, 6] GeV2 ,

RK ∗ = 0.660+0.110
−0.070 ± 0.024 , q2 ∈ [0.045, 1.1] GeV2 ,

RK ∗ = 0.685+0.113
−0.069 ± 0.047 , q2 ∈ [1.1, 6.0] GeV2 . (54.2)
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When these are compared to the SM predictions [30],

RSM
K = 1.00 ± 0.01 , q2 ∈ [1, 6] GeV2 ,

RSM
K ∗ = 0.92 ± 0.02 , q2 ∈ [0.045, 1.1] GeV2 ,

RSM
K ∗ = 1.00 ± 0.01 , q2 ∈ [1.1, 6.0] GeV2 , (54.3)

one finds deviations from the SM at the 2.6 σ level in the case of RK , 2.2 σ for RK ∗

in the low-q2 region, and 2.4 σ for RK ∗ in the central-q2 region.
While the first category, angular observables and branching ratios, might be

affected by hadronic uncertainties and the possibility of uncontrolled QCD effects
cannot be discarded, the second one, composed by the RK (∗) ratios, is clean from this
issue and can only be explained by NP violating LFU.

In order to interpret these experimental results it is convenient to adopt a language
based on effective field theory. The effective Hamiltonian for b → s transitions can
be written as

Heff = −4G F√
2

VtbV ∗
ts

e2

16π2

∑

i

(
Ci Oi + C ′

i O′
i

) + h.c.. (54.4)

Here G F is the Fermi constant, e the electric charge and V the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix. The effective operators contributing to b → s transitions are
denoted byOi andO′

i , whileCi andC ′
i denote theirWilson coefficients. The operators

that turn out to be relevant for the interpretation of the b → s anomalies are

O9 = (
s̄γμ PLb

) (
�̄γ μ�

)
, O′

9 = (
s̄γμ PRb

) (
�̄γ μ�

)
, (54.5)

O10 = (
s̄γμ PLb

) (
�̄γ μγ5�

)
, O′

10 = (
s̄γμ PRb

) (
�̄γ μγ5�

)
. (54.6)

Here � = e, μ, τ . Unless necessary, we will omit flavor indices in the Wilson coef-
ficients in order to simplify the notation. It proves convenient to split the Wilson
coefficients into their SM and NP pieces, defining

C9 = CSM
9 + CNP

9 , (54.7)

C10 = CSM
10 + CNP

10 . (54.8)

Several independent global fits [31–38] have compared a large set of experimental
measurements of observables associated to b → s transitions to their expected values
in the SM, finding a remarkable tension, only alleviated by the introduction of NP
contributions. In particular, there is a general agreement on the qualitative fact that
global fits improve substantially with a negative contribution in Cμ,NP

9 , withCμ,NP
9 ∼

−25% × Cμ,SM
9 . NP contributions in other muonicWilson coefficients can affect the

global fit, but they are sub-dominant compared to Cμ,NP
9 . For instance, the addition

of NP in the one-dimensional direction given by Cμ,NP
9 = −Cμ,NP

10 also serves to
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Table 54.1 New scalars and fermions in the model of [3]

Field Spin SU (3)c × SU (2)L ×
U (1)Y × U (1)X

φ 0 (1, 1, 0, 2)

χ 0 (1, 1, 0,−1)

QL ,R
1
2 (3, 2, 1

6 , 2)

L L ,R
1
2 (1, 2,− 1

2 , 2)

improve the fit, and this can be regarded as a hint in favor of purely left-handed NP
interactions. Moreover, no hint for NP is found in contributions involving electrons
or tau leptons.1

54.3 Model Classification

In general, the models explaining the b → s anomalies with a link to the dark matter
problem can be classified into two categories:

– Portal models: in these models the mediator responsible for the NP contributions
to b → s transitions is also the mediator for the production of DM in the early
Universe.

– Loop models: in these models the required NP contributions to b → s transitions
are induced via loops containing the DM particle.

There are also somehybrid models that share somepropertieswith both categories.

54.3.1 A Portal Model

We will first discuss the portal model introduced in [3]. An extension of this model
that also accounts for neutrino masses has been recently discussed in [40].

The model adds a new U (1)X factor to the SM gauge symmetry, with its gauge
boson denoted as Z ′ and its gauge coupling as gX . All the SM particles are singlets
under this new symmetry, while the new states beyond the SM, the vector-like (VL)
fermions Q and L and the complex scalar fields φ and χ , are charged. Table54.1
shows the charges of the new scalars and fermions in the model. In addition to the
usual canonical kinetic terms, the new VL fermions Q and L have gauge-invariant
mass terms,

Lm = m Q Q Q + mL L L . (54.9)

1See also [39] for a recent analysis of the b → s anomalies based on gauge invariant effective
operators.
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Fig. 54.1 Generation of O9
and O10 in the model of [3]

Z ′

〈φ〉

〈φ〉〈φ〉

〈φ〉
bL

sL

μL

μL

Q L

They also have Yukawa couplings with the SM doublets q and � and the scalar φ,

LY = λQ Q R φ qL + λL L R φ �L + h.c.. (54.10)

Here λQ and λL are 3 component vectors. We will consider that the scalar potential
of the model leads to a vacuum expectation value (VEV) for the φ scalar, 〈φ〉 = vφ√

2
,

breaking U (1)X spontaneously and inducing a mass for the Z ′ boson, m Z ′ = 2gXvφ .
In contrast, the scalar χ does not get a VEV. This leads to the existence of a remnant
Z2 parity, under which χ is odd and all the other particles are even. This mechanism
[41–43] stabilizes χ without the need of any additional symmetry.

The solution to the b → s anomalies in this model is diagrammatically shown
in Fig. 54.1. The Yukawa couplings in (54.10) induce mixings between the VL and
SM fermions after U (1)X breaking. This mixing results in Z ′ effective couplings to
the SM fermions. Since the SM fermions participating in the Yukawa interactions
are purely left-handed, the model predicts Cμ,NP

9 = −Cμ,NP
10 . It is possible to show

that by using |λμ

L | ∼ 1 
 |λb,s
Q | one can accommodate the required values for Cμ,NP

9

and Cμ,NP
10 determined by the global fits to b → s data and, at the same time, be

compatible with all constraints.
Inwhat concerns to theDarkMatter predictions of themodel, we already pointed

out that χ is automatically stable due to the remnant Z2 symmetry that is left after
symmetry breaking. Therefore, this is the DM candidate. Its production in the early
Universe takes place via 2 ↔ 2 processes mediated by the massive Z ′ boson. This
establishes a link with the b → s anomalies and justifies the choice of name portal
models for the category represented by this model.

54.3.2 A Loop Model

We now consider the model introduced in [14], a simple illustration of the category
of loop models. In this case, the SM symmetry is extended with a global (not gauge)
U (1)X symmetry. As in the previous model, all SM fields are assumed to be singlets
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Table 54.2 New scalars and fermions in the model of [14]

Field Spin SU (3)c × SU (2)L ×
U (1)Y

U (1)X

X 0 (1, 1, 0) −1

QL ,R
1
2 (3, 2, 1

6 ) 1

L L ,R
1
2 (1, 2,− 1

2 ) 1

Fig. 54.2 Generation of O9
and O10 in the model of [14]

bL μLX

Q L

sL X μL

under this symmetry. In contrast, the new fields, the VL fermions Q and L and the
complex scalar X , are charged. Table54.2 details the new scalar and fermionic fields
and their charges under the symmetries of the model.

The Lagrangian of the model contains the same Dirac mass terms as in (54.9), as
well as the Yukawa couplings

LY = λQ Q R X qL + λL L R X �L + h.c.. (54.11)

Here λQ and λL are 3 component vectors. We consider a vacuum with 〈X〉 = 0.
This preserves the global U (1)X symmetry and stabilizes the lightest state with a
non-vanishing charge under this symmetry. Furthermore, the conservation of U (1)X

forbids the mixing between SM and VL fermions.
The solution of the b → s anomalies comes now at the 1-loop level, as shown in

Fig. 54.2. No NP contributions to b → s transitions are generated at tree-level in this
model, as can be easily checked. As in the previous case, the left-handed chirality
of the fermions involved in the new Yukawa interactions leads to Cμ,NP

9 = −Cμ,NP
10 ,

and one can obtain the required ranges for these Wilson coefficients by properly
adjusting the parameters of the model.

Finally, wemove on to theDarkMatter phenomenology of the model. Assuming
that the lighest state charged under U (1)X is the neutral scalar X , it constitutes the
DM candidate in the model. As discussed in detail in [14], the most relevant DM
annihilation channels for the determination of the DM relic density are X X∗ ↔
μ+μ−, νν, and this is due to the fact that one requires a large |λμ

L | in order to
account for the b → s anomalies. Interestingly, the model is also testable in direct
DM detection experiments, such as XENON1T.
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54.4 Summary

Flavor and Dark Matter may seem two completely independent issues, but they
might be connected to the same fundamental physics. In these proceedings we have
discussed models that link the solution to the b → s anomalies, a subject of great
interest in current flavor physics, to the existence of a dark sector. In doing this, these
models extend the SM with new ingredients, opening new model building directions
that would not be explored in the absence of this connection. It would definitely be
fascinating to find a deep bond between these two areas of physics.
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Chapter 55
B-Sector Anomalies—The Top
Connection

David London, Pratishruti Saha and Ryoutaro Watanabe

Abstract Measurements of B-meson decays have revealed several departures from
theStandardModel. In contrast,measurements of top-quark processes seem to adhere
strictly to the Standard Model. This presents a conundrum given that the bottom
quark and the top quark belong to the same SU (2) doublet. Several models have
been proposed in the literature to explain the B-sector anomalies. We confront some
such models with top-sector observables to examine whether they can be tested by
such measurements.

55.1 Introduction

The study of meson decays and oscillations has provided a wealth of information
about the nature of fundamental particles and interactions. Flavor experiments pro-
vided crucial inputs for the construction of the Standard Model (SM). At present,
while all the components of the minimal Standard Model have been discovered,
explorations continue for physics beyond the Standard Model. Once again, flavor
observables are expected to play an important role in this quest.

In recent times, a multitude of measurements related to B-meson decays have
exhibited departures from Standard Model predictions [1–5]. The ratio B(B+ →
K +μ+μ−) /B(B+ → K +e+e−), labelled as RK , was found to be approximately
25% smaller than the SM prediction [1]. Similarly, the measured value of RK ∗ ≡
B(B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−) /B(B0 → K ∗0e+e−) is 2.1–2.5 standard deviations away from
the SM prediction [2]. The angular distributions of B → K ∗μ+μ− also show a dis-
crepancy [3].Deviations are seen in both the branching fraction and the angular distri-
butions of B0

s → φμ+μ− [4]. Finally, the ratio RD(∗) ≡ B(B̄ → D(∗)τ−ν̄τ ) /B(B̄ →
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D(∗)�−ν̄�) is also observed to be different from the SM prediction [5]. The individual
deviations are not very large and lie in the 2-σ to 3-σ range. Nonetheless, they dis-
play certain intriguing patterns that are more suggestive of some hitherto unknown
dynamics than of statistical fluctuations. Specifically,

(i) the observables relate to processes involving 2nd and 3rd generation quarks and
leptons;

(ii) they indicate non-universal couplings in the lepton sector.

The first four observables described above involve the transition b → sμ+μ−.
Several new physics (NP) scenarios have been proposed as explanations [6]. It has
been found that, in order to explain the data, the NP must essentially couple to
left-chiral bottom quarks (bL ). This allows for a negative interference between the
SM and NP amplitudes and lowers the prediction for RK which is ∼ 1 in the SM.
NP couplings to right-chiral bottom quarks (bR) are not ruled out, but they are, by
themselves, insufficient for explaining the observed data. This immediately brings
up an interesting prospect. The Standard Model relates left-chiral bottom quarks to
left-chiral top quarks (tL ) via SU (2) symmetry. Hence any NP that couples to bL

must necessarily couple to tL . Curiously enough, all measurements of top processes
agree well with the SM [7]. Therefore, the questions being addressed here are : (a)
How are top-sector observables affected by NP models constructed to explain the
B anomalies? (b) Can top-sector observables be used to confirm or reject certain
models?

55.2 The Generic Z′ Model

As mentioned earlier, several NP models have been proposed as explanations for
the anomalies in the B-sector. These can be broadly categorized into extended-
Higgs models, leptoquark models and Z ′ models. In this study, only Z ′ models are
considered.

A typical Z ′ model propounds a U (1) symmetry which is spontaneously broken
at a high scale resulting in a massive, neutral gauge boson at the electroweak scale.
Here the Z ′ couples to left-chiral quarks and leptons. Themass eigenstates are related
to the gauge eigenstates via

u′
Li = Ui j uL j (55.1)

d ′
Li = Di j dL j (55.2)

where i is the generation index and the gauge eigenstates are shown on the LHS. The
CKM matrix is then given by

VC K M = U †D (55.3)
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Thus, once the Z ′ couplings to down-type quarks are fixed, the couplings to up-type
quarks are completely determined in the terms of the down-type couplings and the
elements of VC K M .

As in [8], we denote the flavor-changing coupling of the Z ′ to bL and sL as gsb. The
existence of gsb mandates the existence of gss and gbb. However, couplings to dL are
assumed to be negligible as would be required by the constraints from K 0 − K̄ 0 and
B0 − B̄0 mixing. Similarly, in the lepton sector, couplings to electrons are assumed
to be negligible, and only gμμ, gττ and gμτ are taken into consideration.

55.3 Top Processes

Z ′ mediated processes would contribute to top quark production at the LHC through
both flavor-changing as well as flavor-conserving interactions. Table55.1 shows the
processes that are affected as well as the respective SM predictions. Prima facie, one
might expect s-channel single top production and like-sign ditop production to be
the most promising channels as these have the lowest SM backgrounds. However,
there are large experimental uncertainties in s-channel single top production. As for
like-sign ditop production, note that this final state can be identified only when both
top quarks decay to b �+ ν�. As a result, the effective cross section in this channel is
suppressed.

55.4 Numerical Results

The existing constraints on gsb and gμμ are summarized in Table55.2 [8]. In order
to remain perturbative, gss and gbb can, at most, be O(1). Therefore, given that,
gui u j ≡ f (gss, gbb, gsb, VC K M),wehave gcc, gtt � O(1); guc � O(10−1); guu, gct �
O(10−2) and gut � O(10−3). This would appear to suggest that enhancements are
more likely in t t̄ cross section than in single top or like-sign ditop cross sections.
However, it is important to note that such an enhancement would only occur in the
sub-process qq̄ → t t̄ and the dominant gg → t t̄ sub-process would remain unaf-
fected.

Table 55.1 Top processes affected by Z ′-mediation

Process σSM for LHC@13TeV

Top pair production pp → t t̄ ∼ 850 pb

t-channel single top production pp → t j ∼ 150 pb

s-channel single top production pp → t b̄ ∼ 7 pb

Like-sign ditop production pp → t t ∼ 0
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Table 55.2 Existing constraints on Z ′ couplings
Process Limits

b → s μ+μ− gsb gμμ

M2
Z ′

= −0.0011 ± 0.0002 TeV−2

B0
s − B̄0

s mixing
gsb

MZ ′
= ±(1.0+2.0

−3.9) × 10−3 TeV−1

B → K ∗νν̄
gsb (gμμ + gττ )

M2
Z ′

∈ [−0.014, 0.034] TeV−2

νN → νNμ+μ− gμμ

MZ ′
= 0 ± 1.13 TeV−1

Furthermore, it turns out that D0 − D̄0 mixing imposes a far more stringent limit
on guc, and, in turn, on gss and gbb. Consistency with measurements of D0 − D̄0

mixing requires gss/MZ ′ < 0.003 TeV−1 and gbb/MZ ′ < 4.5 TeV−1. There are also
constraints on gbb from ϒ decays. However these are weaker than those mentioned
above.

With these considerations in mind, we proceed to calculate the top production
cross section for all the channels discussed in the previous section. We explore
MZ ′ ∼ O(10 GeV) to O(100 GeV). In all cases, the enhancement in the cross section
due to Z ′ contributions remains within a few percent of the SM prediction and the net
resultant cross section is consistent with the LHCmeasurements within experimental
uncertainties.

55.5 Conclusions

The symmetry structure of the Standard Model ensures that any NP that couples
to bL also couples to tL . Deviation from SM predictions in B-meson decays point
to the presence of NP that couples to bL . We analyze a generic Z ′ model as an
instance of such NP. We do not make any assumptions about the UV completion of
the model. Instead, we place limits on the Z ′ mass and couplings purely on the basis
of existing data. We find that the Z ′ parameter space that survives these constraints
is automatically consistent with all measurements in the top sector. This apparent
cul-de-sac has important consequences. At present, all top observables are in good
agreement with SM predictions. Should any discrepancies arise in the future, the
scope of Z ′ models that couple with tL would already be severely restricted.
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Chapter 56
Anatomy of b → c Anomalies

Debjyoti Bardhan

56.1 Experimental Status

One of the very few signs of any deviation from the Standard Model (SM) is a long-
standing anomaly in the charged current decay B → D(∗). The measured quantities
are the two ratios defined as

RD(∗) = B(B → D(∗)τντ )

B(B → D(∗)�ν�)
(56.1)

where � = e,μ. This suggests a violation of lepton flavour universality.
The experimental values are all greater than the SM and deviation is 2.3σ in RD

and 3.0σ in RD∗ , which gives a combined deviation of 3.62σ overall [1]. In light of
this rather large deviation, we have decided to take a detailed look at the decay, first
in [2] and then recently in [3].

56.2 Basis of Effective Operators and the Effective Scale

In the Standard Model, the decay at the quark level is mediated by the W-boson. The
effective Lagrangian for this process, after integrating out the heavy W-boson is

Lb→clν
eff |SM = −√

2G F Vcb
[
c̄γμ(1 − γ5)b

] [
l̄γμ PLν

]
(56.2)
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Naively, one would think that the effective scale for this process in the SM is simply

�2
SM =

(√
2G F

)−1
. However, the presence of the CKM matrix element raises the

effective scale to

�2
SM =

(√
2G F Vcb

)−1 ≈ (1.2 TeV)2 (56.3)

The list of effective operators that we shall use in our analysis is

Ocb�ν
VL = [c̄ γμ b][�̄ γμ PL ν]

Ocb�ν
AL = [c̄ γμγ5 b][�̄ γμ PL ν]

Ocb�ν
SL = [c̄ b][�̄ PL ν]

Ocb�ν
PL = [c̄ γ5 b][�̄ PL ν]

Ocb�ν
TL = [c̄ σμν b][�̄σμν PL ν]

where the subscript ‘L’ refers to the left handed neutrinos and the first letter refers
to the type of operator (V = Vector, A = Axial-vector etc). One can easily construct
another list with right handed neutrinos, and it has been studied in [4]; we shall not
consider them here. We can tune the Wilson Coefficients (WCs) of each of these
operators (denoted by CX , where X is the same subscript as the operator) in order to
explain the anomalies in a model-independent fashion. Any deviation from the SM
values implies the existence of New Physics (NP). Furthermore, we shall assume that
NP is present only in the tauonic WCs and the electronic or muonic WCs are at the
SM value. In the SM, Cτ

VL = −Cτ
AL = 1, and all the other WCs are zero. All WCs

considered in the work and in this note are assumed to be real. All the explanations
and constraints in this note are taken at a 1σ level, unless otherwise mentioned.

56.3 Model-Independent Explanations

Our choice of operator combinations would be
(a) Vector-Axial Vector (b) Scalar-Pseudoscalar (c) Tensor-Scalar

56.3.1 Vector-Axial Vector

In the left plot of Fig. 56.1, we plot the different regions which satisfy the experi-
mental values of RD and RD∗ . The red band for the RD is vertical because RD is
independent of Cτ

AL. The region where the green band (which is for RD∗ ) and the
red band overlap is the region which explains the two anomalies together. For this
proceeding, we will ignore the blue band which shows the region explaining RJ/ψ ,
since that measurement has very large error bars and need higher precision before
consideration. The slanted brown dashed line represents the Cτ

VL = −Cτ
AL condi-

tion, which ensured by the SU (2)L × U (1)Y gauge invariance. The overlap region
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Fig. 56.1 Plots in the plane of certain Wilson Coefficient combinations. Refer to the text for more
details

roughly corresponds to Cτ
VL = −Cτ

AL = 1.1, which means that the change in each
from the SM is about 10%, since the SM value is Cτ

VL|SM = −Cτ
AL|SM = 1.0.

56.3.2 Scalar-Pseudoscalar

The explanation of the anomalies by the scalar and pseudoscalar operators runs into
direct conflict with the branching ratio (BR) B(Bc → τν). The authors of [5] put a
strong bound of 30% on this BR, derived from the Bc lifetime. The authors of [6]
put a stronger bound on the BR of 10%, derived from Z-pole measurements in LEP.
These limits put a bound on the range of possible Cτ

PL, since the BR also depends on
the same pseudoscalar operator that contributes to RD∗ . This situation is shown in the
middle plot in Fig. 56.1. From this figure, it is clear that a simultaneous explanation
of the anomalies in the two ratios is impossible, even allowing for the relaxed bound
of 30% on the BR.

56.3.3 Tensor-Scalar

An explanation may be attempted in the Cτ
SL − Cτ

TL plane, with the additional con-
straint that Cτ

SL = −Cτ
PL, as is shown in the right plot in Fig. 56.1. This gives us four

regions of overlap. The two regions on the bottom half of the plot are ruled out by
the B(Bc → τν) constraint, while the region on the top right is basically the region
in which Cτ

SL = 0 and thus it is an explanation using only the tensor operator.
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56.4 Imposing SU(2)L × U(1)Y Gauge Invariance

The effect of imposing the electroweak gauge symmetry is to bring about correla-
tion between charged and neutral current processes. Thus if, for the charged current
process, we are looking at b → cτν, we must simultaneously satisfy the experi-
mental constraints on any correlated neutral current processes. There are only two
operators—a four-fermion operator and a scalar-lepton operator—that involve left-
handed fields and also lead to lepton flavour non-universality. The SU (2)L × U (1)Y

invariant six-dimensional operators relevant for this process, taken from the list in
[7], are

Ldim6 = − 1

�2

∑

p′r ′s ′t ′

{
[C (3)

lq ]′p′r ′s ′t ′
(
l̄ ′ p′γμσ

I l ′r ′
) (

q̄ ′
s ′γμσ I q ′

t ′
)+

[C (3)
φl ]′p′r ′

(
φ†i

←→
D I

μφ
) (

l̄ ′ p′ σ I γμ l ′r ′
) + H.c.

}
(56.4)

(The primes denote the fact that all the quantities are in the gauge basis).

56.4.1 The Scalar-Fermion Operator

Let’s take the second operator in (56.4) first. The operator can be decomposed into

(
φ†i

←→
D I

μφ
) (

l̄ ′ p′ σ I γμ l ′r ′
)

=
[

− 1

2

g2
cosθW

Zμ

(
ν′

p′γμ PLν′
r ′

)
+ 1

2

g2
cosθW

Zμ

(
e′

p′γμ PL e′
r ′

)

− g2√
2

W+
μ

(
ν′

p′γμ PL e′
r ′

)
− g2√

2
W−

μ

(
e′

p′γμ PLν′
r ′

) ] (
v2 + 2vh + h2

)
(56.5)

where Dμ is the usual covariant derivative. In order to go from the gauge basis (as
shown by the primed subscripts) to the mass (unprimed) basis, we need to introduce
the mixing matrices.

(eL ,R)r ′ = (V e
L ,R)r ′r (eL ,R)r , (νL ,R)r ′ = (V ν

L ,R)r ′r (νL ,R)r ,

(uL ,R)r ′ = (V u
L ,R)r ′r (uL ,R)r , (dL ,R)r ′ = (V d

L ,R)r ′r (dL ,R)r (56.6)

The CKM and the PMNS matrices are then defined to be

VCKM = (V u
L )†V d

L , VPMNS = (V ν
L )†V e

L

Without any loss of generality, we can assume that the left-chiral down-type quarks
and the left-chiral charged leptons are in the mass basis. Thus

V e
L = I3×3 , V d

L = I3×3 (56.7)
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Using this choice of basis, we have

VCKM = V u†
L , VPMNS = V ν†

L (56.8)

Using (56.6), (56.7) and (56.8), we have

[C (3)
φl ]′p′r ′

(
φ†i

←→
D I

μφ
) (

l̄ ′ p′ σ I γμ l ′r ′
)

=
∑

p,r

[∑

p′,r ′
[C (3)

φl ]′p′r ′

[
− 1

2

g2

cosθW
(VPMNS)pp′(VPMNS)

†
r ′r Zμ

(
ν pγ

μ PLνr
)

+ 1

2

g2

cosθW
Zμ

(
epγ

μ PLer
) − g2√

2
(VPMNS)pp′ W +

μ

(
ν pγ

μ PLer
)

− g2√
2
(VPMNS)

†
r ′r W −

μ

(
epγ

μ PLνr
) ]] (

v2 + 2vh + h2
)

(56.9)

One might be tempted to think that a direct contribution to the charged current
vertex will help explain RD(∗) . The bound on the following ratio from LEP is [8]:

B(W → τν)

0.5(B(W → eν) + B(W → μν))
= 1.077 ± 0.026 (56.10)

Thus, we might get an overall increment of 10% on the ratio at 1σ. Assuming that
this is due to NP only in the tau final state, the deviation in the Wilson Coefficient is
only 5% each, i.e.ΔCτ

VL = −ΔCτ
AL ≤ 0.05. Since the necessary deviation is 10% in

each, this clearly doesn’t produce enough deviation from SM physics. Additionally,
the operator contributes to neutral current vertices like Zνν and Zττ . Both processes
have bounds from LEP. The Lagrangian for the former process is

LZνν = − g

cos θW

(
1 + Δgν

L

)
Zμν̄τ γ

μ PLντ + H.c (56.11)

The amount of NP is measured by Δgν
L . This quantity is related to the WC of the

operator as

Δgν
L = − v2

2�2

[
VPMNS

(
[C̃ (3)eν

φl ] + [C̃ (3)νe
φl ]†

)
V †
PMNS

]

33

(56.12)

The bound on this quantity from LEP [9] puts bounds on the WCs.

∣∣Δgν
L

∣∣ � 1.2 × 10−3 =⇒ ∣∣ΔCτ
VL

∣∣ < 0.022; ∣∣ΔCτ
VL

∣∣ = ∣∣ΔCτ
AL

∣∣ (56.13)

which is again much less than the 10% deviation that is needed. The constraints with
the Zττ vertex due to the LEP data is even stronger. The Lagrangian is
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LZνν = − g

cos θW
Zμ

((
gτ

L + Δgτ
L

)
τ̄ γμ PLτ + (

gτ
R + Δgτ

R

)
τ̄ γμ PRτ

)
(56.14)

From the Lagrangian, we have

Δgτ
L = 1

2

[ (
[C̃ (3)eν

φl ] + [C̃ (3)νe
φl ]†

)
VPMNS

]

33

v2

�2
, Δgτ

R = 0 (56.15)

The LEP bounds then force

|Δgτ
L | � 6 × 10−4 ⇒ ΔCτ

VL � 0.001 (56.16)

which is again extremely small.

56.4.2 The Four-Fermion Operator

We can perform the same analysis with the four-fermion operator. It can be decom-
posed as

(
l̄ ′ p′ γμσ I l ′r ′

) (
q̄ ′

s′ γμσ I q ′
t ′
)

=
(
ν̄ ′

p′γμ PLν ′
r ′

) (
ū′

s′ γμ PL u′
t ′
) +

(
ē′

p′γμ PL e′
r ′

) (
d̄ ′

s′ γμ PL d ′
t ′
) −

(
ē′

p′γμ PL e′
r ′

) (
ū′

s′γμ PL u′
t ′
)

−
(
ν̄ ′

p′ γμ PLν ′
r ′

) (
d̄ ′

s′γμ PL d ′
t ′
) + 2

(
ν̄ ′

p′ γμ PL e′
r ′

) (
d̄ ′

s′ γμ PL u′
t ′
) + 2

(
ē′

p′ γμ PLν ′
r ′

) (
ū′

s′ γμ PL d ′
t ′
)

(56.17)

Note that the first four terms contribute to neutral current processes, while the last
two terms contribute to charged current processes. The contribution to the process
of interest (τ̄ γμ PLντ )(c̄γμ PLb) from this operator, in order to explain the anomaly
at 1σ level, is

−
(
([C(3)

lq ]′3313 + [C(3)
lq ]′∗3331)Vcd + ([C(3)

lq ]′3323 + [C(3)
lq ]′∗3332)Vcs + ([C(3)

lq ]′3333 + [C(3)
lq ]′∗3333)Vcb

)

≥ 0.015

(
�SM2

TeV2

)
(56.18)

Each of the factors in the parenthesis can be constrained by considering certain
processes which the b → cτν process is correlated with. The term within the first
parenthesis in (56.18) is to be found upon considering B0 → π0ν̄ν decays, since
that involves the decay (ν̄γν PLν)(d̄γν PLb). From LEP bounds [10] and theoretical
calculations [11], we have

− 0.018

(
�2

TeV2

)
� [C (3)

lq ]′3313 + [C (3)
lq ]′ ∗

3331 � 0.023

(
�2

TeV2

)
(56.19)
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Similarly, by considering the branching ratio of the decay B0 → K ∗ 0ν̄ν, from [10]
and [12], one finds,

− 0.005

(
�2

TeV2

)
� [C (3)

lq ]′3323 + [C (3)
lq ]′ ∗

3332 ≤ 0.025

(
�2

TeV2

)
(56.20)

These two bounds taken together give us, from (56.18):

([C (3)
lq ]′3333 + [C (3)

lq ]′ ∗
3333)Vcb � 0.03

(
�2

TeV2

)
(56.21)

However, the same operator also contributes to the (τ̄ γμ PLτ )
(
t̄γμ PLt

)
vertex. The

top quarks can be then thought to form a loop and attach to a Z-boson, effectively
contributing to a Zττ vertex. From LEP bounds on this vertex, it can be calculated
that ∣∣∣[C (3)

lq ]′3333 + [C (3)
lq ]′ ∗

3333

∣∣∣ � 0.017

Vcb

(
�

TeV

)2 1

1 + 0.6 log �
TeV

(56.22)

which is in clear contradiction with (56.21).
Note that this means explaining the anomaly with the four-fermion opera-

tor alone will not be possible. It might so happen that a singlet operator, viz.(
l̄ ′ p′γμl ′r ′

) (
q̄ ′

s ′γμq ′
t ′
)
, also contributes and cancels the contribution of this opera-

tor to the neutral current processes, thereby helping us evade the severe constraints
outlined here.

56.5 The ΔF = 2 Decays

The imposition of gauge symmetry doesn’t allow us to relate ΔF = 1 processes to
ΔF = 2 processes. In order to do this, we must assume a power counting rule, in the
form of either a model with an SU (2) triplet or a leptoquark. The relevant operator
for the ΔF = 2 process, expanded in the mass basis, is:

[C (3)
qq ]′p′r ′s′t ′

(
q̄ ′

p′γμτ I q ′
r ′
) (

q̄ ′
s′γμτ I q ′

t ′
)

=
(
1

4
[C̃ (3)dddd

qq ]prst
(
d̄pγ

μ PL dr
) (

d̄sγμ PL dt
) + ...

)

(56.23)
The contribution to (s̄γμ PLb)(s̄γμ PLb) is then given by

1

4
[C̃ (3)dddd

qq ]2323 + 1

4
([C̃ (3)dddd

qq ]3232)∗ = 1

4
[C (3)

qq ]′2323 + 1

4
([C (3)

qq ]′3232)∗ (56.24)

The coefficient contributing to theΔF = 1 may be written as a product of quark and
leptonic couplings.
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[C (3)
lq ]′3323 = [C (3)

lq;l]′33
�

[C (3)
lq;q ]′23
�

, [C (3)
lq ]′3332 = [C (3)

lq;l]′33
�

[C (3)
lq;q ]′32
�

(56.25)

where the subscripts l and q refer to the leptonic and quark parts respectively. Fol-
lowing the same procedure for the ΔF = 2 decays, we have

(s̄γμ PLb)
(
s̄γμ PLb

) : 1
2

([C (3)
lq;q ]′23 + [C (3)

lq;q ]′32)2
�2

(56.26)

From the experimental data for B̄s − Bs mixing [13], we have

1

2

([C (3)
lq;q ]′23 + [C (3)

lq;q ]′32)2
�2 < 5.6 × 10−11 GeV−2 =⇒ ([C (3)

lq;q ]′23 + [C (3)
lq;q ]′32) < 0.011

(
�

TeV

)

(56.27)
However, this sets a very strong bound for the coefficient of the ΔF = 1 decay
processes

Cτ
VL − Cτ

AL

�2
SM

= 1

2
Vcs

[C (3)
lq;l ]′33
�

([C (3)
lq;q ]′23 + [C (3)

lq;q ]′32)
�

=⇒ [C (3)
lq;l ]′33 < 0.008

(
TeV

�

)
[C (3)

lq;l ]′33
(56.28)

If [C (3)
lq;l]′33 ≡ O(1), then there is strong tension between the RD(∗) anomalies and

B̄s − Bs mixing, since, to satisfy the anomalies, one needs (Cτ
VL − Cτ

AL) = 0.20.
This constraint is avoided if the SU(2) triplet contribution is replaced by a leptoquark,
since then, the contribution, will occur at the loop level, rather than at the tree-level
as in the triplet case.

Summary

In this short note,we reported on an in-depth studyof RD∗ . In this context,we consider
different ΔF = 1 and ΔF = 2 processes. Taking SU (2)L × U (1)Y symmetric six-
dimensional effective operators in account, we find that certain ΔF = 1 processes
like B → Kνν, B → πνν, B → τν etc. and vertices such as Wτν, Zνν and Zττ
are correlated and experimental data for them pose severe difficulties in explaining
RD(∗) . In the case of ΔF = 2, we have to resort to some power-counting rules and,
in this case, neutral meson mixing, such as K − K̄ , Bd − B̄d and Bs − B̄s , are very
constraining. In this case, instead of an SU (2) triplet, a leptoquark may help in
explaining RD(∗) .
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Chapter 57
Reconciling B-meson Anomalies,
Neutrino Masses and Dark Matter

Girish Kumar, Chandan Hati, Jean Orloff and Ana M. Teixeira

Abstract We explore the connection of the leptoquark solution to the recently
reported B-meson anomalies with a mechanism of neutrino mass generation and
a viable dark matter candidate. We consider a model consisting of two scalar lep-
toquarks and three generations of triplet fermions: neutrino masses are radiatively
generated at the 3-loop level and, by imposing a discrete Z2 symmetry, one can obtain
a viable dark matter candidate. We discuss the constraints on the flavour structure of
this model arising from numerous flavour observables. The rare decay K → π+νν̄

and charged lepton flavour violating μ − e conversion in nuclei are found to provide
the most stringent constraint on this class of models.

57.1 Introduction

Following the observation of the Higgs boson at the LHC, which was the last missing
piece of the standard model (SM) to be discovered, a strong effort is being made
to carry out tests of the SM, and unveil the presence of new physics (NP). The
observation of neutrino oscillations and the cosmological evidence for dark matter
in the Universe are among some of the most important reasons to believe that SM is a
low-energy limit of a more fundamental theory, realised at some unknown high scale.
Recently, the observed lepton flavour universality violation (LFUV) in B-decays has
provided new hints of NP. In particular, measurements of the following ratios show
significant deviations from the SM predictions
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RK (∗) = BR(B → K (∗) μ+ μ−)

BR(B → K (∗) e+ e−)
and Rτ/�

D(∗) = �(B → D(∗) τ− ν̄)

�(B → D(∗) �− ν̄)
; � = e, μ .

(57.1)
The measured values of RK (∗) , and the corresponding predictions in the SM in low
dilepton invariant mass squared q2 bins are as follows [1–3]

RK [1,6] = 0.745 ±0.090
0.074 ± 0.036, RSM

K = 1.00,± 0.01

RK ∗[0.045,1.1] = 0.66+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.03 , RSM

K ∗[0.045,1.1] ∼ 0.92 ± 0.02

RK ∗[1.1,6] = 0.69+0.11
−0.07 ± 0.05 , RSM

K ∗[1.1,6] ∼ 1.00 ± 0.01 , (57.2)

which respectively correspond to 2.6σ , 2.4σ and 2.5σ deviations from the theoret-
ical expectations for RK [1,6], RK ∗[0.045,1.1] and RK ∗[1.1,6]. On the other hand, exper-
imental values for LFUV ratios Rτ/�

D(∗) are larger than the predictions in the SM.

The current experimental world averages are Rτ/�

D = 0.407 ± 0.039 ± 0.024 and
Rτ/�

D∗ = 0.306 ± 0.013 ± 0.007, corresponding to a 2.3σ and 3.0σ excess over the
respective SM values [4]. If combined together, the discrepancy is at the level of
3.8σ . Interestingly, measurements of Re/μ

D(∗) (related to e/μ modes) do not show any
sign of LFUV, and are consistent with the SM predictions. Here, we discuss an
extension of the SM by two scalar triplet leptoquarks h1, h2 and three generation
of triplet fermions Σ i

R . The corresponding quantum charges under the SM gauge
group SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y and an additional discrete symmetry Z2 (which ensures
the stability of the dark matter candidate) are listed in Table57.1. As we proceed to
discuss, this model has the potential to explain the neutral B-meson decay anomalies,
neutrino oscillation data, and also provide a suitable dark matter candidate. We also
discuss possible contributions to several flavour observables such as neutral meson
mixing, rare meson decays, and charged lepton flavour violating (cLFV) decays,
and study the constraints arising from these processes on the model. For a detailed
analysis we refer to the original work [5].

The relevant interactions in the Lagrangian are

L = LSM + yi j Q̄C i
L iτ 2 (τ .h1) L j

L + ỹi j (τ .�)
C i,ab
R [iτ 2 (τ .h2) εT ]ba d j

R

− 1

2
ΣC

i
MΣ

i j Σ j − V H,h
scalar + H.c. , (57.3)

Table 57.1 New fields (in addition to the usual SM fields) and their transformation under the SM
gauge group and discrete symmetry Z2. All the SM fields are even under Z2

Field SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y Z2

Fermions ΣR (1, 3, 0) −1

Scalars H (1, 2, 1/2) 1

h1 (3̄, 3, 1/3) 1

h2 (3̄, 3, 1/3) −1
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where QL is the left-handed quark doublet, L L is the left-handed lepton doublet and d
is the right-handed singlet down-type quark. Here i, j are labels for generations, a, b
denote SU(2) indices and τ c (c = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices. In writing the above
Lagrangian, we have forbidden the di-quark interaction of h1 to be consistent with
proton decay bounds. The first term in the second line is the mass term for fermion
tripletsΣ i

R , andV H,h
scalar is the scalar potential. The full expression of the scalar potential

can be found in [5]. In particular, it contains a quadratic term (λh/4)Tr(h
†
1 h2 h†

1 h2)

which is instrumental for generating neutrino masses in this model.

57.2 Radiative Neutrino Masses and Dark Matter

In this model, the Z2 symmetry forbids any tree level realisation of the conventional
seesaw mechanism. However, neutrino masses are generated radiatively and the
leading contribution arises at three loop level. After calculating all the relevant loop
diagrams, one obtains

(mν)αβ = −30
λh

(
4π2

)3
mh2

yT
αi m Di ỹT

i j G

(
m2

Σ j

m2
h2

,
m2

h1

m2
h2

)

ỹ jk m Dk ykβ, (57.4)

where y and ỹ are Yukawa couplings which have been defined in (57.3), m D denotes
the diagonal down-quarkmassmatrix and G(a, b) is a loop function given in [5]. The
charged leptons are assumed to be in the physical basis and the Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix, Ui j , parametrises the misalignment between
flavour and mass eigenstates of the three SM neutrinos. The diagonal neutrino mass
matrix is obtained using the relation mdiag

ν = U T
iα (mν)αβ Uβi .

A numerical analysis of neutrino oscillation data can be performed using a modi-
fied Casas-Ibarra parametrisation [5] to obtain one of the Yukawa couplings in terms
of other Yukawa coupling as

ỹ = [F(λh, mΣ, mh1,2)]−1/2 R
√

mdiag
ν U †y−1m−1

d . (57.5)

HereR is an arbitrary complex orthogonal matrix and the function F(λh, mΣ, mh1,2)

can be found in [5].
Since all the SM fields are Z2-even, the lightest Z2-odd particle is stable in this

model. Noting that the electroweak radiative corrections render the charged com-
ponent slightly heavier than the neutral ones, the neutral component (Σ0) of the
lightest lepton triplet (Σ1

R) emerges as a dark matter candidate. The relic density,
predominantly governed by the gauge interactions, can be obtained as

Ω h2 � 1.07 × 109 x f

g1/2
∗ MPl(GeV) 〈σeff|v̄|〉 , (57.6)
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where x f ≡ mΣ/T f is the freeze-out temperature and 〈σeff|v̄|〉 is obtained by includ-
ing the gauge coannihilation of the charged and neutral components of Σ1

R as
described in [5]. The numerical analysis of the relic abundance yields a rough bench-
mark limit for the Σ1

R mass given by 2.425 TeV < mΣ < 2.465 TeV to obtain the
correct � h2 = 0.1186 ± 0.0020. This can in turn be used as a first constraint on
the parameter space of the model.

57.3 B-meson Decay Anomalies

The B → K (∗)�+�− decays are described by the low-energy effective Hamilto-
nian [6]

Heff = −4G F√
2

αem

4π
VtbV ∗

ts

[
C9 (s̄Lγ μbL)(�̄γμ�) + C10 (s̄Lγ μbL)(�̄γμγ5�)

] + H.c. ,

(57.7)
where only effective operators relevant for addressing LFUV in B-decays have been
kept. New contributions to Wilson coefficients (WC) C9 and C10 are given by

C��′
9 = −C��′

10 = π v2

αe Vtb V ∗
ts

yb�′ y∗
s�

m2
h1

. (57.8)

wherev is theHiggs vacuumexpectation value.Model-independent studies to explain
LFUV in b → s�+�− decays advocate NP in left-handed currents, modifying C9 and
C10 [6]. Adapting the NP solutions obtained in [6] to our case, we obtain −0.7 �
Re[Cμμ

9,NP − Cee
9,NP] � −0.4, which translates to the following constraint (at 1σ )

0.64 × 10−3 �
Re[ybμ y∗

sμ − ybe y∗
se]

(mh1/1TeV)2
� 1.12 × 10−3 . (57.9)

In Fig. 57.2 (left plot) we show the parameter space in the plane of the Yukawa
couplings ybμ y∗

sμ and ybe y∗
se satisfying the above condition to explain the RK and

RK ∗ anomalies. We note that in this model the h1 leptoquark also contributes to b →
c�−ν̄ at tree level. After integrating out the h1 leptoquark, we obtain the following
effective NP Hamiltonian

Heff(b → c�ν̄i ) = −v2 (yU )3i (V y∗)2�
4 Vcb m2

h1

(c̄Lγ μbL)
(
�̄LγμνLi

) + H.c. (57.10)

Once various flavour constraints are taken into account, one finds SM-like RD and
RD∗ in this model. The LFUV ratios Re/μ

D(∗) , reflecting μ/e universality, are also SM-
like, and consistent with current data.
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Fig. 57.1 Predictions of various processes for the flavour texture of the h1 leptoquark, as discussed
in the text. The relevant information on the corresponding SM prediction and experimental data is
also shown. For details see [5]

Fig. 57.2 The left plot shows the parameter space explaining RK and RK ∗ anomalies. In the right
plot we show the allowed solutions from the neutrino oscillation data in the plane of BR(K + →
π+νν̄) andμ − e conversion rate for gold nuclei (for textures similar to (57.11)). The yellow(green)
points correspond to non-perturbative (perturbative) Yukawa couplings ỹ
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57.4 Constraints from Flavour Data

We note that the simplest explanation of b → sμ+μ− anomalies requires nonzero
values of the muon couplings ybμy∗

sμ complying with (57.9). However, as evident
from the relation in (57.5), accommodating neutrino oscillation data implies a non-
trivial flavour structure of the leptoquark h1 Yukawa couplings, thereby inducing new
contributions to a plethora of flavour processes. One can consider generic parametri-
sations of y in terms of powers of a small parameter ε, with each entry weighed
by an O(1) real coefficient ai j : yi j = ai j � εni j , with � denoting that there is no
summation implied over i, j . After incorporating constraints from all the flavour vio-
lating processes, one can identify the allowed flavour textures which simultaneously
explain RK (∗) while being consistent with all the constraints from flavour violating
processes. Among the several textures analysed in [5], one example of an allowed
texture for the Yukawa couplings is given by

y �
⎛

⎝
ε4 ε5 ε2

ε3 ε3 ε4

ε4 ε ε

⎞

⎠ , (57.11)

with ε ∼ 0.215 (for a leptoquark mass mh1 = 1.5 TeV). The value of the parameter ε
is obtained from the RK (∗) anomaly constraint given in (57.9), by setting the product
ybμy∗

sμ ∼ ε4 (with ε ∼ O(1)). In Fig. 57.1 we show the predictions for some of
the most important flavour violating processes for the texture given in (57.11). A
complete analysis suggests that K + → π+νν̄ andμ − e conversion in nuclei provide
the most stringent constraints on the textures.

Inwhat concerns neutrino oscillation data, the best-fit values from the global oscil-
lation analysis of [7] are used. Taking a normal ordering with the lightest neutrino
mass in the range [10−8 eV, 0.001 eV], using the benchmark values mΣ = 2.45, 3.5
and 4.5 TeV, mh2 = 2.7 TeV, randomly sampling the three complex angles inR from
the intervals: [0, 2π ] for the phases, and [−4π, 4π ] for the angles, one can obtain the
couplings ỹ for different y (for perturbative regimes λh � 4π ). Finally, each entry
of the couplings must comply with perturbativity requirements, |y(ỹ)| � 4π and the
various constraints from flavour violating processes must be satisfied. In Fig. 57.2
(right plot) we show the results of the scan, for the texture given in (57.11) in the plane
of neutrinoless conversion in nuclei and the K + → π+νν̄ decay; the colour code dis-
tinguishes betweenperturbative andnon-perturbative entries of the y and ỹ couplings.

57.5 Summary

We discussed a model containing two leptoquarks h1 and h2 and three Majorana
triplets in addition to the SM fields. Neutrino masses are radiatively generated at
the 3-loop level, and the neutral component of the lightest triplet is a viable dark
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matter candidate. The model allows to accommodate the observed anomalies in
B → K (∗)�+�− decays, RK and RK ∗ . We discuss contributions to low energy flavour
observables and cLFV processes and identify processes which provide the tightest
constraints on this class of models: these turn out to be μ − e conversion in nuclei
and K + → π+νν̄ decays.
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Chapter 58
Ultraviolet Complete Leptoquark
Scenario Addressing the B Physics
Anomalies

Nejc Košnik, Damir Bečirević, Ilja Doršner, Svjetlana Fajfer,
Darius A. Faroughy and Olcyr Sumensari

Abstract We present the model with two light scalar leptoquarks which are able
to explain the currently observed deviations from the SM predictions in LFU mea-
surements in B meson decays. The two leptoquarks, S3(3̄, 3, 1/3) and R2(3, 2, 7/6),
accommodate both RK (∗) and RD(∗) and are in accord with other flavor observables, as
well as with Z -pole measurements and direct searches at the LHC. The two LQ states
are part of a realistic Grand Unified Theory that remains perturbative to the scale
of unification. The predictions of this scenario are enhanced lepton flavor violation
signals, B → K (∗)νν decays as well as observable signals in leptoquark production
at the LHC.

58.1 Introduction

Lepton flavor universality (LFU) ratios are among the most useful observables to
test the flavor sector of the Standard Model (SM). Recently, several experiments
measured the followingLFU ratios RD(∗) = B(B → D(∗)τ ν̄τ )/B(B → D(∗)lν̄l), l =
e, μ, whose values are larger than RSM

D(∗) . The value of RD [1–3] is ∼ 2 σ above the
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SM prediction, while RD∗ is ∼ 3 σ larger than SM prediction [4]. On the other
hand, the LHCb experiment has measured LFU ratios RK (∗) = B(B → K (∗)μμ)/

B(B → K (∗)ee) driven by the neutral-current process b → sll and found them to
be below the expected values in the SM [5, 6]. The significances of RK (∗) deviations
from the SM predictions are at ∼2.5 σ level [7, 8].

The effective theory approach shows that one or more TeV scale mediators which
couple to left-handed currents with predominantly third generation fit well with the
LFU data. Among the most prominent New Physics (NP) mediators affecting the
LFU observables are leptoquarks (LQs). In the effective theory approach, it has
been shown that particular vector LQ can generate suitable V − A operators for the
LFU anomalies that satisfy both low-energy and high-pT constraints. An alternative
approach is to introduce several mediators, where the low energy V − A structure can
be generated by integrating out two scalar LQs. One can also explore two scalar LQs
scenario even when they are known to generate operators with Lorentz structures
other than V − A for RD(∗) (see [4] and references therein).

We propose an ultraviolet complete model that is based on the SU (5) Grand
Unified Theory (GUT) and contains two light scalar LQs that address both LFU
anomalies. The light LQs are R2(3, 2, 7/6) and S3(3, 3, 1/3), where the numbers in
brackets denote their representation under the SM gauge group. At low energies, R2

generates a combination of scalar and tensor effective operators that accommodate
RD(∗) , while S3 generates a V − A operator which fits well the observed RK (∗) . The
Yukawa couplings of the leptoquarks are not independent since their origin is from a
common SU (5) contraction. We take into account all relevant flavor constraints and
find that the preferred region of the parameter space resolves both LFU anomalies and
is compatible with direct searches at the LHC. In the following we present our model
outline, discuss the low-energy phenomenology, present the results and predictions,
and finally we conclude.

58.2 Model Outline

The interactions of R2 and S3 with the SM fermions in the mass eigenstate basis
are [4]

L ⊃ + (V YR E†
R)i j ūLi �R j R

5
3
2 + (YR E†

R)i j d̄Li �R j R
2
3
2 + (URYLU )i j ū Ri νL j R

2
3
2

− (URYL )i j ū Ri �L j R
5
3
2 + (YLU )i j d̄C

Li νL j S
1
3
3 − 2

1
2 (V ∗YLU )i j ūC

Li νL j S
− 2

3
3

+ 2
1
2 Y i j

L d̄C
Li �L j S

4
3
3 + (V ∗YL )i j ūC

Li �L j S
1
3
3 .

(58.1)

Here YL , YR are Yukawa matrices, R(Q)
2 and S(Q)

3 are charge-Q eigenstates of lep-
toquarks. The unitary matrices UL ,R , DL ,R , EL ,R , and NL rotate between mass and
gauge basis of up-type quarks, down-type quarks, charged leptons, and neutrinos,
respectively. V ≡ UL D†

L = UL is the CKM matrix, U ≡ EL N †
L = N †

L is the PMNS
matrix. We assume the following structure for the Yukawa matrices
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YR E†
R =

⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 ybτ

R

⎞
⎠ , URYL =

⎛
⎝
0 0 0
0 ycμ

L ycτ
L

0 0 0

⎞
⎠ , (58.2)

where UR is a rotation by angle θ between second and third generation. Free param-
eters of the model are thus m R2 , mS3 , ybτ

R , ycμ
L , ycτ

L , and θ .
Without relying on a particular UV completion of the model or some underlying

symmetry, there is no reason for the Yukawa couplings of S3 to be related to the ones
of R2. In our case we consider two leptoquarks within the SU (5) based unification
model where the scalar sector contains representations of dimensionality 45 and 50
whereas the SM fermions reside in 5i and 10i , with i(= 1, 2, 3) counting generations.
All the low-energy operators of (58.1) can be generated with SU (5) contractions
ai j 10i 5 j 45, and bi j 10i 10 j 50, where a and b(= bT ) are matrices in the flavor space.
The former contraction couples R2 ∈ 45 (S3 ∈ 45) with the right-handed up-type
quarks (quark doublets) and leptonic doublets, while the latter generates couplings
of R2 ∈ 50 with the quark doublets and right-handed charged leptons. To break
SU (5) down to the SMwe use scalar representation 24 and write a term in the scalar
potential m 45 50 24. The two R2 leptoquarks that reside in 45 and 50 then mix and
allow us to have one light R2 and one heavy R2 in the spectrum, where the latter
state completely decouples from the low-energy spectrum for large values of m [4].

LQs are potentially dangerous for proton decay, in particular if they couple to
diquarks. The S3 leptoquark would not couple to the diquark if SU (5) contraction
ci j 10i 10 j 45 was forbidden or suppressed. Furthermore, S3 must not mix with any
other LQ with diquark couplings. Both conditions can be met in a generic SU (5)
framework [9].

58.3 LFU Puzzles and Related Flavor Constraints

In the presented model the R2 LQ accommodates the RD(∗) anomaly by inducing
scalar and tensor Wilson coefficients, whereas contribution of S3 to the vector oper-
ator to the effective Lagrangian is negligible:

Ld→u�ν̄
eff = −4 G F√

2
Vud

[
(1 + gVL )(ūLγμdL)(�̄Lγ μνL)

+ gSL (μ) (ū RdL)(�̄RνL)

+ gT (μ) (ū RσμνdL)(�̄RσμννL)
]
.

(58.3)

At the matching scale the Wilson coefficients are related to the LQ couplings:

gSL (�) = 4 gT (�) = yu�′
L yd�

R
∗

4
√
2m2

R2
G F Vud

. (58.4)
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From the above equations we learn that the only charged current transition affected
by R2 in our scenario is b → cτ ν̄�. To compute RD we have employed lattice QCD
results for the B → D form factors, whereas for RD∗ we consider the form factors
extracted from the B → D∗lν̄ (l = e, μ).

The RK (∗) anomaly is accounted for through purely left-handed tree-level contri-
butions of S3 to the vector and axial-vector Wilson coefficients [10]

δCμμ
9 = −δCμμ

10 = πv2

λtαem

sin 2θ (ycμ
L )2

2m2
S3

. (58.5)

The mixing factor sin 2θ , originating from the matrix UR , plays an important role
in suppressing effect in RK (∗) relative to the one in RD(∗) . The 1 σ interval Cμμ

9 =
−Cμμ

10 ∈ (−0.85,−0.50) has been obtained by performing a fit to RK , RK ∗ , and
B(Bs → μμ). The left-handed (weak triplet) nature of the S3 LQ imply contributions
to both neutral and charged current semileptonic processes. Among the charged cur-
rent observables the LFU ratios Rμ/e

D(∗) = B(B → D(∗)μν̄)/B(B → D(∗)eν̄) impose
severe constraints on S3 couplings. We have also considered B(B → τ ν̄) and the
kaon LFU ratio RK

e/μ = (K − → e−ν̄)/(K − → μ−ν̄). In Sect. 58.4 we confront
the predictions of R(∗)

νν with experimental bounds, Rνν < 3.9 and R∗
νν < 2.7 [11].

The loop-induced neutral-current constraints affect both LQ’s couplings. We have
taken into account the Bs − B̄s mixing frequency, which is modified by the S3 box-
diagram, proportional to sin2 2θ

[
(ycμ

L )2 + (ycτ
L )2

]2
/m2

S3
, the upper limit on lepton

flavor violating τ decays B(τ → μφ) and B(τ → μγ ). The Z -boson couplings to
leptons measured at LEP [12] are also modified at loop level by both LQs.

58.4 Fit to Low Energy Observables

Taking into account the aforementioned flavor observables we have performed a
fit for parameters ybτ

R , ycμ
L , ycτ

L and θ , while fixing the masses to m R2 = 0.8 TeV
and mS3 = 2 TeV. The opposite sign of interference terms in RD and RD∗ require
complex Wilson coefficient gSL (Fig. 58.1), where we have put the complex phase
in y R

bτ . The SM is excluded at 3.8 σ , the best fit point provides a good agreement
with RD(∗) and RK (∗) . Note that the required large imaginary part in ybτ

R could be in
principle tested in the future experiments measuring neutron EDM [13]. The best fit
point is consistent with the LHC constraints [4] superimposed in gray on the same
plot.

The consistency of model with low energy data requires that B(B → Kμτ)

is bounded and at 1 σ we obtain 1.1 × 10−7 � B(B → Kμ±τ∓) � 6.5 × 10−7,
whereas related decay modes are predicted to be B(B → K ∗μτ) ≈ 1.9 × B(B →
Kμτ) and B(Bs → μτ) ≈ 0.9 × B(B → Kμτ). Another important prediction is
a � 50% enhancement of B(B → K (∗)νν), which will be further tested at Belle-
II. Remarkably, these two observables are highly correlated [4]. Furthermore, we
derive a lower bound on B(τ → μγ ), just below the current experimental limit,
B(τ → μγ ) � 1.5 × 10−8.
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Fig. 58.1 Results of the flavor fit in the gSL plane, scalar coupling entering the transition b → cτ ν̄τ .
The 1 σ(2 σ) fitted regions are rendered in red (orange). Separate constraints from RD and RD∗
to 2 σ accuracy are shown by the blue and purple regions, respectively. The LHC exclusions are
depicted by the gray regions

Fig. 58.2 Most important LHC limits for each LQ process at a projected luminosity of 100 fb−1.
The red region corresponds is excluded from the high-pT di-tau search byATLAS [14], the green and
turquoise exclusion regions come from LQ pair production searches by CMS [15–17]. The region
of Yukawa couplings above the black line is excluded due to their non-perturbative values below
the GUT scale. The yellow contour denotes the 1 σ region of the fit to the low-energy observables

Finally, our description of RD(∗) anomaly requires relatively light LQ states, not
far from the TeV scale, and these LQs are necessarily accessible at the LHC, as we
discuss in [4] (see also Fig. 58.2).
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58.5 Conclusions

Wehave proposed a two scalar LQmodel that accommodates the observedLFU ratios
in B-meson decays, and is compatible with other low energy constraints and direct
searches at the LHC. The model has an SU (5) origin that relates Yukawa couplings
of the two LQs through a mixing angle. The model remains perturbative up to the
unification scale. We propose signals of the two light LQs at the LHC and spell out
predictions for several flavor observables. We predict and correlate B(B → Kμτ)

withB(B → K (∗)νν), as well as derive a lower bound forB(τ → μγ ), which should
be in reach of the Belle 2 experiment.
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Chapter 59
Interplay of RD(∗) and Z�� in the Scalar
Leptoquark Scenario

Monika Blanke, Marta Moscati and Ulrich Nierste

Abstract The deviations of the experimental values of RD(∗) from the Standard
Model predictions hint at the presence of new physics in the B sector, and the exis-
tence of a scalar SU(2)-singlet leptoquark with hypercharge −1/3 has often been
considered as explanation of this tension. The particle modifies the coupling of the
charged leptons to the Z boson, and comparisonwith data from electroweak precision
experiments severely constrains its parameter space. We evaluate the contribution of
such a leptoquark to the charged leptons Z couplings including corrections of order
O(M2

Z/m2
t ) and electroweak renormalisation effects.

59.1 Introduction

In the recent years the charged current decay of the B meson B → D(∗)�ν̄� showed
tension with the StandardModel (SM) predictions in quantities testing lepton flavour
universality. In the ratios of interest

RD(∗) = B(B → D(∗)τ ν̄τ )

B(B → D(∗)�ν̄�)
, [� = e, μ] (59.1)
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the dependence on the squared CKM element |Vcb|2 and the corresponding uncer-
tainty (see for instance [1–3] for recent reviews) drop out. In addition, the uncertain-
ties originating from the form factors are significantly reduced [4–7].

Experimentally, the BaBar [8, 9] and Belle [10–13] collaborations measured RD

and RD∗ while the LHCb collaboration [14–16]measured RD∗ . Combining the exper-
imental results and comparing to the theory predictions [17–20]1 the HFLAV col-
laboration [26] finds a tension at the level of 3.8 σ .

A scalar SU(2)-singlet leptoquark (LQ) with hypercharge −1/3, that contributes
at tree-level to B → D(∗)�ν̄�, has often been discussed as candidate for explaining
the anomaly [27–29]. In [27, 29] the authors already pointed out that the additional
particle contributes at loop level to the coupling of charged leptons to the Z gauge
boson. Consequently, requiring agreementwith the electroweak (EW) precisionmea-
surements of these couplings severely constrains the parameter space, in some cases
ruling out the LQ as explanation of the anomaly [29]. We reevaluate these contri-
butions including terms up to order O(M2

Z/m2
t ) and including EW renormalisation

effects.
The rest of the proceeding is organised as follows. In Sect. 59.2 we introduce

the simplified model extending the SM with the scalar LQ. In Sect. 59.3 we study
the additional contributions to the Z couplings and analyse their implication on the
explanation of the RD(∗) anomaly.

59.2 The Model

In analysing the model, we follow the notation of [27]. We introduce a scalar LQ
transforming under the SM gauge group as φ ∼ (3, 1,−1/3).2 Following [27], we
set to 0 all the φ-quark-quark couplings in order not to destabilise the proton.3

The part of the Lagrangian involving φ then reads

Lφ = (Dμφ)†Dμφ − M2
φ|φ|2 − ghφ|H |2|φ|2 + Q

c
λLiτ2Lφ∗ + uc

RλReRφ∗ + h.c.,
(59.2)

where H is the Higgs doublet, λL ,R are matrices in flavour space, �c = C�
T
are

charge-conjugate spinors, and τ2 is the second Pauli matrix. This Lagrangian is
written in the weak interaction basis. Switching to the mass basis for quarks and
charged leptons, the couplings to the fermions take the form

1The predictions are consistent with the previous evaluations of RD in [4, 5, 21–23] and of RD∗
in [6]. For a recent analysis of new physics contributions to b → cτν transitions in the effective
theory, see [24], while recent discussions of long-distance electromagnetic effects in RD can be
found in [21, 25].
2The particle corresponds to the S1 of [30].
3This assumption can be motivated with the introduction of an additional symmetry in the UV-
complete model.
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Lφ ⊃ uc
LλL

ueeLφ∗ − d
c
λL

dννLφ∗ + uc
RλR

ueeRφ∗ + h.c., (59.3)

where
λL

ue = U T
u λLUe, λL

dν = U T
d λL , λR

ue = V T
u λR Ve (59.4)

and Uq (Vq ) denote the rotations of the left-handed (right-handed) fermion fields.
Since VCKM = U †

u Ud , we have

V T
CKMλL

ue = λL
dνUe (59.5)

We neglected the rotation matrix for the neutrino sector (and hence the PMNS
matrix), therefore the neutrino fields are always expressed in the interaction basis.
In this way, the fields νe,μ,τ will always correspond to the same admixture of mass
eigenstates that arises from the W coupling in the SM, and hence interferences
between SM and NP are possible. For instance, the matrix element λL

dν33 corresponds
to the interactionof ab quark (in themass basis)with the ντ neutrino (in the interaction
basis).

59.3 φ Contribution to Z�� Coupling and Implications
on RD(∗)

The LQ contributes to the Z�� coupling at one-loop level through the diagrams in
Fig. 59.1. Additional contributions come from EW renormalisation effects, relating
the Z coupling to the electromagnetic and W couplings. The latter receives the
additional contribution from the diagram shown in Fig. 59.2. For what concerns the
electromagnetic coupling, contributions coming from the diagrams in Fig. 59.1 as
well as modifications of the vacuum polarisation of the photon, originating from the
Aφφ coupling as shown in Fig. 59.3, need to be taken into account.

Furthermore, in obtaining our result we kept corrections up to order O(M2
Z/m2

t ).
The reduction of the tensor structure and the evaluation of the loop integrals have

been performed with the Mathematica packages FeynCalc and PackageX [31–34].

(a) (b)

Fig. 59.1 Triangle diagrams contributing to the Z and EM coupling
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Fig. 59.2 Triangle diagram contributing to the W coupling

Fig. 59.3 Leptoquark contribution to the vacuum polarisation of the photon

Fig. 59.4 Comparison of the modified Z�� coupling with the measured couplings. The ellipses
represent the 68% C.L. experimental regions while the black star represent the SM value (LFU).
The coloured dots represent the prediction within the LQ model
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A pedagogical explanation of how to treat vertices involving charge conjugation can
be found in [35].

To analyse the interplay between the Z�� vertex corrections and the explanation
of the RD(∗) anomaly, we took as benchmark a LQ of mass Mφ = 1TeV having as
nonvanishing couplings4 λL

bντ
= −1.3 and λR

cτ = 0.3. This point corresponds to the
scenario (x33, y32) = (1.3, 0.3) of [29], which is claimed to reduce the tension for
the RD(∗) anomaly to within 1σ while passing the Z -couplings constraint for the τ

lepton. We analyse here the effects on all the three charged lepton generations.
In Fig. 59.4 we plot the 68% C.L. experimental regions [36] in the plane gA − gV ,

together with the SM point obtained by fitting all the EW precision measurements,
marked in black. The coloured dots represent the prediction of the model including
the scalar LQ.

We observe that, due to the choice of the couplings, the τ receives the largest
contribution, but the corresponding point still lies in the 68% experimental region.
The μ and e couplings receive nonzero contributions from the photon vacuum polar-
isation through EW renormalisation, but these effects do not significantly change the
consistency with experimental values.

59.4 Summary and Perspectives

In this work we improved the study of the effects of a scalar SU(2)-singlet leptoquark
with hypercharge −1/3 on the coupling of charged leptons to the Z boson including
corrections of orderO(M2

Z/m2
t ) andEWrenormalisation effects. The role of the latter

is particularly interesting since it implies amodification of all the three charged lepton
couplings even when the structure of the couplings of the LQ to fermions suppresses
its direct one-loop contribution through diagrams like the one shown in Fig. 59.1.

This observation could be extended to other LQs as well, for which all the three
Z couplings would then provide a constraint even in scenarios in which some of the
couplings are suppressed.

Acknowledgements M.M.acknowledges the support by theDFG-fundedDoctoral SchoolKSETA.
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Chapter 60
Simultaneous Explanation of RK (∗) and
RD(∗) in Various New Physics Models

Dinesh Kumar, Ashutosh Kumar Alok, Jacky Kumar and Ruchi Sharma

Abstract We explore the possibility of simultaneous explanation of RK (∗) and RD(∗)

measurements in a model dependent approach. We reanalysed the four new physics
models: Standard model like vector boson (VB), SU (2)L -singlet vector leptoquark
(U1), SU (2)L -triplet scalar leptoquark (S3) and SU (2)L triplet vector leptoquark
(U3) models. The new physics couplings are assumed only to the third generation in
the weak basis. We found that vector boson model is not consistent with the present
data as the branching ratio of B(τ → 3μ) evades the upper bound on the best fit
point. The three leptoquark models cannot simultaneously accomodate the RK (∗) and
RD(∗) measurements.

60.1 Introduction

The measurements of RK , RD(∗) alongwith the recent measurement of RK ∗ show the
discrepancies between the experimental value and Standard Model (SM) prediction.
These observables are very clean as hadronic uncertainties cancels at large extent.
In this sense, these observables can be powerful tool to test the Lepton Flavour
Universality (LFU) and New Physics (NP) beyond the SM. The measurement of
RD(∗) ≡ Γ (B → D(∗) τ ν̄)/Γ (B → D(∗) lν̄) (l = e, μ) [1] disagrees with the SM
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at the level of ∼4 σ . The measurement of RK ≡ Γ (B+ → K + μ+ μ−)/Γ (B+ →
K + e+ e−) = 0.745+0.090

−0.074 (stat) ± 0.036 (syst) [2] in the lowdilepton invariantmass-
squared q2 range (1.0 ≤ q2 ≤ 6.0GeV2) deviates from the SM prediction�1, by 2.6
σ which also supports this measurement. Very recently, the LHCb Collaboration has
announced the measurement of RK ∗ ≡ Γ (B0 → K ∗0μ+μ−)/Γ (B0 → K ∗0e+e−)

[3]:

R[0.045,1.1]
K ∗ = 0.660+0.110

−0.070 (stat) ± 0.024 (syst), (60.1)

R[1.1,6.0]
K ∗ = 0.685+0.113

−0.069 (stat) ± 0.047 (syst). (60.2)

which is measured in two different dilepton invariant mass-squared q2 range. These
measurements differ from the SM prediction, which is �1, by 2.2−2.4σ in the low-
q2 region and by 2.4−2.5σ in the central-q2 region. Apart from these, there are other
measurements, all in the b → s μ+ μ− sector, which show discrepancies with the
SM.

We consider the VB model and three leptoquark models and perform different
types of fits in order to constrain the NP couplings. The four fermion operator is
not present in the three leptoquarks models at the tree level so these models donot
contribute to Bs

0 − B̄0
s mixing.We found from the global fit of these models that VB

models is inconsistent with the present data and the three leptoquark models cannot
accommodate the RK (∗) and RD(∗) simultaneously. We also study observables such as
B(Bc → τν), RJ/ψ , τ polarization and D∗ longitudinal polarization in B → D∗τ ν̄,
branching ratios of the exclusive decays B → (K , K ∗) τ+τ−, Bs → φ τ+τ− and
Bs → τ+τ− induced by the quark level transition b → s τ+ τ− and branching ratios
of the lepton number violating decays B → (K , K ∗)μ τ at the best fit points.

60.2 Methodology

In order to obtain constraints on NP couplings, we perform three kinds of fit,

1. Fit 1: Global fit
2. Fit 2: Fit with excluding b → cτ ν̄ data
3. Fit 3: Fit with only clean observables.

In fit 1,We perform the global fit by taking all the relevant datawhere thesemodels
give the NP contribution. We then remove the RD(∗) data from the fit 1 to perform
second kind of fit. Fit 2 would enable us to know that how well these models can
explain the anomalies in b → s sector. In the third kind of fit, we only consider clean
observables such as RK (∗) , RD(∗) , Bs → μ+μ− and B0

s − B̄0
s mixing. We perform

this fit to see up to what extent our conclusions of the global fits are dependent on
hadronic uncertainties.

We do a χ2 fit using CERN minimization code MINUIT. The χ2 function is
defined as
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χ2(Ci ) = (Oth(Ci ) − Oexp)
T C −1 (Oth(Ci ) − Oexp) . (60.3)

Oth(Ci ) are the theoretical predictions of the observables which are calculated using
flavio. Oexp are the experimental measurements of the observables used in the
fit. We obtain the total covariance matrix C adding the individual theoretical and
experimental covariance matrices. We closely follow the methodology for global fits
discussed in [4, 5]. We obtain the χ2/dof for these four models in various fits which
is helpful to know about the goodness of fit [6].

The list of observables, which is being used to constrain the new physics cou-
plings, is following: (i) The measurement of RD(∗) and RK (∗) , (ii) The branching
ratio of B0

s → μ+μ−, (iii) the differential branching ratio of B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− and
B+ → K ∗+μ+μ− measured by LHCb, (iv) the CP-averaged differential angular
distribution for B0 → K ∗0(→ K +π−)μ+μ−, (v) the differential branching ratio of
B0 → K 0μ+μ− and B+ → K +μ+μ− measured by LHCb and CDF, (vi) the differ-
ential branching ratio of B0

s → φμ+μ− by LHCb and CDF and the angular observ-
ables measured by LHCb, (vii) the differential branching ratio of B → Xsμ

+μ−
measured by BaBar, (viii) the recent data by ATLAS and CMS for the angu-
lar observables in B0 → K ∗0μ+μ− decay, (ix) Mass difference ΔMs in Bs − B̄0

s
mixing.

60.3 New Physics Models

The gauge invariant operators [7]

Leff = Gi jkl
1

Λ2
(Q̄′i

LγμQ′ j
L )(L̄ ′k

L γ μL ′l
L)

+Gi jkl
2

Λ2
(Q̄′i

Lγμσ I Q′ j
L )(L̄ ′k

L γ μσ I L ′l
L). (60.4)

relates the RK (∗) and RD(∗) . In themass basis, the new physics couplings can bewritten
as,

Gi jkl
(1,2) = g(1,2) Xi j Y kl, (60.5)

The matrices X and Y are the function of the rotation angles. For example, for
b → s transitions, these are given by,

X =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 sin2 θbs − sin θbs cos θbs

0 − sin θbs cos θbs cos2 θbs

⎤
⎦ , (60.6)
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Y =
⎡
⎣
0 0 0
0 sin2 θμτ − sin θμτ cos θμτ

0 − sin θμτ cos θμτ cos2 θμτ

⎤
⎦ . (60.7)

We consider one vector boson model and three leptoquark models which contribute
both in b → sμ+μ− and b → cτν. These models are [8]:

• SM-like vector boson model (1, 3, 1)
• a scalar SU (2)L singlet LQ S1 (3, 1,−2/3)
• a scalar triplet LQ S3(3, 3,−2/3) and
• a vector singlet LQ U1(3, 1, 4/3).

In the gauge basis, The interaction of SM-like vector boson with the fermions is
given by,

ΔLV = g33
qV (Q

′
L3γ

μσ I Q′
L3)V I

μ + g33
lV (L

′
L3γ

μσ I L
′
L3)V I

μ . (60.8)

This generates only one operator when heavy vector boson is integrated out i.e
g1 = 0, g2 = −g33

qV g33
V . For simplicity, we set these couplings to a fixed value as

g33
qV = g33

lV = √
0.5.

The interaction Lagrangian in the gauge basis for three leptoquarks U1, S3 and
U3 can be written as, respectively

ΔLU1
= g33

U1
(Q

′
L3γ

μL ′
L3)U1μ + h.c., (60.9)

ΔLS3 = g33
S3 (Q

′
L3σ

I iσ 2L
′c
L3)SI

3 + h.c., (60.10)

ΔLU3
= g33

U3
(Q

′
L3γ

μσ I L ′
L3)U3μ + h.c. (60.11)

The couplings g1 and g2 in these leptoquark models can be identified as

U1 : g1 = g2 = −1

2
|g33

U1
|2 < 0, (60.12)

S3 : g1 = 3g2 = 3

4
|g33

S3 |2 > 0, (60.13)

U3 : g1 = −3g2 = −3

2
|g33

U3
|2 < 0, (60.14)

We set the coupligs g33
U1

, g33
S3
and g33

U3
to be one. The new physics contributions to the

Wilson coefficients is given by,

Cμμ
9 = −Cμμ

10 = − π√
2αG F VtbV ∗

ts

(g1 + g2)

Λ2

(
sin θbs cos θbs sin

2 θμτ

)
, (60.15)

Ci j
V = − 1

2
√
2G F Vcb

2g2
Λ2

(
− Vcs sin θbs cos θbs + Vcb cos

2 θbs

)
Y i j , (60.16)

Ci j
L = − π√

2αG F VtbV ∗
ts

(g1 − g2)

Λ2 (sin θbs cos θbs) Y i j . (60.17)
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60.4 Results and Discussion

The fit results for vector boson model are presented in Table 60.1. We can easily see
that VB model evades the upper bound on B(τ → 3μ) and this results also holds on
removing b → cτ ν̄ data from the fit. We conclude from this that VB model is not
consistent with the present data in case of new physics coupling with third generation
only in the weak basis.

Also the fit results for theU1, S3 andU3 models are presented in Tables 60.2, 60.3
and 60.4. We note from the tables that the global fit of these three models can explain
the RK (∗) measurement and these models can also reduce the tesnsion in RD(∗) . In fit
2 and fit 3, we find that the tesnsion in RD∗ get worse than SM. We also find that
these models cannot enhance the branching ratio of the b → sττ processes if the NP
couplings are assumed to be only with third generation.

In summary, we look for the simultaneous explanations of the RK (∗) and RD(∗) in
the VB, U1, S3 and U3 models. We found that VB models evades the upper bound
on the branching ratio of τ → 3μ whereas the three leptoquark models gives best fit
to the data in the global fit but none of them can accomodate the RD(∗) data.
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Chapter 61
A Nonstandard Solution of the Fermionic
Mass Hierarchy

Gauhar Abbas

Abstract We present a non-conventional solution of the fermionic mass hierarchy
among and within the three fermionic families of the standard model and quark
mixing using discrete abelian Z2 symmetries and gauge singlet scalar fields. An
ultraviolet completion with vector-like fermions is also presented.

61.1 Introduction

One of the important questions which the standard model (SM) does not answer
is the fermionic mass hierarchy among and within the three generations of the SM
fermions. This problem is so compelling that even Setven Weinberg wants to see its
solution in his lifetime [1, 2].

In addition to the mass hierarchy among and within the three fermionic gen-
erations, there is a hierarchy among quark-mixing angles, i.e. sin θ12 � sin θ23 �
sin θ13. It is expected that these three different hierarchies are intimately related.

There are several proposals to address this problem in literature [1–39], and
one of the standard solutions is the celebrated Froggatt-Nielson mechanism [4].
In this paper, we present an incongruous solution which deviates from the standard
Froggatt-Nielson approach by using only dimension-5 operators, which are next to
Yukawa operator, for generation of masses of all fermions [1]. The main idea is
that the Yukawa Lagrangian is forbidden by discrete Z2 type symmetries, and hence
dimension-5 operators provide masses to fermions [40–42].

It turns out that one can create two models using the above discussed idea. The
first model provides an origin of the fermionic mass hierarchy among and within
the three fermionic families along with an explanation for quark-mixing pattern, and
second model can explain the mass hierarchy among the three fermionic families
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[1]. In this article, we only discuss the first model. The details about second model
can be found in [1].

For achieving our goal, we need to employ three discrete symmetries and gauge
singlet scalar fields.Aswewill show, an ultra-violet (UV) completion of thesemodels
may come from vector-like fermions.

The organization of this work is in the following pattern: In Sect. 61.2, we present
the model providing an explanation for the fermionic mass hierarchy among and
within the three fermionic families along with the quark-mixing. A discussion is
provided in Sect. 61.3.

61.2 Model

We discuss now model which can provide an origin of the fermionic mass hierarchy
among and within the three fermionic families along with the quark-mixing. This
is achieved by introducing six real singlet scalar fields �i

1 (i = 1 − 6) to the SM.
Their behaviour under the SM symmetry SU (3)c ⊗ SU (2)L ⊗ U (1)Y is given by,

�i : (1, 1, 0). (61.1)

Moreover, the symmetry of the SM is extended by imposing discrete symmetriesZ2,
Z ′

2 and Z ′′
2 on the right handed fermions of each family and the scalar fields �i as

shown in Table 61.1.
It should be noted that the Yukawa Lagrangian is completely forbidden by the

symmetriesZ2,Z ′
2 andZ ′′

2 , and mass of fermions are now generated by dimension-5
operators. Thus mass Lagrangian can be written as,

Lmass = 1

Λ

[
Γ1ψ̄

1
L ϕ̃u R�1 + Γ2ψ̄

2
L ϕ̃cR�3 + Γ3ψ̄

3
L ϕ̃tR�5 + Γ ′

1ψ̄
1
LϕdR�2 (61.2)

+ Γ ′
2ψ̄

2
LϕsR�4 + Γ ′

3ψ̄
3
LϕbR�6

]
+ 1

Λ

[
Γ4ψ̄

1
LϕeR�2 + Γ5ψ̄

2
LϕμR�4

+ Γ6ψ̄
3
LϕτR�6

]
+ c

Λ
¯lc
L ϕ̃∗ϕ̃†lL + H.c.

We observe that the fermionic mass pattern of the three families of the SM, which
is md > mu , mc � ms , mt � mb, mτ � mμ � me, mb � ms � md , and mt �
mc � mu , can be explained by assuming the vacuum-expectation values(VEVs) of
the singlet scalar fields in such a way that 〈�2〉 > 〈�1〉, 〈�3〉 � 〈�4〉, 〈�5〉 � 〈�6〉,
〈�6〉 � 〈�4〉 � 〈�2〉, and 〈�5〉 � 〈�3〉 � 〈�1〉. Neutrinomasses can be recovered
from the Weinberg operator via celebrated seesaw mechanism.

1Consonant letter “�” (k@) is taken from the Devanagari script. It is pronounced as “Ka” in Kashmir
[1].
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Table 61.1 The charges of right-handed fermions of three families of the SM and singlet scalar
fields under Z2, Z ′

2 and Z ′′
2 symmetries. We show flavour of right-handed fermion by superscript

Fields Z2 Z ′
2 Z ′′

2

ψu
R + + −
�1 + + −
ψ

d,e
R − − +

�2 − − +

ψc
R + − −
�3 + − −
ψ

s,μ
R + − +

�4 + − +

ψ t
R − + −
�5 − + −
ψ

b,τ
R − + +

�6 − + +

It is important to see if the model can provide an explanation to the observed
pattern of quark-mixing. For this purpose, we write, for instance, down type mass
matrix which approximately reads,

MD =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Γ d
11vv2

2M

Γ d
12vv4

2M

Γ d
13vv6

2M
Γ d
21vv2

2M

Γ d
22vv4

2M

Γ d
23vv6

2M
Γ d
31vv2

2M

Γ d
32vv4

2M

Γ d
33vv6

2M

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (61.3)

This matrix can be diagonalized using bi-unitary transformation,

U †
DMDVD = diag(md , ms, mb). (61.4)

In the limit v, v2, v4 � v6, M , the following three mixing angles can be used to
parametrize the matrix VD:

tan θd
12 ≈ v2Cd

12

v4
+ O(

v3

v3
6

) + O(
v2
2

v2
6

) + O(
v2
4

v2
6

), (61.5)

tan θd
23 ≈ v4Cd

23

v6
+ O(

v3

v3
6

) + O(
v2
2

v2
6

) + O(
v2
4

v2
6

)

tan θd
13 = v2

2v4C
d
13

v3
6

+ O(
v3

v3
6

) + O(
v2
2

v2
6

) + O(
v2
4

v2
6

).
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Similarly the matrix VU can be parameterized by the following three mixing angles:

tan θu
12 ≈ v1Cu

12

v3
+ O(

v3

v3
5

) + O(
v2
1

v2
5

) + O(
v2
3

v2
5

), (61.6)

tan θu
23 ≈ v3Cu

23

v5
+ O(

v3

v3
5

) + O(
v2
1

v2
5

) + O(
v2
3

v2
5

),

tan θu
13 = v2

1v3C
u
13

v3
5

+ O(
v3

v3
5

) + O(
v2
1

v2
5

) + O(
v2
3

v2
5

).

The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix can be obtained by VC K M = V †
UVD, and

the three mixing angles in the standard parameterization reads,

tan θ12 ≈ v2C12

v4
+ O(

v1

v5
), tan θ23 ≈ v4C23

v6
+ O(

v1

v5
), (61.7)

tan θ13 ≈ v2
2v4C13

v3
6

+ O(
v1

v5
).

We observe that the quark-mixing angles turn out to be sin θ12 � sin θ23 � sin θ13
in the limit v2 � v4 � v6.

We now discuss a UV completion of the model discussed in this article. This can
be achieved by introducing one vector-like isosinglet up type quark, one vector-like
isosinglet down type quark, and one isosinglet vector-like charged lepton. Vector-
like fermions transform in the following way under the SM symmetry SU (3)c ⊗
SU (2)L ⊗ U (1)Y ,

Q = UL ,R : (3, 1,
4

3
)), DL ,R : (3, 1,−2

3
)), L = EL ,R : (1, 1,−2)); (61.8)

and they behave trivially under the discrete Z2, Z ′
2 and Z ′′

2 symmetries.
The masses of vector-like fermions are given by the following Lagrangian:

LV = MU ŪLUR + MD D̄L DR + ME ĒL ER + H.c. (61.9)

Moreover, their interactions with the the SM fermions, for instance for quarks, can
be written as,

L = Y1q̄
1
LϕQ R + Y2q̄

2
LϕQ R + Y3q̄

3
LϕQ R + H.c, (61.10)

and

L = C1 Q̄Lq1
R �1,2 + C2 Q̄Lq2

R �3,4 + C3 Q̄Lq3
R �5,6 + H.c, (61.11)

where qL is quark doublet of the SM. We can write a similar Lagrangian for leptons.
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61.3 Discussion

We have discussed an alternative and a nonstandard solution of the fermionic mass
hierarchy of the SM. This solution relies on the hierarchical VEVs of the singlet
scalar fields. This will destabilize the scalar potential of the model. A cure of this is
discussed in [1] which uses three discrete symmetries Z3 imposed on right-handed
fermions and singlet scalar fields. This mechanism forbids dangerous quartic terms
in scalar potential, thus providing a stability to the scalar sector. For more details,
see [1].

We note that an explanation for hierarchical VEVs can come from a strongly inter-
acting sector. For instance, six singlet scalar fields can be obtained by extending the
minimal compositeHiggsmodel SO(5)/SO(4) [43–45] to SO(5)/SO(4) ⊗ SO(4)′
where the SM fermions are singlet under the global SO(4)′, and isosinglet vector-like
fermions behave non-trivially under the global SO(4)′. A qq condensate could be
responsible for breaking of the global SO(4)′ such that six Nambu-Goldstone bosons
become pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, providing six gauge singlet scalar fields
having hierarchical VEVs. A phenomenological investigation of this model is under
progress.
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Chapter 62
b → clν Anomalies in Light of Vector
and Scalar Interactions

Aritra Biswas

Abstract We perform amodel independent analysis of the charged current b → clν
anomalies under the presence of scalar and vector interactions. The analysis is carried
out in two stages: (a) under the presence of both (left-handed) vector and scalar
interactions and (b) under the presence of scalar interactions alone. We find that
even after stringent bounds from similar quark-level processes such as Bc → τν,
such scenarios have the potential to explain the aforementioned anomalies. Contrary
to the general notion, we show that even scalar interactions alone can explain such
anomalies, provided they are complex. However, extended scalar sector models are
unable to comply with these anomalies to ∼3σ . We further illustrate our results with
the help of three benchmark models corresponding to the presence of (i) both scalar
and vector (ii) real scalar and (iii) complex scalar interactions.

62.1 Introduction

Over the past few years, there have been constant and consistent reports from experi-
mental collaborations such as LHCb, Belle and BaBar about flavour observables with
deviations of more than 3σ in exclusive B → D∗ and B → J/ψ transitions. Both of
these exclusive processes have the underlying sub-quark transition b → clν. These
results are believed to be the hints of lepton-flavour universality violating (LFUV)
type new physics (NP). We investigate the prospect of scalar and vector type NP’s in
explaining such deviations. We initially work from a model independent perspective
and then illustrate our results further using the models: (i) Non-minimal universal
extra dimensions (NMUED) for the case with one scalar and one vector NP oper-
ator, (ii) Goergi-Michacek (GM) model for the case of a single scalar NP operator
preceded by a real Wilson coefficient (WC) and (iii) Leptoquark (LQ) model for the
a single scalar NP operator preceded by a complex WC.
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Fig. 62.1 Global average for R(D), R(D∗) and Pτ (D∗) and the deviation from the SM result

Table 62.1 Present status (both theoretical and experimental) ofR(D),R(D∗) and Pτ (D∗). First
uncertainty is statistical and the second one is systematic. The first row lists the arithmetic mean
for the SM calculations reported in HFLAV

R(D) R(D∗) Correlation Pτ (D∗) R(J/ψ)

SM 0.299(3) 0.258(6) −0.491(25) 0.249(42)(LFCQ)

0.289(28)(PQCD)

Babar 0.440(58)st.(42)sy. 0.332(24)st.(18)sy. −0.27

Belle
(2015)

0.375(64)st.(26)sy. 0.293(38)st.(15)sy. −0.49

Belle
(2016)-I

− 0.302(30)st.(11)sy.

Belle
(2016)-II

− 0.270(35)st.
+0.028
−0.025 0.33 −0.38(51)st.

+0.21
−0.16

LHCb
(2015)

− 0.336(27)st.(30)sy.

LHCb
(2017)

− 0.286(19)st.(25)sy.(21)

World avg. 0.407(39)st.(24)sy. 0.304(13)st.(7)sy. 0.20 0.71(17)st.(18)sy.

62.2 Current Status: Theory and Experiment

The present global average for the R(D(∗)) anomalies are about 4σ away from the
corresponding SM results. Figure62.1 and Table62.1 summarize the current theo-
retical and experimental status for these anomalies. The SM average is the arithmetic
mean of the results from [1–4].
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62.3 Formalism

The most general effective Hamiltonian describing the b → cτν transitions, with all
possible four-fermi operators in the lowest dimension (with left-handed neutrinos)
is given by:

Heff = 4G F√
2

Vcb

[
(1 + C�

V1
)OV1 + C�

V2
OV2 + C�

S1OS1 + C�
S2OS2 + C�

TOT

]
, (62.1)

where the operator basis is defined as

OV1 = (c̄Lγ μbL)(τ̄Lγμντ L),

OV2 = (c̄Rγ μbR)(τ̄Lγμντ L),

OS1 = (c̄LbR)(τ̄Rντ L),

OS2 = (c̄RbL)(τ̄Rντ L),

OT = (c̄RσμνbL)(τ̄Rσμνντ L), (62.2)

and the corresponding Wilson coefficients are given by CX (X = V1, V2, S1, S2, T ).
We are interested in the new scalar interaction OV1 and OS1 , and thus we turn all

other Wilson Coefficients to zero for this analysis.
Subject to the above hamiltonian, one can construct the differential decay rate

for a particular exclusive decay, involving the NP WC’s, the CKM elements and
the corresponding hadronic form factors. The measurable observables are ratios fo
these integrated decay rates with different leptons in the final states. The ratio cancels
uncertainties due to the CKM elements completely, and also those due to the form
factors to a large extent. For the theoretical details regarding the observables, the
corresponding form factors and the constraints, the interested reader can look into [5,
6] and the references therein.

62.4 Analysis

The results for our fits with a single vector and scalar type NP are displayed in
Fig. 62.2 and Table62.2. In what follows CS1 = −CH mb m�. The WC’s are consid-
ered to be real. It is clear that for all combinations of results shown in Fig. 62.2, there
is a two-fold ambiguity in the best-fit results. One of these points is closer to SM
than the other and this is the one that is important in constraining NMUED. We also
note that while the results from Belle and LHCb are consistent with SM within 3σ ,
for any and all other combination of results, the SM is away from the best fit point
by more than 3σ in the CW − Cτ

H plane.
The results for our fits with a single vector and scalar type NP are displayed in

Fig. 62.3 and Table62.3, assuming cH to be complex.
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Fig. 62.2 R(D(∗)) fit results corresponding to separate fits listed in Table62.2 for the casewith both
OV1 and OS1 . Red (dotted) and blue (solid) lines enclose 1σ (Δχ2 = 2.30) and 3σ (Δχ2 = 11.83)
regions respectively. Only the gridlines corresponding to CW = CV1 and Cτ

H = 0 are shown, such
that there intersection point represents SM. The hatched regions in the last two figures show the
constraints coming from Bc → τν

62.5 Models

The model independent scenarios described in the previous sections are further illus-
trated with the help of benchmark models in this section. Details about the model
parameters and their relations with CS1 and CV1 can be found in [5, 6].

62.5.1 Real CV1 and CS1: Non-minimal Universal Extra
Dimension (NMUED)

See Fig. 62.4.

62.5.2 Real CS1: Georgi Michacek Model (GM)

See Fig. 62.5.

62.5.3 Complex CS1: Leptoquark Model (LQ)

See Table62.4.
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Fig. 62.3 Fit results in terms of the fixed Δχ2 contours representing 1σ (red, solid) and 3σ (blue,
dot-dashed) confidence levels respectively, in the Re(CH ) and Im(CH ) parameter-space for the case
with OS1 only. The diagonally hatched region is ruled out from the Bc life-time constraint and the
gray-shaded region is disallowed by the constraint B(Bc → τν) < 10%

Table 62.3 Results of fits with different combinations of experimental data-points for the case with
only OS1

Without RJ/ψ With RJ/ψ Fit results

PQCD LFCQ

Datasets χ2
min/DoF p-value

(%)
χ2
min/DoF p-value

(%)
χ2
min/DoF p-value

(%)
Re(CH )
(GeV−2)

Im(CH )
(GeV−2)

All data 9.22/8 23.72 11.86/9 15.76 12.38/9 13.51 −0.031(8) 0.000(73)

Belle 1.71/4 63.54 4.39/5 35.63 4.89/5 29.83 −0.023(11) 0.000(87)

Babar+LHCb 6.42/3 4.03 9.00/4 2.92 9.54/4 2.29 −0.042(11) 0.000(84)

Babar+Belle 6.71/6 24.31 9.35/7 15.48 9.87/7 13.03 −0.030(8) 0.000(74)

Belle+LHCb 4.70/6 45.41 7.37/7 28.82 7.88/7 24.72 −0.025(11) 0.000(78)

All RD∗ 2.37/5 66.78 4.31/6 50.53 4.99/6 41.67 − −
No Pτ (D∗) 9.21/7 16.23 11.84/8 10.58 12.36/8 8.92 −0.031(8) 0.000(72)
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(a) RV vs. Rf (b) Rf vs. R−1 (c) RV vs. R−1

Fig. 62.4 Regions in the NMUED model parameter space, allowed by CW − Cτ
H fit of R(D(∗))

data

Fig. 62.5 vχ versus m H±
3

parameter space excluded by
all Belle and LHCb data at
2σ (orange, solid) and 3σ
(blue, dashed) confidence
levels. Regions above the
lines are excluded

Table 62.4 Allowed values
of the product of the
couplings (both real and
imaginary) of the chosen
Leptoquark model involved
with the Wilson coefficient
Cl

S1

Data Re
(
g332Lg

23∗
2R

)
Im

(
g332Lg

33∗
2R

)

All data −0.250(64) 0.0(6)

Belle −0.186(90) 0.0(7)

Babar+LHCb −0.338(89) 0.0(7)

Babar+Belle −0.245(65) 0.0(6)

Belle+LHCb −0.198(88) 0.0(6)

No Pτ (D∗) −0.250(64) 0.0(6)

62.6 Conclusion

We have explored the scope of vector and scalar type NP in explaining the charged
current anomalies, primarily from a model independent point of view, further illus-
trated by specific models. For the vector+scalar case, we show that the Non minimal
universal extra dimensional model can explain such anomalies. For the single scalar
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case, we show that a real WC is unable to accommodate the anomalies within 3σ ,
thus ruling out extended scalar sector models in general. However, a complex WC
can still do the job and is illustrated by a particular Leptoquark scenario.
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Chapter 63
Exploring Lepton Non-universality
in b → cl ν̄l Decay Modes in the Light
of Recent Experimental Data

Suchismita Sahoo, Rukmani Mohanta and Anjan K. Giri

Abstract The observation of lepton non-universality in B sector has become a
challenge for universality lovers. Recently, the LHCb Collaboration has added a
new RJ/ψ ratio into this challenging area, which has a 2σ deviation from its standard
model prediction. In this regard,wepresent amodel independent analysis ofb → clν̄l

decays in order to scrutinize the presence of lepton universality violation in B sector.
Wefirst performaglobal fit to RD(∗) data.We then estimate the lepton non-universality
parameters of Bc → (ηc, J/ψ)lνl and Bs → D(∗)

s lν̄l decay processes.

63.1 Introduction

Though the study of the semileptonic B decays with the tau-lepton in the final state
is quite challenging experimentally, they are quite interesting from the theoretical
point of view, due to the presence of several observables besides branching fractions,
such as decay distributions and tau polarizations, which are quite sensitive to new
physics (NP). In addition, the ratio of branching fractions of B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ decay
to the semileptonic decay modes with light charged leptons (e, μ) in the final state,
reduces the uncertainties significantly. The experimentalmeasured values of RD(∗) [1]

RD = Br
(
B̄ → Dτ ν̄l

)

Br
(
B̄ → Dlν̄l

) = 0.397 ± 0.040 ± 0.028, (63.1)
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RD∗ = Br
(
B̄ → D∗τ ν̄l

)

Br
(
B̄ → D∗lν̄l

) = 0.316 ± 0.016 ± 0.010, (63.2)

have about 1.9σ and 3.3σ deviations from their corresponding standard model (SM)
predictions RSM

D = 0.300 ± 0.008 [2] and RSM
D∗ = 0.252 ± 0.003 [3]. Apart from

these anomalies, recently the LHCbCollaboration has observed discrepancy of 2σ in
the RJ/ψ parameter, RExpt

J/ψ = 0.71 ± 0.17 ± 0.18 [4] from its SM result [5]. Keeping
this in mind, in this work, we investigate the Bc → (ηc, J/ψ)lν̄l and Bs → D(∗)

s lν̄l

processes in a model independent way.
The paper is organised as follows. We discuss the effective Lagrangian and the

numerical fit to new parameters in Sect. 63.2. Section63.3 contains the discussion
on lepton non-universality (LNU) parameters of b → clν̄l decay modes.

63.2 Effective Lagrangian and the Numerical Fit

Considering only the left handed neutrinos, the effective Lagrangian of b → cτ ν̄l

process, is given as [6]

Heff = 4G F√
2

Vcb

[
(δlτ + VL)Ol

V1
+ VROl

V2
+ SLOl

S1 + SROl
S2 + TLOl

T

]
,

(63.3)

where G F is the Fermi constant, Vcb is the CKM matrix element, Ol
x (x = V1,2,

S1,2, T ) are the effective operators andVx are their correspondingWilson coefficients.
We neglect the tensor coefficient for simplicity.

After getting idea on the new parameters, we first perform a χ2 test to measure
the disagreement of SM with the data. We have assumed Gaussian errors for all the
observables. The χ2 is defined as

χ2 =
∑

i

(Oth
i − Oexp

i )2

(ΔOexp
i )2

, (63.4)

where Oexp
i represents the measured central value of the observables and ΔOexp

i
represents the corresponding 1σ uncertainty. Here, Oth

i represents the theoretical
prediction of the observables. We include RD(∗) measurements for the evaluation of
χ2. We assume that the NP contributions are coming from an operator characterized
by a single NP Wilson coefficient only, which is considered to be imaginary in this
analysis. Using (63.4) and the required input parameters from [7, 8] the contour
plots for only VL (top-left panel), VR (top-right panel), SL (bottom-left panel) and
SR (bottom-right panel) new coefficients are presented in Fig. 63.1. The best fit values
of the real and imaginary parts of all the new parameters, their corresponding 1σ
range and the minimum values of χ2 are listed in Table63.1.
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Fig. 63.1 Contour plots of Re[Vx ] ∼ Im[Vx ] coefficients obtained from RD(∗) parameters

Table 63.1 Bestfit values and 1σ range of new coefficients

NP WC Bestfit values (Re, Im) 1σ range (Re, Im) χ2
min

VL (0.1026,−0.225) ([0.0026, 0.13], [−0.34, 0.34]) 0.15

VR (0.0183, 0.535) ([−0.02, 0.06], [−0.59,−0.46]) 9.92 × 10−30

SL (0.2,−0.85 × 10−9) ([0.145, 0.245], [−0.32, 0.32]) 0.125

SR (−0.095, 0.6414) ([−0.15,−0.06], [−0.72,−0.66]) 8.63 × 10−31

63.3 Bc,s → (P, V )l ν̄l Processes

In this section, we study the impact of these new coefficients on the rare Bc,s →
(P, V )lν̄l processes, where P = ηc, Ds are the pseudoscalar mesons and V =
J/ψ, D∗

s are the vector mesons. We mainly focus on the RP(V ) LNU parameters,
which are defined as

RP(V ) = Br(Bc,s → P(V )τ ν̄τ )

Br(Bc,s → P(V )lν̄l)
, l = e, μ. (63.5)
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Fig. 63.2 The q2 variation of Rηc (top-left), RJ/ψ (top-right), RDs (bottom-left) and RD∗
s
(bottom-

right) LNU parameters in the presence of one coefficient at a time

Table 63.2 Numerical values of the RP(V ) parameters in the presence of new coefficients

Parameters SM VL VR SL SR

Rηc 0.417 0.528 0.552 0.624 0.62

RJ/ψ 0.283 0.3 0.354 0.289 0.29

RDs 0.34 0.257 0.805 0.45 0.437

RD∗
s

0.259 0.328 0.325 0.264 0.26

For numerical analysis, the particle masses and the lifetime of Bc,s mesons are
taken from [7] and the form factors from [8]. Using the bestfit values of VL ,R and
SL ,R coefficients from Table63.1, we show the plots for the LNU parameters, Rηc

(top-left panel), RJ/ψ (top-right panel), RDs (bottom-left panel) and RD∗
s
(bottom-

right panel) in Fig. 63.2. Here the blue solid lines represent the SM contribution, the
cyan, magenta, orange and green color dotted lines stand for the contribution from
the additional VL , VR , SL and SR coefficients, respectively. We found that these LNU
parameters deviate significantly from their corresponding SM values in the presence
of new coefficients. In Table63.2, we report the numerical values of all these LNU
parameters.
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Chapter 64
Rare Semileptonic b → dµ+µ−
Transitions and Effects of Z′ in the 331
Model

Soram Robertson Singh and Barilang Mawlong

Abstract We study the rare semileptonic B → ρμ+μ− decay mediated by b →
dμ+μ− transition. Differential branching ratio, longitudinal lepton polarization and
forward-backward asymmetry of B → ρμ+μ− are analyzed within the Standard
Model in the low q2 region. We study the effects of Z ′ in the 331 or SUC(3) ×
SUL(3) × UX (1) model on this decay mode by varying the model parameter β at
MZ ′ = 1, 3 TeV. The couplings of Z ′ are constrained by flavor observables of Bd −
B̄d mixing. We find that the observables of interest are sensitive to Z ′ effects and we
observe deviations from the SM for some values of β.

64.1 Introduction

Standard Model has been successful in explaining many experimental observations.
But there are some observed discrepancies that SM cannot explain. Semileptonic B
decays are good testing grounds for SM and models beyond it as these decays are
highly suppressed in the SM. The b → sll modes have been studied extensively [1,
2] and it is important that we discuss the complementary b → dll modes as well
as they have similar properties. The observables of b → dl+l− transitions are more
CKM-suppressed than those of b → sl+l− transitions because the CKM factor |λs

i |
is greater than |λd

j | where λs
i = V ∗

ibVis, λd
j = V ∗

jbVjd with i = c, t and j = u, c, t
and deviation of the observables from their SM values could hint the possibility
of New Physics. In this paper, we thus study the B → ρll mode mediated by the
b → dll transition in the SM and also in the 331 Z ′ model that allows b → dll
FCNC transitions at the tree level. The effects of such FCNC Z ′ mediated transitions
on these modes are analyzed here.
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64.2 Standard Model Framework

In the SM framework, the effective Hamiltonian describing the quark level transition
b → dl+l− is given in [3, 4] as

Heff = − G F√
2

⎡
⎣VtbV ∗

td

10∑
i=1

Ci (μ)Oi (μ) + VubV ∗
ud

2∑
i=1

Ci (μ)
(

Oi (μ) − O(u)
i (μ)

)⎤
⎦ ,

(64.1)

where GF is the Fermi coupling constant, Ci (μ) are the Wilson coefficients and
Oi (μ) are local operators as defined in [2].

64.3 331 Model Framework

It is a model based on SU (3)C ⊗ SU (3)L ⊗ U (1)X guage group wherein the electric
charge Q is defined as a linear combination of the diagonal generators of the group

Q = T 3 + βT 8 + X I, (64.2)

where β is a key parameter that gives rise to different variants of the 331 model.
The generators T 3 = 1/2 diag(1,−1, 0) and T 8 = (1/2

√
3) diag(1, 1,−2) are two

of the SU(3) generators and X is the generator of U(1)X. Details of the model can
be found in [5, 6].

The NP contributions CNP
9 and CNP

10 are given in [5] as

CNP
9 = − 1

g2
SMM2

Z ′ sin2 θW

�db
L (Z ′)�μμ̄

V (Z ′)
V ∗

td Vtb
, (64.3)

CNP
10 = − 1

g2
SMM2

Z ′ sin2 θW

�db
L (Z ′)�μμ̄

A (Z ′)
V ∗

td Vtb
, (64.4)

where �
μμ̄

V (Z ′), �μμ̄

A (Z ′) are lepton couplings of Z ′ and their values are taken from
[7]. The quark couplings �bd(Z ′) are given by �db

L (Z ′) = −0.489s13eiδ1 for β =
±2/

√
3. The parameters (s13, δ1) are constrained by the flavor observables of Bd −

B̄d mixing and the obtained constraint regions are shown in Fig. 64.1. In this paper,
we have presented the analysis of Z ′ effects for the value of β = −2/

√
3. The

constraint regions are divided into 4 scenarios for MZ ′ = 1, 3 TeV and they are
given in Table64.1.
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Fig. 64.1 The constraint regions for s13 and δ1 obtained from the observables of Bd − B̄d mixing

Table 64.1 Constraint scenarios (s13 in units of 10−3 and δ1 in radians)

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

MZ ′ s13 δ1 s13 δ1 s13 δ1 s13 δ1

1 TeV 1.08–
2.06

1.41–
2.10

1.08–
2.08

4.54–
5.28

6.61–
6.82

1.58–
1.57

6.60–
6.80

4.70–
4.73

3 TeV 3.30–
6.56

1.41–
2.10

3.32–
6.39

4.55–
5.27

20.13–
20.72

1.58–
1.60

20.32–
20.66

4.72–
4.78

64.4 Results

The differential branching ratio, longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetry and
forward-backward charge asymmetry (AFB) of B → ρμ+μ− are computed in the SM
and the effects of Z ′ boson arising from 331model on these observables are analyzed.
For scenarios 1 and 2, we have plotted bands for the observables. Since scenarios 3
and 4 are small, we have plotted only the lower curves for these two scenarios. The
plots for the differential branching ratio, longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetry
and forward-backward charge asymmetry are shown in Figs. 64.2, 64.3 and 64.4,

Fig. 64.2 Variation of the differential branching ratio (in units of 10−9) with q2 both in the SM
and in the 331-Z ′ model
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Fig. 64.3 Variation of the longitudinal lepton polarization asymmetry with q2 both in the SM and
in the 331-Z ′ model

Fig. 64.4 Variation of the forward-backward asymmetry with q2 both in the SM and in the 331-Z ′
model

respectively. It can be seen from these figures that observables are sensitive to Z ′
effects and they deviate from SM prediction. The deviations are found to be larger
for MZ ′ = 1 TeV than MZ ′ = 3 TeV and this is due to the dividing factor of M2

Z ′ in
the CNP

9 , CNP
10 as expressed in (64.3) and (64.4).
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Chapter 65
Resolving RD and RD∗ Anomalies

Suman Kumbhakar, Ashutosh Kumar Alok, Dinesh Kumar
and S. Uma Sankar

Abstract The current world averages of the ratios RD(∗) are about 4σ away from
their Standard Model prediction. These measurements indicate towards the violation
of lepton flavor universality in b → c l ν̄ decay. The different new physics operators,
which can explain the RD(∗) measurements, have been identified previously.We show
that a simultaneous measurement of the polarization fractions of τ and D∗ and the
angular asymmetries AFB and ALT in B → D∗τ ν̄ decay can distinguish all the new
physics amplitudes and hence uniquely identify the Lorentz structure of new physics.

65.1 Introduction

In recent years, the evidence for charged lepton universality violation is observed
in the charge current process b → cτ ν̄. The experiments, BaBar, Belle and LHCb,
made several measurements of the ratios

RD = Γ (B → D τ ν̄)

Γ (B → D {e/μ} ν̄)
, RD∗ = Γ (B → D∗ τ ν̄)

Γ (B → D∗ {e/μ} ν̄)
. (65.1)

The current world average of these measurements are about 4σ away from the Stan-
dard Model (SM) predictions [1].
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All the meson decays in (65.1) are driven by quark level transitions b → clν̄.
These transitions occur at tree level in the SM.The discrepancy between themeasured
values of RD and RD∗ and their respective SMpredictions is an indication of presence
of new physics (NP) in the b → cτ ν̄ transition. The possibility of NP in b → cμν̄
is excluded by other data [2]. All possible NP four-Fermi operators for b → cτ ν̄
transition are listed in [3]. In [2], a fit was performed between all the b → cτ ν̄ data
and each of the NP interaction term. The NP terms, which can account for the all
b → cτ ν̄ data, are identified and their Wilson coefficients (WCs) are calculated. It
was found that there are six allowed NP solutions. Among those six solutions, four
solutions are distinct with a different Lorentz structure. In [4] it was found that the
tensor NP solution could be distinguished from other possibilities provided 〈 fL〉, the
D∗ polarization fraction can be measured with an absolute uncertainty of 0.1.

Here, we consider four angular observables, Pτ (D∗) (τ polarization fraction), fL

(D∗ polarization fraction), AFB (the forward-backward asymmetry), ALT

(longitudinal-transverse asymmetry) in the decay B → D∗τ ν̄. Note that these asym-
metries can only be measured if the momentum of the τ lepton is reconstructed. We
show that a measurement of these four quantities can uniquely identify the Lorentz
structure of the NP operator responsible for the present discrepancy in RD and
RD∗ [5].

65.2 Distinguishing Different New Physics Solutions

The most general effective Hamiltonian for b → cτ ν̄ transition can be written as

Heff = 4G F√
2

Vcb

[
OVL +

√
2

4G F Vcb

1

�2

{∑
i

(
Ci Oi + C

′
i O

′
i + C

′′
i O

′′
i

)}]
, (65.2)

where G F is the Fermi coupling constant, Vcb is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element and the NP scale � is assumed to be 1 TeV. We also assume
that neutrino is always left chiral. The effective Hamiltonian for the SM contains only
the OVL operator. The explicit forms of the four-fermion operators Oi , O

′
i and O

′′
i are

given in [3]. The NP effects are encoded in the NPWCs Ci , C
′
i and C

′′
i . Each primed

and double primed operator can be expressed as a linear combination of unprimed
operators through Feirz transformation.

The values of NP WCs which fit the data on the observables RD , RD∗ , RJ/ψ ,
Pτ (D∗) and B(Bc → τ ν̄), have been calculated previously [2]. Here RJ/ψ is the
ratio ofB(Bc → J/ψτν̄) toB(Bc → J/ψμν̄) [6]. The results of these fits are listed
in Table 65.1. This table also lists, for each of the NP solutions, the predicted values
of the polarization fractions and the angular asymmetries in B → D∗τ ν̄ decay.

Here we compute AFB(q2) and ALT(q2) in B → D∗τ ν̄ decay, as functions of
q2 = (pB − pD∗)2,where pB and pD∗ are the fourmomenta of B and D∗ respectively.
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Table 65.1 Best fit values of NP WCs at � = 1 TeV, taken from table IV of [2]. We provide the
predictions of 〈Pτ (D∗)〉, 〈 fL 〉, 〈AFB〉 and 〈ALT〉 in decay B → D∗τ ν̄ with their uncertainties for
each of the allowed solutions

NP WCs Fit values 〈Pτ (D∗)〉 〈 fL 〉 〈AFB〉 〈ALT〉
SM Ci = 0 −0.499 ±

0.004
0.45 ± 0.04 −0.011 ±

0.007
−0.245 ±
0.003

CVL 0.149 ± 0.032 −0.499 ±
0.004

0.45 ± 0.04 −0.011 ±
0.007

−0.245 ±
0.003

CT 0.516 ± 0.015 +0.115 ±
0.013

0.14 ± 0.03 −0.114 ±
0.009

+0.110 ±
0.009

C ′′
SL

−0.526 ± 0.102 −0.485 ±
0.003

0.46 ± 0.04 −0.087 ±
0.011

−0.211 ±
0.008

(CVL , CVR ) (−1.286, 1.512) −0.499 ±
0.004

0.45 ± 0.04 −0.371 ±
0.004

+0.007 ±
0.004

(C ′
VL

, C ′
VR

) (0.124,−0.058) −0.484 ±
0.005

0.45 ± 0.04 −0.003 ±
0.007

−0.243 ±
0.003

(C ′′
SL

, C ′′
SR

) (−0.643,−0.076) −0.477 ±
0.003

0.46 ± 0.04 −0.104 ±
0.005

−0.202 ±
0.002

The predictions for Pτ (D∗), fL and AFB are calculated using the framework provided
in [7] and for ALT(q2) we follow [8, 9].

The B → D(∗) l ν̄ decay distributions depend upon hadronic form-factors. The
form factors for B → D decay are well known in lattice QCD [10] and we use
them in our analyses. For B → D∗ decay, the HQET parameters are extracted using
data from Belle and BaBar experiments along with lattice inputs. In this work, the
numerical values of these parameters are taken from [1, 11].

This table lists six different NP solutions but only the first four solutions are dis-
tinct [2]. Thus we have four different NP solutions with different Lorentz structures.
We explore methods to distinguish between them.

65.3 Results and Discussions

The average values of Pτ (D∗) and fL for all six NP solutions are given in Table 65.1.
Not surprisingly, there is a large difference between the predicted values for OT

solution and those for other NP solutions. If either of these observables is measured
with an absolute uncertainty of 0.1, then the OT solution is either confirmed or ruled
out at 3σ level.

We now show that the angular asymmetries AFB and ALT have a good discrimi-
nation capability between the three remaining NP WCs. The plots for AFB and ALT

as a function of q2 are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 65.1 and their average val-
ues are listed in Table 65.1. We see that the plots of both AFB(q2) and ALT(q2), for
(OVL , OVR ) solution, differ significantly from the plots of all other NP solutions as
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Fig. 65.1 Left and right panels correspond to AFB(q2) and ALT(q2), respectively for the B →
D∗τ ν̄ decay. Red curves with yellow band corresponds to SM predictions. The band, representing
1σ range, ismainly due to the uncertainties in various hadronic form factors and is obtainedby adding
these errors in quadrature. In each panel, the color code for the NP solutions is: CVL = 0.149 (green
curve), CT = 0.516 (black curve), C ′′

SL
= −0.526 (blue curve), (CVL , CVR ) = (−1.286, 1.512)

(magenta curve), (C ′
VL

, C ′
VR

) = (0.124,−0.058) (purple curve), (C ′′
SL

, C ′′
SR

) = (−0.643,−0.076)
(cyan curve)

do the average values. If either of these asymmetries is measured with an absolute
uncertainty of 0.07, then the (OVL , OVR ) solution is either confirmed or ruled out at
3σ level.

So far we have identified observables which can clearly identify the OT and the
(OVL , OVR ) solutions. As we can see from Table 65.1, one needs to measure 〈AF B〉
with an absolute uncertainty of 0.03 or better to obtain a 3σ distinction between OVL

and O ′′
SL

solutions. However, this ability to make the distinction can be improved by
observing q2 dependence of AFB for these solutions. We note that AFB(q2) for OVL

solution has a zero crossing at q2 = 5.6 GeV2 whereas this crossing point occurs
at q2 = 7.5 GeV2 for O ′′

SL
solution. A calculation of 〈AF B〉 in the limited range

6 GeV2 < q2 < q2
max gives the result +0.1 for OVL and +0.01 for O ′′

SL
. Hence,

determining the sign of 〈AF B〉, for the full q2 range and for the limited higher q2

range, provides a very useful tool for discrimination between these two solutions.
Hence, we find that a clear distinction can be made between the four different

NP solutions to the RD/RD∗ puzzle by means of polarization fractions and angular
asymmetries. Note that only the observables (Pτ (D∗) and fL ) isolating OT do not
require the reconstruction of τ momentum. The reconstruction of τ momentum is
crucial to measure the asymmetries which can distinguish between the other three
NP solutions.
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Chapter 66
Probing Signatures of Beyond Standard
Model Physics Through B∗

s → µ+µ−
Decay

Jyoti Saini, Dinesh Kumar, Shireen Gangal and Sanjeeda Bharti Das

Abstract We perform a model independent analysis to identify new physics opera-
torswhich can enhance the branching ratio of B∗

s → μ+μ− above its StandardModel
(SM) prediction. We find that none of the new physics operators which provide a
good fit to b → sμ+μ− data can enhance the Br(B∗

s → μ+μ−) above its SM value.

66.1 Introduction

Several observables related to the decays of B meson do not agree with their Stan-
dard Model (SM) predictions. For e.g., the measurement of the ratios RK (∗) , angular
observable P

′
5 in B → K ∗μ+μ− decay in the 4.3–8.68 q2-bin, branching ratio of

Bs → φμ+μ− do not agreewith their SMvalue.All of these discrepancies are related
to the b → sμ+μ− sector. This can be attributed to the presence of new physics (NP)
in b → sμ+μ− transition.

In [1, 2], new physics in b → sμ+μ− decays were analysed by making use of
an effective Hamiltonian with all possible Lorentz structures. It was shown that any
large effects in b → sμ+μ− sector, in particular decays like B → K ∗μ+μ− and
Bs → φμ+μ−, can only be due to new physics vector (V) and axial-vector operators
(A). After the advent of RK ∗ data, several groups performed global fits to identify
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the Lorentz structure of NP [3–11]. Many NP solutions, all in the form of vector V
and A operators, were obtained. In order to discriminate between these NP solutions,
one needs new observables. It would be desirable to have an access to observables
which are theoretically clean.

The purely leptonic decay of B∗
s meson is such a decay channel [12]. In this work

we perform a model independent analysis of B∗
s → μ+μ− decay to see whether

Br(B∗
s → μ+μ−) can discriminate between various NP solutions which provide a

good fit to the b → sμ+μ− data [13].

66.2 B∗
s → µ+µ− Decay

The effective Hamiltonian for the quark level transition b → sμ+μ− within the SM
is given by

HSM = 4G F√
2π

V ∗
ts Vtb

[ 6∑
i=1

Ci (μ)Oi (μ) + C7
e

16π2
[sσμν(ms PL + mb PR)b]Fμν

+ C9
αem

4π
(sγ μ PLb)(μγμμ) + C10

αem

4π
(sγ μ PLb)(μγμγ5μ)

]
. (66.1)

HereG F is theFermi constant,Vi j are elements of theCabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa
(CKM) matrix and PL ,R = (1 ∓ γ 5)/2. The effect of the operators Oi , i = 1–6, 8 can
be included in the effective Wilson Coefficients by redefining C7(μ) → C7

eff(μ, q2)

and C9(μ) → C9
eff(μ, q2).

To study NP effects in B∗
s → μ+μ− decay, we consider the addition of V, A, S

and P operators to the SM effective Hamiltonian of b → sμ+μ−

Heff(b → sμ+μ−) = H SM + H VA + H SP, (66.2)

where H VA and H SP are as

H VA = αG F√
2π

V ∗
ts Vtb

[
CNP
9 (sγ μ PLb)(μγμμ) + CNP

10 (sγ μ PLb)(μγμγ5μ)

+ C
′NP
9 (sγ μ PRb)(μγμμ) + C

′NP
10 (sγ μ PRb)(μγμγ5μ)

]
(66.3)

H SP = αG F√
2π

V ∗
ts Vtb

[
RS(s PRb)(μμ) + RP(s PRb)(μγ5μ)

+ R
′
S(s PLb)(μμ) + R

′
P(s PLb)(μγ5μ)

]
(66.4)

where CNP
9 , CNP

10 , C
′NP
9 , C

′NP
10 , RS, RP , R

′
S, R

′
P are NP couplings.
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We find that,
〈0|sb|B∗

s 〉 = 0, 〈0|sγ 5b|B∗
s 〉 = 0.

Hence the Br(B∗
s → μ+μ−) is not affected byNP in the form of S and P operators.

The decay rate including NP V and A contribution is obtained to be,

Γ (B∗
s → μ+μ−) = G2

Fα2

96π3
|VtbV ∗

ts |2 f 2B∗
s
m2

B∗
s

√
m2

B∗
s
− 4m2

μ

[ ∣∣∣∣Ceff
9 (m2

B∗
s
)+

2
mb f T

B∗
s

m B∗
s

fB8
s

Ceff
7 (m2

B∗
s
) + CNP

9 + C
′NP
9

∣∣∣∣
2

+
∣∣∣∣C10 + CNP

10 + C
′NP
10

∣∣∣∣
2 ]

.

(66.5)

As the total decay width of B∗
s meson, Γ (B∗tot

s ) is not yet known precisely, it
is assumed that Γ (B∗tot

s ) is comparable to the dominant decay process B∗
s → Bsγ

which is found to be Γ (B∗
s → Bsγ ) = 0.10 ± 0.05 KeV [12].

66.3 Methodology

We perform a χ2 fit to all CP conserving data b → sμ+μ− sector for all possible
combinations of NP couplings. The observables used in the fit are listed in [13].

The χ2 function is constructed as

χ2(Ci ) = (Oth(Ci ) − Oexp)
TC −1(Oth(Ci ) − Oexp). (66.6)

The total covariance matrix C is obtained by adding the individual theoretical and
experimental covariance matrices.

66.4 Results and Discussions

The fit results for various new physics scenarios, along with the corresponding pre-
dictions for the branching ratio of B∗

s → μ+μ−, are presented in Table66.1. It is
obvious from Table66.1 that none of the new physics scenarios can provide large
enhancement in the branching ratio of B∗

s → μ+μ− above its SM value. In scenarios
where a good fit to the data is obtained, Br(B∗

s → μ+μ−) is seen to be suppressed as
compared to the SM value. Hence, most likely, the future measurements are expected
to observe B∗

s → μ+μ− decay with a branching ratio less than its SM prediction.
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Table 66.1 Calculation of the branching ratios of B∗
s → μ+μ− for various new physics scenarios.

Here Δχ2 = χ2
SM − χ2

bf and χ2
bf is the χ2 at the best fit points

Scenario New physics couplings Δχ2 Branching ratio

Ci = 0(SM) – 0 (1.23 ± 0.48) × 10−11

CNP
9 –1.24 ± 0.18 43.27 (0.95 ± 0.48) × 10−11

CNP
10 0.91 ± 0.19 29.47 (1.01 ± 0.51) × 10−11

C
′
9 0.13 ± 0.16 0.66 (1.30 ± 0.65) × 10−11

C
′
10 –0.11 ± 0.13 0.68 (1.29 ± 0.65) × 10−11

CNP
9 = CNP

10 0.01 ± 0.18 0.001 (1.26 ± 0.64) × 10−11

CNP
9 = −CNP

10 –0.65 ± 0.11 43.04 (0.89 ± 0.45) × 10−11

C
′
9 = C

′
10 –0.04 ± 0.17 0.06 (1.26 ± 0.64) × 10−11

C
′
9 = −C

′
10 0.07 ± 0.08 0.81 (1.30 ± 0.65) × 10−11

[CNP
9 , CNP

10 ] [–1.10, 0.33] 47.33 (0.88 ± 0.44) × 10−11

[C ′
9, C

′
10] [0.08, –0.07] 0.81 (1.31 ± 0.66) × 10−11

[CNP
9 = CNP

10 ,

C
′
9 = C

′
10]

[–0.02, –0.02] 0.07 (0.97 ± 0.49) × 10−11

[CNP
9 = −CNP

10 ,

C
′
9 = −C

′
10]

[–0.67, 0.16] 46.27 (1.00 ± 0.52) × 10−11

[CNP
9 , CNP

10 , C
′
9, C

′
10] [–1.31, 0.26, 0.34,

–0.25]
56.04 (1.00 ± 0.52) × 10−11
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Chapter 67
Probing New Physics in Semileptonic Λb
Decays

Atasi Ray, Suchismita Sahoo and Rukmani Mohanta

Abstract In recent times, several hints of leptonnon-universality havebeenobserved
in b → clν̄l and b → sll decay processes. In this context, we perform a model inde-
pendent analysis of the semileptonic baryonic Λb → (Λc, p)lνl decay processes in
order to probe the structure of new physics.We constrain the new parameter space by
using the measured branching ratios of B+

c,u → τ+ντ , B → πτντ processes and the
existing experimental results on RD(∗) and Rl

π parameters. Using the constrained new
couplings, we estimate the branching fractions and forward-backward asymmetries
of the Λb → (Λc, p)lνl processes. As like B meson decays, we also examine the
possible presence of lepton universality violation in these decay modes.

67.1 Introduction

Recently, the LHCb Collaboration has reported a spectacular discrepancy of
1.9σ (3.3σ) and 2σ on the lepton non-universality (LNU) parameters RD(∗) =
Br(B̄ → D̄(∗)τ ν̄τ )/Br(B̄ → D̄(∗)lν̄l) [1] and RJ/ψ = Br(Bc → J/ψτν̄τ )/Br
(Bc → J/ψlν̄l) [2] respectively from their corresponding SM values. Analogous
LNU parameters are also observed in b → sll processes i.e., RK (∗) = Br(B̄→K̄ (∗)μ+μ−)

Br(B̄→K̄ (∗)e+e−)

with discrepancies of 2.6σ (2.2 − 2.4)σ. So the natural question arises is, whether
such LNU parameters would also be present in baryonic decays. Around 20% of
the total number of hadrons produced at LHCb are Λb baryons, so it is interesting
to look for such effects in semileptonic Λb decay modes. Thus, as in B decays one
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can also scrutinize the presence of lepton universality violation in the correspond-
ing semileptonic baryon decays Λb → (Λc, p)lν̄l to corroborate the results from B
sector and hence, to probe the structure of New Physics (NP).

The outline of the paper is follows. In Sect. 67.2, we present the general effective
Lagrangian of b → (u, c)lνl processes in presence of NP, and the necessary theoret-
ical framework for analysing these processes. The new coefficients are constrained
in Sect. 67.3. In Sect. 67.4, we discuss the q2 variation of branching fractions and
lepton non-universality parameters ofΛb → (Λc, p)lν̄l processes in presence of NP.
Our findings are summarized in Sect. 67.5.

67.2 Theoretical Framework

Themost general effective Lagrangian associated with B1 → B2lν̄l decay processes,
where B1 = Λb, B2 = Λc, p mediated by the quark level transition b → qlν̄l , (q =
u, c) is given by [3]

Leff = −4G F√
2

Vqb

{
(1 + VL) l̄L γμ νL q̄L γμ bL + VR l̄L γμ νL q̄R γμ bR

+SL l̄R νL q̄R bL + SR l̄R νL q̄L bR + TL l̄R σμν νL q̄R σμν bL

}
+ h.c. ,

(67.1)

where G F denotes the Fermi constant, Vqb are the CKM matrix elements and
q(l)L ,R = PL ,R q(l) are the chiral quark(lepton) fields with PL ,R = (1 ∓ γ5)/2 as
the projection operators. Here VL ,R, SL ,R, TL represent the vector, scalar and tensor
type NP couplings, which are zero in the SM. For simplicity, we switch off the tensor
coupling contribution in this analysis. In the presence of NP, the double differential
decay distribution for B1 → B2lν̄l processes with respect to q2 and cos θl (θl is the
angle between the directions of parent B1 baryon and the l− in the dilepton rest
frame) is given as [4]

d2Γ

dq2 d cos θl
= N

(
1 − m2

l

q2

)2[
A1 + m2

l

q2
A2 + 2 A3 + 4ml√

q2
A4

]
, (67.2)

where A1, A2, A3 are functions of helicity amplitudes,which are expressed in terms of

the form factors and the new couplings. N =
G2

F |Vqb|2q2
√

λ(M2
B1

, M2
B2

, q2)

210π3M3
B1

, with

λ(a, b, c) = a2 + b2 + c2 − 2(ab + bc + ca). The lepton non-universality parame-
ter is defined as

RB2 = Br(B1 → B2τ
−ν̄τ )

Br(B1 → B2 l−ν̄l)
, l = e,μ. (67.3)
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Table 67.1 Predicted allowed ranges of the new coefficients

Decay processes New coefficients Minimum value Maximum value

b → uτ ν̄τ (Re[VL ], Im[VL ]) (−2.489,−1.5) (0.504, 1.48)

(Re[VR], Im[VR]) (−0.478,−1.185) (0.645, 1.198)

(Re[SL ], Im[SL ]) (−0.136,−0.396) (0.672, 0.398)

(Re[SR], Im[SR]) (−0.6743,−0.398) (0.1265, 0.398)

b → cτ ν̄τ (Re[VL ], Im[VL ]) (−2.224,−1.228) (0.225, 1.225)

(Re[VR], Im[VR]) (−0.129,−0.906) (0.173, 0.89)

(Re[SL ], Im[SL ]) (−0.116,−0.788) (0.474, 0.8)

(Re[SR], Im[SR]) (−1.076,−0.809) (0.06, 0.807)

67.3 Constraints on New Couplings

In this analysis, the new Wilson coefficients are considered as complex. We further
assume that only one new coefficient present at a time and accordingly compute the
allowed parameter space of these couplings. The constraints on new parameter space
associated with b → (u, c)lν̄l transitions are computed from the experimental data
on RD(∗) , RJ/ψ, Rl

π , Br(Bc,u → τ ν̄τ ) and Br(B → πτ ν̄τ ) observables. The allowed
range of new couplings are presented in Table67.1.

67.4 Effect of New Physics

First we considered the effect of new physics contribution to the SM result is coming
only from the coupling associated with the left-handed vector-like quark currents i.e.,
VL �= 0 and VR, SL ,R = 0. In this scenario we considered the constrained parameter
space of VL for b → ulν̄l transition obtained from Table67.1, and obtained the q2

variation of the branching ratio and LNU parameter of Λb → plν̄l in presence of
the new coefficient. We repeat the same procedure and performed the analysis in
presence of VR , SL and SR coefficients considering one at a time. Similarly using the
real and imaginary part of new coefficients for b → clν̄l obtained fromTable67.1,we
obtained the variation of differential branching ratio and LNUparameters in presence
of individual new coefficients. the q2 variation of LNU parameters are presented in
Fig. 67.1.

67.5 Conclusion

We performed a model independent analysis of the rare baryonic Λb → (Λc/p)lν̄l

processes. We considered the most general effective Lagrangian in the presence
of new Physics, which provides additional new couplings to the standard model
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Fig. 67.1 The variation of Rp (left panel) and RΛc (right panel) LNU parameters with respect to
q2 in the presence of the new coefficients
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contributions. Using the experimental value of several branching ratios and LNU
parameters, we have constrained the new couplings.We then computed the branching
ratios and LNU parameters, in order to test the Lepton non-universality in Λb decay
processes. The study of these modes are found to be very crucial in order to shed
light on the nature of new physics.

Acknowledgements We acknowledge SERB for financial support.
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Chapter 68
Signature of Lepton Flavor Universality
Violation in Bs → Dsτν Semileptonic
Decays

Rupak Dutta and N. Rajeev

Abstract Deviation from the standard model prediction is observed in many
semileptonic B decays mediated via b → c charged current interactions. In particu-
lar, current experimental measurements of the ratio of branching ratio RD and RD∗ in
B → D(∗)lν decays disagree with standard model expectations at the level of about
4.1σ. Moreover, recent measurement of the ratio of branching ratio RJ/Ψ by LHCb,
whereRJ/Ψ = B(Bc → J/Ψ τν)/B(Bc → J/Ψ μν), ismore than 2σ away from the
standard model prediction. In this context, we consider an effective Lagrangian in
the presence of vector and scalar new physics couplings to study the implications of
RD and RD∗ anomalies in Bs → Ds τν decays. We give prediction of several observ-
ables such as branching ratio, ratio of branching ratio, forward backward asymmetry
parameter, τ polarization fraction, and the convexity parameter for the Bs → Ds τν
decays within the standard model and within various new physics scenarios.

68.1 Introduction

Anomalies present in RD, RD∗ and RJ/Ψ challenged the lepton flavor universality.
At present the deviation in RD and RD∗ from the standard model (SM) expectation
[1–6] is at the level of 4.1σ [7–12]. A similar deviation of 1.3σ has been reported
by LHCb in the ratio RJ/Ψ [13] as well. Inspired by these anomalies we study
the corresponding Bs → Dsτν decay mode within the SM and within various new
physics (NP) scenarios by using theBs toDs transition form factors obtained in lattice
QCD of [14]. The Bs → Dsτν decays serve as a complementary decay channel to
similar B decays mediated via b → clν quark level transition. Again, in the limit of
SU (3) flavor symmetry B → Dlν and Bs → Dslν decay modes should exhibit the
similar properties.
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Our main motivation here is to study the implication of RD and RD∗ anoma-
lies on Bs → Dsτν decay mode in a model independent way. We use the effective
Lagrangian in the presence of NP couplings and give the predictions of various
physical observables.

68.2 Theory

The effective Lagrangian for b → clν quark level transition decays consisting of the
SM and beyond SM operators is given by [15, 16]

Leff = −4 GF√
2

Vcb

{
(1 + VL) l̄L γμ νL c̄L γμ bL + VR l̄L γμ νL c̄R γμ bR

+ṼL l̄R γμ νR c̄L γμ bL + ṼR l̄R γμ νR c̄R γμ bR + SL l̄R νL c̄R bL

+SR l̄R νL c̄L bR + S̃L l̄L νR c̄R bL + S̃R l̄L νR c̄L bR

}
+ h.c. , (68.1)

where, GF is the Fermi coupling constant and |Vcb| is the CKM matrix element and
the couplings such as VL, VR, SL, SR and ṼL, ṼR, S̃L, S̃R denote the NP Wilson coeffi-
cients involving left handed and right handed neutrinos respectively. We investigate
several q2 dependent observables such as differential branching ratio DBR (q2), ratio
of branching ratio R(q2), lepton side forward backward asymmetry Al

FB(q2), polar-
ization fraction of the charged leptonPl(q2), and convexity parameterCl

F (q2) defined
as,

DBR(q2) = dΓ/dq2

ΓTot
, AFB(q2) =

( ∫ 0
−1 − ∫ 1

0

)
d cos θ dΓ

dq2 d cos θ

dΓ
dq2

,

R(q2) = B(Bs → Dsτν)

B(Bs → Ds l ν)
, Pl(q

2) = dΓ (+)/dq2 − dΓ (−)/dq2

dΓ (+)/dq2 + dΓ (−)/dq2
,

Cl
F (q2) = 1(

dΓ/dq2
)

(
d

d cos θ

)2 [
dΓ

dq2 d cos θ

]
(68.2)

We also give predictions on the average values of these observable by separately
integrating the numerator and the denominator over q2. A detailed discussion is
reported in the [17].
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68.3 Results and Discussions

We report in Table68.1 the SM central values and the corresponding ranges of each
observable for Bs → Dslν decay mode. The SM central values are obtained by con-
sidering the central values of each input parameters and the ranges are obtained
by including the uncertainties associated with |Vcb| and the form factor inputs. The
details are presented in the [17]. We notice that the branching ratio of Bs → Dslν is
of the order of 10−2 for the e mode and the τ mode. In SM, the observables Al

FB, Pl ,
Cl

F for the e mode are observed to be quite different from the corresponding τ mode.
We now proceed to discuss the various NP effects in Bs → Dsτν decay mode.

We consider four different NP scenarios each containing two NP couplings at a
time: (VL, VR), (SL, SR), (ṼL, ṼR) and (̃SL, S̃R). To get the allowed NP parameter
space we impose the 1σ constraints coming from the measured ratio of branching
ratio RD and RD∗ as well as the requirement of B(Bc → τν) ≤ 30% from the LEP
data [18]. In Fig. 68.1 we show the allowed ranges of each NP couplings and the
corresponding B(Bs → Dsτν) and B(Bc → τν) allowed regions. It is observed that
the B(Bc → τν) put a severe constraint on the scalar NP couplings and hence in
our present analysis we omit the related discussions. Table68.2 reports the allowed
ranges of each observables for Bs → Dsτν decay mode when (VL, VR) and (ṼL, ṼR)

Table 68.1 SM prediction of various observables for the e and the τ modes

Observables Central value Range Observables Central value Range

Be% 2.238 [2.013, 2.468] Bτ% 0.670 [0.619, 0.724]
Pe −1.00 −1.00 Pτ 0.320 [0.273, 0.365]
Ae

FB 0.00 0.00 Aτ
FB 0.360 [0.356, 0.363]

Ce
F −1.5 −1.50 Cτ

F −0.271 [−0.253,−0.289]

Fig. 68.1 Allowed ranges of (VL, VR), (ṼL, ṼR), (SL, SR) and (̃SL, S̃R) NP couplings are shown in
the top panel once 1σ constraint coming from the measured values of RD and RD∗ are imposed. We
show in the bottom panel the allowed ranges in B(Bc → τν) and B(Bs → Dsτν) in the presence
of respective NP couplings
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Table 68.2 Allowed ranges of various observables with (VL, VR) and (ṼL, ṼR) NP couplings

B% RDs Pτ Aτ
FB Cτ

F

(VL, VR) [0.733, 1.115] [0.329, 0.496] [0.234, 0.403] [0.352, 0.364] [−0.239,−0.305]
(ṼL, ṼR) [0.684, 1.174] [0.307, 0.519] [0.064, 0.276] [0.356, 0.363] [−0.253,−0.289]

Fig. 68.2 R(q2), DBR(q2), Aτ
FB(q2), Pτ (q2) using (VL, VR) (top) and (ṼL, ṼR) (bottom) NP cou-

plings (green band). The corresponding 1σ SM range is shown with the blue band

NP couplings are present. We show the q2 dependency of R(q2), DBR(q2), Aτ
FB(q2),

Pτ (q2) using (VL, VR) (top) and (ṼL, ṼR) (bottom) NP couplings in Fig. 68.2. In
the presence of (VL, VR) NP couplings, we observe that DBR(q2) and R(q2) deviate
considerably from the SM expectation whereas, no deviations are found in Aτ

FB(q2),
Pτ (q2), Cτ

F(q2). Similarly, in the presence of (ṼL, ṼR) NP couplings the deviation is
observed in Pτ (q2) along with DBR(q2) and R(q2). Hence the polarization fraction
of the charged lepton Pτ (q2) can be used to distinguish between these two scenarios.

68.4 Conclusion

Based on the anomalies present in RD and RD∗ , we study their implication on Bs →
Dsτν decay mode within the SM and within various NP scenarios. We find that only
vector type NP couplings satisfy theB(Bc → τν) constraint whereas, the scalar type
NP couplings are ruled out. Hence, studying the Bs → Dsτν decay mode will serve
as an important stepping stone for RD and RD∗ anomalies.
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